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The Volidity of Disiunctive Syllogism

ls Not So Eosily Proved

CHRIS MORTENSEN*

1', This note is prompted by John Burgess's "Relevance: A Fallacy?" l2l,
wbipt offers an argument in favour of the cleductive validity of the argument

ieim Disjunctive Sytlogism, DS (A,not-A or Bl:.8). The kind of argument he

,ÞiVês is not so unusual, and can be encountered arottnd the literature (e.g., [3],
1; eAO and not infrequently in the verbal pronouncements of philosophers.
,iIii" ljón"r of the reply I wilt give to Burgess can also be found in a number of
lbiäcès p¡rd as long ago as 1972 (e.g., [4]-[6]), thotrgh l do not think it has been

.ijiSte.¡r-ratically developed anywhere. Si¡rce Burgess's argument is representative

töf a widespread kind of mistake about relevant logics, it is worthwhile to try to
-¡jâyClearly what is wrong with it.

Burgess disctaims any attempt to discuss the extensive literature on '

'r,i|i'evant logics other than Auderson and Belnap's 1975 "masterwork" En'tail'
'iirO¡;t1""îr, his argurnent is best viewecl as a piece of internal criticism oli,lÈ!

wever, he makes several remarks which imply fairty clearlv thqlh¡.L

on more general targets, and are intended to apply to all "self-stl{lgcll:
ogicians. Let me therefore concecle straíght away that in my"i-ieüú,.i

.l4t¡f'd"erson and Belnap's discussion of D,S tn Entailmenf is inadeclua-te. [t T9,.*f,
lUêriasli, however, to draw the conclusion that there is no hope offered w[ttiin
.tÉ,ei.rbioad programme loosely ctassifiable as "relevantist" for shorit

iiejBqtion of D.S. lncleed, in view of the well-known Lewis pro

ncipte of Ex Falso Quodlibet, there hacl better be'

says that the issue as far as he is concerned is whether
n better agreement with common sense'than classical tog

$lisÏi i" thank Bob lvfeyer, Graham Priest, and Stephen Read [or hetptul conlnlellts;

i' Kec.eí.tt,ed.september 25, I98l; revisecl Febrtnry 5, Ig82
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not whether some other ilrtuitively comprehensible modeling for the relevant
logics can be found elsewhere. So be it. Beyond the mild caveat that common
serrse might be strained somewhat by our investigation, let me agree with this
demarcation of the area of contention. It is worth noting, though, that while
A¡derson and Belnap obviously thought their logics were in better agreement

with commo¡l sense logic (or natural logic, or natural language, or some such

thing), that might not be the only reason that coulcl be advanced for adopting a

relevant rather than a classical logic. Instead, one rnight appeal to pragmatic

criteria such as overall simplicity of the foundations of mathematics or science

as grounds fot a reconstruction of natural logic alonþ relevant lines.
One final piece of clarification. In all the standard relevant logics, a

distinction is made between extensional, truth functional 'or', 'v', and inten-
sional 'or', '+'. The extensional form of D,S (A, -A v Bl|.8), is riot generally

valid in these logics (even in their purely truth functional, "zero degree" frag-

ments), whereas the intensional form (A, -A + Bl|.8) is. Burgess wants to show

that certain valid natural language examples of D,Shave to beunderstood as of
the extensional kind, so that extensional D,S must be deductively valid. He

represents the relevance position as having to hold that valid natural language

examples of DS involve appeal to the (valid) intensional form of D,S, either by
virtue of direct translation of 'or' into '*' or because in such cases the crucial
premiss using '+' is always available. I think that questions about intensional
disjunction cloud the issue here, something for which Anderson ancl Belnap are

at least partly to blame. I will be concerned to show where Burgess goes astray

by agreeing that his examples use 'or' extensionally but arguing that they do

not show that extensional D'S is cleductively valid; so I want to set aside

questions abottt'+'altogether;'Throughout this paper, then,'or'is taken as'v'.

2 I begn by offering an explication of the useful intuitive idea of a deductive
situation. Human beings are often in the position of deducing sentences from
other sentences. Disputes as to the validity of a cleduction f¡om certain
premisses can, I propose, be thought of as disputes as to the exact nature o'f the
decluctive situation containing those premisses. To make this more precise, we

can introduce the idea of an l-theory (¡elative to a logic I). Consicler a language

I closed under conjunctions (n), disjurrctions (v), irnplications or entailments
(+), and negations (-). A logic itt I is a bubset L of L closed uncler the rule of
urriform sulrstitution. Now we can define the notion of an L-theory relative lo a
logic L (e.g., a PC-tþeory, o¡ an,S5-theory, or an E-theory). A¡,[-theory is a set

of senteuces containing all the consequences of all the meml¡ers of the theory
whiclr the logic I says are cotlseqttelÌces. More formally, a subset X of ! is an

L-theory iff: (l)if Ae X ancl l¡A-.Bthen B eX,and(2)if AeXandBeX
tlren r4 ¡B e X. (The second of these requirements is reasonable, but doesnot
in general follow from the first, so needs inclependent specification.) I propose

to explicate the iclea of a clecluctive situation by iclentifying it with that of an

Z-theory where I is "natural" or "cottlmotl setlse" or "correct" logic.
We will say that an Z-theory X is a DS-theory (writterr D.S(X)) iff if A e X

and -A v B e X then ß e X. Suppose, as Burgess believes, that D$ is a ttlri-
versally valicl principle of comllot1 set'lse or natural logic. Then it must be tltat
every dedllctive situatiolr is a D,S-theory: whichever natt¡ral logic I is, it must
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'l.rl*ry, be that B is in every decluctive situation which contains both á and

.p¿, , B. Furthermore, if Burgess is wrong and Anclerson and Belnap are right

'.äïi'd ¿,t is not universally valid, then for some.4, ^8, it must be that,B fails to be

' Irr some deductive situation containing A and -A v B. (Any reasonàþle com-
:'plÞteness theorem for Z will cleliver that result.) And that is what any putative

iåóunterexample to D,S must evidently achieve: to procluce a deductive situation

ilt which A and -A v B hold (belong) but 'B does not'
_..._ i: : t

, 3 tn the terminology of this paper, Burgess's strategy is to procluce ex-

,'amples of deductive-situations, clail not special in auy

rtihv which vitiates the generality of h that the situatiotrs
,'äi¿ ¿S(-tfreories). This is to show tha required for com-

mon sense thinking. Now it is importa tl'rat the deductive

situation be correctly'identified, for it might be that fitrther information about

iire deductive situation is covertly imported which is sufficient to ensure that

ihe deductive situation is D,S. We woulcl then be dealing, in effect, with a

làrger deductive situation and so the demonstration that ,B liolds in it does

iiothing to show that the universal validity of D,S is what is solely responsible
''iöi,B's 

hotding. It is this error which I claim Burgess has made.

Ji,¡:l-¡.,The position I propose is that although D,S is not universally valicl, it is an

.;qcceptable mode of reasoning under certain circumstances. The situation seems

',.i,i t" tike this. Many relevance people feel suspicious of D,S because it seems to

bieak down in what might be called "abnormal" deductive situations, particu-

iatiy itt"onsistent situations. It is nót infrequently claimed by relevance logi
öiáns that theories such as naïïe set theory, classical pre-Cauchy calcultts, the

'BOh¡ 
theory of the'atom, quantum theory, natural language with its own truth

.sredicate, and Peano arithmetic are or might well be non-D,S. If this claim is

.-qorrect; then some logic for which DS fails is a better model of natural logic
lhan classicat logic is. On the other hand, D.S does seem to be a natural mode of

in 'normal' deductive situations, the kind encoùnte¡ecl every day

two intuitions about D.S can be reconcilecl if we can give an account of
ve validity accorcling to which D,9 holcls only irr normal situations, and

is.'what I claim.
Some more definitions. An l-theory X is cottsistent iff for no / are both

A,1+d -A in X. X is trivial iff X is the whole language L. X is nonprime with
i:especi to Av B ifl Av B eX but.4 d,XandB ë X.XisnonprinteiîtXis
1,$Þnnti*" with respect to some disjunction. X is prínt¿ iff it is not nonprime.

e of )ry, evett for tnrth-functional clisjunctiotl.
Pean a base of classical logic (i.e',
eano Göclel sentence. Then certainly
G. B ess Theorem , if PA is cousisteut,

Lnêither'tsp¡G nor l-p¡-G. Hence if P,4 is consiste¡rt it is nonprime (with
;,¡èSpecttoGv-G).ì Now some things are known about conclitions under wl-rich L-theories are,

, pnct fail to be D,S:

, (l) Any irrconsistent but nontrivial l-theory fails to be D,S (uncler very
weak assumptions al¡out the logic Z). Reason lf X is inconsisteut, then for
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some .á, A e X and -A e X' Since -A e X, if ts¿-At(-A v'B), we have

-AvBeX,for arbitraryB. If D,shelclfor X,we could decluce that BeX,
for arbitrary. B, i.e..,X wot¡ld be trivial. Ex hypothesi, X is not trivial, so D'S fails

for X.In particular, all the usual relevant logics have inco¡rsistent and nontrivial

theories.

(2) lf x is nonprime with respect to any disjunction -A v B while A e x,
tlren D.S fails forX. Reason: While A e X,and-Av B e X, the failure of prime-

ness ensures that B d. X.

(3) If, on the other hand, X is consistelrt and prime, then D'S holds for X'

Reason: Let A e X, -A v B e X.Since X is prime, atleast one of -A e X and

B e X. But X is consistent, so -24 L X. Hence B e X.

(4) For certain choices of logic I, such as classical logic and intuitionism,

D,S holds for all l-theories.

A point to note about the proof under (3) that consistency and primeness

implies D.g is that it seems to appeal to a metalinguistic principle of D'S as it
weie. However, it is not being claimed that D.î is never legitimate. On the

contrary, in normal well-behavecl situations D.S is to be expected to holcl,- and

there cloes not seem to be anything untoward about the metalinguistic situa-

tion here. For example, we migJrt formalize the metatheory and prove it to l¡e

consistent and prime. The foregoing consiclerations, then, enable us to coñclucle

that a necessary and sufficient condition for a nontrivial cleductive situation to

be D.S is that it l¡e consistent and, for all subsets lA,-Av-Bl, pri¡ne with

respect to -A v.B. A special case sufficient for D,S is where the dedttctive

situation is consistent and complete (as Kripke's possible worlds are), since it is

easy to show that, given De Morgan's Laws, consistency and completeness

imply primeness.

4 This preamþle enables me to make my rnain point against Burgess. H the

deductive situations he clescribei patently contain extra information sufficient

to guararrtee that D.S holds of them no matter what logic.L is involvecl-such as

tlre i¡for¡nation that they are consistent and prime-then his argument carutot

show that the (universal) valiclity of D,S is required by tirose situations' I clai¡n

that this is what has happened. To see this, let us look at the examples Burgess

gives. I simplify drastically for brevity'
In tþe first example, we are presênted with a cleck of cards and the

irrformatio¡r that a certain carcl iu question is not both carcl A and carcl'8, and

grat it is carcl .Á. Burgess claims that it is legitimate to conclude that it is not

carcl .8. Clearly this can be recast as an example of D,S. But, unfortttnately for

relevant logic:

Had wyberg been a rêlevantist, unwilling to make a deductive step not licenced

by the Anderson'Belnap systems E and R, he would have been unable to

eliminate the queen of clubs from his calcltlations,and would have lost the game'

A relevantist would fare badly in this game and others, and in game'like situa'

tions in social life, diplomacy, and other areas-unless, o[cottrse'he betrayed in

plactice the relevantisiic principles he espoused in theory' ([2], p' 100)
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..:..;However, now we are in a position to see that the deductive situation as
.Hrii¡iess presents it-a deck of ordinary playirig cards, not card ^d or not card B,

Ët",iir iertainty consßtent and printe.It would be quite absurd to.say that the
jsitUation is one where we have both card A ancl not card.4. Eqttally, if it is

. either not card A or not card B, then at least one of tirose options obtains. So
lãï,rou*" D,S may be legitimately used. Relevant logicians arç still worth
,ëmploying as wargamers. The assumption of consistency ancl primeness here is
',o 

óbuiour as to be invisible. That is why it must be regarded with suspicion as

possibty.an operative factor in the situation. [f it is, then nothing follows about

iñä'vatt¿itv of D,S.','' ''in the second example, we are presented with a hypotheticâl cliscovery in

)

t, ancl in particular that.4(l) v ^B(l) holds because,4(l) holds. Do we

want to conclude, if we come i¡rto possession of a proof of -A(l), that
'Of coúrse, if it is alreacly believed that classical logic is truei, so that D$

lds of number theory, then we will be preparecl to conclude that B(l), by the
that everything can be dedt¡ced from a contracliction. But that begs

qtrestion. Again, slrppose that arithmetic failed to be prime at A(l) v B( l)
from a proof of -A(l) it would be quite ìllegitimate to conclude B(1)

'this is nót what Burgess is supposing to be the case; in fact he quite
supposes that a proof of B(l) exists. The extra informatiou Burgess

to make his case for D.f work is clearly present. But the presence of the

-qxtra information clestroys his case. 
'

j..s¡i, , .On" final quick example Burgess gives is that of someone once told that
'A or B þut cannot remember which. Finally, he establishes -.r4, and so con-

.eþrdPs tlrat a.

Such examples . . . show that, as far as nefâtion, conjunction and disjunction are

., gonce¡ned, 'classical' logic is fiar closer to common sense and.accepted

.'mithematical practice than is the 'relevant' logic of Anderson and Belnap,

. (t21,P. lo2)

jntpu" to clednce ,8. Thus, again, the kind of argument one often hears in-

,formally: 'D,S must hold. Look, if I know that toclay is Monclay or Tuesclay,

'and I know that it isn't IVIonclay, I lnust conclucle that it is Trtesctay'. But what
inore nonnal a clech-rctive situation ca¡l one imagine?
. ' A fînal point against Burgess. He áccuses the relevance program¡ne of

;gonfusing logical implication with reasoning or inferring, a clistinction of
;Hêrman's. I claim, to the contrary, that he is guitty of precisely that confttsion.
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In those terms, the issue is whethe¡ D,9 captures a logical implicatioii, with
Anderson and Belnap denying it and Burgess clàiming it. In the ligirt of the
previous discussion, however, the examples he provides are nothing that a

relevant logician neecl deny to be useful reasoning or inferring. It is quite proper

to import extra facts about the cteductive situation in order to eitract all the
useful informatiolr out of it. In thinking that he has raised a difficulty for tire
relevantist position, Burgess shows that he has precisely not appreciatecl the

differe¡rce between usefully reasoning and universally valid clecluction.

5 A consequence of the position of this paper is that the claim of the rele-

vance programme, that DS is not universally valid, entails the claim that not all

nontrivial deductive situations are consistent and prime. In order to show that
to be incorrect, one must plainly adopt a different strategy from Burgess's,

What must be considered, instead, are putative examples of nontrivial incon-
sistent deductive situations. Clearly these.will be decidedly of the unusual type.
But if a rule such as D.S is to be valid, then it needs to hold in all deductive

situations, not just normal ones. It is precisely the relevantist claim that

abrrormal, u¡rtrsual situations where D,S fails need to be taken into account' It
is pointless to dispute this by concentrating on conditions in which it is known
that D.S holcls.
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Reply to Burgess ond to Reod

CHRTS MORTENSEN

I, Introduction Either John is foaming at the mouth or John is biting the

cArpet. John is not foaming at the mouth. Therefore, John is biting the carpet'

iSuch an instance of Disjunctive Syllogism (DS) is undoubtedly intuitive, but a

librm of inference which is intuitive is not thereby valid. 'Ihere'are (at lçast) three

¡iositions which can be taken 'concerning the validity of DS. First: DS is valid,

râitd the "or" in it is the two-valued extensional "or". Thus, the argument form

:Extensional Disjunctive Syllogism (.['Ds), i.e., Av B, -A/.'.8, is valid. sec-

\!öhd: EDS is invalid. There is a vatid argument form, Intensional Disjunctive Syl-
iiögism (IDS), namely A + B, -A/,'.8, where "+" is intensional disjunction

you have a valid example of DS, it is because if is an inslance of IDS.

The exâmples of DS which seem intuitive are often instances of EDS; but

does not make ED.S valid, and it is not. Whenever it seems intuitive to infer
E'DS, it is because there is an extra assumption, that things are "normal",
ensures the truth of the conclusion and which explains the apparent intui-ich

ol EDS
Recently (in [8]), I defended the third of these. Read (in [9]) defended thq

6þcond. In the course of my argument, I made the further claim that there are

,i$'ibcise sufficient çonditions for when the truth of the premises of EDS would
;êTsure the truth of the conclusion and that these conditions obtained whenever

fúere was an intuitive example of .EDS. Both Read and Burgess ([4], see also his

.t5l.and [6]) undersroo my claim by appeal to the valid-

¡,'ì-iV of EDS in the met they took to be circular. In Sec-

fii]on Z of this note, I o circularity in my position. In
:$.êction 3, I will argue that my position is a stable one, in that no collapse into

iailenerally valid EDS follows from it. In Section 4, I will briefly respond to
:'s.;d,me of Burgess's other points from [4].

;lÍ.fne appeal to normalìty We need some definitions. A theory for a logic

.&iir . set of sentences closed under the consequence relation þ¡. It is useful to
ligpnsider the situation we find ourselves in when deducing according to "natu-

;R)é,þeived November t6, Ig84
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ral" logic, as a theory closed under the natural consequence relation l-. This
has the virtue that actual deductive behavior in the course of theory construc-
tion in the sciences can be seen as data about how propositions are related
by l-. Closely connected with the question'of whether A I B, is the question of
whether .B belongs to all natural theories to which,,4 belongs. Read objects to
my too-quick identification of these two questions; but I do not rely on it in
what follows.

A theory will be said to be c'onsistent iff for every sentence A, not both,4
is in the theory and -A is in the theory (or-what is equivalent given metalin-
guistic laws of De Morgan, Double Negation and Commutation hereafter
assumed-either.¿4 is not in the theory or (extensionally) -A is not in the the-
ory). A theory will be said to be prime iff for every exterisional disjunction
A v B in the theory, either I is in ihe theory or (extensionally) ,B is in the

theory.
I claimed that theories which are intuitively well behaved or normal are

closed under EDS, and that counterexamples to EDS are to be found in abnor-
mal theories only, though that should hardly daunt the fearless logician. I then
claimed that a sufficient condition for a theory to be closed under.ED.S is that
it be consistent and prime. In proving this, I appealed to something looking like
.EDS in the metatheory. Both Read.and Burgess objected that I had no right to
such an appeal.

But this is not so. Let me make clear what my contention is. I claim that
(given a normal metatheory which we should be able to ensure), for any con-

sistent prime theory Th and for any propositions A, B, frotn Av B É. Th and

-A e Tl¡ it is deducible that.B e Th. My argument is in two stages. The first
stage.is in the' metametatheory. I

From the premises that a theory is normal and that A v B and

-A are in the theory, it is deducible that.B is in the theory.

The metatheory (of this paper) is normal.

.'. The metatheory is such that it is deducible that B is in it from
the premise that A v.B and -A are in it.

The premises of this argument were not justified by any appeal to .EDS, but to
the pretheoretic data available to us. There do seem to be intuitive examples of
.EDS, and the metatheory needed to put thiough the argument to follow is min-

imal: first-order logic with a single binary relation € with quite weak proper-

ties and a relation I which is also quite weak. No reason for suspicion of
abnormality or paradox here. That is, I don't claim to proue the truth of the

above two premises. Proof will have to stop somewhere, especially in the episte-

mology of logic, I offer support for them, of a rèasonable kind.
Now for the second stage of my argument, "drop down a level" to the

metatheory. For suppose that 1/¡ is cohsistent and prime; I claim that from this

fact rogerher with A v B €. Th and -A e Th it is deducible that .B € Th. Fot

from -A e Th (i.e., not-not- - A e in/r) together with the consistency of Th

(either not -A €. Th or not A e Th) it is deducible that not A e Th (by appeal

to the conclusion of the Stage I argument). Then from A v B e Th by prime-

ness, either A e Th or .B € Th; hence it is deducible that B e Th (by appeal to
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Stage I again). It is apparent that no question-begging appeal to the validity of
ED.S has been made here. A version of-EDS has been used, but only as d prop-
erty of a particular theory, and support has been given for that.

3 Formalízíng the argument It is evident that a formal version of the fore-
going argument can be written down in a straightforward way, taking a single
binary predicate €, the usual extensional connectives, and, wherever "it is deduc-
ible that" occurs, l-. Or, instead of F, use a metatheoretic --. For the conclu-
sion (Con(Th) & Pr(Th) & (Av B) e Th & -A e Th) + (B e 1/r), the extra
properties needed for -'are substitutivity with respect to the equivalences of. De

Morgan, Double Negation and Commutation, and the two rules (a) Transitiv-
ity for --r, ard (b) ,4 -* B, C -- D/.'. A & C -, B &. D. A special case is where we

take Th = The True, so that "€ Th" is a truth predicate, I presume that this
constitutes an answer to Burgess'demand ([4], pp.49,51) for a theorem for-
malizing the principle (Consistency & Primality & (A v B) e, -A) - B. Of
course this is not to say that the -* in question is entailment, since, for exam-
ple, an enthymematic * would do (e.g., It], p. 259, or t2l). On the other hand,
even if we take the -' of the metatheory to be entailment, it does not follow that

. øll theories are classical. To see this, just note that the logical structure of the
object language theories has been left unspecified. Nothing prevents them, there-

' 
fore, from being theories of any of the usual relevant logics. The first stage of
the argument delivers the conclusion that B may be deduced from á v B and

-A onLy for instances of .á and B from the particular metatheory. Nothing fol-
' Iöws about unrestricted theoremhood of ( (Av B) &, -A) - B, so it is open to

us to invest the -r with unrestricted substitution instances corresponding to a

weaker logic than classical.' This is far from eclecticism. As defined by Burgess, that is the view that
'relevant logic is only "appropriate for certain extraordinary abnormal situa-
,tions . . . no logic provides canons of validity that are necessary and sufficient
for all situations . . .logics have to be local, . . . different situations have differ-

ient logics" ([4], p. 50). If this means that there are no logical truths and no valid
àrguments,2 then I am certainly not committed to it. The view advocated here
'ii consistent with the position that there are some universally valid argument

;.forms, and some argument forms which in more restricted circumstances take

;us from truths to truths. ft would be confusion to desclibe this as the thesis that
,relevant logic is only appropriate in abnormal situations. One might hold instead

itþat relevant logic describes the correct universal validities, while classical logic

,is â special case, holding only over a restricted domain.
- .i I take it that the f¿ct that nonclassical object-language theories are describ-
jable by weak metatheory (and any supertheory) in the fashion of this paper dem-
,önstrates the logical stabitity of my position. So one is led to ask what kiirds of
,i,epistemic considerations Read and Burgess would severally appeal to in support
;'of their own differing positions. I suspect that Read's view brings him danger-
:'þúsly close to logical skepticism.3 He seems to think that unless some kind of

'rproof of the unrestricted validity of an argument form is forthcoming, then one

'ilould never be justified in moving from its premises to its conclusion in a pat-
jticular case. But if any argument form is valid, then some inference rules are

:i['ot justified by being proved from others. Burgess, on the other hand, might
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be making a much stronger demand than I attributed to him at the beginning
of this section, namely, the demand to produce a fully developed relevant meta-
logic, truth theory, model theory, set theory, the lot ([4], p. 5l). This ploy is

sufficiently common to deserve a name, so let us call it The Fallacy of lhe Con-
servalive Theorist: Unless My Opponents Have a Fully Developed Counter-
theory, All Their Arguments Against Me are Unsound. But, of course, the above
result holds in any supertheory of our metatheory, no matter how much extra
baggage it gets.

4 Sundry loose ends This brings me to the question of who has mis-
represented whom. I have already argued that Burgess and Read häve misun-
derstood me. Burgess claims that I misrepresented him, and that his intent was

all innocence itself: only to show against Anderson and Belnap that common
sense employs EDS. As I said in [8], Burgess's first paper is best understood as

an attack on Anderson and Belnap, but some remarks suggest that his aims are

more general. I do not think that anyone could read his paper and not get that
impression. lfere are just a few points. The aim of the card game example was
not just to show that common sense goes his way, but also that "the relevan-
tist" would do "badly" and "in social life, diplomacy, and other areas". I deny
this. Notice, too, the inference from "not common sense" to "bad".,Again, his
arithmetical example insinuates the less-than-innocent conclusion that "the honor
of priority goes to Wyberg", the implication being that Wyberg's argument was

valid ([6], p. 102). I claim that if arithmetic is inconsistent, then Wyberg's argu-
ment is invalid, so the "commonsense" presumption that Wyberg's argument
is valid masks the presupposition of consistency. I take.it that in disputing the
implication of validity, I was meeting Burgess's "challenge" "to explain away
some apparent examples of commonsense instances of D,S" ([4], p. 45). Need-
less to say, to fail to take up such a challenge is to lose some presumed com-
petition by default. The debate might at this point degenerate into semantic
trivialities about how narrow in application were Burgess's phrases like "the
relevantist" and "the Anderson-Belnap systems.E and R", and he hastens to tell
us how big is the gulf between Anderson and Belnap, and Routley ([4], p. 45).

I think, in fact, that Burgess's first paper was written largely in ignorance of
what had been published aboul E and R by others, an impression his second
paper certainly hastens to counteract. Again, his assurance ([6], p. 104) that he

was concerned "solely with the original Anderson Belnap account of 'relevant'
Iogic and with their claim that their systems E, R, etc., are in better agreement
with common sense than is classical logic", would have helped him better had

he not contrasled it with "the discovery of serendipitous applications" suih as

logics of ambiguity; instead of a contrast with, s,ay, Meyer's work.
Burgess uses so many rhetorical devices that his papers read like a list of

textbook examples of iñformal fallacies. I do not propose to catalog all of these,

but let me caution readers against fallaciously reasoning on the basis of Burgess'

second paper according to the Fallacy of Divide-and-Conquer: The Opponents
are in Disagreement about Some Issues, Therefore All Their Theses are False.

Certainly there is disagreemqnt on some issues, but it is simply distortion to say.

that "Routleyism and Andersonianobelnapism are so dissimilar that it is mis-

leading to apply a single label 'relevantism' to both" ([4], p. 45). Routley, who
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describes himself as a relevantist; ([0], pp.2l-23), is hardly a mere paracon-

sistentist: it is not possible tg read Routley's published work since [13] without
grasping the quite central role played in it by relevance (e.g., U2l). Far from
there being huge dissimilarity, the point of the Fine-Meyer-Plumwood-Routley-
Urquhart semantics was that it offered an explanatory account of the Anderson-
Belnap systems, and particularly the prized property of relevance (e.g., [13], or

Il], p. 394). For that matter, the generality of that semantics, particularly the

move to inconsistent and nonprime or incomplete theories, offered an explana-

tory account of the intuitions; and the limitations of those intuitions, behind
relevantism, classicalism, paraconsistentism,'intuitionism, connectivism, and

modal logic. The particular application here, that the semantics made it clearer
what were the options in dealing with DS and that one might propose a seman-

tically based explanation of the illusory intuitiveness of EDS, seems to me to rep-

resent considerable progress over the original Anderson-Belnap account of DS.

' The simple point against both purgess and Read is this. Logic does not
operate in a vacuum, but on deductive theories. While all the theories of a logic

need to be closed under the dedùcibility relation of the logic, it is possible for
some theories of the logic to be closed under additional rules as well, for inStance

ED,S; and it would be surprising if we could not sometimes know this and exploit
'it. My further point against Burgess still stands: that the conditions under which
EDS holds might be so normal that there is produced the illusion, even in intel-
ligent and expert deducers, that it is valid. This is not to be disposed of by the

;methods of medieval Christianity invoked by Burgess in the opening quotation
of [4].

NOTES

l. I do not rely on a rigid distinction between object language and metalanguage, which
is one of the less satisfactory aspects of the classical paradigm. The distinction is used

' here only for expository purposes.

"2. In point of fact this is a view with which I have recently become more sympathetic

[7]. But Burgess was in no position to conclude this on the basis of my paper.

Cf. also Belnap and Dunn [3]. In the spirit of Belnap a'nd Dunn, we might object:
"But what if your metatheory is abnormal?" But what if? That does not count
against the claim that r/a theory rs normal, ED,S holds for it. And I take it that it
is not so hard to believe that the present metatheory is normal.
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ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

ABSTRACT. This paper criticises necessitarianism, the thesis that there is at least one

necessary truth; and defends possibilism, thê thesis that all propositions are contingent,

or that anything is possible. The second section maintains that no good conventionalist

account of ne-essity is available, wtiile the third section criticises model theoretic

necessitarianism. The fourth section sketches some recent technical work on nonclassi-

cal logic; with the aim of weakening necessitarian intuitions and strengthening possibilist

intuitions. The fifth section considers several o prior'utic.attempts at demonstrating that

there is at least one necessary proposition and finds them inadequate. The final section

emphasises the epistemic aspect of possibilism'

1. possrsILISM

I begin with the thesis of possibilism, by which f mean the group of

thesès that all propositions are possible, or possibly true, that all

propositions âre contingent, that no proposition is necessary. The

âenial of the latter is the thesis of necessitarianism, the thesis that at

least one'proposition is necessarily true. It will be maintained in this

paper that nècessitarianism is false and that possibilism is true.- 
òtt" might postulate a link between possibilism ànd the idea of

epístemic monßm, that there is only one basic epistemic method- for
investigating the world. It is invariably difficult to say what is monistic
about monisms, since there can be disâgreement about what is a

'basic' category. Again, within good scientific method (of which there

are many different accounts) one can discern distinct roles for theory
and sensory experience; though it is common currency these days to

acknowledge a unity within scientific method between adjusting
theory to sensory information, and adjusting the interpretation of the

senses to well-constructed theory. But philosophers have usually

shown a preference for monisms over dualisms, a preference whi¡h 
_I

share and which I think should be recognized in the theory of method,

epistemology, as much as anywhere else. When Popper, for example,

strayed from his general fallibilism, it was because he'supposed a

funãamentally different method for establishing logical 'truth; and

Lakatos' criticism of Popper's conventionalism about both logic and

mathematics was in the ttå-" of a properly general fatlibilism.l

Erkenntnis 30: 319-337, 1989.

@) 1989 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlønds.
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The first question to ask is about the sources of necessitarianism,

and this will be pursued in the following sections. I postulate two

sources of necessitarianism, conventionalist necessitarianism and

model theoretic necessitarianism, and in the next two sections these

are discussed and rejected. In later sections, I endeavour to persuade

the reader to abandon necessitarianism altogether. In the final section,

I return to the. question of the link between possibilism and epis-

temology, and maintain that only possibilism is the natural epis-

temological direction to take. One final point: intuitions about pos-

sibility te"- to 6e ráther easier to cóme by than intuitions about

necessity. It seems to me that we have a strong sense that some

falsehoods ale yet possible, and that is my starting point'

2. cor{veNTIoNALIST NEcESSTT.lRIANTSM

Popper and Lakatos objected to the strategy of conventionalism, by

which they meant the method of preserving a thesis come what may

from empirical refutation or criticism. Thus, qua strategy, con-

ventionalism about any prbposition violates correct fallibilist practice.

But conventionalism, particularly conventionâlism about logical truth,

lends itself to .a group of deeper, semantical theses as well' The

distinctive appeal lo contsentirn is un appeal which following Popper,z

we can charàcterise as controltøbility in principle by decision 'We need

to understand the effect this has on necessitariánism. In maintaining
'that neÒessary propositioris form a nonnull class, conventionalist
necessitarianisms have held that a convention can sometimes suffice to

make a proposition true, and sometimes not. This evidently raises the

question of how such a thing could be and that is discussed presently.

Contrary to Wachbroit,3 some version of conventionalist necessitari-

anism seems still to be believed by many philosophefs, who were

taught it as twentieth century orthodoxy. On the other hand, I would
ug.ãe with Wachbroit that many philosophers do seem to think that

Quine's 'Truth by Convention' is decisive against conventionalist
necessitarianism, ãnd that the latter is not obviously so.o Susan Haack
argués that Quine's changing views on the status of the laws of logic
are far from satisfactory;s and certàinly Quine's strategy in 'Truth by

Conventionl of requiring conformity to the ordinary language mean-

ings of the connectives is as conservative and conventionalist in
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strategic effect as his later arguments in Word and Obiecr.6 Con-
ventionalism needs re-killing.

It is important not to confuse'conventionalism here with what

Grüqbaum called triuial semantíc corutentionalism. A simple dis-

tinction bétween sentences and propositions serves to make the point.

Evidently the relationship between symbols and their meanings is in
some sense controllable by a decision to associate a word with one

semantic item rather than another. But this fact is entirely compatible
with att propositions enjoying an equal epistemic status, since indeed it
is a common feature of all sentences. Such semantically based con-

ventionalism is thus trivial. It does not sufEce to sustain a distinction
between logical truths and fallible, empirical truths. Trivial semantic

conventionalism seems to be behind the view of many philosophers

that you can create logical truths simply by stipulations or resolutions
that words have one meaning rather than another. But it should be

apparent that it precisely does not serve to make a difference between

tõgicat and contingent truth. What would be needed for that would be

a þrioi distinction between those kinds of 'meanings or propositions

which, when fixed, ipso facto have a truth value; as opposed to those

propositions whose truth value also varies with, or is determined by,

ihe world. Grünbaum himself, aS is well known, espoused metric
conventiônalism, which he explicitly denied was trivial. (See [ ]. He
argued that eoen,given satisfactory semantics for metric propositions,

a ãontinuous space is indeterminate with respect to those metrical
features, as demonstrated by the qxistence of alternative, incompatible
metrical descriptions of it. Note the distinctive indeterminateness
thesis. If a decision beyond a trivial semantic convention is needed to
(or able to) determine truth, then the world must not determine the

truth of the proposition in question.T We should be clear that it is not
simply that there is something wrong with an indeterminateness thesis

about a class of propositions, since presumably a thesis such as

Grünbaum's is at least intelligible.s But it is the coupling of an

indeterminateness thesis with the further claim that such propositions can

haue their truth determined by decísions. It is not easy to'understand in
what the tiuth of.'a proposition, with respect to which the world played

no determining role, could consist. I take it that this objection applies

particularly severely to conventionalisms about the propositions' of
iogic and . mathematics. After all, how could.. a ,decision (more

generally, a convention) conceírsably make something true if the world
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plays no determinative role? One might feel inclined to wonder
whether it was like printing several copies of the morning paper in
order to make it true. Hilary Putnam puts this nicely: 'To put it

. bluntly, you can't make the Principle of .Contradiction true by con-
vention unless it's already true'.e Again, one might ask of any con-
ventionalism including Grünbaum's, what could justify the use of the
word 'true' of propositions with respect to which the underlying
universe is indeterminate. If such are controllable by decision and
escape control by an indeterminate world (while other propositions do
not), then it seems odd that the word 'true? would be worth using.of
them at all. That way lies pragmatism.

Quine?s changing views on logical truth mean that one must be
careful in specifying, just which parts one disagrees with. First, for all
his apparent gradualism and fallibilism, Quine usually did give classi-
cal first order logic a unique role to play in theory, a role which I think
has actually served to stifle inquiry into nonclassical logics in the
recent past, This is, simply, conventionalist strategy. In fairness to
Quine, his views on the conservation of classical logic were supported
by the well-known arguments about radical translatability which I will

, 'not discuss here; though to the extent that they amount to a sophisti-
cated version of the philosopher's 'I do not understând', morê will be
said in the next section. Second, while I do not deny that there can be
an intelligible decision neoer to ghse up a certain class of propositions,
that is a very different matter.lo With this, my quarrel is rather
difterent, namely that it is silly to make such decisions. IJnless
difterences in the world under-determine differences in the truth value
of the proposition in question, then to make a decision to believe a

proposition in advance of ordinary epistemic investigation is to close

one's eyes to the possibility of revision, as Quine the fallibilist insisted
on other matters. Third, while Quine shied away from the notions of
necessity, possibility and analyticity, he certainly thought early and
late that conformity to classical logic and in particular to classical
consistency was a rigid constraint on theory. That is some kind of
impossibility thesis: it is one thing to hold that a proposition is

inconsistent but something stronger to assert with Quine that this is
invariably sufficient for its prohibition. On the other hand, I do not
propose an account here of whatever it is that possibility consists in.
The aim is, rather, to remain neutral on various of the going accounts,
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for'instance various realisms, and to argue for lifting bounds on the
extent of possibility.

The earlier distinction between propositions which escape control
by the world and propositions which do not, sat uncomfortably with
the positivist-conventionalists, who often tried to deal with it with
some version of the thesis that analyticities were not 'cognitively
meaningful'. A typical conventionalist manoeuvre here is to deny that
analyticities are in any straightforward sense true or false, that neces-
sary truth is a kind of truth.1l Popper's positivist links show here, for
example, with his descriptions of them as'truisms' and 'empty'; though
his most favoured terminology is that also favoured .by intuition, that
'All cats are cats' and its ilk'are, simply, true. The problem of the
nature of necessity arises just becauss some truths have seemed to
have a special status.

I conclude that conventionalist necessitarianism is in serious trou-
ble, .both epistemically, and with its semantic.underpinnings. However,
rnention of the matter of the literal truth of necessary truths brings me
to my second classifrcation of necessitarians. If necessary truth really is
truth, then what sort of literal truth is it? One answer which many
havq been inclined to give, is that it is in virtue of being true in all
members of .sòme class of models that propositions are necessary. I
call this model-theoretic necessitarianism, and in the next section it
will be criticised and rejected.

3. vooer- THEoRETTc NECESSTTARTANISM

The view considered in this section is that necessity (and, let it be
added, validityl2) arises in virtue of playing a distinctive role in all
rhodels or semantical assignments. To avoid conventionalist problems
about 'truisms', it is frequently claimed that the existence of models
and truth preservation is a perfectly objective phenomenon, prior to
mere syntax..Now one quick point to make is that this is frequently in
an even worse position than conventionalism over its epistemology. At
least conventionalism makes a semblance of squaring itself with its
own epistemology, in that declaring a word to hatse a meaning is an
event we seem to be able to gÞt into epistemic contact with, even if
the latter saddles us with the magical power of a decision to make
something true when the world is supposedly unable to. But if neces-
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sary truth and validity reside in timeless objective models (for instance

it " 
posiUle worlds ãt ttt" modal realists), then we should want to

know with which faculty we are able to get an inkling into their

existence. More will be ráid on this in the next section. Here I want to

pri tft" criticism that model-theoretic necessitarians either take too

simptistic a picture of what structures are available to them, or saddle

themselves with an unarguable and uncriticisable metaphysics'

The fact is, that mode"rn semantics has gone far beyond the simple

models of classical first-order logic. Intuitionist models give up

Excluded Middle,.Paraconsistentisimodels give up the law of Non-

contradiction, the various models of Releuant Logics and their Riuals

[25] split apart vast numbers of logical theses which are equivalent-in

the context of classical logic, showing how to maintain one without the

other. Some of these are ãonsideredln more detail in the next section'

The semantics of classical first order logic is very much a special case

of a much wider semantical framework, many of the details of which

have only become apparent recently' I do no-! maintain tht llltt: :li:
the meri existence ôf alternative models suffices to demonstrate that

propositions refuted therein are not really necessary truths- I u*
, liuting the weaker point that a model-theoretic necessitarian is in no

position to say thai various theses are logically true solely on the

irounds that t-hey hold in all models. Therefore, the model-theoretic

ñecessitarian is iå the position of having to argue that certain models

have a preferred, status-over others. But it is not easy to see how this is

to be done short of metaPhYsical

ißell does not Provide this. As
between two modal logicians d
Brouweresche sYstem BR. The for
right because it contains exactlY
ting of possible worlds related
reflexive and transitive. The latt
possibility is reflexive and symm

b;;Ì ;;'y:: by looking at hów t their ordina¡v

language counterpartsl We are ispute between

model-theoretic necessitarians; maintain that

necessity is to be ãxplained by th SaY' the attack

on model-theoretic 
^necessitaiianism should not be construed as an

attack on the disciptine of model theory as such. If-.there is a nonnull

class of necessary iruths, then presu-u-bty there will be some class C
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of models such that A is necèssary ift A is true in all members of C;
and it is the business of model theory to uncover such facts. My
concern has been to cast doubt on the belief that the 'ifr.' suffices to
furnish an explanation of the left hand side by the right hand side.

My broad point is recognised in a discipline close to modal logic,
namely tense logic. The history of philosophy has seen many mar-
vellous claims as to the necessary structure of time. A¡thur Prior's
pioneering work on the expiessability of alternative classes of tem-
poral structures by difterent classes of tense-logical thesês, led
naturally to the thought that none captured a necessary structure for
time, so much as presented 4n alternative way time might be.'The
analogy isn't perfect; but it suggests not only that model theory does
not by itself prove necessitarianism, but also that the existence of
alternative models ought to máke us less confident that any of .them
expresses necessary truth. The next section amplifies this last point.

4. uNpensrANDrNG AND rNTUrrroNs

It is important to avoid the bewilderment response here: 'But f simply
don't understand what'true' and 'false' could amount to, if it is being
proposed that there are models where one and the same linguistic item
can be both, or various other logical laws are violated'. The short
response is to urge the reader not to give way to such semantic
dogmatism. There should of course be no quarrel with honest bewil-
derment, but that is far from dogmatic. The undogmatic response
would be to consider seriously that such semantics amount to
metaphysical proposals, of a highly general and theoretical kind, as to
how the world might be.13 The situation in 'logical physics' is simply
no difterent from that in theoretical physics, only newer and more
abstract. Uncriticisable dogmatism is as out of place in the formei as

the latter. Thus Popper: 'An argument that proceeds from in-
conceivability is, like other self evident arguments, always suspect'.14

It is all very'well to make this point generally, but it seems to me
that it helps noncomprehension to see some recent nonclassical logic.
Model theory has a useful epistemic role to play, like that of mathe-
matical physics; or differently, of fiction. It can feed into whatever
faculty it is which enables us to conceive of false possibilities and
contingencies, to expand those intuitiòns. So in this section I digress
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into some recent technical work, and consider how it might aid

incomprehension.
Thi Law of Excluded Míddle and its relatives such as the Law of

Bivalence, have come under a lot of pressure lately. Philosophers have

often not found it so difficult to believe that some propositions might

be neither true nor false. Brouwer and Heyting felt the same about

mathematics, and Dummett has recently advanced a similar view

about a broader class of propositions. My aim here is not to defend

these views, so much as to invite the reader to ask himself or herself

the question what'if they are right? Good philosophy always attempts

to understand one's oppgnent; and these writers have provided exten-

sive descriptions of how they see the world, how the world would be if-

they were iigttt: Needless to say, it is open to believe that the Law of

Exóluded Middle is true, without holding the extra thesis that it is

necessary. And I suggest that in the presence of descriptions of how

intuitionists imagine the world to be, it is difficult to feel confident

about the impossibility of their view.
Recently, in the work of da Costa, Meyer, Priest, Routley, Rescher

and Brandom and others, the truth of the Law of Noncontradiction has

come under much fire. Like Excluded Middle, the Law of Noncon-

trádiction is a group of theses, a representative being: no proposition

is both true and false. Philosophers on the whole seem to find the

breakdOwn of Noncontradiction harder to swallow than the break-

down of Excl.uded Middle, though it is well-known that the former in
the form -(A e. -A) is equivalent to the latter in the form A v - A,
given only the independently plausible laws of Double Negation and

ãe Morgan. A common case for giving up Noncontradiction is that it
providei the most natural and ur-rified treatment of the set-theoretic

ãnd semantic paradoxes, and logics exist which tolerate and contain

the effect of contradictions by giving up the classical law Ex Contra-

díctione Quodlibet Ø e - Ðl ...n.In the course of the development of
such logics it became clear that there is more than one position one

could aãopt. Strong pøraconsistentism holds that some contradictions

are true. Weak paraconsistentism holds that no contradictions are true,

but that inconsistent 'worlds' need to be.admitted to one's model. A
version of weak paraconsistentism holds that inconsistent 'worlds'

describe possibilities, so that while no contradictions are true, some

contradictions are possible. The proof theory and model theory for
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large classes of such logics is well developed and well discussed by
now.

Now a common response by philosophers to the suggestion that a

contradiction might be true, is I don't understand. The noncompre-
hension may be genuine, but it does not justify the often-accompany-
ing rejection of the suggestion. One is reminded of philosophers'
noncomprehension of the idea that space might be four-dimensional,
or curved. There is, of coúrse, a quick argument against noncompre-
henders who also hold that coritradictions are necessarily false: if you
think they are false, then presumably you understand them. To be fair,
the noncomprehension often unpacks as 'I don't know what it would
be like for a contradiction to be true'. The remedy might well be to
read the literature and to think about the way paraconsistentists
imagine the world to be.

Sometimes, noncomprehension is accompanied by a manoeuvre
which I call the Three Monkeys' Decßion: the decision to use negation
in such a.way that contradictions cannot be true. I do not think that
this decision is any more plausibly motivated than its conventionalist
cousins. One such motivation is that one can determine meanings by
decision, but the meanings of linguistic items are also linked to the
role those items play in theory. So, it might be thought, there is a sense

in which some propositions 'are impossible: the sense that if the
abcompanying theory is false then it needs terms with difterent mean-
ings to describe that fact.ls But this odd-sounding incommensurability
thesis ought to alert us that something is wrong. For if the accom-
panying theory is false, then'surely it is false as it is; with all its terms
having whatever meanings their theoretical roles are capable of giving
them. The trouble is, as it so often is, that a distinction has already
been imported between the status of putatively necessary propositions
and ordinary scientific propositions. Supposing that the meaning of
ordinary scientific terms like 'electron' is tied to the role they play in
theory, this does not ensure,that the theories are true. They might be
false, with no change in the meaning of 'electron'; and what then
would we make of the 'decision' to use 'electron' such. that the
electronic theory of matter is true? This analogy has a further use. Let
it be conceded that if a certain proposition turns out unexpectedly to
be false, the new theory needed to describe the world might employ
terms with sufficiently difterent theoretical roles to make it worth
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saying that they have different meanings. Commensurability has not

been sacrificed, however, since we still assert that the old theory is

false. But also if the old theory were not too bad, if it got things fairly
right in a limited domain even down to its theoretical concepts, then

wá míght find sufficient analogies between corresponding theoretical
roles iñ the old and new theories to be worth using the same term.for
both. This goes as much for negation as for electrons'

Perhaps the reader is comforted by the thought that there is at least

one proposition which is absolutely irrefutable, the Law of . Pro-
positional Identity., A--> A. This brings me to the topic .oL Martin's
Theorem. Martin's Theorem says that in a certain weak propositional
calculus, no instance of A-+ A is provable.l6 The proof of the

theorem proceeds by showing for given any instance of A-+ A, how

to construct a model in which it is false. The models are very abstract

structures, as is not uncommon in algebraic and operational semantics,

and do not on the face of it look much like the spacetime manifolds

some have imagined possible worlds to be. And that is a signifrcant

feature of the present position: why couldn't what therq is be an

abstract structr¡ie? Philosophers have not found so much difficulty in

supposing that abstract entities exist, though obviously I am not
clâiming-that they do.exist. Furthermore, some recent theorists have

suggestãd that thã existence of universals might be contingent,lT and

have proposed an account of contingent laws of nature on that basis.

If you aìe on" of these, then give serious consideration to the

possibility that contingent, abstract entities might have been aII thar-

èxist. If a way for A-> A to be false is that the world be very different
from the way it is now, then why not? why couldn't the world have

been nothing but (say) some three-valued semantical algebra? This
point is reinforced by the observation that it is important not to
èonfuse generality wTth abstractness. Our world has very general

structuraf features too, for instance very general aspects of its

difterential topology. It is possible to present General Relativity,
Quantum Mechanics, Gauge Theory, even Newtonian Dynamics in
very abstract fashion. Considered in isolation from the concrete uni-
.rr"ri" out of which they arise, it can be difficult to grasp their
connection with our world. I suggest that things might well be that
way with abstract-looking logical countermodels too. Something
might be a universe not-too-dissimilar from our own, yet have struc-
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tural aspects which render false all manner of propositions such as

-(A& -A) or A-+ A. There is, I suggest, no reason why such very
general or abstract structures should not be realised. And if so, then
they.represent false-but-possible states of affairs.

The importance of Martin's Theorem is considerable, I think, since
it bears on well-entrenched intuitions about analyticity. It is seduc-
tively easy to believe that 'If Smith is a bachelor, then Smith is an

unmarried man' can be made true by the. decision to use 'bachelor'
interchangeably with 'unmarried man!. But it would take more than
that to make it necessary. It needs 'If Smith is a bachelor then Smith is
a bachelor' to be necessary also, and that is a substitution instance of
A-> A.Indeed, it seems to me that the intuitive solidity of mathema-
tics rests on the same foundation. Short, quite obvious inferences in
mathematics often derive, like the previous bachelor case, from some
definitional decision to use terms interchangeably applied to A+ A,
(or to (AeB)-A or A->(AvB)).tt Mathematical connections
established by longer chains of reasonings appealing to more complex
deductive principles are'tö that extent less evidently necessary. I am
not suggesting here .that it is easy to understand how standard
mathematics might have been false. But then we should beware of
projecting the limitations of our imaginations onto the world. The
easiest understanding I am able to offer here is of the order of
dificutty of whatever would make A-> A false; and that, as has

already been noted, looks to be pretty strange stuft.
I trust that these examples have been sufficient to shake the reader's

confidence that any proposition is impossible. But note that they share
the feature of arising at the level of propositional logic. So we should
also look inside atomic propositions, to see if necessity might arise
from sub-atomic structure. Ilere, as elsewhere in this paper, the
weakness of the imagination limits consideration of every candidate
for necessity which might be put up. But I do want to show some
possibilities connected with the Law of ldentity, everything is selt-
identical. I report here the work of various theorists, including Brady,
da Costa, Meyer and others

For instance, what would it be like for everything to be self=identical
but also some things to be non-selt-identical? That would be an

inconsistent universe, but that should be the last of our'worries by
now. We can take set theory as our model for this possibility. Suppose
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we take identity to be: every member of the one is a member of the

other and uíce versa; and non-identity to be: x * yu (ax)
(z e x & - z e y). Now consider an inconsistent set theoryle containing
the Law of Identity (xXx: x) and containing in addition the Russell

set R. It takes only a few principles to show, as Russell did, that R e R
& -ReR. Whence (32) (zeR&-z€R), i.e. RlR. There are

variants of this for difterent accounts of identity, which exploit vari-
ants of the Russell Paradox, ë.8. (i) x: ):¿r(Yz) (xez=yez\ and

x * y | :*(aò (x e z & - y e z). Again, the Russell Set with R e R &

-'R'e'R iìì"r'ril n, (iÐ ;: y:or(VF) (Fx=Fy) and x*ya¡(aF) (Fx

e -F.Ð. For F, take 'eR', (iiÐ x: y:¿r(V¿¿) (x participates in u= !
participates in u), Then, supposing it were true (why not!) that
(3 rXVr) (x participates in u= Fx), we have tl' : tt & u * u. A some-

what diftet"ttt 
"pp-ach 

develops inconsistent number theories,to ac-

cording to which (x) (x : x) but also o f n lor some n. This produces

O+O and, indeed, n*n fot every n so that (x) (xlx) as well'

These structures do not have every proposition true in them, since

O: L is true in none of them. Indeed in some such structures, distinct
numbers are distinct so that n t m for distinct n, nt. In fact it is

possible to produce such structures in which the domain is divided into
iwo disjoinì blutt"s, those for which n: n but not also n f n, and

those fór which n*n but not also n: n; which gives a universe in
which some things are self-identical and some (other) things are

non-seif-identical. Again, a different approach might take self-identity
as the criterion of existence. This is not uncommon; recall the

definition of the null set Â:¿r{x:xf x}. This gives the possibility of a
universe in which nothing is setf-identical and everything is non-self-

identical. Indeed, this universe seems to be consistent. At least, it is
consistent if it is consistent that nothing exists, which has seemed a

desirable proposition to some.
The aim in this sèction has been to outline recent technical èxperi-

mentation which, at the very least, has to be recognised as exploring
the limits of conceivability. In the absence of successful general

arguments for setting those limits narrowly, one has to take a tolerant
attitude to which abstract and general theories count as possible, a

practice which is entirely uniform with theoretical science. Needless to

iay, it is the aim of this paper to criticise attempts at such general

arguments; and in the next section, a group of such arguments are

considered.
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5. n pRroRr ARG(IME,NTs FoR NEcESsrrARrANrsM, AND
MINIMAL METALÍNGUTSTIC CONSTSTENCY

In 'There Is At Least One A Priori Truth', Hilary Putnam tries out,
then rejects, an argument to the eftect that logical truth is needed to
constitute rationality." Since he is attracted by the epistemic link
between fallibilism and possibilism, he proposes the view that every
statement is reviSable in the'sense of 'challenging a concept it con-
tains', but that it is not the case that the rational revision of every
statement permits denying it. Evidently this is an attempt to save some
logic. Putnam notes that it echoes Quine's well-known translatability-
of-the-connectives argument, which I take to be a sophisticated ver-
sion of the 'I don't understand' argument criticised earlier. Putnam is
inclined to believe the argumênt that it would follow that it is a

necessary truth that if the relevant concepts are not revised, then P,
for'suitable P. The correct strategy against Putnam here would seem
to be to deny the premiss of the argument, that the rational revision of
some statements does not permit denying them. It has already been
argued that such denial can be intelligible, and there does not seem to
be any obvious methodology to force us to admit that it is irrational.

Putnam is also worried by the thought that it looks pretty necessary
to assert that not euer.y proposition is both true and false. In a similar
vÞin, it used to przzle me whether the following might be a candidate
for necessity: at least one proposition faíls to be true. But I do not think
so. What would the universe be like for that not to hold? That is easy
to describe: every proposition would be true. Needless to say, that is
not how things are. F3ut necessarily so? We can say easily enough
what it would be for every proposition to be true. It has to be admitted
that it is not always easy to understand the claim that P is possible, for
selected extreme P's, but it is good advice not to trust one's noncom-
prehensions, especially when there is comprehension here of a sort.
Again, consider the proposition that at leàst one proposition is true. Of.
course that is true, but consider the following argument which might
be made out for its necessity. Suppose it were false that at least one
proposition is true. Then the proposition that it is false that at least
one -proposition is true, would be true. Flence at least one proposition
is true. Hence, it is necessary. What I think can be said against this
argument is that it turns on the principle -A+ Al.'.fJe. While this
would be plausible if the + in question were entailment, it should not
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tempt anyone if the -+ is some ordinary (nonentailmental) 'if ... then'.

It fãih, for instance, if ¡¡s -+ is f. one would need a further
necessitarian premiss if one is not to be accused of simply pulling a

necessitarian conclusion out of the hat.
One might wonder whether there is a transcendental argument for

some sort of metalinguistic controls which amount to necessity. W"ith

any assertion we make, for instance the assertions in this paper' we

presumably also do not wish to put forward its denial. This suggests a

principte ol. minimal metalínguístic consistencyzz as a constraint on

ássertibility or perhaps rationality; or at the oery least minimal meta-

linguistic nontrioialify, that is that one could hardly intelligibly ente{-
tain all one's assertions and aII their denials. Now I do not think that

this is an easy argument to come to grips with, though it must be

agreed that it touches on very deep intuitions about assertibility and

intelligibility. The situation is complicated by the fact that, po'ce

Tarski, it is notoriously difficult to make out a case for a rigid
distinction between object language and metalanguage for useful

natural languages, only for artificial languages which tall short of
reality. So one might be inclined to conclude that asserting any

contrãdiction violates- a metalinguistic constraint on assertibility and

so intetligibility. The further conclusion is thus that contradictions áre

unassertible, thus unintelligible, and so their denials are necessarily

tïue.
I think that the argument here is better off aiming for the weaker

conclusion that one's theory should be minimally nontrioial, rather
than the stronger conclusion that it should be consistent. As to the

latter, I would agree that in asserting A one does not also typically
intend to deny it, but it might be that one's conceptual discoveries can

surprise one. One might find that there are isolated instances where
one is forced to contemplate inconsistency: consider recent paracon-
sistentist work on inconsistent solutions to the Liar Paradox and

Russell's Paradox, or on the possibility that the empirical science of
motion might need to be inconsistent. Consistency, even metalin-
guistic consistencY, is one among many theoretical desiderata, and

faltibilism should recognise that consistency might occasionally best be

sacrificed in the interests of overall theoretical economy. That is to
say, out concepts escape our control: we may seek to quarántine the

true from the false, but discover that this is not entirely achieved in
the best theory available. To repeat an earlier pôint, this does not
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mean that'true' and 'false' have lost all their meaning, since they may
well retain strong theoretical links and parallels with the Tarskian
concepts, sufficient for it to be worth viewing as a theoretical dis-
covery about the concepts of truth and falsity. The same observations
apply to minimal metalinguistic nontriviality. Remember that it is not
being maintained that every proposition and its denial are trte, olr'ly
that it might have been so. It would be hard to make out a case for
such a universe to be interèsting, and just as hard to envisage anyone
seriously asserting that it is our universe. On the other hand, it would
seem to be that in our universe the conditions for the minimal
intelligibility and assertibility of the proposition of the nontriviality of
the world are fulfilled, and thus the conditions for the intelligibility of
the denial of that proposition would also seem to be met. The latter
does seem to be in accord with intuition.

6. coNcr-rJsroN

We have seen that some, though not all, of the considerations urged
against various versions of necessitariahism are epistemological in
spirit. Now Susan Haack has pointed out that the doctrines of falli-
bilism and neiessitarianism are formally consistent.23 'Whatever one
makes of fallibilism, it is easy to absent to the proposition that good
scientific method is consistènt with the existence of at least one
necessary truth. However, I maintain that one can sidestep these
points by holding that a properly general epistemic monist conception
of scientific method, fallibilist or not, gives no reason to think that any
proposition is necessary and every reason to think not.

After all, consider what theoretical function fallibilist necessitari-
anism might serve. Why should one believe that at least one pro-
position is hecessary? In the first place, it is hard to make sense of how
ouÍ perceptions of. the world might make for a difterence between two
different sorts of truths, sufficient to dignify one kind as necessary and
the other not. We do not perceive, with any sense organ, anything
more than that propositions are true, certainly not that they are
necessary. There is no epistemic dualist split in perception.

Thus if necessity is to get an epistemic foot in the door at all, it
should be conjectural or postulational. One would in one's theory
conjecture of certain propositions not merely that they are true, but
also that they are necessarily true. I suggest that the role of such
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necessitarian elernents in the theory would be, indeed is, to erect a

barrier to legitimate criticism of the theory, to avoid having to back

up one's position against critical scrutiny.'Ask 
yourself how often you encounter necessitarian elements in

philosophical theory. I think that they. are frustratingly ubiquitous.

Þttitoroþtt"rs are hooked on a priori certitudes like logical junkies,

unable ìo discard the necessitarian needle. No doubt this is partly a
hangover from the not.so-distant past when philosophy was thought of

as ãiscontinuous from science; as second order and essentially a
prioristic. But such dualism ought to be seen to be as undesirable as it
i, unrr"""tsary. I submit that necessitarian explanations are simply neuer

needed in theorising about realíty. Putnam nibbles at this:

Nor do we really need a proof that a statement is a príori in this sense (rationally

revisable) u"ry oit"n. If a sìatement has the property that we cannot now describe any

circumstances under which it would be rationãl to give it up, that will surely sufrce for

most purposes of philosophical argument.2a

So I suggest that the present position would seem to have many

interestiã! ramificatiottJ ut epistemology is naturalised throughout
phitosoph-y, abolishing the hyãra of necessitarianism. If a chain of

i"rporrs"s to requestS for reasons is stopped with the claim that a

parìicular prerniss is necessarily and self-evidently true, then nothing is

ä¿¿"¿ und no üght is Shed. 'P because Q' may be helpful, but 'P
bêcause ,r"""ssutily P' is useless. 'P because f can prove it' only

invites the request to do so. Certainly human debate stops, but Putnam

showed the correct stopping point: we stop when imagining an alter-

native is beyond us.

Summing up, nothing ensures that the principles that the formal

logician 
"hooi"s 

to follow are necessarily true, but then nothing
prãvents us from error in any case. A properly general and unified

ih"oty of the world is to be dásired, and the present view seems to be

the only candidate around.

NOTES

t In defence of these claims, see my paper with Tim Burgess [15]; see Popper [20]-and

Lakaros [8,9]. On the term ;possiUílism; see Naess'excellent [16] and Nerlich's [17].
2 See poppei ¡zo1 p: zs, or its]. Also in accord is Putnam's 122]' The point of the 'in

principle; is to allow for the fact that not all conventions originate in actual decisions.
3 See Wachbroit [28], pp. 48-9'
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a lVachbroit 1281, p.50; Quine [23].
5 Haack's [S] is a good account of these changing views.
6 euine [24]. Wachbroit presses Quine's- objection in 'Truth by Convention' that no

finite set of conventions can determine an infinite set of logical truths, and argues that

the attempt to salvage this by allowing self-referring conventions falls foul of a diagonal

argument. But if even one necessary truth is determined by a convention, neces-

sitãrianism is established; so that needs prevention, see [28]' pp. 51-3'
7 popper: 'It is not the properties of the world which determines this construction [of
sciencl]; on the contrary it is this construction which determines the properties of an

artificiai world', [20], p- 79. For a discussion of indeterminateness in conventionalist

semantics; see Nerlich [18] P. 100'
I Even so, it would be a distinctly odd thesis: in what sense would the world be

indeterminate about whether all cats are cats?
e Putnam l22l,p.763.
10 Even here, though there is'a difficulty if 'not give up' amounts to 'continue to

believe'; for then the idea that beliets b9 decision-controlled amounts to the thesis that

beliefs are actions, which is controversial-
lr Cognate views are evidently the indeterminateness thesis discussed earlier, or some

'no proposition expressed' thesis.
i, Th"'r"m"rks hãre are intended to apply as much to those necessitarians for whom

proot precedes truth, as the other way around.
13 See e.g. RoutleY, [26].

'o Í21f, p.207.
tt ifuuci. [5] argues against the thesis that there may be truths which are 'analytique' in

the sense that everyone learns that they are true by learning the words, attributing it to
the later Quine.
16 proved by Enol Martin in [10]; see also Martin and Meyer [11]. It constituted a

positive answer to Belnap's Conjecture, that in the logic S, consisting of rule transitivity

ànd axioms and rules of prefixing and suffixing, no instance of A-+ A is provable.

Martin and Meyer have exploited the result to defend the view that Propositional

Identity is not a logical law and that validity is captured exactly by the theory of the

syllogism, but it seems to me that the latter conclusion is uwarrantèd.
17 A¡mstrong [1], TooleY [27].
18 It goes wilhõut saying that the latter two have been questioned: A & ?-:,4 is denìe!

in connexivism on wnión the litdrature is considerable, e'g. McCall [12]- Many find

A-+ Av B of doubtful value, contrary to Haack; see Pany [19].
le Brady [2] or da Costa [3].
zo [13J or [14].
21 Þutnam lZ2l. Yopper runs a similar line, that logic is needed as an 'organon of

criticism', and that õlassical logic is the preferred logic since it alone maximises

retransmission of falsity. This argument is discussed and rejected in [15].
22 f am indebted for raising these points to Dr. Rainer Trapp, and a referee of this

journal.
23 Haack [6] and Fl'
'n f221, p.170.
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First, we consider an argument due to Popper for maximal strength in choice of logic. We dispute this

argument, taking a lead from some remarks by Susan Haack; but we defend a set of contrary

considerations for minimal strength in logic. Finally, we consider the objection that Popper presupposes

the distinctness of logic lrom science. We conclude from this that all claims to logical truth may be in equal

epistemological trouble.

1. Introduction
Good cautious epistemology ought to ask for reasons why one should believe in

one logic rather than another. Much recent theorising has pursued this question in the

particular so to speak, by considering individual theses and various arguments for
and against their logical truth. No doubt this is symptomatic óf the'fact that the

epistemology of logic seems still to be in a fairly unsettled s'tate. Ifr this paper, we aim
to do several things. In the second section, we consider an argument due to Popper for
maximal strength in choice of logic. We dispute this argument, taking a lead from
some remarks by Susan Haack but adding further considerations. lV'e then defend a

set of contrary considerations, for minimal strength in logic. In the third section, we

consider the objection that Popper prpsupposes the distinctness of logic from science,

and caution about how easy it is to do the same, arguing that both Haack and

Grattan-Guinness can be viewed as doing so. We conclude from this that all claims to
logical truth may be in equal epistemological trouble.

2. Logical strength and logical weakness

Popper the fallibilist argues for a particular logic as a deductive tool in empirical
science, classical two valued logic. He distinguishes between the use of logic as a proof
tool in mathematics, and its use as an organon of criticism in empirical pcience. Of the

former he says that minimal logic is best since it represents a sceptical attitudè towaid
what is to be proved. We concentrate in this paper on the latter. His argument
proceeds from a principle of maximum uncharity in criticism of empirical theories.

The best kind of criticism is the one which makes it hardest for the defence. The
logical organon most suited to this is one which retransmits the most falsity backward
along deductive chains, and that one must be maximal in the sense that it makes valid
the most deductions A/.'.8 (Popper 1973, 304).

Susan Haack properly objects to this argument for two reasons: first, that it is not
obvious that the strongest logic is the severest critic, since a criticism which only
needed a weaker logic would seem to be more severe; and second, that Popper does

0l ¿14-5140/89 S1.00 @ I 989 Teylor & Francis Ltd
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not apply the argument to the theories of empirical science themselves, so he must be

presupposing a sharp distinction between logic and science which is hard to justify
(Haack 1974,35-38).r Grattan-Guinness similarly objects that logical strength can be

'brute' when applied to science (1986,193), rWe return to these matters later.
One point to make against Popper's argument is that by itself it would not single

out a unique logic, since it is now known that there are many logics maximal in the

sense of being absolutely complete (where a logic is absolutely complete if the result of
adding any nontheorem and closing unde¡ modus ponens and uniform substitution is
that every wff is a theorem). Indeed, since every logic has at least one absolutely
complete extension, the argument would need to maintain that every logic is a

sublogic of classical logic. Perhaps Popper thought this, since his chief example of
nonclassical logic is intuitionism; but it is.not so. One can speculate that an attempt
might be made to save the argument with some analysis of 'true' and 'false' which
showed that the semantics of these terms require a sublogic of classical logic, But
anyone in the business of questioning principles of logic ought not to balk at
reanalysing truth and falsity; plenty of the latter has taken place recently too.

Returning to the earlier point of a distinction between logic and science, Popper's
argument might also be thought to prove too much, since without a prior distinction
between logical truth and nonlogical truth, the principle of strength would argue

re.taining as many propositions of any sort for critical purposes. This gullibilism is at

odds with the healthy caution we emphasised earlier. Both Popper and Lakatos also

emphasised a counterprinciple to criticisability, namely healthy dogmatism. A
healthily dogmatic defence of a thesis is a cautiously sceptical attitude to its criticism.
To hold otherwise seems to introduce an asymmetry between criticism and criticism
of criticism

Richard Routley objects to an uncritical assumption of 'a principle of logical

strength within relevant systems, charging Anderson and Belnap with this error
(1982,242).Hispoint is that the assumption derives from the mistaken view that what
is wrong with irrelevant systems is principally their irrelevance; instead of seeing that
relevance derives from deeper semantical desiderata which unify and explain not only

relevance but also the fallacy of suppression, and more generally intuitionist,
paraconsistentist and even connexivist insights. While Popper could hardly be

expected to have been addressing himself to such an issue, or even aware of it, it
points to the factjthat a brute monolithic principle of logical strength is quite out of
step with all the theorising over the last flfteen years or so about particular logical
theses. For these various reasons, then, it should be rejected.

Indeed, we propose in its place a principle of logical weakness: prefer the weaker-
logic. In favour of this principle; we offer several related considerations. First, as is

well known, a weaker logic has more theories than a stronger logic. Now the

importance of the study of the theories of a logic cannot be stressed enough. One can

view the theories of a logic as linking logic and scienêe, in that logical theories can be

seen as approximations and precisifications of scientific theories which thus can help

to study the deductive principles on which scientific arguments proceed. Indeed,

having more logical theories gives a greater chance at approximating the raw data of
scientific. theory. It is always open to recover extra principles if needed, as postulates
holding over a less-than-fully-general range of subject matter. Philosopher's of science

sometimes give the impression that they think scientific theories should be stuffed into

I The textuai evidence in support citthe latter, particularly from Popper 1963,207--212, as well as his

197i, is þretty decisive.
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the straightjacket of classical logic (see also below on verisimilitude, this section),

when in truth one's logic should be informed by scientific theory, as the quantum

logicians have long recognised. Needless to say, it is or ought to be a two-way process,

with discoveries in logic and logical theories potentially informing scientists of the

expanded possibilities available to them.
Thus we are taking sides here on the disputed matter of the empirical status of

logic; and, in passing, also on the bearing of quantum theory upon it (though our
argument does not depend on this special case). As to the former, we note that

Haack's various works mount an admirable defence of the broad principle of the

revisability of logic in the light of empirical science (see also Mortensen 1988). On the

latter, we wish only to digress to point out Dummett's error in arguing against

quantum logic (in his 1978). He identifres realism with the primeness of the world
(where a theory is prime ifffor every disjunction in it, at least one disjunct is also in it).

But a world in which variables take ranges of values without taking any specific value

from that range is arguably (given infinite disjunctions) a nonprime world, and yet

realism.would not obviously be impugned. It would, perhaps, be a luzzy world
(though that term is theory-laden); but it is a world in which the law of Distribution
fails, in which moreover the quantum theory might hold, and, indeed, a world not

known nol to be our own. Also against primeness, see Mortensen and Priest 198l,
where it is argued that the truthteller paradox 'This sentence is true' is best

understood as yielding the nonprimeness of the world.
A second consideration in favour of weakness develops llaack's point that a

criticism which proceeds from a weaker logical base ought to be accounted as a more

severe criticism. Popper notices this point (1973,307), but regards it as 'not very

important'. However, a criticism proceeding from weaker premisses leaves fewer ways

of repairing the damage, so to speak. A recent argument in Tennant /985 illustrates

the point nicely, by applying it back to Popper's methods themselves. Tennant shows

thaf intuitionist logic is adequate for the Popperian schema of refutation of
hypotheses, and indeed that minimal logic suffices if the connective = is dropped.

Thus if the most general description of Popper's critical epistemology needs only

intuitionism, he is hardly in a position to claim that maximal logic is required by his

methods. But also, as it were, the 'adequacy' of the weaker logical base implies that

criticisms which proceed from an unnecessaríþ strong logic are actually weaker, in

that they permit apparent escape routes which are in fact blocked by the same

criticism. Only if one thought with Popper that change of logic was not a genuine

escape route in empirical science, would one think that this was not very important;
but that is precisely our complaint against him.

A third consideration relates the previous two. The existence of a larger numbeÏ of
theories for a weaker logic means that a criticism developed on a weaker logical base

leaves the defence without the option of modifying one's theories to match those of an

intermediate logic. Here, too, we can draw on a recent example. Many philosophers

have expressed the desirability of a theory of nearness to the truth. It is well known,

though, that Popper's theory of verisimilitude was proved by Miller and Tichy to be

subject to a severe limitation: that no two false theories could stand in the required

verisimilitude relation. However, one of us showed that the limitative proofs

depended on the assumption of classical logic; and depended essentially so, in the

sense that the limitative result fails for the theories of all the usual relevant logics

(Mortensen 1978). Thus it looked for a time as if escape for verisimilitude might be

quite easy: simply flee to one of the independently motivated relevant logics. Before
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general rejoicing breaks out, however, we should warn the reader that in a second

paper it was proved that even for quite weak logics (and any stronger logic), the
popperian account for verisimilitude is subject to a slightly weaker, but still
intolerably severe, limitation (Mortensen 1983). The moral to draw here is that there

is a general need to examine the extent to which one's philosophical theories are

invariant over broad classes of logics weaker than or incomparable with classical

togic, and a need to reassess them in the name of overall theoretical neatness if not.

The further moral to draw from these considerations is that one should seriously

consider believing in as few necessary tiuths 4s one feels one can get away with, or: do

not multiply necessity beyond necessity. This is in line with the 'Principle o[
Conceptual Economy': postulate as few conceptual connections as possible. (Popper

himself warned that one should have as.little to do with conceptual questions as

possible; iee 1973,310.) Like other principles of economy and simplicity, it is easier to

appreciate the above principle as evidently true than it is to justify it. However, in its

defence it can be said that it unifies the e rlier points we have made. Conceptual

connections bind irt a way that contingent connections do not. They restrict
theoretical freedom. Conversely, arguments, especially criticisms, which do not rely

on unnecessarily binding principles, are more telling in that they derive from weaker

premisses. If one's.method does not otherwise require a logical or conceptual

ãonnection, then to saddle oneself with it is to allow oneself less freedom than one is

entitled to.
We regard the foregoing aase for logical weakness as compelling. It rests in part on

the percJption of logic as strongly continuous with science, partïcularly in its
epistemolãgical aspect. In the remainder of the paper, we wish to caution about how

easy it is to slide back into the view that logic is distinct from science.

3. NecessifY is More than Truth
- As noted earlier, Haack argues that Popper must be presupposing the distinctness

of logic from science, else no sense is to be made of his failure to be even-handed with
them. But Haack in another place goes to considerable pains to emphasise the

compatibility between the thesis that there is at least one necessary truth (call it
neceisitarianism); and the theses that logic and necessary truth are revisable and/or

fallible (1979, especially pp. 60-l). Indeed, she makes it clear that she would like to

hold both necessitarianism and fallibilism.
Now at this point there would seem to be two ways for a fallibilist-necessitarian to

go: either hold that logic is revisable while enjoying a distinctive epistemology in

which, for example, a priori proof plays a central role; or hold that logic is more

literally a'part of science', in which logic might be revised 'to save a physical theôry'ì

The former of these has the difficulty of explaining in whdt its truth consists and how

it could be of any use to physical theory,z but in any case it is also a strong distinctness

thesis. Lakatos's Proofs and Refutations might fiuSt) be read as consistent with the

former. Haack favours the latter way (the quoted words are from her 1979,60), as we

do.
But now, if logic is revisable in the light of physical theory, presumably the

conditions for its rational acceptance are of the same kind, normal scientific

theoreticâl investigation.s But then we need to ask how a scientific theory is to issue in

2 On this and other points see Mortensen /988.

3 Haack cautions against eøsy revision of logic because o[its generality (1974,37). One would have

thought that this was more reason to be sceptical of it: unless one had in mind thatit must be replaced

with equally general theses, which looks dangerously like failure of even-handedness.
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a recommendation to believe not only that a proposition is true, buL that it is

necessary truth? This is where we think Haack's desire to retain necessitarianism
issues in a strong distinctness thesis in spite of her. The necessitarian here presumably
is saying not only that the proposition in question, say of the form Av I A, is playing a

central role.in successful theory, but also that the proposition D(Av-lA) is too. Yet
that is a distinct thesis and thus requires a distinct theoietical role. There would then

be.a nichefor logic as the outcome of the study of.distinctively logical truths or at
least necessary truths, even if what is necessary is to be uncovered by normal scientific
methods and revisable in the light of them. But, we suggest, it is a niche into which
there would be no theoretical point in placing anything. The use of phrases like
'necessary truth' or'logical truth' can conceal this distinction, since it might look as if
ordinary investigation of the truth of necessary truths can verify them, and thus show
them fo be necessary. In a similar vein, when Grattan-Guinness speaks of bivalent
logic as a 'refutable theory of applied logicl, (1986, 193) there is a crucial ambiguity:
the words 'applied logic' look like they might contrast with 'pure logic' and thereby
imply a distinct subject, logic, presumabty characterised by a set of prot'oSitions of
the florm !A which applied methods can uncover. Of course, the intention heie might
not to be to make useless conjectures about EA, but to concentrate oh ordinary;,.-
scientific methods for uncovering the truth or falsity of A; in úhich case we applaud it. 'l:'

We do not mean that we think that it is nonsense to speak of necessa¡y truth and
logical truth. Nor do we dispute the claim of the consistency between fallibilism and
necessitarianism. All we wish to draw attention to is the extra task one would have to
accomplish in establishing the necessary truth of any proposition, over and above its
¡nere truth, and to question whether ordinary scientific methods would be equal to the
task.

Inevitably the'discussion has moved from the question of logical weakness to the
question of whether any propositions are necessary at all, since they share many
asþects particularly epistemological aspects. We do not wish to take the latter any
further, having discussed it elsewhere (Mortensen 1988).Ilowever, we do wish to
point out that the difficulty of finding a reason to believe that any candidate for
logical truth really is logical as well as true, is shared by all candidates. The moral is,
perhaps, that the principle of logical weakness is an epistemological slippery slope
leading to the zero option of no logical truths. We do not view this with alarm, but
that is another story.
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We bonsider the question of whether paradoxes are essentially verbal' It is argued that

paradoxes have an essentially verbal component, but that there is a special class ofparadoxes,
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1. Introduction

A very common'theme within analytical philosophy has been that philosophy is

essentiaily second order, i.e. about language. The great Carnap proposed that in

order to solve philosophical problems, it was necessary to re-state them as second

order problemJ. The solutions were there to be seen as discoveries about the lan-

guage $,e use. In ordinary language philosophy, 'Wittgenstein and Austin both

ãiuglos"a the mis-use of language as the source of philosophical perplexity, and

offered the analysis of language as the method of philosophy. Even when this was

successfully challenged by Quine and Smart, who emphasised the continuity between

philosophy and science, insights about language remained central to their methods'

ãs witnássed by the title of Quine's (1960) masterwork Word and Obiect

One bona ûde traditional area of philosophy has been that of the paradoxes: The

Liar, The Sorites, Grelling's, Russell's, the Unexpected Examination and the like.

These have generally seemed to arise from language, at least in that the proposed

solutions and debates have generally been about the conditions for language, and

how it relates to extralinguistic reality. We consider a couple of these examples

below. Graham Priest (1995) has recently proposed a genelal schema for paradoxes,

the Inclosure Schema. Paradoxes are postulated to arise from two opposed tendencies

&
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at the limits of thought: first, the tendency to describe limits to thought, that is,

necessary and sufficient conditions for something to be. thinkable; and second, the

tendency to go beyond those limits (the failure of the necessary conditions is think-
able). This at least suggests a thesis to the effect that all paradoxes are linguistic in

origin. Solutions will thus involve facts about language rather than facts about the

extra-linguistic world.
This speculation is re-inforced by the observation that the mark of a contradiction

is the assertion of p andnot-p for somep. But of course "not" is a familiar word in
natural language. Naturally, the p and not-p need to be asserred, not merely present'

It is trivial to writè down "p and not-p". Indeed, nrere '(assertion" isn't enough

either, as we will see below: a paradox arises because there are plausible ctrguments

for the p andthe noFp, where it isn't easy to see what has gone wtong.

Not that non-verbal means of representation could not frgure in an argument.

Barwise and Allwein (1996) have convincingly demonstrated the presence of rea-

soning which employs geometrical transformations directly without translation into
any other format such as natural language. This should come as no surprise to

anyone save the die-hard verbalist about philosophy. Reasoning is not wltolly reduci-

ble to verbal reasoning, such as is represented by natural language or first order logic.

This observation suggests the further speculation that while paradox needs words

for its demonstration, there may be paradoxes where other modes of representation

and reasoning are employed essentially. Solutions will thus have to take into
account non-verbal representation and contents too. That will be the theme of this

paper. It is proposed to discuss a number of paradoxes involving sensory modalities.

It will be argued that once we accept the need for non-verbal contents, then the way

is clear to see that some paracloxes force us to reach beyond the analysis of natural

language for their statement. This is not to say that there are leady solutions. If one

thing remains, it is the highly puzzling nature of these paradoxes. What one can say

about them falls far short of being satisfying. But at least we have a fi'amework for a
kind of solution, whatever would ultinately count as a "solution" here.

2. Paradoxes in language

There have been many curiosities which have been dubbed paradoxes. Two of the

most important for the philosophy of language are both attributed to the ancient

Greek genius Eubulides.
First there is The Liar paradox. It seem$ that Eubulides described Epirnenides the

Cretan, who asserted that all Cretans are liars. Its modern stripped-back version

invites us to consider the sentence "This sentence is false". If it is true then in light of
what it says about itself, it is false. Hence it is false. But then, again in light of what
it says about itself, it is true as well. What makes it paradoxical is that on the face of
it, it proves a true contradiction, that the above sentence is both true and false. It we

alter the paradox to "This sentence is not tme" it appears to yield the conclusion

that the latter sentence is both true and not true. I say "appeals" though in fact it is
my inclination to say that it is both true and untrue. But there is a considerable
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dialectical gap between the appearance ând the reality, and many have thought a
different solution to be preferable. The important point here is that the difficulty of
determining just what is wrong with the argument for the contradictory conclusion
is a necessary paft of what makes it worth describing as paradoxical. It isn't enough

to have a pàr'adox that we have an argument to a contradictory conclusiott, even a

valid argument for that conclusion. Such arguments are simple to construct. To be a

paradox, contradiction must be threatenerl: it must be that different suggested solu-

tions to the paradox aren't easy to choose between, they all have drawbacks and

advantages in one way or another.
I want to describe The Liar as a pure paradox of language. It is here expressed in

the English Language, using just the 26letters of the English alphabet plus punc-

tuation marks. But more than that, iti content is exclusively ctbor,tt language: apart

from the syncategorematic words "this" and "is", its words are only "sentence" and

"false" or "not true", which respectively denote a syntactic item of language and

semantic properties of it. It needs nothing extra-linguistic to get going. Mind you, as

Kripke (1975) pointed out, we should beware of attempting to avoid the paradox by

reference to semantics, such as by banning self-leference, if only because there exist

closely related versions of The Liar which need contingent extra-linguistic facts

before being paradoxical. Thus if I write on one side of a piece of paper "The sen-

tence on the other sicle of this paper is true", then it is accidental whether the sen-

tence on the other side of the paper happens to be "The sentence on the other side of
this paper is false." Notice too, that this needs to actually be performed befole the

paradox arises. If no-one ever follows my instructions then there is no sentence or
pair of sentences to threaten to be true and false. After all, urlike the purer fonus of
The Liar, I didn't actually constmct the paradoxical sentence in describing it. On the

other hand they are clearly variants of the same paradox, both in some sense invol-
ving circular reference leading to ungrounded proof of both truth values.

Then there is the Sorites paradox. A typical version of The Sorites argues from
two propositions: (l) Anyone having 100,000 hairs on the head is hairy, and (2) (For
alln)(if having n hairs on the head is hairy then having n-l hairs on the head is

hairy) to the conclusion that anyone having 0 hairs on the head is hairy (or if an

exception is made at the last step, replace 0 by 1). The conclusion is false: by obser-

vation (or rraybe linguistic convention) having 0 or I hairs on the head is not haily
bnt bald. What makes it a paradox is that it isn't easy to see what is wrong witlt tlrc
argimtent for that conclusion. The premisEs look true, and the reasoning looks valid.
So difficult does it prove to say just what is wrong with the premises, that it becomes

tempting to try to revise the logic. That alone would qualify it for philosophical
importance. But logical revision is no easier, it appears. We can re-replesent The
Sorites as an argunent for a contradictoty conclusion: The Sorites seems to show

that bald is hairy, but by observation (or linguistic convention or whatever) bald is
not hairy. Put like this, it still isn't easy to see what to say about The Sorites, except

that for sure we know which side of the contradictory pail of statements is true: bald
isn't hairy.

TÈere are of course many alternative versions. All versions, however, involve

somehow the consequences of having vctgue language describe a precise vtorld. So
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The Sorites isn't quite a pure paraclox of language. Matching and mismatching

words with the world involves the world. Even more, its content is not exclusively

about langlage, unlike The Liar. Still, it is a paradox of langrage in the sense that,

like The Liar, it is stated entirely by means of words. Many other traditional para-

doxes, including Zeno's, the Unexpected Examination and Grelling's, share this

feature, But not all, I will argue.

Of course, paradoxes could hardly avoid essential use of languagein part. Ãltet all,

demonstrating a paradox cannot.bttt involve use of both p and not-p, for some p.

The word "not" is a natural language word, it is a sentence operator. Thus, if the

mark of 4ny paradox is the demonstration of a contradiction, then the statement of
a paradox muSt be in langtrage. Here, however, the word "language" needs extend-

ing somewhat, because "not" is a word of other languages than natural languages. It
is ã word in first order logic, for exanple. Thus it would not be so surprising if
paradoxes could be demonstrated in various formal languages. And so it proves to

be, not only formal versions of semantic paradoxes such as The Liar and Grelling's,

but also set-theotetic patadoxes such as Russell's and Curry's.
Even so, there are various paradoxes which l argue need resources beyond the

linguistic for their statement. As a preliminary, we need to ask how this could even

be. How could it be that a paradox, Emcol\ection of propositions or contents, could

even possib/y require for its statement resources beyond those of the typical natural

languages, augmented with the languages of logic and mathematics? We turn to this

next.

3. Non-verbal representation

It is hardly contentious these days that the hurnan cognitive apparatus employs

more than one representation system. I don't here mean the difference between ,¡po-

lcen nattral language and written natural language. These are alternative sign sys-

tems for expressing the same propositions (though of course we should leave open

the possibilìty that there be some propositional differences between spoken and

written English). Rather, I mean to allude to the difference between a natural lan-

guage description of a person, ancl a police identikit picture or even better a photo-

graph. The latter are obviously far more useful to us in identifying people. Again,

there is all the difference in the world be.tween a musical score of the first four notes

on Beethoven's Fifth, and those notes played. Information is stored in us in multiple

modules, with only limited cross-modular communication'
Elsewhere (Mortensen, 1989) I called these beliefs, desires, intentions and the like

that ¡tilise mocles of representation beyond those of the words of natural language,

"non-verbal propositional attitudes". Note that the contrast with verbal beliefs and

desires is in the first instance in the ntode of representation, rather than in the content

of the attitude. This thus leaves open that there can be cross-modular equivalents in

contents. The example of the woLcl "[ed" versus a red colour chip (used to replesent

the colour of paints) indicates that there aLre sonxe cross-mpdular semantic connec-

tions. But even here, something stronger is suggested: that the contetxt of the belief
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that her face looked llke that,is radically dffirent from that of a verbal description.

There is so much more information in the founer, my behaviour is so muclt ntore fine
graíned. if the information is stored in me in the former way. Rough equivalents in

content perhaps, but identity of contents no.

Beyonã v'erbal contents, then, we have the various non-verbal contents' In this

classification scheme, some linguistic information counts as non'verbal, the best

examples being formal logic and more generally mathematical text. Note in passing

the piedominantly yvritten chalacter of mathematical text: a wholly written mathe-

matical lecture is a commonplace (any journal article), whereas a wholly spolcen

mathematical lectuie is virtually unthinkable. There is a sigrúfrcant difference here

with philosophy, where both wholly written and wholly spoken presentations of the

same lecture arè commonplace.
There is more to non-verbal content, however. Specifrcally, beyond natural ot

symbolio language there is the non-linguistic. The shape of the face is geontetrical,

fãr example. That is why Euclid had to clraw pictures ot diagrams: because the

subject rràttu of geometry is spaoe or shape. Imagine Euclid's Elements without the

piciures. The meariings of the propositions and the proofs all of a sudden become

itignty non-obvious, to say the least. The point is lost, as it were. We must tesist here

thã témptation to commit the erior that 3-D geometry is about R3, the set of triples

of real numbers discovered for us by Descartes. Descartes certainly cliscover:ed a way

to describe geometry by algebra, which greatly extended the proofs available. But

the two aren't the same thing. In geometrical figure-drawing we l'eptesentby exem-

plification, to use.Nelson Goodman's (1981) word, Words (rarely) exemplify what

ihäy t"ptrrent, pictures always do, at some level of generality at least. In exempli-

fyihg, pi"tor"s ihow without saying, as 'Wittgenstein might put it. This further

sir"ngthens the link betweeri the mode of representation and the content: if a geo-

metrical shape is part of the content of a belief, then mere wolcls do not have the

same conte¡ts; they represent without exemplifying. That words represent without

exemplifying is an important representational breakthrough of course: it is what

makes possible cross-modular unification of information. I can use words to repre-

sent both the redness of the cloth and the shrillness of the souncls, but I cannot use

an example of red to represent shlillness by exemplification, nor vice versa.

One more point is that exemplification doesn't have to be perfect to represent

successfully. Èxemplifrcation comes in degrees of fit, and perfeit exemplification is

an ideal which actual representations might accidently achieve. Pieces of space,

among which are drawings, certainly have their own exact shapes. But iclentikit

pictures are not exact likenesses, nor do the printed triangles in Euclicl have exactly

straight sides. Still, they are not too far off; closer than more distorted pictures for

example. Very wiggly lines are generally much less satisfactory to represent the sides

of a tìiangle. But there is still exemplification here: the printed stlaight line exem-

plifies the vague concept of sffaigltt or near enough to (or not quite straight, as the

ãrtist Jeffrey Smart, 1996 would say). And there are three of these nearly straight

lines in the representation of a triangle, not 4 or 44. On the other hand, some modes

of exemplification are nrore exact than bthers: it is hald to see a crimson patch on a

colour card as anything but red. More on colours later'
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one point to make clear here is that it is hardly being claimed that pictorial

repfese;htion is somehow wordfree.I'mnot even sure that there's a coherent thesis

here, but it is certainly not uåing claimed that shapes reptesent without bejns

embedded in a linguistic context. Dennett (1969, pp. 132-141) wanted to argue that

a shape by itself didn't represent another shape, it needed some representing con-

ventións. Êuc[á did not draw only pictures, nor could he havc' Euclid's propositions

and proofs used words. when I believe that her face looks Llke tlut, words are used

to express part ol that, words like "þer", "facs" etc'

Once we have contents, linguistic or not, we have the capacity for accuracy and

error, truth values in shori. I can believe falsely about her face, or lie with a drawing

o, u photograph. IJ/e thus neeá a truth predicate, governed by an analog of the T-

schema. At one level, this is trivial: "The shap

shape of the object is: {. More importan
guistic processing. Barwise and Allwein (
blem solving which essentially uses geome

capacity foia sema'tics which reflects the non-verbal nature of various contents as

*.jl 
".ilr" 

connections between different modes of representation. For example, we

can say that the word "triangle" can refer to a drawn frgure, just as we can say that

the drâwn figure 
"un 

."pr"rãot any triangle by exemplifrcation' This enables us to

explain the ñatural conclusion thai sincelhe árawn figure represents by exemplifr-

"niion, 
the word "triangle" can represent any triangle. Truth conditions also

emerge: "The shape of tlie frgure is a triangle" is true if the shape of the frgure is

it rrr I The ,'oniy ifl' clause of this is more problematic, but even the "il' clause

confers the power of non-verbal modes of representation_ to conflrm linguistic Pro-

tolcolsatze. An observation of a figure is sufÊãient to confrrm the truth of a piece of

language: that the shape of an objãct's being: { entails that the shape of the object is

a tr'íanlle and so thatl'the shape of the object is a triangle" is true.

It is useful to mark this distinction with ã d"fioitiotr. We can call the non-linguistic

content of a proposition a percept. Specifrcally, percepts are contents which arise

from the perceptual 
"ppuråt,-,r. 

It is not decided that all percepts represent by

exemplificåtion, but some do. In consequence, percepts are part of the cognitive

appaiatus which utilises replesentation by means of exemplification' Percepts can

näutt in deductions, at least geometlical transformations' They also figure in the

justification of linguistic Protokolsatze'
With this somewhat lengthy preamble, we turn back to the theme of paradoxes'

4. Visual paradoxes

Think first about a case which I maintain is not paradoxical: perspective'..Per-

spective is not a paradoxical percept.. According to the percept, the parallel railway

lines meet, and according to ih" 
"u-"tu 

too. What we know about the lines is that

they nevei meet, of 
"otrr-.. 

But that knowledge does not form part of the percept' it

is not "projected onto" the percept so that there appears to be an impossible situa-

tion in front of our eyes. In passing, there are ways in which we represent parallelism -
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othel than having the lines meet at an horizon. We draw finite lines looking parallel,

and then acld arrows to inclicate that the lines when extendecl infinitely never meet.

This ctevice is partly an exemplification (the finite lines do not meet as clrawn) and

partly conventionoi non-.*.-plification (neithel the lines nor the arrow heads are

infinitely ext'ended).

Our subject matter here is different, however. Consicter these images:

These /ooic impossible. Unlike perspective, we have here paradoxical percepls. Qua

percepts, moreover, the paradoxes ate not wholly linguístic, in one important sense'

îfre paraOox cannot be presented entirely with words, you have to loolc. Try saying

the ùorcls: "a three-sidãd object where each of the three sides rececles clockwise

away from the viewer in a closed loop". Even if you could understand this descrip-

tion at all, it fails'miserably to convey the oddity of the experience, which has to be

seen to be believed.
To reinforce the point, consider the following photograph'
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You can see ftom the two reflections that the object has an arnr out the front, not
joining up to form a closed loop. It only photographs as a closed loop from a single

spe"ial direction, when the visual brain'Joins up" the arm. When you know what

it's a photo of, it can be seen as a possible object, with one arm sticking out the

front. bven then, the paradoxical aspect doesn't go away. The image can still be seen

as an impossible object, indeed that remains the natural way to see it. Elsewhere

(Mortensin , lggT) I argued that the right way to think of the phenomenon is that

ihe cognitive apparatus, speciflcally.the visual module, projects onto the percept its

expectátion thifpoints with a very small angular separatioi are spatially very close.

Dóubtless this is an evolutionarily useful thing to do. This results in the percept

being describable by an ùtconsistent theory. Only an internalised inconsistency can

account for o¡r feeling that we see it but don't believe our eyes, I contend. Note too

that the phenomenon here is one of perspective (one eye) rather than of stereoscopy

(two eyes). The depth vision that comes fronr. stereoscopy can serve to disambiguate

images, but that is not available when we are looking at an image on a flat page'

In what sense do we have a paradox here? The impossibility in the image is una-

voidably partly verbal,I think. If you try to describe what is impossible with it, yott

will come up with something like the following. "There are a series of points on the

object, pl,i2, p3,...pn, sgch that p2 is further away that pl, p3 further away than

pí, eæ all ihe *"y 
".orrrrd 

the figure so that pn-l is further away than pn. The

ielation is fitrther autay than is transitive, so pn is further away than pl. But by

inspection pn is closei than pl, and thus not further away than p1." This is an

"*pli"it "ontt¿di"tion, 
o.rq.t"ìtionably. I cannot see otherwise how one would

represent the oddity here. Ii you try to just gaze at the picture without having verbal

thãughts per impossible, it just looks a bit odd. I think it takes t};re vvords to

apprãciate just how odd it is, its precise oddness. Of course, the reality ís not the

iirds. The words ue about the geometrical reality. That is where representation

with and without exemplification have their distinctive differences, both strengths

and weaknesses. But vi.hat is odd about it needs negation to be expressed, and

negation is a linguistic operator. Denial took language to be possible

So *. have here the necessary presence of the non-linguistic and the linguistic

entwined together for this paradox to be grasped. It goes without saying that there

are a very lárge number of other visual paradoxes that have been constructed, par-

ticularly in the twentieth century, starting with the great Oscar Reutersvaard in

I%4. fi is apparent that there are different classes of geometrical paradoxes to be

described, *ith diff"r"nt kinds of contradictions. Instead of pursuing this line, how-

ever, I want to draw attention to non-vetbal paradoxes in different modalities other

than the geometrical.

5. Other non-verbal paradoxes

One familiar colour paradox is the cqlour sorites: the non-transitivity of the rela-

tion loolcs the scune colour as. This is a paradox which is visual though not geome-

trical. We don't have much trouble with this familiar phenomenon. Perhaps we
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should. The air of paradoxicality comes from the use of the word "same", in 'ilooks

the same". What explains our inclination to use "same"? That's a transitive relation

if ever there was one. Now the paraclox tencls to go âway, if one uses instead the

relation cdnnot tell tlze clffirencà benveen. After all, there seems to be no a prioti

semantic reason why that ihould be transitive. However, that does not tell the wl'role

story, since one can fail to tell the difference between things in more than one way'

One can be totally bli¡d, for example. Colour experience has a positive content, not

mere negativity. Likè the sorites eliewhere, tl'ris paradox amounts to the problem of

matching a fizzy concept of sameness onto the positive aspects of the world. The

problem becomes sharper if we postulate necessarily cons

þartly why traditional sense data theories lost favour in

ãxactly matched the conscious experience in its distincti
the sante colour as faú tb be transitive?

I think this phenomenon shows something interesting: that colour perceptiou is

partly a defauù mechanism. The colour brain adds a vérbal judgement "same"-to

ã*p"ii.n".r that it cannot tell apart. But they must be differe¡t as percepts because

thåy interact differently with a ihird patty: the third colour sample. The non-verbal

,"iotion, between the párcepts are differerit, even though we cannot tell them apart by

a direct comparßon îhir,-l take it, is the verbal aspect of the paradox. As with the

geometricalìh*p.r, it looks to be unavoiclable that words are essential in order to

ã*pr.., the paradox. Th¡s we have here another example of the mixing of language

and non-linguistic.aspects to produce a paradox.

The frnal laradox îs auditoìy: the ever-rising note. If you havén't ever heard it, I
can assure you that it sounds just like that. How is it done? I don't'kriow, but a

reasonable ãonjecture is that it is a series of rising dominant tones which fade in, are

at their loudest half way up, then fade out again' The perception of risingness is

attentional perhaps: the-attention fastens onto the rising tone and follows it up,

shutting oui othei tones which are fading in and out. The oddness is quite primitive

here, aid arguably pre-verbal: there is a perception of constant change, a perception

or memory of non-cyclicity, and at the same tine a menory that later percepts are

the same as earlier.
Even so, this paradox isn't wholly non-verbal, I would.$êY. The oddity has to be

said to be graspãd: "a sound which souncls like it is always rising; while at the sarrte

time it isg'l rising, because menory says that it's the same as earlier, and reason tells

us that it can't be both changing (rising) and unchanging." On the other hand, as

with all the cases we have beãn iooking at here, it is hardly entirely verbal, if only

because you'd be quite within your rights to doubt this verbal description if that's all

you had. Only the experience can really justify it.

6. Conclusion

I am conscious of a profound feeling of dissatisfaction at hor,v little one seetns to

be able to say in resolulion of these puzzles. Still, there are a few general conclusions

which follow from our discussion.
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These examples all raise the question of how the verbal and the non-verbal are

sewn together in our mental lives. This is a question which arises prior to paradoxes,

when wã reflect on the twin facts: (1) that we are thoroughly verbal creatures, words

fill our mental social lives and defrne us as humans embedded in civilisation; and (2)

that we are thoroughly bodily creatures, whose mental lives are saturated with the

sensory. We thus want to know how it is that the verbal and the sensory interact.

That they manage to interact is the pou,er of words: they enable cross-modal

communication and evaluation to .take place. To make an unfashionable claim,

words are what give us a CPU to integrate our actions, instead of our being crea-

tures driven by a collectiort of modularised, non-integrated parallel sensory pro-

cesses. It is plain that this could only be achieved by a mode of representation

which wâs floft:êxemplifying. This problem becomes sharper, however, when para-

doxes present themselves which trade on the interaction between words and the

sensory.
Of course, a contradiction by itself isn't particularly interesting. Fol: 

"*u*pl",
recall the old story of the Barber of Seville, who shaves all and only those in Seville

who don't shave themselves. A simple argument takes one to the conclusion that the

Barber shaves themdeff if and only if they don't. But this is no news: there simply is

no such barber. They don't exist, it is a contradiction to say that they do. To be a

serious paradox, as I said earlier, a true contradiction must be threatetted: it must be

at a minimum dfficult to see what is wrong with the arguments for the opposing

sides. So, for example, Russell's Paradox, which has an identical form to the Barber,

is much more troublesome. Russell's Paradox describes the Russell Set, the set of all

sets which are not members of themselves. In parallel with the Barber, the Russell

Set is a member of itself iff it isn't. The reason why it is more troublesome, is because

we have independent reasons to accept a natural principle which yields its existence:

the principl" ih"t to every description (such as "red" or "non-self-membered") there

is aiorresponding set. This is why the presence of the non-verbal gives the percep-

tual paradbxes force: one side of the paradox is manifest in the percept. But how is

that managed? Beyond the foregoing tentative remarks, I don't know.

Another conclusion is that these paradoxes escape Graham Priest's (1995) inge-

niogs Inclosure Schema. As we noted at the beginning, Priest's account of paradox

proposes the clash of two general principles, one which seeks to imþose limits on

itrink"bility or expressibility, and the other which seeks to go beyond, to burst.out-

side the conceptual barrier. I find this a very plausible account of many of the thin-

kers described in Priest's book, though the strength of the paradox generated varies

with the case: again we need to find the premises plausible before we have grounds

to suspect a paradox. But the present non-verbal examples don't seem to fit at all.

They ãre highly specific to sensory modalities, they do not seem to be about limits,

and they are not at all about general conditions for conceivability and the like'

One suggestion put to me is that geometrical paradoxes all involve a clash between

the local and the global. Locally we see that each point is further away than the next.

In any local part, the diagram is consistent. But on the other hand, the diagram as a

global gestalt is impossible. This seems right, but I fear it is more to describe the

problem than to solve it.
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It Isn't So, But Could It Be?

l.Introductíon

This paper contributes to a defence of the thesis of possibilism.

Possibilism is the thesis that anything is possible. Possibilism is in

opposition to the thesis of necessitarianism, namely that there is at least

one necessary truth. Possibilism was named and defended first by Naess

(Ig72), and later by Mortensen (1989). The present paper discusses the

bearing on possibilism and necessitarianism of arguments due to Graham

priest (2000). Priest's arguments were aimed prima facie at a different

thesis, the thesis that everything is true, which he called trívialism.

However, as we will see, possibilism and trivialism are closely

connected, especially given Priest's way of framing his attack on

trivialism. Thus the present paper principally aims to identiff Priest's

arguments against trivialism, show how they represent a threat to

possibilism, and demonstrate that they are unsuccessful. Before coming

to that, however, it will be necessary to survey existing arguments in

favour of possibilism, to establish its initial plausibility. In the final

section of the paper, it will be seen that this perspective leads to a certain

simplification of the semantics of non-normal modal logics.

2. Neces sitariahism and Pos sibilism

The arguments for possibilism turn on a systematic attack on the

opposition view, necessitarianism. The concept of "necessary" which

applies here is somewhat loosely characterised as a group of notions

around the ideas of logical necessity, metaphysical necessiry, model-

theoretic necessity, anal¡icity, and the tike. It is not claimed here that

these notions are all reducible to a single core. It is also not being

claimed, as Quine would, that there are no coherent concepts at all in the
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vicinity. Rather it is proposed that various arguments against these

notions have varying weights, depending on where they are directed. All

the same, it is contended that they all have epistemological drawbacks.

The attack against necessitarianism comes from two broad

directions: epistemologicat and ontological. Of these, the former carries

the greater weight. We first survey the epistemological problem, then

rehearse ontological arguments-

Arne Naess (1972) seems to have derived his view in turn from

Popper's (1963) altack on what Popper called "conventionalism".

According to Popper, conventionalism is the practice or strategt of

defending a theory come what may against contrary empirical evidence or

strong counter-arguments. Popper diagnosed the error as placing

conceptual restrictions on theory-revision. Against this strategy, Popper

and Naess argued that even concepts may need to be revised, and that a

criticism which proceeds from a weaker conceptual base, one with fewer

restrictions, is stronger since there are fewer ways to escape from it.

Conversely, a criticism proceeding from unnecessarily strong concepfual

or principles is actually weaker, in that it is easier to find places to reject.

Now it is well known that when it came down to it, Popper was willing to

exempt the principles of logic from his rejection of conventionalism.

Similar to Quine, Popper ultimately found classical two-valued logic to

be the correct logic. This introduces an ad hoc chatacter into Popper's

otherwise estimable methodological position. In contrast, Mortensen and

Burgess (19S9) argued that this was less than wholly general, ffid that a

fatlibilist like Popper ought to be saying that not even logic is exempt

from revision; that is, that the set of specifically logical truths is null.

Here a cautionary note must be injected. Popper w¿rsi a fallibilist, a

distinguished tradition deriving from Peirce. Fallibilism is notoriously

difficult to state, and this paper does not attempt to solve that particular
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pvzzle; nonetheless it amounts to something like the claim that no theory

is rationally unrevisable under the pressure of empirical science, that all

theories can fail for good reasons. It would seem, then, that a fallibilist

ought not to make an exception in the case of logic. However, Susan

Haack (Ig7g) argued persuasively that fatlibilism must be regarded as

compatible with necessitarianism. This is surely correct: after all, not

even possibilism should be regarded as unrevisable. Thus, fallibilism

should not claim to have the force of apriori disproof over

necessitarianism.

But the epistemological argument against necessitarianism need

not claim to have the force of apriori disproof, any more than any other

scientific hypothesis. The argument is rather: Are there any reasons to

believe the alternat\ve? If not, possibilism has the virtr¡e of the generality

and economy of epistemic monism. This term, introduced in Mortensen

(1989), refers to a wholly general method for establishing truths, namely

the scientific method of empirical theory-choice using experiment, theory

and observation. There is no need to cater for the knowledge-base of an

entirely distinctive set of necessary truths. The problem here is not that

necessary truths could not be shown to be true by ordinary scientific

means, for they obviously can. The problem is how one would come to

know that they are necessary (inany of the various senses of that term).

Perhaps this is to be done in the ordinary way of scientific theory-

construction, by including a postulate of the form nA in a theory and

appealing to its explanatory power? But it must be apparent at this point

that, as Naess argues, one adds nothíng to the explanation of what hits

our sensory sudaces, by putting a necessity box ínfront of any theoretical

postulate. "B because A" may be sensible, but "B because [4" gains

nothing aS an explanation, and even more obviously "A because !4"
adds nothing also. We have no reason to use such statements in our
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theories. In sum, epistemic best practice indicates to us that we have no

reason to believe in necessary truths, and the virtues of a uniform

epistemic method are then overwhelmingly attract:e in favour of

possibilism and against necessitarianism.

So much for epistemology. But there are ontological currents as

well. The main tide of ontological arguments against necessitarianism is

the challenge to show how various accounts of the necessary could

support a principled distinction between two fundamentally different

kinds of truth, the necessary andthe contingent; and to do it in such a way

that the extension of each is non-nutt. In these waters, arguments tend to

drift apart as different accounts of necessþ are canvassed. So take for

example the well-known empiricist reduction of necessity to analyticity,

truth by meaning. This was a briltiant innovation in the theory of

necessity, because it held out a plausibte epistemology, namely

knowledge of the meaning-conventions of words, which seems

unproblematic or at least less problematic. But, as Hitary Putnam (1978)

pointed out, there remains a gap: how could it be that having a certain

meaning would be enough to ensure truth, without the world playíng a

role? That is not generalty the way of it with a truth-making world'

Indeed, if the world ptayed no determinative role, what sense is there in

describing ft as nue? As Putnam put it, you can't make something true by

a convention unless it's already true. In passing, it should not be thought

that these arguments depend on Quine's repudiation of the concept of

anal¡icity: they are intended to appty to the extension of that concept

without drawing its meaningfulness into question. In any case, as we have

already noted, Quine retained for himself a core of logical truth, classical

logic.

Or take a different account of necessity which has appealed to

mafry, namely model-theoretic necessítarianism. Here the idea is that
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necessity is truth in all models (such as sets of consistent and complete

worlds). unfortunately, this does not survive long either, though for other

reasons. It is too easy to construct models in which putative necessary

truths fail. This must of course be accompanied by a survey of the

numerous semantical studies which have produced counter-models, and

this must be regarded as having considerable complexities when dealing

with principles like the Law of Non-Contradiction -(A&-A), let alone

the Law of Propositional Identity A+4. These arguments are surveyed in

Mortensen (1989). However, these arguments can be encapsulated briefly

by noting that there is a general theorem covering all cases, due to Meyer-

Routley (1977,2004): any sentential þrmula can be refuted in some two-

valued model. That is, model-theoretic necessitarianism must be

accompanied by an argument to select out and privilege a distinguished

subset of models, when it is conceded that the additional models exist.

This is invariably not attempted. Again, the only fully general position is

that which allows the widest class of models. But this yields the

conclusion, not that there is no coherent concept of necessity here, but

that its extension is zero.

These epistemological and ontological considerations aÍe

powerfully inclining, I suggest. But it must be conceded that the

intuitions arc ravaged by the denial of the necessity of such propositions

as that at least one thing is true, or that not everything is both true and

false, or simply that not everything is true. Something has to be done to

pump up contrary intuitions, if anyone is to be persuaded. This brings me

to the main topic of this PaPer-

3. Possibilism and Trívialism.

To recall, trivialism is the thesis that everything is true, so named

by Graham Priest in "Could Everything Be True?" (2000). The name
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derives from the usual definition of a theory's being trivial if it contains

every proposition, which is useful in disputes over the classical principle

Ex Contradictione Quodtíbet (from a contradiction everything can be

deduced).

priest characteristically sets himself to imagine the unimaginable,

by taking trivialism seriously enough to need refuting. He aims to defend

the thesis that not everything is true. Clearly, those of us who are not

deranged agree that not everything is true. But it proves surprisingly

difficult to justiff that belief, as Priest ably demonstrates. Nevertheless, in

the end the weight of argument is definitely favourable. We will review

these arguments PresentlY.

Given the main argument of Priest's paper, then, its title is

misleading. For the title asks a different question: is it possible that

everything is true, or perhaps is it impossîble? Now of course

philosophers sometimes ask whether something is so by asking whether it

could be so: we're knee-jerk apriorists after all. And in this context few

would be misled by Priest's title. Nonetheless, there are important issues

under the surface here.

Possibilism has close connections with trivialism, in that if

possibilism is true then it would seem that trivialism is possible (even if

untrue). It might be thought that this is too much to conclude. After all,

the truth of possibilism would seem to require only that there be, for each

proposition, a world in which it is true. It is a further step to say that there

is a single trivial world, one in which every proposition is true' The

former might be called the "distributive" version of possibilism, and the

latter the "collective" version. The distinction is conceivable enough, it

relies on a traditional difference in two ways of taking the universal

quantifier, which was applied in the analysis of the traditional fallacies of

composition and division. Still, this objection can be sidestepped, I
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suggest. Trivialism would seem to be a meaningful position. That is one

of the parameters of this discussion, as Priest would agree: it can be

expressed in the logic of propositional quantifiers as (VA)A.

Consequently, if anything (distributively) is possible, then trivialism is

possible. That is, everything (collectively) is possible.

At any rate, whatever is right here, we can certainly say that if

possibilism is true, then the answef to the title ofPriest's paper is yes.If,

on the other hand, Priest's arguments have the force of necessity, then

one should conclude that what Priest is arguing against is not just false

but impossible. If anything is impossible, then its negation is a necessary

truth. That is, if possibitism is false then the answer to the title of Priest's

paper is no.

Priest evidently takes at least some of his argumentation to have

necessary force. For example, he writes:

..It is easy enough to show that trivialism is not true - indeed necessarily

so. For it is either true or it is not. But if it is true, it follows that it is not

true (everything follows). Hence, in either case, it is not true" (Pl90)

Priest comments that this would not show that there is something true

which is rejected by the trivialist, because trivialism rejects nothing. Yet

Priest himself is no trivialist, and he evidently regards this argument as

successfully establishing the necessary falsehood, the impossibility, of

trivialism. But does it?

Mortensen (1989) in defending possibilism maintained the

possibility of trivialism. Any argument that trivialism is impossible will

be either invalid or question-begging. Consider for example Priest's own

argument. It is of the form "Av-A, A-+-4. Hence -4." Now suppose we

try to strengthen the conclusion to: ¡-4. But that would not follow if the
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premisses as given are not necessary truths: the form "AvB, A+8.

Hence !8" is generally invalid if the premisses are contingently true. So

one would at least need to strengthen one or both of the premisses to the

stronger necessary form. But why should one accept that? It would be

blatantly question-begging.

This observation does not establish by itself that trivialism is

possible, nor that possibilism is true. The main aim at present is different,

namely to consider Priest's arguments. He canvasses three arguments

against trivialism. It is therefore worthwhile to consider how well they

fare against possibilism.

Priest's /rsl argument is as follows. Surely there are some

propositions that we have to admit there are no good reasons to believe.

Therefore , ^fly trivialist would have to admit that there are parts of their

position which there is no good reason to believe. Thus the belief in

question, which the trivialist has because they believe everything, is

irrational. But Priest allows that the trivialist can reply that there is some

reason to believe any proposition, or at any rate many propositions.

Consider any identity statement, such as that you are a scrambled egg. It

is a familiar argument that by making small enough changes we do not

change the character of a thing. So what began as you remains as you

even when every molecule of your body is replaced by scrambled egg. By

Leibnizl,aw, furthermore, it then follows that any thing has any properly,

since any thing is identical with something which incontestably has that

properly.

This is the familiar reasoning of the Sorites paradox. There must be

something wrong with the Sorites, for it is contrary to observation. It is

notoriously difficult to say just exactly what is wrong with the Sorites;

but there must be something fallacious about it, or it would be that hairy

is bald. Thus, any defence of trivialism which relies on the Sorites is
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unbelievable. But note that here Priest was trying out an attack on

trivialism and finding it wanting. Thus, the conclusion of his argument

was not intended as a refutation of trivialism. In point of fact, it is easy to

agtee with Priest's premiss that there are some propositions that we have

no reason to believe. For example, there is the phenomenological absence

of an observation or sensation. In the absence of a sensation, we have no

reason to believe its Protokolsatz. But none of this threatens the thesis

that triviatþ is possible, in any case. Even if the argument succeeded as

an objection to triviality, the conclusion that our own world is not trivial

does not begin to show what another might be.

Priest's second argument against trivialism is that it implies the

meaninglessness of public language. Public mearrings are learned, and

learning implies contrast, some descriptions accepted and some rejected.

But trivialism prevents rejection, since for the trivialist nothing is

rejected.

It is clear that this argument does not succeed as an objection to

possibilism. If trivialism is merely possible, then the meaninglessness of

public language does not follow. lf our world has contrasts, which it

surely does, then it is our world in which the contrasts that fix meaning

and learning in this language abound. If the failure of public

communication is merely possible but not actual, then nothing follows

about the inability to leam language inour world.

Priest's third argument is to the effect that it is phenomenologically

impossible to believe that everything is true. This is because to live we

have to make choices. Choices are goal-directed, they imply rejection of

other altematives. Since trivialism cannot accommodate rejection, there

are no real trivialists.

Indeed so, but this does not even show that trivialism is untrue, as

Priest acknowledges, let alone that possibilism is untrue:
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"This does not show that trivialism is untrue. As far as the above

considerations go, it is quite possible (sic.) that everything is the case; but

not for me - or for any other person." (P194)

It might be that the fact that there are no trivialists counts against

trivialism, but it surely does not count against possibilism. We make our

choiçes, our actions and our rejections in our world, ild this world is not

trivial. That is quite compatible with another world being trivial.

The faih.re of these arguments as objections to possibilism

illustrates a more general point. Defences of necessitarianism typically try

to reduce possibilism to a contradiction. But all such arguments

eventually fail, because possibilism is a consistent position. The simplest

way to see this is to consider the matrices below, which extend classical

logic with possibility and necessþ operators.

&l r Fl- l0l!
TF
FF

It is obvious that this is consistent if classical logic is. Hence, no

argument that seeks to render possibilism to be a contradiction succeeds:

the matrices tell us which premisses are false or question-begging. For

example, Gratram Nerlich argued in conversation that possibilism is

committed to the possibility of necessitarianism. This is true, and indeed

we have already registered the point in connection with Haack in Section

2. The matrices validate 0!A for every proposition A. Necessitarianism is

thus possible, it is a coherent position (or rather a group of positions for

F
F

T
T

F
T

T
F
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various accounts of the nature of necessity). But the matrices also show

that possibilism is not thereby reduced to trivialþ or inconsistency.

There may be, of course, attempts to demonstrate that something is

necessary other than by showing that possibilism implies a contradiction.

I suggest, though, that they will all need a premiss of the form

"Necessarily A" somewhere along the way, and then one would be

inclined to wonder why this confers some explanatory advantage over A

by itself. To illustrate this point, consider the objection raised in

conversation by John Bigelow, namely that some account should be taken

of our strong intuition that the truths of logic and mathematics are

distinctively susceptible of apríori proof. I agree that this intuition as a

mental state needs accowrting for. But how would one progress the

explanation beyond the usual causal explanation in terms of the

occutïences of preceding mental states, by adding in a premiss that one of

the causes of our mental state is necessary? How could necessary truth

improve the explanation of any mental state, intuition or not?

4. Non-normal Worlds

The above matrices do not pop up out of nowhere. It is clear that

they arise from the usual semantical assignment conditions for the modal

connectives when applied to a model structure consisting of a single non-

normal world. A single non-nonnal world may of course have all the so-

called laws of logic holding true, such as A+A and so on, but no

necessitated statement holds true. It should be noted in passing here that

the issue of the reality of worlds is not at issue: it is not intended to take

sides on modal realism versus various ersatz reductions of worlds.

This serves to deflect the objection that the matrices are cut loose

from the meaning-constraints of alethic modality. It is plausible that when

studying modal logic one identifies commonalþ in the concept under
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study (necessity, possibility, conjunction etc.) with commonality in the

assignment conditions, so that variation in the worlds of the model

structure represents varying accounts of the same concept. But that is

exactly so here, the assignment conditions for possibilþ and necessþ

are the same as in the non-nonnal modal logics, only the case where there

are normal worlds is unsatisfied and thus idle. For the srime reason, it is

pointless to object that the semantics of all normal modal logics validates

the rule of necessitation: every theorem is necessary. Of cor¡rse that is so,

but the rule would need to be independently motivated. Needless to say, it

is part and parcel of possibilism that the rule of necessit¿tion fails.

There is one more point about the explanatory advantage for

semantics in allowing a trivial world. The semarrtics of non-normal

modal logics is anomalous in the way it treats non-normal worlds. Non-

normal worlds are those (such as ours, if possibilism is tighÐ at which all

propositions of the form "Possibly A" hold. In standard modal semantics,

this is regarded as sui generis, not arising from the accessibility relation

in the way that other modal evaluations do. But that is ad hoc. Now there

are two less ad hoc ways to produce or "explain" the above matrix. One

could postulate a model structure in which our non-normal world had an

infinite collection of accessible worlds, one for each proposition to hold

in, so that 0A held on our world, for each A. This would correspond to

the "distributive" sense of possibilism that we identified at the beginning

of Section 3, each proposition would be possible but there would be no

sense in which they were possible together. However, it is clear that a

formally simpler way to improve things is to allow a single trivial world.

Then any world from which the trivial world is accessible, is

automatically a non-nonnal world. In addition to being technically much

simpler, this would correspond to the stronger "collective" sense of

possibilism which was adopted for preference in Section 3, and which
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was in accordance with Priest's own understanding of trivialism.

Furthermore, the usual ad hoc assignment to non-normal worlds

disappears in favour of the truth of all the 0A being assured by the

accessibility relation in the usual way-

5. Conclusion

We see, then, that possibilism resists Priest's arguments against

trivialism, initially threatening though they might have seemed. We also

see that possibilism has independent strengths. It is a consistent position,

and there is no good reason to believe in its rival, necessitarianism. In

positive terms, it is simple and plausibly motivated, being the only

epistemically and ontologically general thesis in the field. Anything is

possible, even triviality.
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PHYSTCAL TOPOLOGYI

1. TNTRODUCTION

This papef is concerned with the ontological status of.intervals or stretches'

of physical space.2 Some writers3 hdve adopted a view of intervals and

points in space according to which the former are sets of the latter. We are

particularly concerned, in this paper, to deny this claim with respect to

continuous physical intervals in a continuous þhysical space.

There arc atleast two motives for treating the intervals. of a continuous

physical space as sets. One motive is topological. If physical space ánd spatial

intervals are entities different from the bodies which occupy space, and if
the topology of a physical space is a real property of it (in the senie that

the space.has exactly one topology), then there will need to be some way of

stating the relations between physical intervals and, perhaps, physical þoints,
which constitute the topology, or the ordering properties of those intervals.

But the only existing machinery for constructing the topology of the real

line is a set-theoretic one. If, then, spatial intervals aie continuously ordered,

we will need to call them and their orderings sets in order to have any hope

of saying in what their continuity consists.

In this paper, this position will be disputed. It will be argueä that the

existence of certain set-theoretic ordering relations is insufficient by itself

to distinguish between a continuous and a non'continuous physical interval.

It will be argued that intèrvals in a continuous physical space are not sèts

of þoints. This raises the question: if intervals are not sets, in what does

their continuity consist? An answer to this question will be offered'

As standardly treated, topology is a branch of set theory: topological

Spaces are structures of sets. Already, however, we have spoken both of the

topology of the real line, and also the topology of physical spaces and

intervals, which we claim not to be sets. In order to make this difference

clear, we will (usually) speak of. set-theoretîc lopolgZY as opposed to physical

topology.
Another motive for viewing intervals as point séts is metrical. In measure

rournal of Phtlosophicøl Logic 7 (1978) 209-223. AII Rights Reserved.

copyright o 1978 by D. Reidet Publíshing company, Dordrecht, Holland.
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theory, measures are measures of subsets of a set, i.e., measures are measures

of sets. In this connection, it is worth outlining how Grünbaum commits

himself, for measure-theoretic reasons, to the thesis that intervals are sets.4

Grünbaum argues that continuous space must always have a merely con-

ventional metric, whereas discrete space need not. Very roughly, his argu-

ment is that the cardinal number of points in any continuous interval is the

same as in any other. But the cardinal number of points of an interval of
discrete spâce is not, in general, the same as in another, so each discrete

interval can be mètrically.characterised intrinsically, by counting the number

of grains which are members of it. Now, Grünbaum's conclusion seems open

to a simple objection, urged by several writers.s The objection is that he

assigns a size to the smallest granular parts of discrete space when he

measures intervals by the number of grains they contain, but this assignment

must be no less a convention than any assignment of measures directly to
intervals of continuous space would be. Grünbaum dismisses this objection,
claiming to be able to avoid it by treating intervals of discrete space as sefs

of their grains. This allows him to give a measure to the set (interval) by
way of its cardinal number, without this entailing that the members (grains)

of the set have a size in any sense. In response to Grünbaum, Nerlich6 argues

that in discrete space, the indivisible. grains may only be treated as parts of
intervals, and hence as intervals themselves, so the simple objection succeeds.

However, Nerlich further contends that Grünbaum has improperly carried

over to discrete space a set-theoretic notion (membership) which correctly
holds between points and intervals of dense or continuous physical spaces,

and it is this last claim we dispute. For these reasons we do not think that

Grünbaum could accept our mereological account as the real metaphysical

truth for which his set theoretic description is merely an (accurate) faqon
de parler. Grünbaum needs set theory for his defence of conventionalism

against the simple objection just m-entioned. But Nerlich could (and does)

accept our arguments since he is no conventionalist. I¿ter, we will offer an

account of the measure-theoretic properties of physical intervals different
from Grünbaum's.

2. ANY SET HAS MANY TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES

Our basic reason for claiming that the structure of continuous intervals of
physical space cannot be accounted for by treating them as sets with certain
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set-theoretic ordering relations on them is this:.too many orderings exist

for any given set. The point can be exPressed in the form of a theorem.

Given any set of cardinality 2l{o , there exists a binary

relation on.S which is a continuous simple ordering on,S.

The proof of this theorem in standard set theory is not difficult. If ,S has

cardinality 2So, then, by definition, there exists a one-one correspondence

/ from s to {À/), the power set of the natural numbers ^ð/. It is known that

there exists at least one one-one cortespondence, sayg, fromP(Àf to (0, 1),

the open interval of the real numbers R between 0 and 1. The natural

ordering, <, oq (0, l), which is a continuous simple ordering, then induces a

continuous simple ordering O on .i, by x}y iff gf@) < gfly). The corre-

spondence g/is clearly order-preserving between (0, 1-) under (, and S

under O.

But, of course, .s can be any set of the powef of the continuum. In par- 
.

ticular,.S under its natural ordering can be disconnected, e.g., the union of
two disjoint open intervals of real numbers. .9 can be discontinuously

ordered, e.g., all the irrational real numbers between 0 and 1. Or,S can be

some arbitrary set of spatial points. It follows, then, that what makes the

membeis of a set of spatial points make up a continuous spatial interval can-

not be just the existence of a continuous simple ordering (set of pairs) on

that set because, for any set of the requisite cardinality, there exists such an

ordering.
A topological space in set theory is not simply a set, but rather a set

together with a topology, which is a structure of subsets of that set. But this

is to say that agiven set has, ih general, many topologies. Enough subsets,

either of the set or its Cartesian product, exist to give the set a variety of
topologies or orderings. Therefore, the ordering properties of intervals of
physical Space are not given simply by the existence of certain ordered sets,

for this gives no explanation of why physieal intervals should be ordered in

one way, or have one structure, rather than another. But if the topological

motive for identifying physical intervals with sets is to account for their

physical structure in set-theoretic terms, the above argument seems to

remove the temptation from topology to make that identification'
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3. SOlvlE ALTERNATIVE POSITIONS

There are several different positions which might be adopted in order to

deal with the considerations of the previous section. In this section, we out-

line four. In the next section we will outline our own position.

First, we might deny, as ReichenbachT seems to do, that physical space

has a unique physical topology. This move seems tantamount to denying that

space is real (although it is not obvious that it follows from the denial of a

unique topology), for the denial of a unique physical topology seems to

remove all motivation for'afifìrming the reality of space. As we see it, the

principal motivation for'claiming that space, in addition to bodies, is real,

is to account'for the physical topological properties which bodies display.s

Thus, we are disinclined to adopt this alternative.

second, one might say that only certain ordered sets of spatial points

exist. The ordering properties of a physical interval are accounted for in

terms of an ordering relation, which is a set, on that interval, which is also

a set. What makes the interval ordered one way rather than another is that

only certain ordered sets of its members exist. We might call such sets

fuiStotelian sets, an analogy with the,difference between Platonic and

Aristotelian universals. The objection to this approach is, of cgurse, that the

problems of ôonstructing such a set theory are daunting, to say the least.

Third, one might say that an interval is anordered paír of a set of spatial

points and a suitable set-theoretic ordering. According to this view, the

relation between points and intervals is not, as Grünbatim holds, that of
being a member of, but that ol beíng a member of a member o/. Now this

view does not suffer from the difficulty that any set of the requisite cardin'

ality can be re-ordered so as to have a continuous simple ordering, because

the orderings of intervals and non-intervals are built into them, as it were.

But it sirffers from a related difficulty, namely,that if a certain pair (,S, O)

were, on this view, an interval, an infinite number of different pairs (,S, O')

would also exist. Indeed, just two will do, and if O is a continuous simple

ordering, the Axiom of Choice will guarantee us another, well-ordered. Then

we should have the problem of saying why it is that we select just one of the

pairs to be the interval coritaining the members of ,S. This point is, of course,

a particular instance of the more general argument that a set has in general

many topologies, so that set theory by itself doesn't tell us why we should

select one topology rather than another as being descriptive of physical

space.
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Fourth, we might try to save the position just mentioned by introducing

into the proposed set-theoretic description of the topology of space and

intervals, a primitive function, which we might designate by '#', which

selects from the set of all pairs {(S, O) : O g Sz } just one pair for each ,S,

which gives the 'natural' ordering on 'S, and which might be.written '.S#'..

This position was proposed in conversation by David Lewis, who argued

that it would have the advantage of conceptual economy over the position

we advocate, in that if we introduce the idea of non-set-theoretic relations

(as we later do), we involve óurselves in messy metaphysics.

But this view, while in some sense descriptively simpler,leaves one with
the same sort of problem as has been raised earlier. There are many such

functions which select from any set {(,S, O): O ç 52 } just one member. If U
is the set of all physical points, then repeated applications of the Axiom of
Choice to the set {{(S, Ol: O Ç 52 }: .t €P(Ø} shows that many functions

like # exist. Why choose one as giving the natural ordering of points in
physical space rather than another? I[ space has a unique physical topology,

then the merc existence of the function # will not guarantee that space has

one topology rather than another. Could it be, perhaps, in virtue of some

property of the particular function #? But the attempt to say what that

property is within set theory is clearly leading us into regress. The whole

point is that set-theoretic apparatus by itself here cannot describe in what

the physical topölogy of space consists. Of course, we do not deny that set

theoretical tools may be of the greatest use to us in stating the essentially

mereological facts and we make free use of them in what follows.

4. PHYSICAL TOPOLOGY TN TERMS OF PARTS AND WHOLES

If physical space is real with a unique physical topology, then this topology

must be constituted by relationswhich are not sefs between spatial entities

(points or intervals). Having said what such relations,are not, we wish to

avoid saying what they are, for that would involve us in settling the general

metaphysical problem of how predications are true. They are whatever

makes relational sentences true, though it is our view that such entities

have to be along the lines that Plato described. The point of the two

approaches described in this section is that in dispensing with a set-theoretic

description qf the structure of intervals, we dispense with rhe need to speak

of intervals as sets. This evidently has considerable intuitive advantages. This
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is not to say, however, that we dispense with sets, as will become clear. In

the first approach, points are taken as basic. In the second, intervals are

basic. The relation between polnts and intervals is that of part-whole. Points

are unique parts, in that they have no proper parts. The two approaches do

not differ substantially since, from an adequate definition of the continuity

of intervals, atomic parts of these intervals (i.e., points) should emerge.

We assume a well-defined part-whole relation, for example along the lines

of the Calculus of Individuals; but we do not attempt to construct analysis

entirely within this framework, but use set theory freely. Success in the

further venture of constructing analysis without set theory would show

something stronger than we wish to claim, namely that set theory is un-

necessary for physics.

(a) Points
We restrict ourselves in two ways. First, we aim to define only the continuity

of intervals, and not further notions, e.g., oPenness, which are toPological.

Second, we restrict ourselves to one-dimensional space with the 'topology'

of the real line. Multi-dimensional sPaces constitute an important further

problem. For example, evidently multi-dimensioned spaces cannot' con-

sistent with our position, be treated as sets of n-tuples of points. Within

these ¡estrictions, perhaps the simplest way of saying what it is for space to

be continuous is to say that spatial points are so ordered by a (not-set-

theoretic) relation T,that there exists an order-preserving one-one cor-

respondence between the set of points ordered under T, and the set of real

numbers under its natural ordering, (. Alternatively, one could say that

points are so related by betweewress, that there exists a relation-preserving

one-one correspondence between the set of points related by betweenness,

and the set of real numbers related by betweenness on that set. Clearly, it

follows that there are 2so spatial points, and that 7n continuously simply

orders them. These definitions have the advantage of underlining the fact

that our approach does not deny sets, and does not prevent the set'theoretic

study of the real number system from being useful to the study of the struc'

ture ofphysical space. The above one-one correspondences induce one-one

correspondences between the set of sets of physical Points and the set of

sets of real numbers. We can then define a physical interval to be a whole

whose point-parts are all the members of a set which is the image under the

one-one correspondence of some real number interval. This ensures, for
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example, the property that any point between any two points of a physical

interval is a point of the interval.

We now attempt to construct in greater detail such a structure of space,

spatiál points and intervals.

Betweenness defined for points in the one-dimensional universe suggests

itself as a natural starting point with a solid basis in intuition. Betweenness

satisfies various conditions, and we give fìve (where 'Bxyz'stands for 'y is

between x and z').

(1) (t) (Y) BxxY & - BxTx

(2) (x) (¡Y) (Jz) BYxz

(3) (x) (y) (z) (BxYz ) BzYx)

(4) (r) (y) (z) (x *y * z ) (Bxyz: (- Bvxz &'- Bxzv)))

(s) (x) (y) (r) (u) ((Bxyz & Byzu)) (Bxvu &-Bxzu))

Anínterval is a sum of points, such that given any two points part of
that interval, any point between those points is a part of the interval. The

universe is an ínterval. The universe is the sum of all points, and the sum of

all intervals . A doubly bounded interval is an interval such that there exists

exactly two points, x , y , called the end-poinfs of the. interval, such that

every point part of the interval not identical with x or y is between x and y.

Arn open doubly bounded interval is a doubly bounded interval such that

every point part of the interval is between its end'points. If x andy ate the

end-points of an open doubly bounded interval z, z is denoted by 'O(x,y)'.
A closed doubly bounded interval is a doubly bounded interval whose end-

points are parts of it. If x andy are the end-points of a closed doubly

bounded interval z , z is denoted by 'C(x, y)' . A half-open doubly bounded

interval is a doubly bounded interval just one of whose end-poirits is a part.

lî x and. y are the end-points of a half-open doubly bounded interval z, and

x is a part of z and y is not a part of z, then z is denoted by 'H(x, y)' '
C(x,y): o(x,y) * x * y: H(x,y)* y: H(y,x) * x'c(x,y) is called

the closure of O(x , y) , H(x , y) and Hþt , x).

Two points x andy are said tobeon the same side or a point z,ffz is not

between x and y . A, singly bounded interval is an interval x such that there

is a pointy, called the end-point of x, such that (i) every pair of points

which arc partof x and not identical withy are on the same side ofy, and
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(ii), for any point z on the same side of y as some point u which is a part of
x, z is a part of x. An open singly bounded interval is a singly bounded

interval whose end-point is not apafi of it. A half-open singly bounded

ir¡terval is a singly bounded interval whose end-point is a part of it.
We will not venture into the territory of attempting to describe analogues

of open sets, closed sets, neighbourhoods, etc., in physical sp¿ice. Clearly,

however, we cannot rèproduce exactly the topology of the real numbers.

There is no analogue of the null set to be open or closed. Furthermore,

various of the conditions for closedness and openness break down in the

case of the universe because of the non-existence of a 'complement' for the

universe.

Density of an interval is.straightforward: between any two points of the

interval is a third. The universe is dense iff every interval is dense.

The test of this approach is continuity. The following seems to be

adequate. A closed doubly bounded interval x is continuous iffthree con-

ditions are satisfted?

(1)

(2)

x is dense.

For any proper subinterval y of x which contains an end-

point of x, eithery is a half-open doubly bounded interval
and x-y is a closed doubly bounded interval, or y is a closed

doubly bounded interval and x-y is a half-open doubly
bounded interval.

(3) There exists a countably infìnite set .S of points each of
which is a part of x, such that between any two points

of x is a member of ,S.

An open or half-open doubly bounded interval is continuous iff its
closure is continuous. The universe is continuous iff every open doubly

bounded interval is continuous.

It is not diffìcult to extend this definition of continuity to the singly

bounded intervals. Abounded interval is a singly or doubly bounded inter-

val. The universe is continuous iff every bounded interval is continuous. An

interval is either a bounded interval or the universe. The universe is con-

tinuous iff every interval is continuous.

(b) Interualg

A second approach takes intervals as basic. A reason for doing this is what
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might be called the epistemological priority of intervals over points: sePaf-

ation and intervals between bodies are somehow visible in a way that points

are not. We suppose that the set of all spatial wholes (constructed by closing

the set of spatial intervals under the relations of part and whole) exists. Then

we can say that space is continuous if there exists a one-one correspondence

between the set of wholes and the set of subsets of the real numbers

(excluding the null set) which maps physical intervals to real number inter'

vals and vice versa; Sums, overlaps and parts to unions, intersections and

subsets and vice versa, and preserves betweennesses of wholes in between'

nesses of sets of real numbers and yice versa. (These conditions are not

intended to be independent). We require that any whole which has a proper

part be mapped to a set with a non'empty proper subset. This gives us

points: those spatial entities whose images are'singleton sets have no proper

parts, for, if they did, their images would have proper subsets in the mapping,

which singleton sets do not (the null set is not the image of anything). There

are.2so points. Singleton sets of rqal numbers have the same betweennesses

as the real numbers, so, since the one-one correspondence pr'eserves I

betweennesses, we have that points are continuously simply ordered. Physi-

cal intervals, then, are seen, e.g., to have the property that any poi¡rt I

between any two points of the interval is a part of the interval'

We now attempt, in more detail, to construct continuity from the prim-

itive ideas of intervals, part-whole containment and an ordering on inter'

vals given by Charles Hanrblinlo.

As a background logic, we take the usual first-ordèr predicate qalculus

with identity, suitable axioms for the part-whole relation, and a single two- '

place predicate '(' to be read as 'precedes'. Quantifiers range over intervals.

Abutment is defined as

Defn 1: øAb:¿td1b &.- (lc) (ø 1c &c 1b).

We then have the following axioms

41. - (a1a)

A2. (a1c &,b <d)> (ø1dv b 1c)

43. a 1b ) (aAb v (ac) (aAc &. cAb))

A4. (aAc &aAd &.bAc)) bAd
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A5.

A6.

A7.

(aAb &,bAd &.aAc & cAd)) b : c

Fb)(b is a part ol a &,b *a)

(1b) (a <b)

48. (rb) (b <a)

Hamblinll shows that these axioms are suffìcient for dense,linear

connected order if points are defined as ordered pairs of abutting intervals.

We go on to construct continuity. We need the notion of proper overlapping

holding between intervals..Following Hamblin, we define

Defn 2: ' 
apb :æ - (a1b v'b 1a).

This is sufficient to ensure that two intervals which proPer overlap do so

in an interval and not just a Point.
y is aproper side part of x iff 7 is a proper part of x and (32) (yAz &'

| * z : x). Take some interùal x and'order the set of its proper side parts

by the relation, being a part of. This gives us a simple ordering of the proPer

side parts. We call this ordered set x*.
The density of the interval x may now be stated. The proper side parts of

x are densely nested iff x has a proper part and, for any ProPer side parts,

tt,0 oî x,if a is a proper side part of o then there is a w such that u is a

proper side part of w and w is a proper side part of a. x is dense iff the

proper side parts of x are densely nested. This corresponds to the condition

on dense intervals that between any two points there is, not merely a third

point, but an interval which, of course, contains non'overlapping

subintervals.

Consider just those proper side parts of ¡ in the simple ordering x*. The

preceding condition ensures that there will be l-l functions.fr , f" . . - Í" . . .

each from the rational numbers in the open unit interval (0, l) into the

proper side parts in r*, such that (i) for any two rationals u, u,e (0, 1)

u 1a iÍf f í(u) is a proper side part of /r(o). (ü) for any proper side part ø in

xf there are rational numbers u,u,e(0, 1) such that a is a proper side part

of fì@) and fí(a) is a proper side part of ø. This last condition ensures that

the images of the rationals 'spread end to end' in x. Functions such as these

permit cuts amoîgthe proper side parts in their range. For any such func-

tion /i, a cut artong the side parts in its range is a pair of disjoint non-

empty sets.¿4 and, B such that each side part in the range of /t is in A or in B
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and each a€A is a proper side part ofeach b eB. TVe denote any'í cut by

IA, B].
We now state two conditions on an interval analogous to Dedekind's

constiuction of the real numbers from cuts in the rational numbers. The

conditions are necessary and sufficient for continuity. x is continuous iff
(a) x is dense and for every fí cut ÍA,Bl of x there is a proper side part z

of x such that just one of the following holds:

(1) z€A &eachai.ll.A(?#z)isapropersidepartofz.

(2) z € B &. eaclnb in B(b * z) conlains z as a proper side part'

(3) z çA,z ÇB &-every a €,4 is a proper side part oîz &z isa
proper side part ofeierY b eB

and (b) there is a non-empty, couniable subset 
^S 

of x* such that for any a

and ä in x* such tlrat a is a proper side part of å, there is a C(C c S) such

thal a is a proper side part of C and C is a proper side part of å. (Separability

condition.)
This condition ensures that there are l-1 functions F' ,F'. . . F" from

the set of real numbers in the open interval (0, 1) into the pfoper side parts

of x which are in x*, such that for any two real numbers a,b e(0,l)a 1b
rff Fí@)is a proper side part of Fr(b). We believe that our use of the proper

side part relation prevents trivial cases where an open interval and its closure

both figure as images of real numbers under the same F t mapping. Our idea

of proper side part is really the idea of a precedlng side part. From all the

devisions of the interval x into pairs of abutting subintervals we chose, in

each case, the abutting (preceding) intervat. But we can equally speak of
the second of each of these pairs of subintervals as a succeeding proper side

part. These proper side parts can also be simply ordered by the relation,

being a part of, and we refer to this ordered set of succeeding proper side

parts as xj.
Now there are functions i , Gi from the rational and real numbers

(respectively) of the open unit interval into the succeeding ProPer side parts

of x which are in xl. the gt and Gí clearly resemble the /i and Fi, but we

choose, for example, the Gt so that for any real numberstt,o,€(0, 1),

ulaiff Gr@) contains Gí(u) as its proper síde part. Thus (0, 1) is iso'

morphic under Gí with xl where the inverse of the relation being a proper

side part orders xl as'1'orders (0, 1).
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Consider the inverses of all these functions from the domain of the reals

into x* and xf. Call them Fi and?i .fhe products of the Fi with the -Gi

map from x* into xj. So there will be infinitely many 1-l correspondences

between the x* proper side parts of x and the xi prcper side parts of it
which are isomorphic under the part-whole relation and its inverse. Since x
is a continuous interval, there is exactly one such correspondence C with the
following properties. All the proper side parts of x* and xf paired under C
(a) have a common part (b) do not proper overlap, i.e., have no interval as

common part. Inttiitively, for a closed interval x, C yields each pair of closed

left hand and right hand proper side parts of x which overlap in the point
which the two side parts contain in common. We:postulate that the parts

described in (a) anrl (b) above are points in the sinse of earlier sections.

CIearly, these résults can be generalised to spabes with different global

topologies, for example, to the circle. Without bdginning such a construction
from scratch, we might proceed as follows: 

i

Acyclíc intental is a sum of open intervals eaclþ with the topology
described but such that for any two points whichi are parts of the cyclic
interval there are tWo distinct points such that théy pairwise separate the
first pair. Some axioms on pair separation for cyclic intervals follow, where

we write S(x,yf z,w) for 'x andy separate z artdw'.lVe take 'separates' as a

suitable primitive, analogous to 'between'.

G) S(x, ylz,w) if and only if ,S(2, wlx,y).

(b) S(x,yf z, w) if and only if .S(x, ylw, z).

(c) If S(x,.yfz,w), then it is not the case that,S(x, zfw,a).

(d) If S(x,yf z,w) and S(xtzly,u), then S(x,zfw,a).

(t) If x,y,z, Vnd w are distinct points, then x is separated from
ohe of the others by the remaining two.r2

5. CONCLUDING RElvf ARKS

Yet another alternative position to ours is as follows. Someone might wish
to hold a 'mixed' theory, according to which intervals are sets of points, but
what orders them in nature is a non-set-theoretiô relation. Now unless this
view denies the part-whole relãtion (a drastic step), it sèems to us that it
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differs descriptively, but not ontologically, from ours. Both views hold that

physical points are real, so both views will agree that any set constructible

from those points exists. Both views agree that very many sets of ordered

pairs bf physical points exist, and both views hold that in addition, what is

responsible for physical topology is the relatedness of points, not the

existence of certain sets of ordered pairs. The difference between the two

views is, basically, in the reference of the term 'interval'. We wish to say that

things like f/¿rs (t\e thing I am now passing my hand through) are the

intervals and regions of physical space, and it does nol seem that such

things are sets. This is a whole, whpse indivisible parts are points. The

alternative view presumably wishes to describe thís as,a set, and on that
point we wish to disagree, though perhaps this is not the place to argue it.

The type of argument given þ section two has broader ramifìcations for
the general theory of universals. There is considerable reason for supposing

that properties and relations exist in addition to objects, in order to
account for sameness, change, and why a universe of particulars should be '

one way rather than another. But an identification of properties and

relations with sets, even sets of extensions in all possible worlds, would

seem to be insuffìcient to determine just which universals are instantiated

in a given world, for instance ours. Every set which can be made up from

existing objects exists, and this seems to show that we need some further

explanation for just why these objects are, for example, red, over and above

the fact that they are members of a particular set in our world, which is in

turn a member of a set of extensions in all possible worlds.

The account we have given of the structure of intervals gives an intuitively
acceptable account of how matter can continuously occuþy space. One can

say that a continuous and connected one-dimensional rod is continuous and

connected because (1) it is made up of points of matter, and (2) there is a

continuous and connected physical interval such that every matter-point is

at some spatiai point of the intervàl, and every point of the interval has a

point of matter at it. It is impor,tant to see, though, that the relation of
being at, holding between matter-points and spatial points, is not.a set-

theoretic one-one correspondence. For, if it were, then, as in section two,

any set of matter-points of cardinality 2Ho could be placed in one-one

correspondence with the set of points of some suitable.eontinuous and'

connected spatial interval. One might try to avoid this by constructing all

over again the physical structure of rods, in parallel with the constructions
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of section four. But an easier way is to take betng at as a primitive non'set-

theoretic relation' Then we have the consequence that the topological

properties of rods ride on the back of the topology of spatial intervals. This

seems intuitively correct: the topological properties of rods are derivative

from the topological properties of the space in which the rods are embedded

(which is not to deny that the presence of material rods might not be

causally relevant to tópology or metric).
Finaily, we specify an analogue of Iæbesgue measure on one-dimensional

intervals. We defìnè a co-ordinate system to be an order-preserving one-one

correspondence between the set of points and the set of real numbers. This

correspondence induces a one-one correspondence between the set of sub-

sets of points and the bet of subsets of real numbers. To each set of points,

except tire null set, there corresponds a unique whole, so we have a one-one

correspondence between the set of wholes of points and the set of subsets

of real numbers excluding the null set, as before. lntervals are mapped to

intervals, etc., and it follows that we can assign to the image of any set, the

Iæbesgue measure of that set. We have that the measures of points, and any

spatial objects made up of denumerably many points, is zero (and this holds

in any such co-ordinate system). The measúres of the objects associated

with the Borel sets (a,b),(a,bf ,la,b) and la,bf arc all'b-a- The measures

of the singly bounded physical intervals, and the whole physical line, are

infinity.
Different measufes assigning non-zero measure to a finite number of

points can also obviously be constructed.
We note two points about the foregoing. First, a spatial interval can have

an infinite number of unextendedparts (unextended in the sense of having

zero measure), and yet be extended. Second, differing co-ordinate systems

confer different measures (in the above sense) on a space. So to that extent

measure is conventional. But on the other hand, not any measure is possible.

In particular, measures which assign non-zero size to Points or denumerable

spatial wholes prohibit co-ordinate systems and Lebesgue measures like the

above.

We take this conclusion that any point, not just its singleton, has a

measure viz. zero,to be directly contradictory to Grtinbaum's thésis that

measure cannot intelligibly be applied to members of sets of points in any

space (op. cít. p.575).
This is a point of some importance against Grünbaum. As noted in
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Section i, Grünbaum's defence against the objection that the rnetric of a

discrete space must.be as conventional as the metric of a continuous space

rests on the claim that measure can only intelligibly be assigned to sets of

points. But here we have specifìed something closely analogous to measure

but which can be applied directly to the parts of intervals. It is up to

Grünbaum to show that what has been done here cannot do the job of

measuring the size,of the parts of'spâce. It goes without saying that we think

that it can, though we leave the defence of that positíon for another

occasion.

University of Adelaíde
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SPACETIME AND HANDEDNESS'

Chris Mortensen and Graham Nerlich

I: Preliminarlt
As it is well known, Kant argued that the difference between a left
hand and a right hand forces us to conclude that space, considered as

a thing distinct from hands and other bodies in it, exists. Evidently,
this argument is relevant to the dispute between what is sometimes
called 'absolutism', according to which space exists as an entity
distinct from material bodies and the relations between them; and
relationism, for which space consists in nothing but material bodies
and relations between them. (W. will presently qualify this
description of the disagreement.) Kant's argument has given rise to a

fairly extensive literature (see bibliography). A version of the
argument was defended by Nerlich ( (I973) and (1976) Ch. 2). One
feature of the literature is that it has tended to concentrate on the
implications of Kant's argument for the existence of space. In the
post-relativistic era of spacetime however, this feature gives the
discussion something of a dated air. In this paper, we propose to
remedy the defect by enlarging the scope and realism of Kant's
argument. We will argue that Kant's argument, set against a
background where the primary ontologicalcommitment should be to
spacetime rather than to space, iemains basically correct, at least

-hen properly qualified.. Conversely, a proper development of
Kant's argument in this setting is instructive for unders.tanding the
Special Theory of Relativity. Before we come to this, however, it
seems to us important to sketch briefly and evaluate the broad
outlines of at least some of the issues raised by Kant's argument, since
our later argument essentially grows out of that discussion. The sketch
will occupy the next section, and our main argument will occupy the
subsequent section.

II: Moaes in the Kantian Argument

We begin by entering two immediate warnings about the earlier
characterisation of the dispute between 'absolutism' and relationism.
First, as we described it, it is a dispute about the reality of space and its
nature. But the phrase 'absolute space' was apPropriated by Newton

t We wish to give particular thanks to Ian Hinckfuss, whose pirsistent criticisms have helped
us to clarify our ihoughts on the matters discussed in this paper. Thanks are also due toJack
Smart.

I
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to stand for an entity which supplied the standard of nonaccelerated

motion, and with it also an absolute distinction between motion and

rest. It was a major dispute in the history of physics about whether
there isabsolut.rpu".inthissense. (Seee.g. Rindler (1977) Ch. I).
We have no desire to remove the word 'absolute' from long-

established usage, sq we will describe the dispute that we are

interested in, as=that between trealism' (about space' or spacetime)

and relationism. It will emerge later that there are connections

between the two disputes, however. Second, realism and relátionism
are both groups of positions. As is not uncommon in disputes about
onrology,lh" iin.r ãan be drawn in different ways. For examplê, a

relatio"nist might be found who is prePared to assert the existence of
space as an.rrîity ãistinct from, i.e. terial bodies

und th.ir relations, provided that i ionout of the

Iatter, or is somehow not ontologi like this, the

issue is rather: if space is real, what is its nature? We will take it here

that realism is il least committed to denying that sPace is a
'dependent' entity, in the sense that it is analysable in terms of, or

redicible to, or constructible out of resources acceptable to
relationism. In particular, realism ought to hold that space is neither
a set-theoretic nãr a mereological construct out of material bodies and

relations between them. Tkris in turn raises the thorny issue of the

nature of constructs and reductions, which, we will ignore on the

principle that you can't talk about everything, and in the hope that
ih. .*ã.t ples we select will not get us'too caught up in the thorns'

One final preliminary point. We want to make a protest against

physics *otthip. There is an attitude current, for which Q;rine has to

iake at least some of the blame, that the issue concerning the reality of
space is a straightforward empirical one to be solued fut insþecting

successful pþrical theorlt to see what it quantihes over. Standard
theorãtical þhysics postulates a spatial or spatiotemporal m_anifold in
which objeäts'exisi or events occur. The manifold looks for all the

world likè the realist's space or spacetime, and so we should conclude
that space is real. We want to brand this 'physic-s worship'. What is

*tong with it, is that it does not provide us with a fìne enough seive for
discriminating between kinds of entities which are' so to speak,

essentialþ pottrrlut.d by theory, and kinds of entities which are there

onþ at ihi tonuenience of the theorist, or, perhaps, because theoretical
prâcdce in the area has not considered the possibility of _their
ãlimination by a reformulation of the theory. The best example we

can think of is the use of set theory by excessively mathematically-
minded theoretical physicists and philosophers. We have argued
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elsewhere (Mortensen and Nerlich (1978) ) that set theory cannot by
itself give a correct description of the structure of physical space, and
that the use of set theory in this area gives a thoroughly misleading
picture of what is really going on. Another example is ihe metric
tensor. The use of the metric tensor apparently attributes a unique
metrical structure to physicalspace, which uniqueness is incompatible
with the metric conventionalism of Grünbaum and others. It would
be a mistake, we think, to conclude from this alone that metric
conventionalism must be false. Rather, metric conventionalism ought
to be seen as offering a genuine research programme: to rewrite
physics so as to do away with what must, if conventionalism is right,
be a misleading theoretical formalism. We also have some suspicion of
the use of phase spaces and Hilbert spaces in this regard. Our general
point is that it is often not the concern of the theorist to look at possible
reductive accounts of the kinds of entities he or she is interested in, so

that certain kinds might get grabbed in the bag of values of bound
variables when they need not have been. Developing a theory and
taking a critical, reductive look at a successful developed theory are
different games with different aims, played by different people. The
Iatter game i! one which might fruitfully be played by the philosopher
of science. Thus, we want to urge that no matter how re4list
theoretical physics might \ook,. relationism might come up with an
alternative to realism, and it might even have theoretical advantAges
over realism. So, donìt worship the physics that is : after all, itiwas
made by mere. physicists.

Kant's argument from hands to absolute space runs, very roughly,
as follows: there is a difference between left and right which is neither
intrinsic to hands, nor a relation between the one hand and the other,
nor between a hand and any part of spaceit fills. The difference lies in
a relation between the hand and space regarded as a whole. ÉIere,
properties which appear to belong to things are derived from space
rather than vice-versa, as is usually supposed. This gives thè
argument its interest for absolutists or spatial realists. The argument
can be extended and enriched by looking at what happens when
handed objects are placed in various (non-Euclidean) spaces (as is
done in Nerlich (1973)and (1976) ). The phenomenon of handedness,
incongruent counterparthood or enantiomorphism (to list some
current expressions) is not confined to hands, of course. Objects with
the sort of asymmetry needed are simply everywhere and this adds
much to the force and interest of this style of argument..

Several relationist responses to these ideas are worth pursuing. We
mention one and offer brief reflectionÉ on another. One approach is

3
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suggesred by Lawrence sklar, in his (197+) article. The relationist is

.näsug.d Á making use of possible as well as actual objects and

motioãs. Sklar trimsãtf expresses reservations about this tactic. We

think that such analyses àre either inadequate or circular in ways

spelt out in Nerlich (1976)
fn point of fact, the idea o

a temporal idea at aII, an

ngruity of counterparts is a matter
lrojects' counterpart parts of space

for every one of its arguments, and that is not a matter of motion,

except perh^ps at anintuitive level.2 Rather, it is a matter of the

.o"",.tpurts teir,g appropriately linked by paths, which are parts of

space.
Another relationist strategy develops out of the observation that so

far in the argument not a gleatdeal has emerged,about what kind of

ini"g the späe is which thã realist has claimed.INe have said that it is

the Jort of thing that has a topological structure, with continuous

faths and dimeäsionality and álso afftne and metrical relations such

å. urrgl. and. distance between its parts' N-o* a-relationist might be

founJto claim that a space of 'points', having all the above features,

can be constructed out of items which are relationistically acceptable'

we are guided here in part by Quine's discussion in word and object.

(Quine if OOO¡ Section iZ¡. t 
"iuble, 

such a possibility at leastshows

that the Kantian argument does not establish the falsity of

relationism, even if relationism so construed looks to have been

somewhat extendect. we therefore look a little more closely at the

possibility.
Begin with the primitive idea of sþatiotemþoral d.istance^ (we

concentrate on ,pu".li-. and not space because Quine dogs)' Select

five particle evenìs, constrained only by lhe condition that there be no

three-dimensional hypersurface containing all of them' (In passing, it
is not clear to us 

'ho* to make this constraint relationistically

acceptable). The five events form a reference system, in the sense that

*.r. they io be embedded in a four dimensional manifold of points,

2 Counterparts are incongruous if there is no continuous maP lrom the closed real interval [0,

l] to the spoce cont.ining- the counterParts, whoSe values at the ehdpoints are the two

cåu.,t"rp".t, respectively .ãd -hot. value lor any argument is a region of the space counterPart

to the end-values.
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any point would be uniquely specified by the quintuple of distances

fro- each of the eventi. Revèrsir g this idea, then, let a point be

identified with every such quintuple of distanees. With set theory, we

"un 
ih.r, set up thl idea oiu 

"o-ò.dinate 
system on such a space; and

also, sinc. *. ã.. allowed distances,.-the metric tensor. Then we are

u*íy, with neighbourhoods, continuity, paths and so on in the usual

fashíon.. The póint of the story is that distances and set theory are

supposed to bå relationisticatly acceptable, so that even if handedness

foicì. us to empqy space with points, paths and topology, it need not

force us to abandon relationism.
One point to make in connection with this strategy at the outset is

that thå mere fact of handedness does not establish that space is
,concrete' rather than 'abstract'. We leave these terms conveniently

undeñned, but an examPle will
Enantiomorphism is Possible in a'
real numbers. That much barelY n
of real numbers with Euclidean
subset as the handed region serves as an instance: (In passing, this

reinforces the point that handedness is not a matter of motion, for

there is no sensã to motion in such an atemporal abstract space)' The

Kantian argument thus has something to say about the realitlt of

space, and ábout íts structure,but it does not have anything to say

uborrt the nature of the parts of space. 'So the strategy we are

considering does not count against the proposition: if there are

handed obJects, then there is space. What it does is to challenge the

further pråposition that if there is space, then realism is true and

relationiìm is false. We are, however, inclined to belive this further
proposition, and so we want. to consider the scheme on its own

terms.
We have quite a lot of worries about this kind of scheme, not the

least of which is that it needs to be shown to be entirely adequate to

the concepts of spatiotemporal geometry it is intended to capture' A
second påbl"* ls that *ã ut. suspicious of the use of set theory in

accounts of the structure of physical space, as we have argued

elsewhere (Mortensen and Nerlich (1978) ). One way to focus this

suspicion is to try to spell out the ontology in more detail. What a
. spacetime point zs, on this scheme, is a quintuple of numbers - a

cãrtain set. But can we literally take it that the space time point exists

just if the quintuple does? Now, given standard set theories, the

luintupl. ..rtuit ly.do.r exist. In fact, all quintuples of numbers exist

ii ani quintuple does. So is the scheme committed to a

"or..rþo.räingli 
rich array of spacetime points at all these distances?
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That yields an infinite space with unnerving rapidity. We have no

particular reason to believe that this conclusion is at all desirable,
whether we regard it as a relationist or a realist result. Making
spacetime points at distances exist for every quintuple of numbers

.nfot..t an embafrassment of riches on our ontology. However, there

appears to be no principle which might "include out" some

quintuples as spacetime points while "including itl' others, and
which is not circular in appealing to the structure. of spacetime as

independent of the quintuples.
It might be said that spacetime is some particular set of quintuples

which isa subset (properor noi) of the set of all quintuples of numbers.
Thus Minkowskian space time is a distinct set of quintuplis from the

set which makes up some non-flat Riemannian spacetime. But a

similar problem crops up. Too many of these sets of quintipules exif t.

So thatlf a certain spacetime exists just if a certain set of quintuples
exists thcn there strictly and literally are both flat and curved
spacetimes, Newtonian ipacetimes, and (for existing setS of n * I

-tuptes) spacetimes of n dirnensions for arbitrary z.

This makes it look judicious to say that the sets are not (the very

same things as) the spacetimes, but only represent them' We think it is
judicious to tty so. But saying so says nothing to the ontic purpose for
iit concedes and independent existence to spacetime'
' We conclude this brief sketch of moves in the Kantian argument
with the observation that we believe that the disease of circularity is a

fliflrculty for any kind of relationist attempt to construct spatial
hardware using modals, though obviously each attempt needs

individual scrutiny. If e.g. possible relations between possible objects

are claimed to be sufficient for the full paraphernalia of space, then
the range of possibilities needs correct specification without appeal to

the notions it is supposed to be reducing. Otherwise, we have no

guarantee that the full structure of space has been produced without
falsehood.

II I: Spacetime and Enantiomorþhism
As we said in Section I, the proper modern setting for Kant's

argument are the notions of spacetime and relat\ity. To place it in
thãt setting, we will pose a problem for it wh\ch grows out of
relativistic considerations. The solution to the problem and its

implications will occupy the rest of the paper.
We begin by observing, what many have observed, that following

Speciat Relativity there are various senses in which there is no

absolute space. (This is not to say that either Special or General
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Relativity deny absolute spacetime). One sense, for example, in
which absolute space is denied is that absolute spatial distances are

denied. The end points of the same object will have different distances
between them relative to different (Lorenz) reference frames.

Another sense in which absolute space is absent in relativistic
spacetime, is that is no standard of absolute position over time, as a

hook for Newton to hang absolute acceleration on.
Now here is the problem. The Kantian argument appears to be

intended to have a þriori force. It is of the form: if there are handed
things, then there is space. If correct, it would therefore have to hold
no matter what the nature of the possible world being considered.
Equally, then, the Kantian argument must have something wrong
with it if it is possible for there to be a universe in which there are
handed objects but no space. Now here you sit in your spaceship in
our relativistic universe in which, as we have seen, there is no absolute
space. Yet surely you have a left hand and a right hand, and they are
incongruous counterparts of one another?

One way to misunderstand this problem is to take the premiss of the
Kantian argument as being that there are handed or counterpart
sþatiotemþoral regions. Relativity does not deny the existence of
spacetime and so if there are incongruous counterparts in spacetime,
spacetime must be real. Incongruous counterparts in spacetime
would be suitably shaped spacetime worms, and if such worms exist,
so must spacetime. Nevertheless, the problem we posed remains
because left and right hands are incongruous considered as sþatial objecls.

Hands in this context are not spacetime worms. Rather, they are
timeslices of spacetime worms. What becomes of the space they are in
then?

The beginnings of the answer lies in two things we have already
seen. First, absolute space in the sense of absolute spatial distances is

denied in relativity; that is, spatial distance is relative to choice of
reference frame. Second, counterparthood is in part a matter of
spatial distance, in that counterpârthood implies sameness of distance
between corresponding parts. It should come as no suprise then that
congruous and incongrous counterparthood in a relalivistic universe
is frame-relative.

We illustrate the frame-ielativity of congruous counterparthood by
considering an example which seems to display the essential features
of the matter. Consider a two-dimensional universe and the two-
dimensional material bodies A, B, C, D below, with dimensions as

indicated.

7
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A

dd, qdz

adz qd,

ad,

ødr

d2

dr
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adt

B

Dc

adt

Bodies A and B are incongruous counterparts (iníàct they look a little
like left and right hands respectively). Thus A and B are handed, and

opposite to one another. But C is not handed. A little reflection will
cååvince the reader that anycounterPart of C; such as D, is congruous

with it. The number a is arbitrary, except that 0 (a( l.
First consider a reference frame relative to which A and B are a1

rest. The dimensions of A and B are above, and relative to the frame A
and B are incongruous counterParts and handed. Now choose a

frame, moving u*ây to the right fiom A and B. Relative to the second

framJ, A andl are moving lãft (along the negative x-axis). At is well

kno*Á, in Speciat Relativity moving bodies undergo a length

'contractiorr' *ith respect to their rest length (i.e. their length relative

to a frame in which they are atrest), and the length contraction is.in

the direction of motion. Thè length contraction is such that the

gfeater the speed the more the length approaches zero. For any ø,

õ(ø(t, we can choose some speed r such that relative to a frame

moving at speed r any rest dimension d in the direction of motion is

contraãte d, [o Ad. Hence the rest dimension d¡, of A contracts so that

relative to the new frame it is rrow dd.. Simitarly , d2 contracts to Ad2'

The dimensions at right angles to the motion, i.e. Lhe dimensions up

the page, remain unaffected. Hence the object A becomes' relative tq

the neiv frame, the object C. But whereas A is handed, C is not' Flence

handedness, at least sometimes, is frame-relative (though we will
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presently see that this result is exceptional). By a similar argument, B
becomes, relative to the second frame, D. A and B are incongruous
counterparts, C and D are counterparts but congruous. Therefore,
incongruous and congruous counterparthood are also frame-relative.

This has been an exarnple where counterparthood is preserved
relative to a suitable reference frame while congruity,/incongruity
varies. Commonly, counterparthood varies also. Real life hands,
unless they are very unusual, are liable to be like this. For example,
consider the incongruous counterpart hands E and F.

Choose a frarne relative to which E and F are moving away together
in the direction of E's (left)thumþ. Then E's left thumb is shortened in
length. (There will be other changes in E but we can ignore them).
But F's thumb is inclined at right angles to the direction of motion, so

it is not shortened. ÉIence E and F are not counterparts relative to this
frarne, and so counterparthood is frame-relative .

It seems to us straightforward to show that every pair of
incongruous counterparts can have their counterparthood destroyed
for suitable choice of frame. Being incongruous, they will not be
reflections of one another for some choice of direction. Choose a frame
moving in that direction and their dimensions will be modified
differently. Interestingly, some pairs of figures have their congruo-us
counterparthood invariant with respect to all choices of frame; circles
in two dimensions, spheres'and hyperspheres in higher dimensions.
That does not mean that the idea of congruous counterparthood is

sometimes not frame-relative. The basic relativistic notion is

counterparthood-relâtive-to-a-frame. Only, some things are con-
. gruous relativé'to all frames.

However,t whilê incongrirous counterparthood is frame relative,
handedness id,:in general,'not. Subject an actual hand shape to any
Lorentz transformatioh'and it remains left and handed, if it was left
and handed befofe.'A (three dimensional) left handed screw or spring
remains handed'relative to any (Lorentz) reference frame; More

FE
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laboriously, the world-tube which is the 4-object associated with what
is a left hand in some reference frame yields a left hand in the space of
any other frame. So, in some sense, handedness generalþ is an
invariant of Lorentz transformations though incongruous counter-
parthood is not. Thus handedness is not the same concept as

incon$ruous counterparthood. One exception to the 'generally' is
worth noting: the handed objects A and B above transform to the non-
handed objects C and D respectively, so under some Lorentz
transformations the handedness of some objects is not preserved.
Specifically, those trânsformations which, while preserving the
counterparthood of the particular shapes in question, vary their
incongruence, also vary their handedness.

Incongruous counterparts focus usefully on the fact that enantio-
morphic objects can be counterparts right up to reflection without

".uring 
to be oppositely shaped. Counterparthood as we define it,

however, is a relational idea relating objects to objects; for arry

incongruous counterpart there is an object which is its incongruent
countérpart. This makes sense of its being a metrical idea: there is

always something to which it is incongruous, and counterparts are so

related by sameness of internal distances. But handedness, though
relative to a space (x is handed in.space y) is not in our usage a relation
of objects to objects. It is not, generally, a metrical notion. Every
handed object is asymmetrical in shape, but how deep this asymmetry
lies is to be gauged by the groups of transformations which preserve it.
The transfot-ãtions of the Lorentz group in Special Relativity are

affine transformations from the point of view of shape transformations
of spatial objects. Thus they destroy some asymmetries but not others.
Thè asymmetry of a hand is not destroyed by affine transformations,
so it is at least an affine asymmetry and we may speak of things that
are affinely handed.

This brings us back, then, to the original problem: invariant spatial
handedness is possible in relativistic spacetime; what becomes of
space in relativistic spacetime'if the Kantian argument for space is

correct?
To understand what is going on, we need to.understand what, in

spacetime ontology, a space is, and what a frame is. Minkowski
sþacetime is a collection (we prefer'whole', see'(1978) )of spacetime
points, with a certain metrical structure.; 4,,(Lorentz) frame_ is

þroduced by cutting up that spa.cetime into13 spatial dimensionsplus
à t.rtrpotul dimension. For a time-constant, the frame'giVes us a three
dimensional hypersurface, a spacelike slice ofspacetime. fn any given
spacelike slice of a frame, the frame specifies spatial distances between
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points. Thus afrarne specifies a collection of spacelike slices, one lor
äach value of the time variable. Now there is a certain ambiguity in
'space', between space-at-a-time, and space-which-endures-through-
time. The frame iàentifies the former as one of its spacelike slices' The

latter is given in the frame by the fact that same sþatial position ouer-time

can be dehned as those points of the spacelike slices whose spati'al co-

ordinate relative to the frame is unchanging over time..Needless to

say, such a space-which-endures-through-time is frame-relative'The
class of all.framEs produced by the group of T.'orentz transformations
defines the class of permissible partitions of spacetime into a space (in
either sense) and a time. Therefore, since spacetime is a collection of
spacetime points, and since a space (in the s_ense of a spacelike slice or
sþace-at-a--time) is a part of (or sub'set of ) spacetime, space is a
càllection of spacetime points. Similarly' space-which-endures-
through-time is a coll'ection of spacelike slices relative to a single

frame, thought of as having a relation of same-spatial-point'a.t-a-
different-timi defìned on pairs of spacetime points in different slices;

Thus relativity theory represents a significant ontological shift from
the older Newionian paradigm. Space though of as made up of points

enduring through time is gone. So has sameness-of-spatial-point-
over-time as a frame-invariant (real) 'concept. But space has n-ot'

Spaces as collections of spacetime points are still in the ontology. Not
any collection of spacetime points is a- sPace, of course' Only those

assãciated with a pãrmissableframe. But they are none the less real for
that.

So the conclusion to draw is that the Kantian argument is not
threatened by relativity, for space is still in the ontology on relativity'
Spaces are made up of different entities (spacetime points) ftg1 what
Niwton thought. Èut recall what was said earlier, that the Kantian
argument doei not Iegislate on the nature of the pointsof the space.in

wñich handed objects are embedded. It is quite consistent with the

Kantian argument that !h. points of space be fundamentally
spatiotemporal.

As was pointed out before, a handed object is handed relative to an

embedding space. In spacetime, that amounts to saying that a
spacelike Ji"ã of spacetime can include a spatially handed slice of
sþacetime worm, and that the handedness is a matter of the character
of the whole spacelike slice containing it. This means that the concept

of handedneis can be used to characterise not just sPace, but
spacetime. The following can be said of Minkowski spacetime: the

.ìirt.n.. of deepty (i.e. affinely, projectively or topologically; in any

case, invariantþ) handed objects requires that spacetime has a
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definite character, uiz. thatevery spacelike hypersurface is orientable.
Thus, the space of every inertial frame is orientable too. Every deeply
handed object has its character preserved in the space of every frame
and that character is frame invariant.

Given that the geometry of spaces in SR is Euclidean, these

definitions work and they are rather simple. Two spacetime objects
are absoluteþ enantiomorphic if no continuous similarity mapping in any
frame allows the space occupied by the one to be mapped onto the
space occupied by the other (here, 'enantiomorphic'is a non-mertical
vèrsion of incongruous counterpart'). An objectis absoluteþ handedíf
for each frame there is a space into which it (or its space) can be

mapped by reflective and similarity mappings but not by continuous
similarity mappings.

These considerations can be applied also to the case of Newtonia'n
spacetime without Newton's absolute space, This case enables a sharp
distinction to be made between the space which is arrived at by
Kant's argumenl and Newtonian absolute. sPace. This in turn
justifies our use of the term 'realism' rather than 'absolutism', as

discussed earlier. Newtonian spacetime without absolute space is, like
Minkowski spacetime, a collection of spacetime points. It has

however a different metrical structure, and the collection of spacelike
slices associated with an internal frame differ from the SR case. In
particular, incongruous counterparthood is frame-invariant as it is

not in SR. Consequently, invariant incongruous counterparthood
could not establísh absolut¿ space. It is thus a misunderstanding of the
scope o[ Kant's argument to think that it could. But there is nothing
about the case to suggest that the spaces of Galilean frames (Newton's
relative spaces), in which incongruent counterparts are to be found,
are not real. They are parts (or subsets) of spacetime; they therefore
consist in spacetime points. The abolition of absolute space is not
inevitably the abolition of space. Nor is it the triumph of relatiónism.

Whether or not appropriate objects are handed in spacelike
hypersurfaces of the spacetimes of General Relativi ty canalso be used

to charactetise these spacetimes. Sometimes, that style of approach
can be just as illuminating as in previous examples. However' this
seems often to result in laborious, inelegant descriptions. Riemannian
space times are so various, and the spacelike hypersurfaces, when they
can be projected out, may vary so much even within one spacetime,
that it seems not very illuminating to try to characterise them by
means of their spaces and in terms of their orientability. But the style
of argument we have been investigating here does not fail to vield its
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conclusion. Only its pragmatic or heuristic advantages are lost in such
generalisation.
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THE LIMITS OF CHANGE

Chris Mortensen a

1. Introduction. What is an object's state of motion at the instant when

it begins to move? If it is moving, when was it motionless? If it is motionless,

how can it ever begin to move?'If it is both moving and motionless, do we

not have Hegetian-contradictions in naüure?

Thi problJm has been discussed by Brian Medlin and by Charles Hamblinl

I wi[ hãve something to say about their solutions later. I will bê concerned

to show that the problem is an interesting one' one not to be set aside by

a brief gesture in the direction of modern analysis and set theory, in fact

one generated by their fruitfulness in physical theory. Nor is the problem

one to be dissolved by analysis of our ordinary concept of motion' as we

will see. One quick caveat however: I want to set aside quantum theory. The

problem considered in this paper is about discontinuities, and quantum theory

is all about discontinuities. Nevertheless, it is easier to make out the problem

in a world not bedevilted by the complexities of þuantum theory. Hence,

the physics of this paper is classical.

2. The Problem. Both Medlin and Hamblin formulate the problem as one

concerning the application of the putatively two-valued concepts of ordinary

languagé, such as motion or rest, to a world of continua, especially continuous

ti*i ur,¿ continuous space. Conceived in this way, it is not so surprising that

Medlin wants to solve the problem by saying that at the instant of changè

the system is both in motion and at rest, and reject the apparenû implication

that such is a contradiction. Keith Campbell also,thinkS that if velocity could

change discontinuously, then at the instant of change the system would be

both in motion and at rest, though unlike Medlin he finds such a consequence

uncongenial.2 But it is easy to feel unmoved by this way of posing the

problem. After all, if it were inconsistent to say that the system was in motion

and at rest, we might feel that it was so much the worse for those concepts'

What is rteeded to make the probiem sharp is a formulation in terms of the

concepts of the best available physical theory, which neverlheless still threatens

a contradiction. Without such, it is difficult to feel thal the attempt to save

1 Brian Medlin, ,The Origin of Motion, Mind72 (1963), pp. 155--175;.Charles Hamblin, 'Starting

and Stoppingi, The Minist 53 (1969), pp. 4L0-425i see also his 'Instdnts and lntervals', Studium

OeneraiàZ+1ílZt¡,pp. 127-l34,and"fheLogicofstartingandstopping',inC.tPizzi(ed')'
La Logica del Tempo, Torino, Moringhieri' 1974'

t f.ittr Cornpbell, Mànphysics: An Introduction, Encino, California, Dickenson, 1976; p. 89'

I
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o.ur ordinary concepts is an inleresting exercise.3 This is why, even though

fvledtin is palently aware lhal the problem is quite a general one, it is curious

that.he persists r,vith his solution. Even more curious is that he concedes in

the end that his solution is less than general, and does not apPly to parallel

cases.

Parallel cases abound. Let q be any physical quantity which changes with

time, and suppose that it.is unchanging up to I = 0 and then changes its value

thereafter. What is the state of its rate of change, dq/dt, at t=0? To fix on

a case directly related to motion and rest, let the velocity v:dx/dt of a body

moving along the x-axis be zero up üo f :'0, and be given by v 

= 
f th-ereafter'

Then vilocity changes continuously, but accelerationdv/dt or dzx/dP is given

by 0 up Lo t:0 and I after f =0. What is the value of dv/dt aL t:0? From

the point of view of the equations of physics, it does not seem to matter

wheiher we say 0 or l. But what is happening in natuceat t=0? If it does

not matter whal we say, is nature arbitrary or indeterminate?

Nor is the prciblem confined to change in the time dimension, as Medlin
notes. Consider the surface of a material object, and let the x-direction be

normal to its surface, wilh x=0 aL the surface. Then is there matter at the

poin[ x:0 and empty space for all x>0? or matter at all for x202 It might

be arbitrary what we say, but what is there in nature?

3. Hamblin anc! Intervøls. Hamblin is aware of the arbitrariness of saying

that a discontinuously changing quantity has one value rather than the other

at the instant of discontinuous change. His solution is to sidestep the problem

by appeal to time structured only as a collection of temporal intervals rather

than instants. As he notes, this move will of necessity involve appeal to a
certain three valuedness: a quantily may have a value throughout an interval,

or not have that value throughout the interval, or have it throughout some

subintervals anct not have it throughout others. But because instants are not

allowed, the problem of discontinuous change at those instants does not arise.

The extent to which it does not arise, however, is the extent to which physics

and common sense, which agree that change can take place at 12 noon, ate

rejected. A very simple case, on which physics and intuition agree I think,
is a force function *t i.tt varies linearly with time, given by dzx/dt2 :2t.With
suitable adjustment of constants, velocity = P, and so is instantøneously zero

aL t =O.Intuition seems to agree that instantaneous motionlessness is possible.

(Consider braking to stop at the stop sign and instantaneously accelerating

away, or an object thrown upward instantaneously pausing before falling
downward.) Perhaps common sense is not worth saving, but physics is notably

3 Thus Hamblin: 'Our problem is concerned with the systematic description o[ physical

phenomena. [t arises fiom the clash of the continuous-variable language of Mathematicaf

Þhysics with the discrete two-valued language that we would like to make work as an alternative.

The mathematical description appropriate to an øccelerating obiect does not raise problems

for usi but we would like in addiìion, to be able to apply the two-valued predicate 'in _motion',
br its negation, to anything at any time, and this is the project that runs into difficulties.'

(,Startinã and itopping,, op. cit., p. 414; seçond emphasis mine.) To the contrary, I claim

ihat it is the mathematical description where the real problems lie.
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successful. So Hamblin would have to Show, what he does not show, how

enough of the theory of differential equations to describe such physical

systems. can be constructed within his assumptions. Without this, we should

wonder how much physics has to be sacrificed in the interest of saving

Hamblin's solution. I propose, then, to remain in the framework of time

as a iontinuum of instants. At least, our discussion will sholv the options

for solutions in that framework.

4. Arbitraiy Solutions.I do not propose to rehearse various bad answers

to the problem. Several of these are detailed by Medlin and by Hamblin'

Instead, I want to focus on what I take to be the key issue, namely that of
avoiding an arbitrary solution to the problem. By an arbitrary solution I mean

one which assigns a particular value to some variable but can give no reason

for preferring it to another, incompatible, assignment. Consider for example

our earlier case of velocity v=0 up to t =0 and v:f thereafter' To say that

its acceleration is l-for />0 and 0 for f <0 is arbitrary, if no reason can be

given for preferring this to the description dzx/dP:0 for f (0 and I for f >0'

[gt "'reison', 
heie, I do not necessarily mean a 'physical' or 'physically

iignificant'reason; a reason in the mathematics might suffice, or some pleasing

m-etaphysical reason.) Now it seems to me that both of these solutions are

arbitiary, though it may be.that there is a pleasing metaphysical reason.of

which I am unaware for distinguishing between them. One reason for disliking

arbitrary solutions, is the question of physical determinism' A variable's

assuming at a time a given value rather than another is an event' So if every

event is ãausally deteimined, it is causally determined that discontinuously
qhanging variables have one value rather than another. But if it is arbitrary

which uulu. is taken, then either our best theories lack the capacity to describe

the causal determinants of events, or such events escape the causal net of
the universe.

There are however, at leasl four nonarbitrary solutions to our problem,

all of which are either unnoticed or barely noticed by Medlin and Hamblin'

I will discuss their strengths and weaknesses in the next few sections.

5. The Paraconsistent Option. Both Medlin and Hamblin flee from

contradiction. They offer consistent solutions to what they think would

otherwise be a'paradox'. But Zeno, and following him Hegel, thought that

motion was inconsistent (though they used this for different ends)' Many other

philosophers have been puzzled by change, motion and time. It is a

ionarbitrary solution to say that when we have a discontinuous change in

a physical quantity, the quantity takes both values (or perhaps all intervening

u"tu.r as well). It is nõnarbitrary'to say that a material surface is both

occupied and not occuþied by matter.

Ttre last few years have seen philosophers beginning to take seriously the

thought that the world might be inconsistent. If the world is inconsistent,

thenãny logic (such as modern two-valued extensional logic) containing the

law Ex Følso Quodlibet (From A and not-A to deduce every proposition)

must be abandoned, since ptainly not every prop6sition is true in our world.
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But logic teachers have to labour hard to convince their frrst-year students

of Ex Falso Quocltibet; so hard that it seems that sometimes this is the sole

source of their own conviction. Alternative logics with natural motivations

now exist.
Nonetheless, the strongest cases for inconsistency seem to exist in the logico-

mathematical area. Various of the paradoxes, such as The Liar, or Russell's

Paradox, call out for an inconsistent (or'paraconSistent') solution, because

of the unsatisfactoriness of ahernatives.a In my opinion a compelling case

for inconsistency in motion has yet to emerge, though it would be foolish
to rule it out of court without argument. Nevertheless, nobody accepts

inconsistencies easily. Perhaps this can be put in a slogan: do not multiply
contradictions beyond necessity. This dictum implies that we should only gci

for the present solution if none. of the others are satisfactory. I offer it to
the unconverted in that spirit. Of course, if Ëhe other solulions are all

unsaÈisfactory, and if we have an exhaustive lisl here, then there is

inconsistency somèwhere.

6. Indeterminateness.It is perhaps not entirely obvious that a nonarbitrary
solution to the problem is to say that the discontinuously changing variable

has no value at the instant of change.'Philosophers have usually felt easier

about acceptirig truth-value-less propositions than propositions which have

both truth values, so to that extent the solution is to be preferred to the

paraconsistent option.5 Notice that indeterminateness, just becausq it is a
nonarbitrary solution, does'not seem to get into problems with physical

determinism. tf the variable assumes no value at f, then we do not have to
worry about its being causally undetermined which value is taken. Moreover,

some support might be obtained by considering the time derivative of any

discontinuous quantity. The derivative of such a function is not defined at

the point of discontinuity. It is, so to speak, indeterminate. So we seem to
be stuck with indeterminacy somewhere.

A reply would be to claim that the derivative at a discontinuity is infinite.
I do not wish to legislate that nature can have no infrnite magnitudes. It does,

however, seem to be a considerable cost to pay to avoid indeterminateness.

If we do not want to pay the cost, then indeterminateness looks more

reasonable.
On occasion when I have posed this problem to physicists, the reply has

been'it doesn't matter what you say'. This covers a multitude of sins. I take

it that it often amounts to a claim of irideterminateness, since if nature is

not indeterminate at the instant of change, then it surely does m1tter what
you say. Of course, sometimes it means that it does not make any experimental

4 The literature on paraconsistency is voluminous. Perhaps the best survey is in G. Priest and

R. Routley (eds.i Paraconsistent Logíc (lorttrcoming). See also R. Routley 'Ultralogic as

Universal' in ãls Exploring Mëinong's Jungle, Australian National University, 1980'

pp. 892-959; or N. Reicher aã¿ R. Brandom, The Logic of [nconsistencl, Oxford, Blackwell,

t979.
s To be sure, in the presence of the intuitively natufal laws of De Morgan and Double Negation,

rhe Law of Excludld Middle - AvA is equivalent to the Law of Noncontradiction,- (A& - Ð;
so perhaps this easy feeling is misplaced'
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difference what you say. True, but unless one has an instrumentalist view

of physical theory, that only the experimentally detectable is real or

determinate, then it goes no lvay toward solving our problem. Perhaps it
is a confession of lack of interest.

However, it is harder to choose the present option when the surfaces of
bodies are considered. What sort of a surface is it that is neither occupied

nor not occupied by ma[ter? I do not know how to prove that this could

not be so, .but intuition seems to protest at it.

7. AII Change is Continuous. The description sf the problem requires that

some variable, or its time derivative, of . . ., changes discontinuously with

respect to time. But what reason have we to suppose that any such change

occurs in nature? Perhaps all changes, their rates of change, and so on, are

continuous. If this is so, then in our world the problem does not arise. Notice

that this solution is nonarbittaty: velocities, accelerations, and their nth

derivaüives all have definite values at t:0.6
Hanrblin gestures at this strategy. His argument against is not very

convincing, however: 'If no derivative ever changes discontinuously, nothing

ever changes'. ('starting and Stopping', op. cit. p. a1.2). This seems to be quite

straightforwardly false. There does not seem to be any reason why all physical

quantities couldn't be desõribed by C- (infrnitely differentiable) functions of
tìme. For example, alt physical quantities might be related to time by cosine,

sine, or exponential functions. I do not mean that this is how the world is;

only that such a world is a counterexample to Hamblin's quoted,claim.

Intuition suggests that it is a contingent matter whether all change is

continuous. So someone might feel disappointed that the present solution

sidesteps the issue by faiting to say wbat would happen if there were

discontinuous changes. The point is, however, that the issue of whether a

solution is arbitrary is bound up with how much we take the problem to arise

in this world. We feel that there must be a right answer for our world, that

one of the arbitrary alternatives is the correct one in nature; and we feel that

it is unsatisfactory if we can give no reason for why we or nature should

opt for one. In other worlds, however, we are free to say what we like, so

to speak. In some of them there might be always a last moment, never a

frrst, for discontinuous changes. In others, the reverse. What we say about

other worlds varies with our descriptive whim. This point has to be handled

with some care, since the assumption of classical physics at the beginning

of the paper was an explicit assumption of a false theory. I take it, though,,

that the fact that'classical physics was long believed to be true and is even

now sufficiently close lo the truth to be used as a good approximation of
the behaviour of middle-sized objects, lends interest to what might olherwise

be lhought to be too speculative an exercise in metaphysics. In any case,

quantum theory does seem to be involved in discontinuous changes v¿a the

'èollapse of the wave packet'; so conceivably we have a real problem about

our own world. Of course, it might not be a contingent matter that all change

6 Unquestionably, many physicists can be found to go for this option. Boscovich seemed to.

(See Campbell op. cit. P. 89),
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is continuous (then, too, quanlum theory might break dolin). If all the olher

solutions discussed here have insuperable diffrculties, then we have an

argument for the conclusion that necessarily all change is continuous. Thal
would be an interesting piece of melaphysics.

8. Surfaces and Fractures in a Continuous lV'orld. Nevertheless, there does

seem to be a difficulty when we reflect thaË, as we saw before, any general

solution must apply to all change with respect to any variable, not merely

time. It is not easy to see holv to apply it to the surfaces of material objects,

for example. The reply that material objects, being made of atoms, have

bumpy surfaces, only shifts the problem back to the surfaces of atoms. A
special case of this diffrculÈy is the'fracture problem'(which I owe to Medlin
in conversation): if any material object, such as an atom, is a plenum, then,
in thought at least, it could be fractured. If space is continuous, one surface
of the fracture must be topologically open, the other topologically closed.

But no feason can be given for which should be closed and which open. Yet
unless malter is composed of unextended points, at least some of it must
be a plenum. In this section, we will see how to deal with these problems

in a C* world.
In such a world, there needs to be some C- quantity responsible for the

application Af the concept being occupíed by matter. Let us speculate how
this could come about. Suppose that there is some C- variable, call it density

d, with the property that d = o in empty space, and inside a mateíial surface
density is always greater than zero but continuously approaches zero'as the
surface is approached from the interior. (We need not be concerned at the
possibility of a reduction of density to rnass/volume provided that these are

also C-). Approaching the surface from the inside, matter becomes more
and more attenuated as it were, like the edges of a mist. It follows that surfaces

in this world would all be topologically open.
This still leaves the fracture problem. A discontinuous fracture at a point

where d> o is a discontinuity logically incompatible with a C? world; or to
put it another way, discontinuous fractures cannot leave us with both new

surfaces being topologically open. But the problem can be met provided that
fractures are all continuous. And it is not difficult to describe density functions
which are also functions of time, and which will produce breaks in surfaces

in a finite time. So fra.ctures in a C- world which leave all surfaces

topologically open are a possibility.
For the technically minded, let us digress briefly to demonstrate this. We

restrict ourselves to two-dimensional objects, but the generalisation to higtier
dimensions is straightforward. Let density be given by the C- function
d= sin2xsinty(L -sinzxsin2/) where x and y are spatial co-ordinates and I is
time. We restrict ourselves to the range 0=x,y,szr and 0</<r/2. The
function sinz is chosen over sin because it does not take negative values. At '

f :0, the body is a square whose surfaces arex:0, x:T, !:0, y:7t. Density
is zero aË the edges and rises to a maximum of I in the centre (x,y)=þr/2,r/2).
For 0 1t1r/2, the deniity gradually forms a'hollow'along the line x=r/2.
Parallel to the x-axis, in other words, density begins to look tike the two
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humps on a camel. Imagine the body slowly being torn apart, the exterior

surfaces being the same, but densily is beginning to decrease around the

fracture line x: r/2. Parallel to the y axis, density is stilt a single humped

function, but its maximum height diminishes to a local minimum along the

fracture plane. At t=r/2', the fracture is complete. The original body has

separated into two with a hairline fracture along the line x=r/2. Each of
the two new bodies is a rectangle with sides in ühe,Y-direction of length r/2
and y-directiqnal sides of length zr. Density for each of the bodies rises from
zero atthe ed.ges to a maximum in their cenlres, just as at f :0. The crucial
property of topological openness of surfaces is thus preserved-

I conclude, then, that surfaces and fractures can be dealt with in a natural
way in a world in which all change is continuous. Let us move on lo a fourth
proposal to deal with the problem of the point of change. It has the merit

of being more general than the one in this section.

g. AII Real Change is Continuous. It might be held that functions other

thân C- functions truly describe some changes, but that when differentiation
proceeds far enough for a discontinuity to be reached, we have arrived al
a quantity with no pþysical reality. Physically real changes, on the other hand,

are always continuous.
Consider for example, a particle moving according to: for t=0, x=0; and

for / > 0, x : t3 / 6. TherL axl at and, dzx/ d.tz are both continuous, but dt xl dP

(=0 for /<0 and t for l)0) is discontinuous. The proposal of this section

would declare d3x/df not to be a physically real quantity. We can expand

this further along the lines of various modern theories of universals.T It is
arguable that physical quantities are universals. But it should not be thought
that the mere existence of a true linguistic description requires one to suppose

that there is a universal underlying it, responsible for its truth. Indeed, an

unlimited principle of abstraction of the sort: to every predicate there

corresponds a universal possessed by exactly those things of which the

description is true, cannot be consistently maintained. It leads to Russell's

Paradox. Applying that idea here, we can say that even though certain

linguistic descriptions, such as'acceleration'and'time', might have universals

corresponding to them, it does not follow that any description constructible
out of thobe descriptions, for instance 'dtx/dP', also has a universal. It would

solve our problems if such a quantity were not physically real: when d3*/dtt
changes, no change in any real quantity takes place in the world, except in
those real quantilies out of which dtx/dt3 is constructed. Hence, there is no

need to bother about discontinuities in dtx/dt3. Nothing real changes, so it
does not matter what you say. I do not mean to single out d3xldP as a general

example of a'quantity which is not physically real, only for the purposes of
discussing the above equation of motion. The point is that it is open to us

to describe pfocesses in nature by non-C- functions, and declare

discontinuous derivatives not to be physically real.

This proposal has some constraints on it. One is lhat we might believe

t For example, D. M. Armstrong's. See his (Jniverssls and Scientific Realism, Cambridge,

Cambridgè University Press, 19?8. Onty a small parl ol his theory is necessary here though'

7
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that certain physicat quantilies such as force and mass are real, in virtue of

the fundamental rôle they play in our explanations. lVhat would we then

say a¡out a position function like: f <0 iffx=0 and r>0 itr x=tz/Z, where

&xldt? *"rãir.ontinuous? The answer, obviously, is that if all real change

is continuous, and if force and mass are real quantiÊies, then it follows that

such posilion funclions do not describe any actual processes in nature' So

the present proposal does nol say tha[ continuity is sufficient for physical

rea[ìy, only that discontinuity is sufficient for Lack of physical reality'

ttris strategy has the advantage over that of the previous section that it

does not need to commit itself to the strong thesis that only C- functions

are permissible descriptions of dynamic systems. This seems to me to be

behind arÍother response to the problem i have sometimes heard from

physicists: 'Yes, bui is the discontinuity physically signifi'cant?' I take this

io *.un that a discontinuity in a function involved in basic laws of nature

would be physically significant arrd so generaÊe a problem; but that

äir.å"ti"uiti.t n some functions which might be produced from'physically

signifrcant' functions (by, say, .differentiation) need not be physically

silnifrcant and so need'not be problematic. They would be, so to speak'

'mathematical frctious'.

10. Surfaces and Fractures as Discontinttifies. We saw a couple of sections

back trow ìo deat with surfaces and fractures in a C* world. Needless to say,

when we move to a more general case as in the last section, that solution

is still available to us, sincelt postulates a C- density function and any such

function is allowed in the generalisation. In a way, though, surfaces and

fractures are intuitively disõontinuous struôtures.8 It would be interesting,

then, to see what can be said about them if we dispense with a density function

in favour of discontinuous distributions of matter'

A way into this is viø Boscovich. Boscovich thought that nnatter consisted

of atomic material points, having position but no extension or magnitude,

surrounded by force fields extending out to in-frnity. Such flelds prevent any

pair of materiál points from touching by becoming arbitrarily large sufftciently

close to the unintended atoms. Keith campbell points out that this solves

the problem of what to do with surfaces: they are just concentrated but

spatially discrete distributions of materially occupied points'e There is thus

,rì irr,r, about whether they are topologically open or closed. Again, fractures

are no problem. A point tannot be fractured. Fractures are no more than

an attenuation of the complex interlocking fields surrounding atoms (and

as such are continuous).
The cost of this solution is that mat,er is ultimately unextended. That might

be so, but it would be desirable if a nonarbitrary account of surfaces was avail-

able for an ontology of spatially extended atoms. Is there in this ontology some

reason for preferring, sa-y, closed surfaces to open? I think tha[ there is, or at

least there is if atomi arssurrounded by force frelds as-in'boscovich's accounl.

I For instance, in explaining topology, transformations which are continuity-preserving

inìrnio*orpirisms¡ àre often inìuitively contrasted with tearing or fracturing'
e Campbell, oP. cit,, P. 90'
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Suppose that extended ma[erial atoms ate surrounded by force'fields with
the following properlies. They have no value at points occupied by matter,

have a Value at atl points in empty space, and eventually become arbitrarily
large àt sufficiently small dislances from the surface. It does not matter here

whether these fields are repulsive (as in Boscovich) or attractive; the same

argument works for both. Now if there were no matier at the surface because

it was topologically open, then.we would have the problem of saying what

is the value of the fretd at the surface. Conlinuity suggests that the value of
the field at the surface would be infinite. But now let us appeal to the principle

thui infinite values of real quantities in nature are to be avoided where

possible.ro The only way to dó só, is for atoms to have topologically closed

surfaces. Then the field simply approaches infrnity as it approaches the

surface, but never gets there. Thus, given such flelds, the metaphysical
principle that there are no infinite quantities issues in a nonarbitrary account

of the topology of su¡faces.
But then fractures are a problem again, for how can a plenum fracture

into two closed surfâces unless matter appears from somewhere? The only
solution, I suggest, is to say that atoms cannot be fractured. Recall how the

fracture problem wàs first introduced: an extended object can be fractured
in thought, so what nonarbitrary account of the topology of the fracture
can be given? But of course it does not follow from the fact that we can

imagine that an extended atom be fractured, that it can be fractured in reality.
Indeed, to call it an'atom' is already to imply that it is a simple thing. It
is certainly consistent with an ontology of spatially extended matter that there

be undecomposable atoms, furthermore. Provided, then, that an extended

material thing cannot be fractured, nature need not be said to be arbitrary
abd'ut which topology its parts are to have post-fracture.

Now while this gives a solution for atoms, it does not give a solution for
extended nonatoms. By defrnition, if any continuous nonatoms exist, the

fracture problem arises for them and is not be be solved in this way. But
here I think we can get a clue by considering the time reversal of fracturing,
namely joining. If surfaces of atoms are topologically closect, how can they
join up to form a continuous whole? The answer would seem be be that,
logically, they cannot. Their topology prevents it. Two closed surfaces cannot

be made contiguous. Furthermore if atoms cannot be joined up, it seems

reasonable to say that a thing'cannot be made up of joined atoms. It follow5
that continuous extended non-atoms cannot be fractured either, since there

are none. Moreover, this consideration provides reinforcement for the earlier

suggestion that atoms cannot be fractured.ll Were atoms to be fractured into
objects with closed surfaces, then the time reversal of the process would be

a joining of closed surfaces, and that it impossible. Thus, in a world where

l0 The principle has intuitive appeal, as noted earlier. In support, it might be argued that
functional relationships between infrnite quantities amount to an inability of the mathematical

framework of the theory to model the causal relationships in nature, and thus theoretical
inadequacy.

tt Indeed, this fotlows togically lor any universe in which the laws are time reversible: a process

is possible iff its time reversal is possible.
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extended things have closed surfaces, it is impossible that there be fractures,

joinings, and continuous extended nonatomic objects. Needless to say, this

âoes not mean that familiar middle-sized objects could not be broken. Their

breakings would simply be through the empty space that surrounds atoms'

They would be pullings-apart of agglomerations of atoms, bul not real

fracturings of continua. Of course this is hów we break middle-sized'things

in our world. You don't.have to split atoms to chop wood.

11. Conclusion It is clear thal the attempt to frnd nonarbitrary answers

to variants of our general problem has not issued in a blanket solution'

Different things are to be said when different assumptions are made" In a
continuous world changes'in motion do not seem to be problematic. With

a continuous density function as well, surfaces are topologically open and

fractures and joinings are continuous. The same can be said for a world where

all real quantities are continuous. When we dispense with continuous

distributions of matter in favour of discontinuous matter/nonmatter surfaces,

things become morè complex. But unðer the assumption of Boscovichian

fleldi surrounding matter there is a'pleasing metaphysical reason'to conclude

that surfaces are topologically closed. With or without that reason, if all

surfaces are topologically closed, then we seem to be forced to say that matter

consists of unfracturable and unjoinable atoms.

It is harder to see what to say when these assumptions are relaxed, for
instance in a world where real discontinuities abound. What if the world is

such that anything can be fractured given enough energy? Perhaps that would

be an indeterministic world whose indeterminateness was not detectable by

experiment. But then it might also be possible to describe a physics which

causally differentiated between twb kinds of surfaces, closed and open, thus

avoiding arbitrariness. I do not know how to do this, but I am unable to

prÀ". ,t 
", 

it cannot be done. Perhaps that is the best place to stop talking'12

(Jniversity of Adeløide t 
Received December 1983

1z I am indebted to comments by Philip Cam, Keith Campbell, Alan Lee, Graham Nerlich,

Jack Smart, Joseph Wayne Smith, and a referee of this Journal'
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I

The problem' of'why something existsi rather thañ
less ãs. old às human philosophising. Of co'mparab
öbservatioii that one'ðannot hope' to:explaih why
ratherthan nothing by apþealing to the existerice of something else,
on pain of,'vicious'Cirtutãrity. -

In this paper,I distinguish between.the question of why anything
exists, and the question of why particulars exist. These two questions

only, if thg qnly things tha
a.ve held that universals as

take it here'that there is a prima føcie drst
and particulars. It follows that the former question is prima'faci¿ more

, i.,' .1:-ti. , i:i, i

1Sèee.g.D.M.,A¡mströng,UniversalsandScientificRealism(2vols.)(Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 1978).
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general than the latter. I will initialty concentrate on the latter, taking
ã nitrt from somd recent theorising about the physics of the Big Bang.

I will argue that, properly understood, there is a sense in which the

existence of particulars might be explicable. That, it seems to me,

represents some Pfogress on the problem. For instance, it is arguable

that when peopleaskwhy anything exists they have in mind the ques-

tion of why pãrticular things, or one big particular thing such as the

spatiotemporal universe, exist. Insofar as that is the problem, I sug-

gest that io" ."tr make inroads into it. I then go on to ask how thèse

ãonsider.ations might be applied to the more general question of why
somettring efsts ráther thantiothin¡ . I will suggest that there are sever-

al ways tñe world might be, in which even this question might have
an answer of sorts.

Chris Mortensen

II

Curent intense,levels of theorising about the Big Bang continue to push
explanation closer to f =0. Recentþ the physicist Edward Tryon has

proposed a theory of the Big Bang according to which it begins as a

quãntum fluctuation'out of nothing. Tryon has described his theory
aã a theory of creation 'ex nihilo.'2 Now 'ex nihilo' is a loaded phra99

for philosophers, conjurit g uP debates about whether something could
come out of nothing unless God created it. I do not think that it is neces-

sary to çonfuse philosophical,.readers with
Tryon's, propo-sal..It should be safd, thgugh,.
details rçveals that the iniliat $3ntu1n fluctua
wiçe empty space and time.l Now it.has been
and fimõ, orlpacetime, are particular'existf4g thþgs.a If that iq true,

. ir : ii

2 Edwâ¡d Tryon, 'Is the univetse a Vacuum Fluctuation?'(hèieafter IJVF) Nø-

ture246 (7973)396-7; also',\ÂIhat Made the world?'(hereafter wMW) Neto Scien-

físÍ 1400 (1984) 74-76. : l : i

4 See e.g. Graharn Nerlich, The shape of space (cambridge: Cambridge univer-
sity Press 1975). . ' ', :
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then Tryon's theory is not a theory of particular things beginning out
of.literally, nothing, as:the phrase 'ex nihilo' suggests.

Mind you;;the situation is complicated.by what I take to be an im-
plied relationism about space :and. time'in Tryon'.s Brief\y, relationism
is the doctrine that space and time are mere constructs out of spatiotem-
pord relations,between particular material bodies and events. One con-
sequence of this doctrine is .that unless some of the latter. exist, sPace

and time cannot:,Thus, if relationism were true,.Tryon's theory would
be of a beginnning literally ex'nihilo..But I do not believe that relationism
is true, as has. been argued elsewhere,6 ¡ '

Even so, Tryon's theory provides us with the opportr-lnity fgr specula-
tion'. So'let us ask what kind of theory there could be which'gave an
account of how'particular:things: andr events' exist of;occur; in terms
other than by postulatürg the existence of ,other'pärticular things or
events. To ayoid the complicating.factor of relatiônism, let us,specu-

,late about what a probabilistic theory of Tryon's kind; but which lacks
commitmerit.to pre¡qxisting space and time, 'could do in explanation
.of particularity. So let u's:try to postulate a theory wherein all particu-
,lars.begin to exist á finite time,ago,,and wherein there is soime initial
state which h4s some.:likelfüood in virtue;of some'probabilistic laws
such as those of the quantum theory. It'goes.without¡saying that the
present' exercise is'speculation;:I am not.suggesting that it"is',true.

I do,not know how to describe.'this possibility in'the kind-of detail
:physicists go in for¡ But.obviously it,would.be desirablerrif possible,

to supply more detail about the,kinds.,of laws.which,would give a þhys-
ics of ,rionexistence:t We.wil! proceed iri two stages;,First,'ive will con-

: j : t.r: ; . li ,' l; t .

5 In addition to the use of ,tex nihilq,':we have, for example, '.,. sgmg pfe-gxisting
i*".r"".r.rm, ot state oi nothingneis,'wlv[w L5, emþhasis mine.-

6 See Nerlich, Ch. 2; also his 'Hands, Knees and Absolute Space,' The lournal
of Philosophy 70 (7973),337-51,; also Chris Mortensen and Graham Nerlich,
'spacetime and Handedness,'Rafto 25 (1983) 1-13; and ?hysical Topology,'
Thelournalof Philosophicallngíc5'(X978)209-23.Note, tod; thatitisnotaPPar-
ent how to:make Tryon's own'words'coiisiitent here: how in a staté of genuine
nothingness could anything pre-èxist? i' ::
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sider the possibilitY of
so that the resulting th
tence of both sPace and also 'events.

;i1i; pioUf em äf extending the account: to'eliminate pre-exis ting tiine

asWeli. ' i ' : i:"i';- r¿ :; :r:::: ":
InGeneralRelativity,there.are.whatisknownasthe,vacuumfield'

solutions to the field equations.',Informally' these-Sdy that in a universe

with no matter and enärgy, sPace ne'still hus a definite metrical'struc-

ture, in some cases,tnaiïf Èuc1idean,flatness. As has been pointed
xistence of the vácuunr field solu-

is some quantity which is'a functiän"cif'time and which méàsures the

distributionofenergyormatter'(caitmaösM=M[t])'andifMtakes
the value rero the tfiáory ruy, thàt the metrical structure of space (but

"ot 
ti*"1 is uidefined.,Tñis,ieemsia feason¿þlg:wa/ of saying that un-

der the condition M--0, sPacé'would'nôt'exist' "'
So, let us'imugin. ü"t'our laws''include the'consequence-'that' if

M:0,.then events E1; E2,... hâve

are born. That seems to me to be a

of the above law does not require

to occur øftet the
a law'M:0- E1,

could simultøneou

,- :,.i '.li r ..' 
rl'i:

Chris Mortensen

.i 
.:..i

7A.Grünbaum,ThePhilosophicalRetention.o[Absolute.SPa::inEinstein,s
, General,Theory of n"r"ti"ity,, in J.J.C. smart, ed.,.Problems of .space and Time

(New York: Macmillan 7964)1373.77' ;'
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Explaining Existence

need the existenie of space; or equivalently, did not need M t0. That
would be possible, foi example, if then E¡ were conditions on the
deriaatioe of M) say. M:0.'dM/dt: x7rx2,.;. with probabilitiesr'p1,
pa.i.'.t Now this form of law allows for various possibilities. If at some
time f, we have'M(t) - 0 while the quantumfluctuation dM/dt --x, +0
occurs, then for an interval of. time afler t, M + 0. Thus, the history of
tþe universe for times when'spaôe'and matter were predent¡ would
be the set of times' It',:t < t'< now ] ,'which has no'first instant. This is
of ,course, topologically.possible with a continuous ú variable. Again,
one of the finite possibilities when M:0 at some time ú might be
dM/dt:0 also.',(Perhaps even'this:has to be one of .the probabilities.)
Then; if dM/dt=0 comes off, we would have the situation described
earliei, of M:O,for a stretch'of time after ú until one of the other possi-
bilities dM/dt*0.,occurs and"space begins.e ; '

Since there does not seem to be any coritradiction,in the supposi-
,tion,that,laws might be as above; I conclude that at least a pre-existing
space is dispensible from an account somewhat like Tryon's.'It seems
to me that a theory like the present one.would give.as good an expla-
nation of the existence,of space and particulars (other than timed) as

any in probabilistic:physics. Ttre radioactive decay of. a single atom is
not explained in cutient theories via prior sr¡fficient causal'determina-
tion. Br¡t it is explained nonetheless, to the extent that wedemonstrate
how.it is governed.by laws showing tha.t events of that.kind are to
be expected; with'a precise degree of expectation. A somewhatrran-
dom. universe; n€€d ,not: be i a chaotic one. If our universe is such' that
this is the best'kind qf explanation we.can ultimately hope for, then
the origin of space and mattei need rtot be worse off in this respect
than añythinglêlse.r'In Tryon's words, 'our'universe is simply oni of
those things,which happen from time to time.'lo , ' ; '

r : l; ,::

.-' . i: :,.' ; . "., . i'rr: '!"
ated theory wquld deal withthe events Et
als ovei finite inten¡als of time, and would

gher derivatives of M, which would in turn
t or U'öth"'t 

"botit 
these cómþlications here.

åtnêrihe wnoie of tiäie stretches ìnfinite-
One i^'ay, but'n'ot the only'waf, in which

'. :.the latter could hap¡ien, is,if M:0 at a füst instánt. Time would then be struc-

$g\{ (iglgring future !imes). ' .rl .: , i: .

, L0 T,ry9n,, ,WF,39.7 ; :; ; i'
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can we get rid of pre-existing time as well?' I think that we. can.

First, let us slrengthenthe condition M=0 to mean that in the absence

of mass, neither sPace nor time exists. This does not, ofrcourse, arnount

to relationism;'iro matter how a relationist's heart nüght be gladdened

,if such wefe the case: the constant conjunction of space, time and mat-

'ter does not entail that they are'identical. Now it seems to me that it
could still be a law that lvf:0-+dM/dt= x1r x2r ;.;,€tC. Here, though,

we might have to understand the'obtaining' of the..linitial' condition

M:0 õ dv/dt:x1 (say) somewhat differently,'on'tþe grounds there

would be no instjnt'ãt'which M:0.'ln"gioe that tlme is finite into
the past but lacks a firsi instant. This would be ts

corrãsponds. to some. finite. half-open interval s,

0<t< now.' Then we can understand the &

dM/dt:xr'as meaning that thLelimit of M as we go backwards in time

(toward t:O) is zero;;: and the limit of dM/dt is xt 9tJo, Put it differ-

àr,tly, as t øpproaches zeto, M approaches zero and dM/dt approaches

*i ,ii ir,gr woutd behave in thèlarly part of the universe as if dM/dt
really were xi at an earlier time. : ' I -; "'

:We mighf in addition want to regard the, condition M=0 &
dM/dt:xrãs a'mathematical fiction,'in the sense that lv[=O is not an

event *ni"n occurs at a time. I,ârn- flot persuaded that'we must do

this,.howeVer. An argument that we must,'woúld,appeal to the neces-

sity of the principle th at whøteaer obtains, obtainq øt a time; and it is not

clear how õne would afgve for its neçessity (its mere truth being in-

sufficient to prevent sPeculation). Furthermore, against such an afgu-

ment we mignt invoke a countei-principle which has been widely held

in the histof ,of philosophy,, that no particulars exist necessarily. For

then, since the previouJ utgtt*ent would establish that tem,poral in-

stants exist necessarily if any proposition is necessarily true, then tem-

poral instants fail to be particulars.
In any case, we seem to have been able to dispense with 9re-gxtstine

temporal particularq. So I suggest that a theory something like Tryon's

t a spatial,(pe¡haps eyen spatiotem-

poral) singularity there. Tryon trades this in for pre-existing space and

iime, and mattei/energy singutarity. The present suggestion does seem

to allow for at least a spatial singularity, perhaps even a spatiotem-

Chris Mortensen
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Expløining Existence

poral singularity; but only in the sense that the usual laws of physics
hold on a finite half-open time with no first member. Perhaps then
there is less reason to find singtrlarit¡¡ at thg origin of things perplexing.

Robert Nozickll also conslders the poqbiUitil¡¡ that thã exirign.q õf
somethþg rather than nothing be.explaþed by.some,kind of probabilis-
tic part[tioning of possible, slates (one state beir¡g that nothjng exiqls
and so being satisfyi4gly egatifq¡ian jn his sense). He is,ço4ceqned thgt
eny + priori partitioning of possible states, for lhis purpose.,would be
arbitrg¡y and so,need explanation, i.e, be inegalitarian. I think thalNq-
zick is not.always sufficiently,carçful aþqgt !þe, {iffgre_4c,e betwe.en ex-
plaining why gomething etsts, a4d erplaining why.a proposition,,suçh
as a universally quantified law, is true (though hç doe.s 3dd¡ess,him-
self to;the question,of truthmakers.for laws). ,On our.ptçse.4t r4odef
our laws would be responsible for the particular prob4bilisJig,pqrfltion-
ing that:there is. This seems to be standard.,scientific practiçe,in more
limited,domains, So, too, on the present rnqflgl it is.the:truth of.laws
which would gxplain existence, or at least the qxiqlgnce of particulars.
Another of Nozick's ideas,:that there might be certain'naJqral'stalgq,
including its being a latura! statg.that nothing exiF!.sr: çan be, given, a
la#-based probabilistic gloçs: natural : high- probability. Thg'pres,gnt
account also avoids a pgint of Mchael Burkelq.12 Burke argue.s, thqt'\ ¡ere
time finite into- the.past.with ng firs! elqmgn-t¡ one.should not,cor.rclude
meqely from the fact that gvery,event had an'explan4lion in terms. of
prior events, that it had been adequatãly explained lyhy there, is,some-
thi¡g rather. than nothing. l,.,Vhether this.is true, ox not,migh_t,þç diq-
puted; and if it is not, then the present.¡nod-el. explains existence in
a stronger.sense than I have claimed. I am inclr-ted to agrge wilh Burke.;
but even if he iq úght,. it is.being claimed here that the extra explana-
tion is provided by (probabilistic) laws. :

. 1,. , i :

' i ,.:

. 11 Robert, Nozick, Philosophical Explanalioìns (Oxford: Oxfo¡d Universi.{ Press 1981)

12 Michael Burke, Tlume and Edwards on Why Is Theie Something Rather Than
Nothing,' Australasìan lournal of Philosophy 62 (7984) 355-62 .i
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Chris Mortensen

We häve been c'onsideting the possibility of a lawlike'explanation of

the existênce of particular ihiiigs and events. It will doubtless have oc-

curied'to the reäder that, whãtever the ontic status of a pre-exiéting
with the truth of the

::T[:,1ii:*Ï:l;
of òome things would remain unexP the face of it, at least,

lawb are not"thë right kind'of thing to exist. They are, rathei, the kind
ãf tni"j * latter does not rulë out the fdrmer,

thouglith gúment' But even

if taws do not be Particulars;
so'that particularity; tt lêast, rem ¡'i r :

A måre pro^isiíg line of 
'

a law could be true if nothiri
a slogan: no difference without a

different setS of larvs, and Li's
from'1,2's:being true, then some t
nature in order to'éonstitute the

''Hére we sde the reason föi'the earlier distinition betweeh explain-

ing particularity and explaining existence iri general. For there is a cur-

. teii,tt eory, dle to Armstrong,'Tooley,and Dretske,l3.according. !o
which law'S are true in virtuê of relations betwëen underlying existing

uiiivétsals.'I do'nót propose to discuss the detáils of the'theory: The

difference'betweên Armstrong an
posès, though. Arnistrong's
Þlatonic. Foi Tooley;'the reä
true even when nothing exists in
that the truthmakers for the law ar

sals, the mark of which is that they continue to exist uninstanliated'
An Aristotelian like Armstrong holds that universals only. exist in their

instances, and. do not exist uninstantiated. My preferences in thiq mat-

ter lie with Toole¡c, but here I only Want to contrast the way the two

13
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Explaining Existence

views apply to our present discussion. If Tooley is right, then the ex-
istence of particulars might well be explicable âlong the lines of this
papeq though the;edstence of something rather than nothing is not,
since for the explaining láws to be true, universals must exist. If Arm-
strong is right, the matter is less clear. It is arguable that Armstrongrs
theory cannot allow that there be laws which hold when no particu-
lars edst, in which case it does not look like'the.kind of expianation
of particularity we have been considering would be available. But
perhaps laws can be true while no particulars or universals etst. Then
we would have the stronger result that the existence of anything, at
all would be explicable in such a universe. Of course I am not saying
this is how things are, only how they might be.

so there is a difference between asking why particulars exist and
asking why anything at all exists. The former might be answerable
along the lines discussed; but even an answer to the latter is not wholty
unthinkable if laws could be true consistent with nothing existing. But
now we can observe that presumably the explaining laws would be
contingent. For both Tooley and Armstrong, for example, the truth-
makers for laws ate contingent rclations between universals. So some-
thing remains unexplained: why contingent laws are thus and not so.
Conceivably, of. course, it is incorrect to think that the laws of nature
are contingent. The kind of reasoning which led to the Theory of Rela-
tivity can be made to look surprisingly a prioristic. If entailment is
necessary for explanation, then since necessity distributes over entail-
meni, this course abolishes contingency altogether.

Perhaps it is not essential to be so heroic in the quest for Total Ex-
planation. Nozick considers extensively the hypothesis that ultimate
contingencies might be self-subsuming and so in a sense explain them-
selves. His conclusion seems to be that inegalitarianism cannot be
avoided even here. One contingency-retaining possibility not consi-
dered by Nozick is as follows. Suppose that the laws of nature are
necessary but probabilistic, with a finite probability going to the con-
dition that nothing exists, M:0. Then, I suggest, if anything exists it
would exist contingently. But on the other hand existence would be

. explained as well as any probabilistic explanation explains, and by
necessary laws. The idea that a probabilistic theory such as the euan-
tum Theory might be necessary is a kind of dual to the above sugges-
tion that the Theory of Relativity might be necessary. since presumably
necessities would not need explanation, the probabilistic idea has the
advantage that it allows both for contingency and also for the explan-
ationof everyfact.' i ' . :'i ,','' i
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I do not t"guid the necessity of either of these theories a particular-

ly tempting JB¡ion, it must bã conféssed.'Eut even here we should

not be tooiurìy in our rejection. If there is any Lesso¡ in this PaPer,
it is that explanãtions might be pushed further back than we hitherto
thought.11.

Chris Mortensen

Receiaed September, 7984
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14 Thanks'to Michael Bradley and Graham Nerlich for helpful comments.
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ARGUING FOR UNT\{ERSALS

Ch¡is MORTENSEN (*)

1. INrnooucuo¡t

The problem of universals comes in various forrts, often with versions

in both a formal mode (problems about predication) and a material mode

(prOblems about beine)..Thus corresponding to the formal problem of
how a predicatecan be true of more than one thing, thero !s lhe material

problem (sometimes called One over Many).of how diferent things can

be somehow the same.or similar. Arguments for universals along these

lines can be given a scientific realist (or causal rçalist) frwisti:as has been

pursued by several authors (t) . itt order to make intelligible hgw the

equations of scientific/causal theory apply to t]æes of Situations; indped

uninstantiated types of sihrations, we need to supposq that there are

certain real samenesses or universals behind those tlpes. Again, coÍes-
ponding to the formal problem of how more.than o4e predicate can be

true of one thing, there is the material problem 9f how a thing can have

more than one aspect. Needless to say, while there are correspondences

of sorts between material and forrral modes, -we should beware . of
concluding too readily with Carnap that format and material versions of
a problem are equivalent.

Arguments for the existence of universals are inevitably tied to (fo¡mal

or máterial) variants of the One over Many problem, because universals,

(*) Thanks to David Armstrong, Michael Bradley, Peter Forrest and Graham Nerlich

for many stimulating ideas about universals.
(l) See David An¡usrnoNc, (Jniversals and ScientiJìc Realism, Canìbridee, Cambridge

UniversityPress, 1978 ;and Whø Is aLaw of Nature? CambridgeUniversityPress, 1983 ;

or Michael Toorey 'The Nature of Laws', Canadian Journaí of PhÌlosophy, 1977 ,667 -698.
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whatever their nature, aÍe definitionally the kind of entity which is the

same in different things. Undoubtedly the universe contains things similar

to one another (predicates have multþle extensions), and however one

afgues for universals, one must be arguing that some similarities are

produced by samenesses. A strong thesis would be : all similarities are

zustained by or produced by the existence of samenesses or universals.

This does not have to mean-that whenever things are similar in a respect'

there exists a universal instantiated in all and only those things similar in
that respect; we will presently see the troubles about that. But it should

mean at least that underlying samenesses ate responsible for all similari-

ties ; though the responsibility might be so to speak indirect, for instance

viathe logical operations (2). Less specifically, the relationship between

natural language predication and the laws and predicates of physical

theory designed to account for all basic causal interaction is doubtless

quite complex,'bùt it is a not uncommon view that in the end such basic

interactions are responsible for all change or differences, and all stability

or samenesses, in the universe. It will be convenient here to avoid

questions about this complex relationship, by restricting consideration as

niuch as possible henceforth to basic causâl theory itself. We can sum up

the above strong thesis in a slogan : no similaritywithout sameness in what

exists;:to which it is convenient to give a name, the Similarity Principle.

I take it that the principle includes a cluster of more precise versions, both

material and forrral, which I \4till not bother too hard to distinguish.

Notice, too that the principle is t¡pically intended to apply as much to
polyadic predicates as to monadic predicates : what is similar in the

sih¡ations ais betwæn b and cand b is between c andf, is accounted for
in terms of a (ternary) universal betweenness. whiih ø has a special role

in öonnection with, as does d.

One independent argument for universals is a characteristically causal

realist one. Successful physical theory all quranliftes over universals. It is
worth having a perspective on just how ubiquitous the practice is. An
equation like F = Gmrmz/r2 asserts an ide,ntity, the expressions on either

side being singular terms. As if that were not bad enough, the expression

on the right hand is a functional expression, and there is no known theory

(2) Compare Armstrong (Jniversals and Scientific Realism, especially vol.2: Compare
also with the thesis that atomic facti are responsible for all truths via the operation of the

logical connectives.
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of multþlication and division which does not treat them as operators; arrd

operatóis, as is well known, require quantification over that which is
operated on. Moreover, the operators here work on dimensione<l quanti-

ties (5 grams) which can be possessed by more than one particular, which
is'the kind of thing a universal is. Now of course; there might be some

wþolesale rçconstnral of basic causal theory which avoids the use of
equations and operators, and I will in Sections Five and Six respectively
consider the possible use of set theory and of number theory to do this:
For the moment I only want to stress lhe naturalness of the theory of
universâls. It constantly puzzles me when the objector complains about
the oddness of entities like universals. On the contrary, universals and their
behaviour arc veryfamíliarto us from scientifi.c theory: In this paper,I will
be running two separate lines in favour of universals : questions about the

Similarity Principle and related principles, and the' just-mentioned ob-
viousness and familiarity of universals from physical theory. I consider the
former group of problems first, and return to the latter,in,Section Six.

:','

2. APnonmu

, The¡e is'a threat to the Similarity Principle and thus any argument for
the existence of universals, which standard arguments against universals

frequently seek to exploit. This is, that if any similarity obtains between
things with demonstrably no universa! to be responsible for its obtaining,
then it is reasonable to ask why we should ever believe that any similarity
is produced by underlying samenesses. This threat can be made more
concrete in several wâls ; we mention two here. First, Russell's Paradox
for universals. Suppose that to any similarity there is a universal instan'
tiated in exactþ those things which are similar in that respect. The fi¡st
order expression of this is the schema (lu) (x) (x instantiates u.-- Fx).
But then, substituting - x instantiates x' for the schematic 'Fx', it is a brief
and wqll:known argnment to the conclusion that z instantiates u & - u

instantiátes 2., Secondr common regresses employed against universals

often focus on the role played by instantiation itself i if to every similarity
there is a common universal instantiated in just the right things, then how
p¡ecisely does instantiation glue together particulars and their universals ?

If instantiattn9 u is a similarity in thines, then it needs a fi¡rther universal
to be responsible for that similarity, and so on.
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Setting aside cunently fashionable paraconsistent solutions to the
Russell contradiction, or cumbersome irreflexive hierarchies (¡) of univer-
sals inspired by Russell's Theory of Tlpes and subject to all the objections
thereto, we can say that these objections alike emphasise the problematic

role which instantiation has to play in any theory of universals. That
problematic role is precisely why we cannot sit content with the, simple
observation lhat having a correspondjng universal,.is not presenred:with

respect to compounding by the logical operations such as not aîd or.().
To expand this point, someone might argue that while 'Fx'.might have a

corresponding universal, it does not in general,follow that '-Fx' does (s).

Thus while 'x instantiates x' míghlhave a coûesponding universal, we are

not entitled to conclude that '- x instantiates x' does ; and it is substitu'

tion for the latter in the Russell schema which gets'the contiadiction
going. Against this, there are two points. First, it is not just'4 matter of
negative universals causing the trouble,'since Russell's Paradox can be

replaced by what mieht be called Curry's Paradox for universals (6).

Substitute for 'Fx' in the schema not '- x instantiates x', but rather 'x

instantiates x -â snow is black'. It is then an easy argument (t) to prove

the falsehood that snow is black. Second, it is true that one need not
maintain the general scherna (3u) (x) (x instantiates u -t Fx) to get the

eontradiction ; that it is enough to have (lu)'(x) (x instantiates u <-+ - x
instantiates x) or its cousins (e.g. Curry). Bui then, regress/hierarchy

troubles to not turn on having a universal corresponding to the reflexive

case 'x iirstantiates x', so much as applying some veision of the Similarity
Principle to the general situation in which x instantiates r¿.

(3) For a hierarchy, see Graham N¡n¡;c¡r 'Universals : Escaping Armstrong's Regres-

ses' Australasian Journal of Philosophy 54 ('197 6),58-64. On ineflexivism, see Armstrong;
Universals and Scientific Realism op. cit. :

(4) Aside from Armstrong's arguments for this observation, an advantage of adopting
the principle that universalhood is not presewed with respect to truth functional compoun-
ding is that Poþper's qualitative verisimilitude ordering is apparently resurrectable in a
nafiral way by counting universals. A decent theory os verisimilitude has seemed essential

to some realists (Smart, Putnam, Popper), and recent theories fall well short of this. See

my'Relevance and Verisimilitude' Synthese 55 (1983) 353-64.
(5) Armstrong op. cif Notice that this is consistent with the thesis tliat universals are

responsible for all similarities or predications via the operation of linguistic mechanisms.
(6) On Curry's Paradox for sets, see e.g. Robert Meyer, Richard Routley and Michael

Dunn,'Curry's Partâdox', Analysis 40 (1980), 124-8.
(7) And one, moreover, which poses problems for paraconsistentist solutions to the

problem ¡ see lvfEyER, Routley and Dunn, op. cit.
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, So the problem is that it cannot be that there is any sound argument

for universals sufücient to show that similarities always have to be

explained in terms of samenesses, since instantiation appears to be a

counterexample;. And yet one wants to save' ÍN much' as possible the

intuition that such explanatíons are sometimesappropriate, \ryhile stopping

short.of endorsing anything so strong that it produces a contradiction.

While the Similarity Principle has to be abandoned, there seems to be

something right about it, namely that samenesses sometimes uplain

similarities. But how to save'the latter while dra.wing a not-too-ad'hocltne

at the former? Various people have complained about Armstrong's ad-

hocery.concerning instantiating (8). But is the cost of avoiding it an

abandcinment of universals altogether ?

3. Drrrpnsxcn

A standard argument against resemblance nominalism is that'our best

theories about th, orriurrse assert more than one similartflbetween thinþs'

that is dÌÍferent dimilarities ;

without quantification over s

ôenttal role 'in arguments for
vailiation, or'causal explanation of differences and potential diferences

bdÈween situations, no less than it needs causal samenesses''And so we

might have acompanion to the Similarity Principle which we cân call the

' 
Paci'tìc Philosophical Quarterly'' (8) M.

e r (igso) isowned" Pacilìc Philosophical

Quàrçrly' Relational and Nonrelational

RealiFm',.
a Theory of Universals',
Armstrorig suggests in co

for all.positions is not a
requires some fiindamental connective to be'exempt from abstractio4' It is Jrue !fa1
uniirnit.d abstraètion has to be abandoned, but that is the beginning of the story' The pôint

ir]il th" Sñita¡ty principle threatens us with unlimited abstraction, and yet it is hard

to see how to avoid using it, or to place limits on its use. My suggestion is that it is possible

;;;""id pf".ine'too mich weight on it. Again, as Armstrong notes, if instantiation is

exempt fàm gõneral abstraction in order to avoid regresses. Armstrong is hardly in a

position to wiól¿ hii'own regress argunnents against his opponents. So' then, one would

ieem to need different arguments foi Armstrong's position. Perhaps it is not possible to

get to Aristotelianism, Uu1 t ¿o claim that one can get to universals without relying on

Armstrong's regresses,
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Dissimilarity Principle: no dissimilarity without a difference in what

exists.

I suggest that the Dissimilarity Principle can get us where we want to
go using the Similarity Principle, but at less cost. A common argument for
universals, also a related argument against resemblance nominalism, is
essentialþ an application of it.'We can imagine a single particular to have

more than one causally efficaceous propefy, e.g. charge and mass. A test
particle with both charge and mass might be involved in a gravitational

interáction in which only the latter is causally operative. But unless some

things exist which are different to constitut'e the difference in these

properties,,,this is uninteltigible. Diferences in behaviour and potential
behaviour are att¡ibuted to independent variations in applicable laws. If
this did not issue from differences in what exists, then nothing would be

explained : the nonexistent cannot make for a difference in the existent.

All dissimilarity is nonidentity.
,,Showing that more than one predica.te can be true of d ttring because

the fhing,.has different existing aspects, does not show what is the nature

of aspects. So far as the argument has gone, it can consistently be said that
werything has, for example, parls, and that some of the parts of a thing
are its'aspeets ('); or perhaps that aspects are abstract particulars. Here

is where we can put some weight on the Similarity Principle, though
hopefully not too much. Because evidently those existing aspects of a thing
which differ.from one another, are precisely those things which are the

same in different things: the máss 5 grams is different from the mass 6
grams, but more than one thing can have each. Thus, the Dissimilarity
Principle delivers the existence of universals which differ from one

another, the differences serving to constitute the lawlike differences in the
world, But since they are universals, we have saved; at least to some

degree, the intuition that there exist genuine saménesses'between different
things in the universe. But also, we have had to rely neither on any
principle to the eflect that all similarities ultimately.derive from samenes-

ses, nor any demonstrably unsound argument for it.

4. INsr¡r-n¡rrxc

To reinforce this last point, we can ask whether there is some difference
between things marked by the relational concept instantiatinç; and which

(9) A position yhich, for instance, a bundle theorist of universals might accept'
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thus, on the Difference Principle, needs accounting for by an existing

universal. It is hard to imagine that there could be. Certainly there is a

difference between a's instantiating uaîd a's instantiating v, rvhen ua¡d
v are'different universals.responsible for differential causal behaviour. But

that difference is carried by u+ v. The question is, rather, whether there

is something common Io all instårntiations in virtue of which a's instan'

tiating u differs from its not being the case that ainstantiates z. But what

\4¡e .afe. trying to distinguish here is instantiating something from not

instantiating anything .at all,; since as rtre have just seen distinguishing

instantiating u from instantiating v can be carried by u+ v. The answer has

to.be that there is no extra difference'between'things to be accounted for

here. Being a mere instance does not confer diferential causal potentiali'

ties;'what does that are the different universals instantiated. In short, it
seems reasonàble f¡om the þi55imilarit/ Principld to draw the causal

realist conclusion that those and only those universals exist which sufüce

to explain the differences in lawlike behaviour and causal potentialities in

things,'but thai mere instantìatiorz is not one such. The advantages of this

conclusion for the problems of the previous section are evident.

A quick disctaimer must be made here. It is not being contended that

causat realism nrles out higher order universals in Armstrong's sense. At
least those higher order universals will exist which are necessary to

constitute the nahrres of universals involved in causal theory, and further-

more it is not unreasonable to say that these contribute indirectly to causal

processes. We already admit different roles in causal processes, for

instance particulars versus universals. That higher order universals might

not appear in phy_sical theory should not concern us ovennuch if we think

that metaphysics is also a legitimate source of tnrths.'

It is by no means plain sailing from here, however. If you lean heavily

on the Dissimilarity Principle, you need to be ever vigilant that some

difference might not creep up for which you cannot account by differences

in what exists. For example, what of the different predicates 'x exists' and

'(3u) (x instantiates u)'. Is there a difference here that will cause trouble ?

The obvious and gratifying manæuvfe here is simply to say that there is

no real difference between existence and being an instance of a universal.

This is a conclusion with which Armstrong and Kant would variously

sympathise.
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5. Ac¡rNsr Srrs

I want to go on to consider a complication. But before doing so, it is
necessary to say some things about the use of set-theoretic"constiuctions
in philosophy, so that we will not be inclined to take the wrong routs
around the complication, , :

It is well known that the theory of universals has many parallels with
the theory of sets, for instance Russell's Paradox above. 

'When problems

about universals are cast in the formal mode as problems about þredica-
tion, it has,often seemed tempting to reach for the Completeness Theorem
for first-order classical logic as offering a set-theoretic account'of predi-

cation, and thus an extensionalist reduction of universals to sets in line
with the desire to account for simila¡ities by sanxenesses. That set theory
is an extensional theory of universals is both its strength and its weakness.

It is a strength because the identity conditions for sets give no more
problems than those of their members, and aweakness becausethose same

identity conditions would then identifyuniversals which arcintultively and

causaþ distinct, so long as they were co-extensional. It is also coûlmon
to object that the theory of universals-as-sets gets the order of explanation

wrong. Fa¡ from its being the case that things are red because they are

members of the. set of red things, rather it is that S rather than Sr is .the

set.of red things becizuse all and only S's members are red. Since a set is

extensional, meie brackets so to speak, its identity is derivative from the

identity of its membofs ; so that it takes on whatever character it has in
vi¡tue of the character of its members. Thus, underlying sets there must

be universals to explain predication, samenesses and differences.

This point is worth amplifying. It has been argued (to) that the standard

mathematical description of the topology of space, as a collection of sets

of spacetime points, cannot be right because set theory gives us many more

actual alternative collections of sets of points as well. Set theory by ítselÍ

has no way of choosing which of the existing alternatives is the correct
description of reality. Mathematical topology is an extensional attempt to

describe the structure of space or spacetime entirely in terms of points or
sets of points. And as a description of the extensíonal features of that

structure no-one could quarrel with it. But, too many other set theoretic
collections which equally well count as a topology also exist (since sets

( l0) Chris MoRrpr.¡ssr.¡ and Graham NEnL¡cH, 'Physical Topology', Journal of Philoso-
phical Logic, 1978,209-223'; also 'Spacetime and Handedness', .R¿t¡o (1983) l-14'
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do ; remember that we ate evaluating universals as sets here). The trouble
is that these other collections give an incorrect description of reality. So

whatever constitutes the structure of space must be something which
underlies sets, and whích makes it possible to select one set theoretic story
among others as the correct extensional story. In the spirit of the present

paper, that something must be relations between points¡ polyadic univer-
sâls. Thus, universals are necessary to explain why certain sets and not
others do the job they. are expected to do, beiause there are too many
other collections of sets a¡ound which could do the job but happen not
to. Universals explain why only certain collections of sets are the right
ones to pick, and that øcplanation needs to be made.

:This argument sits comfortably with causal realism. It is certainly a
mistake to accept incautiously every entity (partigularþ mathematical

entities) poshrlated by physical theory. It is not trcically the concern of
physicists to fine-tune their mathematical apparatus to suit the ontic
scruples of philosophers. Causal realism is not physics worship (rr).
Indeed; it has always been i¡ksome that the strictly mathematical items

necessarlr for physical theory do not play a causal role il those theories ;

epistemology has alwayd been a shrmbling block for the philosophy of
mathematics. That is no news either, but it is worth seeing in the causal

realist framework. It is hardly satisffing to argue, as marry have, that the
epistemology of mathematical items is no more problematic than suc-

cessfirl poshrlation, wherein you get numbers and sets for f¡ee along with
the electrons. The causal realist wants to postulate only those items which
make a causal dffirence. This is where sets and universals differ, to the

advantage,of the latler The possession of a universal can be causally

efücacgouE in a way that being a member of a set is not (or at best only
derivatively). Instarrtiating a universal alters the causal efücacy of a thing ;

that is precisely the role given to universals in physical theory. Needless

to sa¡ this rejection of items which make no causal difference puts causal

realism. at an opposite pole from the extreme of Quine's Pythagorqan

universe. As an aside, it would seem fo be that causal realism views the
geometrical stnrcture of spacetime, since it makes a d¡mamic difference,

as no less a causally relevant featr¡re of the universe than any other feature

of it, contrary to a thesis of Nerlich's (tt).

(ll) On physics worship, see'Spacetirne and Handednass', op. cit.

(12) Graham NeRLtcH,'What Can Geometry Explain?', British Journal for the

Philosophy of Science,30 (1979), 60-74.
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It is not difrcult to see that these arguments apply equally, to the

set-theoretic constnrctions on possible worlds which have been proþosed

to solve several philosophical problems. I do not mean to argue against

modal realism here, so much as to reject the attempt to inject an element

of iútensionality into various universals, by identffig them with sets of
extensions in possible worlds. If a world is a collection of particulars,

distinguished by their properties and relations,: âûd if properties and

relàtions a¡e. nothing but sets whose membership varies from world to
world, then there will ultimately be nothing which distinguishes a set in

a world as the set of red things in that world rather than the set of Breen

things. All the sets you'd ever want would exist, but only some would be

correctly identified as sets of red things, and set theory itself doesn't tell

how to do the identification.
Twentieth cenhrry mathematics could some justice be called the Age of

Set Theory, to the extent that set theory has becomeits lingus franca.Bul
set theory might also be viewed as a disease of modern mathematics,

which has produced a secondary infection in philosophers, the etiology of
which is mathematical logic and its Completeness TheoÎem.-There are

signs that mathematics is curing itself of the tendency to reduce slructure

to containment, wilh the development of Category Theory (t'). It is to be

hoped thát philosophy will be more inclined to use set theory as a mere
'tool without being mesmerised by its ontic commitments,

6. Ntn"mnns eNo Quer.rnlns

'We return to a mãtter raised at the end of Section One, namely the fact

that our best theories, indeed all our theories, quanti$ over universals;

and that furthermore the prospeçts for nominaliSt reconstrual of this look

very dim, since our equations exploit mathematical operatiohs which

make sense only on terms.

Now it might be argued, as Quine does (¡a), that predications at the

basis of the equations 'of physical science, for example 'x's mass = 5

grams', can be reconstnred not so much to avoid comriritment to univer-

sals, but to com¡rit one only to certain kinds of universals, namely

numbers. As follows : 'x's mass-in-grams = 5'. A further move might be

(13) See Robert Got-ollerr, lopo¡, North Holland, 1979.

QÐ E.g. Qtnue, Word and Obiect, M.I.T. Press, 1960'
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made to reduce the right hand side to sets, but let us not concem ourselves

with that bLind alleY.

This position has its attractions, among which is that mathematical

operations on numbers can be drawn on naturally to explicate their use

in the equations of physical thegry. lndeed, how else to do it ? What sense

are we to make of writing 'Fbrce.= (5 gram,s x 6 grams) + (8 cm)2.

Wouldn't it be mofe inteltieible to write 'ForCe'in-appropriate-

units=(5x6)+82'.
Now it seems to me nevertheless that the Quinean view is not the

naturalvtew of the matter. The natural view is that x's mass is a universal

in x, and the same universal might be in y ; that is, that the construal môst

natural in accordance with physical theorl is 'x's mass: J g¡¿¡15 : y's

mass'. Worse is the fact that the alternative is at oddq with causal realism,

as we emphasised in the previous section, in that it requires the existence

of fiumbers which make no causal contribution to the universe. One might

begin to make sense of why x accelerates the way,it does if told that x's

Ílâss = 5 grams, because the mass 5 grams is an entity the instantiation of
which confers differential causal activity on x in accordance with physical

law. But what contribution cOuld the number 5 make to x's behaviour,

different from the contribution the irumber 6 makes ? We seem to be in
the same kind of problem as we saw for sets : both 5 and 6 would exist,
'so how could some funclion, mass-in-grams, sen/e to relate x differently

to 5 from x's relation to 6, and in such a way as.to confer diferential causal

capacity on x ?

So admitting quantities into one's ontology makes mofe causal sense

than admitttng dimensionless numbers. And to this conclusion one can

add the weight of two argpments against the dimensionless numbers story.

The first is the simple fact that it falls foul of the substitutivity of identity.

For suppose that x has a mass of 14 grams and a charge of 14 volts. Ïlen,
on the theory, we are to 'construe this as X's mass-in-gr¿ull.s = 14 and x's

mass-in-grams: 14 and xls charge,in-volts : 14. From which it follows

that x's mass-in-grams is identical with x's charge-in-volts. But now

suppose that x is involved in a gravitational interaction with an uncharged

particle. Surely physicat theory says that x's charge wÍN causally ìrrelevant

to x's subsequent behaviour¡ while certainly X'S mass was not. How could

that be if x's mass-in-grams was identical withx's charge'in-volts ? On the

other hand, if x's mass : 14 grams and x's iharge: 14 volts, we have no

such problems. Of course, what we can conclude, if x's mass: 14 grams
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and y's mass : 14 grams, is that x's mass = y's mass, which, far from being

problematic, is precisely in accotdance with the view of them as universals.

A second argument against dimensionless numbers draws attention to

the semantic structure of the expression 'x's mass-in-grams', Having this

expression denote a number, conceals the fact that it has a structure of
implicational relations which would be difficult to explain. If x's

inass-in-grams: 2000 then x's mass-in-kilogrÍtms: 2,. but evidently

mass-in -gfams is a different funótion from mass-in-kilograms. The rela-

tionship between them obviously has something to do with x's having the

same mass, that is that mass is a semantic component of mass-in-grams,

but this is hard to make sense of on the present construal.

But do we have a problem here ? After all, how does one account for
'x's mass = 2000 gfams f-+ x's mass = 2kg' 't Evidentty by saying that the

universal 2000 grams is identical withthe universal 2 kilograms. How this

comes about, I suggest, is that change in a system of units for the one kind

of properly (grams to kilograms) amount to a systematic change in names

for the same properties. '2000 grams' is part of a systematic set of names

for properties,'2 kilograms' is part of a systematic set of a different set,

and names the same properly. This fits nicely with the intuition that

change of.units is mere termìnologìcal change. . :

A number of questions femain in connection with the present account,

which I \I/i11 mention but not pursue in this paper.;One is to account for
the,fact that even in the preferred.identity'x's mass= 2000 grarts', the

number 2000 is a semantic component. So a job remains to be done of
saying what contribution it makes to the theoretical function of '2000

grams'. In particulãr, this semantic contribution is bound up with the

ability to perform arithmetical opefations on dimensionless numbers

which therebli has consequences for.the values of dimensional quantities

of which they are components. Clearly the answer will have something to

do with how physical theory makes it felicitous to choose continuous

ranges of properties falling under a pfoperty-kind. Beyond remarking that

on the face of it physical theory does just exactþ that, I will not pursue

the matter. A related puzzle is why physical theory permits the multipli-

cation and division of properties from different property kinds, but

not their addition and subtraction : 6 grams x 6 seconds = 36 gm sec.,

6 grams + 6 seconds = I gram pcr second, but 6 grams -l- 6 seconds

doesn't make sense. Clearly whatever the answer is, control oVel arith-

metical operations here rests with the dimension rather than the arithmeti-

cal opelations on the numbers, a fact which I suspect the Quinean will
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have troubte dealing with. So causal realism suggests some thesis to the

effect of 'abandon dimensionless mathematical, entities in favour of
quantities', since it is the latter which have causal bearing on the universe,

according to causal theory. But perhaps this goes too far; since physical

theory might provide for quantification over dimensionless numbers. The

kind of case which strikes me might be troublesome is 'The number of
electrons in the.universe is finite'. Beyond noting the possibility that

numbers might need to be admitted as well as quantities I will not pursue

this. But I trust that this section has done enough damage to a certain

metaphysical manæuv1e which would otherwise,cast doubt on my claim

that we need to see basic causàl theory in perspective, as a theor'¡ which

deals with universals as unavoidable and unproblemattc.

7. Tm Aolcrrv oF INSTANIATINc

Now we consider a complication, which comes fiom the familiar

pioblem of the i¡reducible adicity of predication. It was argued that one

can account for differences in a thing by. differenge.s in entities instantiated

in the thing: Let us nqw ask which adicity instantiation h.asr I spoke

casually as if instantiation was a binary relation, but that will do only on

the too-simple assumption that the aspectQ,,of a thing are the. tlnTy
properties of a thing. More specifically, the difference between a's beiru

heavier than band ø'sbein1laryqthan b gomeE downÍo the instantiation

of universals such 
'as 

heavier a.nd larger, which do not seem to be

analysable into Unary properties. If not, then w,e have to say that heavier

is instantiated in a and å, where the order of a and å matters ; so that it
seems pretty inescapable that instantiation is functioning here as a ternary

relating. Conceivably it has something to do wtth heaverbeing instantiated

in thg orderedpar (a,b), bu! that has the disadvantage of introducing set

theory into a metaphysic so far free of it. What then shall we say of the

earlier binary-predicate 'x instantiates u: ? Is it really ternary after all ? That

seems otiose, especially when as should be apparent there is no limit to
the edicities we must allow. If it is not really ternary but binary, then we

have two instantiation predicates of different adicity, e.g. k instantiatest

u'and x and y instantiate, v.'A similar argument evidently applies for any

adicity for which there is a universal not analysable into combinations of
lower adicity. Hence instantiatingr,'..', instantiatingn, ..., perhaps even up

into the transfinite if there are universals of inlinite adicity.
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Now that is not so bad : it is a hierarchy and not a regress. Does the

Dissimilarity Principle do any damage here ? I am inclined to think not,

though it does seem arguable, since there would be an acknowledged

dissimilarity between instantiatingt and instantiattng, marked by the

indices. Neverthelessr even if there is no problem here, there is a certain

lack of economy in the infinite hierarchy of instantiation predicates. I
suggest that there is a natural way to avoid the hierarchy.

That can be done only if we háve a single instantiation predicate, and

this can be done only if either we can assign a fixed adicity to instantiation,

or instantiation need not have a fixed adicity. Prospects for the former of
these two possibilities afe bleak, I should think. It means finding an upper

limit to the adicity of instantiations and then analysing instantiations of
higher and lower adicity in terms of it, all of which looks a prioriunlikely.

However, prospects for the latter are not at all bleak.

The theory of anadic predicates, predicates of no fixed adicity has been

extensively studied, e.g.by Richard Grandy and by Barry Taylor (rs). One

example is 'x, ... xn are surrounded by yr .,.y.t. There is no fixed number

of places, either before the verb or after it. Yet the predicate does seem

to constitute a single semantic unit, so that breaking it down into the

infinite number of predicates 'x1, ..., ¡r âro surrounded o,. by !¡, ...Yr' would

be a distortion.
Utilising the insight of the theory of anadic predicates, we can say that

the instantiation predicate is anadic. Indeed, if anadic predicates are

possible at all, and if any such is analysed into the instantiation of a
corresponding universal, then we will be forced to say that instantiating

is anadic: If we do'Say this, then the infinite hierarchy above collapses

immediately to the single case 'x¡, ..., f,i,, ... insta¡tiate u'. This view has

the further advantage that it is consistent with the attraclive thesis that

there-rieed only be one basic kind of multþle attribution of relational
predicates which is not ultimately explicable ih terms of the existence of
universals, namely the assertion of instantiation.

(15) Richard GRANDY, Advanced LogicforÀpplications, Synthese Library, Reidel 1977.

Barry Taylor, 'A¡ticulated Predication and Truth Theory', in B. Vr'nu.ezr¡ and M'
III¡nrmn (eds.), ProfiIes of Philosophers: Donald Davidson, ... Note though that the

methodology of these is thoroughly set-theoretic.
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8. CorscrusroN

One fi¡rther matter relates to the dispute between Aristotelian and

Platonic theories of universals. One difference is that the account of laws

with uninstantiated subject terms looks to be considerably simpler in the
latter than in the former (tu). On the other hand, A¡istotelianism does

seem to have a better account of being a particular. The Dissimularity
Principle perhaps creates trouble with the difference between 'x is a
particular' and '(3u) (x instantiates d)', but an Aristotelian can, instead

of appealing to a brute diflerence between particulanity and universality,
presumably analyse the former as '-(ly) (y instantiates x)' i.e. particulars

are things which have no instances. That is not available to anyone who
thinks that there exist uninstantiated universals.

D ep artm,ent of Philosop hy.

The University of Adelaide.

(16) TooLsy, op, cil, ot Anusrnoxc, What Is a Law of Nature ? op. cil



Semiotics and the foundations
of mathematics

CHRIS MORTENSEN and LESLEY ROBERTS

Introduction

Semiotics has largely been neglected as a vehicle for foundational studies

in mathematics. A notable exception is Brian Rotman, who has, in the

name of semiotics, offered accounts of mathematics in general and

number in particular. Rotman nominates his basic semiotic vocabulary
as being principally Saussure's, though informed by Peirce and later
developments such as Eco: sign, signifier, signified, lang¡age or code,

discourse, metasign, and subject (Rotman 1993: 31).We therefore begin

this article with a brief overview, pa.rticularly of Saussure's version of
semiotics, taking the opportunity to do some critical reconstruction along

the way. 'We then briefly sufvey the problem of the nature of mathematics
as conceived by analytical philosophy, drawing on Hilary Putnam's work.
These prelirninaries set the scene with the theoretical concepts we use.

Our main interest in this article is in numbers, inclnding especially the

number zero. We proceecl to describe and criticize Rotman's theories on

these mattersiand then, to offer an alternative understanding that draws

on some of his insights. We then consider the problem of infinity, arguing

that Rotman'S position on this issue also has its drawbacks. We conclude

by broadening the focus to the nature of mathematics in general, discuss-

ing the work of Edwin Coleman and René Thom in the context of the
prospects for a semiotically-informed philosophy of mathematics.

Preliminaries: Saussure's semiotics

Saussure's (1916) linguistic signs were made up of a signifi.er and a

signified. These do not occur separately: Sanssure used the analogy of a
piece of paper - the sign is like the sheet of paper with the signifier as

one side and the signiflecl as the other. Saussure said that the signifier is
'the form which expresses the word' and the signifled is the meaning.

0037 -1998 19110 I I 5-000 I
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Now Saussure's account is not priniarily about external, physical items.

Rather, it is a mentalist account; while Saussure allowed a ¡raterial
substrate, both the signifier and the signified are located in the mind.

The mentalist account of the signifier (as opposed to the signified) is one

which we think it would be better to avoid, if only because it privatizes

a centrally important linguistic concept.'We follow'Wittgenstein in hold-

ing that language is importantly public, and that only if some central

linguistic building-blocks are public can one explain the singular useful-

ness of language in comrnunication with complete strangers. Nonetheless,

this issue would seem to be largely one of nomenclature' v/e suggest, if
it is conceded that signifiers have a physical base.

Saussure.pointed out that the signifrer and signifred are arbitrarily
linked, or as one might say, the link between syntax and meaning is

conventional. What is less obvious is Saussure's further claim, that both

the signifiers and the signifieds are arbitrary. He maintained that there is

no intrinsic property which determines a particular signifier or a particular

signified, but rather a signifrer is defined by its relations to all other

signifiers, and a signified by its relations to all other signifieds. Language

on this view turus out to be a kind of relational algebra; what is irnportant

are structural relations.
It is the system of relations that establishes identity conditions for

signifiers and signifreds. Saussure explained this by using a chess analogy'

If you are playing a gaïne of chess and you misplace a knight i' the

middle of the game, then you can replace it with something wirich bears

no physical resernblance to the original piece, such as a buttou, provided

thal the same relations hold between it and the other pieces as held

between the knight and those pieces. If the Structure does not change, if
two linguistic objects stand in the same relations, then tirey count as

being the same, Thus the account is thoroughly holistic.

Saussure used the term 'difference' to talk about relations bètween

different items. 'We believe that this has led to some confusion in later

interpreters. One of his famous quotes is .'in language there are only

diffeiences' (1974 [1916]: 120). V/e clairn that this has to be understood

in the way we have iudicated, as the claim that the identity conditions

of li¡guistic units are relational and holistic. If Saussure rneant by 'differ-

ence'literally sirnple disidentity, then he woùld be open to a conclusive

technical objection. This is, that there is a simple proof, using quantifier

logic plus identity as a model language, which shows that no collection

of no¡identity statements is sufficient to imply any identity statement

which is not already part of one's theory.t Tliis shows that in order to

fix the identities of any collection of items, more is needed than their

differerrces construed as disidentities.
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Following Rotman, we will say that a code is a language or sublanguage

exhibiting this typical internally differentiating pattern of diffefences.

What is it, then, that structures a code, if it is not simple disidentity?

Saussure wanted to define two kinds of relations called syntagmatic and
associative. He gave some clues as to what these relations are, but in
neither case were they clearly defined. Syntagmatic relations were based

on the 'linear nature of language'. He saicl that 'a term acquires its value
... because it stands in opposition to everything that precedes or follows
it, or both' (I914 [1916]: 123). Presumably.such relations would give ns

the grammar of the language, i.è., which.signs can be combined with
which. The definition of an associative relation is not much clearer. A

' word, he said, will 'call to mind' a nurnber of other words which are

'related in some way' (1974U 9l6l: 123). The different kinds of relation-
ships are forrned by different associative relations. But just what are these

different kinds of relationships? Saussure was not clear. He said that
associative relations are 'based on the comparing of terms which have

something in common' (1974 [1916]: 125), a¡d he incltrded antonyms,
synonyms, rhymes; and having the same prefix, sgffix, or root. Thus, for
example, 'black' might be associated with 'white' and also with 'tack'.
Now while Saussure may not have been very clear about association, we

can certainly assimilate any other work on association, natural or conven-

tional, from Pavlov onward..In more modern terms it is the thesis that
meaning is a pattern of distances in cognitive space.
. Saussure's concept of the sign is different from what we ordinarily
mean by 'sign'. Something is a sign if it stands in for something else:

smoke is'a sign of fire, a footpúnt in the sand is a sign of human presence.

General semiotic theories which adopt this more general conception of
a sign (such as C. S. Peirce's, for example) are general theories of
tepresentation; and their associated semiotic accounts of language typi-
cally come with a theory of reference. But Saussure does not explain this

stand-fcjr relation. The relation between signifier and signified iS not a

stand-for relation; one does not represent the other.
It is almost a cliche to point out that Saussurean semiotics suffers from

Sanssure's omission of a theory of reference. This strikes us as somewhat

unfair to semiotics. It is certainly true that with,out a theory of reference

one runs the risk of thinking that there is nothing outside the text.
Contrary to the apparent view of some post-strttcturalist thinkers that
there is no extra-linguistic worlcl, it is unavoidable that a general theory

of language must take into consideration reference, that is, the narning
relation between signs and the physical and social world, on pain of
denying us linguistic and epistemic access to a mind-independent reality.
But this is hardly a major problem: 'for example, Peirce's version of
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semiotics admits it. Nevertheless, there can surely be no objection to
pulling apart the sign in order to study the signifrer-signifred relation,

*tti"tt *" gloss here as the relation between syntax and the varieties of
meaning. Indeed, there is likely to be a special imperative to do so for
tlre case of mathematical codes: as \rye see, it is their leferentiality which

is opè¡ to question here, so that we are interested in the possible contrib-
utois to sigìrifrcation in the absence of referentiality. One such contlibu-
tion is likely to be from surrounding discourses, or what Wittgenstein

called language-games; though we should always be aware that language-

games or discourses typically have a socio-politicalhistorical aspect, as

well as a structural-relational aspect, in their contribution to rneaning.

Further; while there are strong prima-facie objections to Saussure's men-

talist account of the signified (meanings), nonetheless we concur with
Dummett (e-g., 1977) that the emph.asis on the concrete epistemic phe-

nomenon of u.nderstandfug locates rneaning correctly with respect to its
cognitive foundations: any theory has to be conrpatible with its own

epistemology.

Further preliminaries: Analytical philosophy of mathematics

A central problem for any general account of the natr.rre of mathematics

is'what is mathematics about?' One answer is given by Platonism. On a

Platonist accoultt, mathematics iS about real, existing abstlact objects

such as numbers and sets, which are referred to by mathematical words

or signifiers such as the count-nouns. 'In a well-known overview,

'Philosophy of mathematics: A report' (1979), Hilary Putnam discusses

major aicounts of mathematics including Platonism, conventiotlalism,
formalism, a¡d intuitionism. Putnam notes two definitive issues for any

positio¡. One is the truthmakers of mathematical propositions: given

ihut *" think thai mathematics is straightforwardly true or fals-e, and

mathematicians give every sign in their practice that tliey think just tiris,

what makes the true propositions true? Here Platonism has a ready

altsrffer, namely, that the truthmakers'aïe the abstract objects and their

properties and relations to other such abstract objects, to which mathe-

inafi"al nouns refer'. The ability of Platonism to give a ready account of
the truthmakers of rnathetnatics is unquestionably its major strength.

The second central issue for any philosophy of mathematics is the

epistemology of mathelnatics: how we can know any mathematical tluths?

On this point Putnam is, contrary to some well-known theorists including

Godel, uncomplomisingly naturalistic: our knowing mechanislns are

finit'e nerve nets, so that Platonism in particular has the serious difficulty
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of how finite nerve nets can have any connection with abstract objects

snfficient to know them (Putnam 1979 389). There are two related

epistemological problems here. First, as we have j¡st seen, any account

must explain or explain away how we come to know the 'objects' of
mathematics and truths about them. Second, it must explain how we as

finite beings come to understand infrnite mathematical structures. Even

the set of natural numbers {0,1,2,3... } seems too large for mere mortals

to comprehend.
We set aside the special problem of infinity until a later section,

although we notice that debates about the nature of infinite processes in

mathematics go right b¿ck to the aucient Greeks. Two opposing positions

have been ( t I the ctaim that the appeal to infinite processes and series is

only ever an appeal to the potential ùtfinite, that all an infinite process

"u.i u-o.rnts to is an instruction'to continue; as opposed to (2) the

claim that acttmlly infinite mathematical items such as infinite Series and

sets exist. The debate became especially acute from the seventeenth cen-

tury when calculns Was discovered, and the fate of infinite items became

linked to the fate of their reciprocals, the infinitesimal numbers' The

debate was widely held to be settled in favor of the potential inflnite by

the nineteenth-ceutury Cauchy-Weierstrass definition of limits and the

derivative; though later that century Cantor's paradise of infinite sets,

and particularly Robinson's important discovery in the 1960s of nonstan-

dard analysis, sharply revived the question.

On the questioir of general epistemology, Putnam mentions the

approach of Quine, that numbers and sets including inflnite sets are

postulated in the very same way that electrons are, and for the very Same

i"uronr, namely, as unavoidable parts of the explanation of the Success

of the observations of physicists (Putnam 1979:390). It is worth making

a terminological distinõtion at this point between Platonism and realism:

mathematical realism is the general position which asserts the existence

of mathematical entities; while Platonism is the extra claim that mathe-

matical entities are abstract, by which we will tnean that abstract entities

are not in spacetime nor are they causally relevant to events occurring

therein. The Quinean argument is certainly realist and referentialist about

mathematics, though not obviously Platonist (Putnam calls it holist; see

1979: 390). At first þlance, mofeover, it proposes a better epistemology

for any realist about mathematical entities, namely th-e familiar hypothet-

ico-deductive method of natural Science. However, it also raises the

important distinction between pure mathematics and. applied

mathematics.
Realism can appeal to supporting arguments wherever it can find them.

In Quine's case we have the arglunent from applied ntnthentatics and
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physics. While we do not agree with Quine's argulnent, we will support
a different argument from natural science for a realist'conclusion.
'Whether it is a Platonist conclusion is a matter which we discuss. But
notice that it is left open that if physics were different, then perhaps tlie
mathematics necessary to describe it would not need to assert the existence
of numbers and sets. We would then have no Quinean reason to think
that they existed; we might as well invoke Ockham's Razor and deny
them. 'Why one initially resists this conclusion is because it leaves un-
touched the whole question of pure mathematics. After all; to the extent
that entities are needed in physics to explain the causal otder, to that
extent they are causally irnplicated and thus not abstract as we are using
the term. Such realisrn is not at all inevitably Platonism. On the other'
hand, it seems Iikely that there are areas of pure mathematics which will,
as a matter of the construction of the universe, never be necessary for
physics (ocnsider the example''There exists at least one nondenumerable
inaccessible number'). At any rate, tnuch pure mathematics is done at
some remove from practical applications; even if, as with differential
geometry, it is sometimes later díscovered to have a use in physics. Pure
mathematics has thus an aspect of necessary truth which the contingent
truths of physics do not explain, just as arguments have an aspect of
absolute logical validity, indeed at its most noticeable in pure mathemat-
ics, which logic studies. This is tlrc argunrent frotn pure mathentatics and
bgic for full-scale Platonism, as supplying the truthmakers for the true
propoSitions and valid arguments of pure mathematics. Putnam is aware
of this point, and tries to broaden- his data to be explained to include
'combinatorial facts' (1979:390). But he concedes that such Platonism,
if it asserts the existence of acausal abstract objectS, is back with the
epistemological problem, since the hypothetico-deductive method does

not seem to engage with entities whose presence would make no difference
to the contingent causal order.

'We do not take this up here, since our target is Rotman; but we wish
to register disagreement with one more aspect of Putnam's discussion.

One major rival to Platonism has been Brouwer's intuitionism (see, e.g.,

Dummett 1977), according to which mathematics is a rnental construction
which does not exist until constructed and isn't to be regarded as true
until constructed: mathematics is made, not discovered as the realists
would have it. Brouwer is to be saluted for placing the epistemology of
mathematics at the center of a philosophical understanding of mathemat-
ics. But Putnam points out that the mentalism is at odds with the a priori
clraracter of pure mathematics and logic (1979: 394): how ðould a mind
(finite nerve net), whose operations are causally detenlined by the
chemistry of tlie brain, create the necessary constraints on rnathematical
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constructions? For example, it is well known that there is nothing to stop

a brai¡ or mind from being inconsistent; lvhereas, according to Putnam,

we regard inconsistency in a mathematical construction as a sure sign

of error.
While we agree that pure mathematics and logic have an aspect of

necessity which needs to be explained or explained away, we think that

Putnam has gone too far here. As Imre Lakatos (1976) and others have

made abundantly clear, the history of mathematics, far from a paracligm

of formal clarity and rigbr; is the story of a boat afloat on a sea of
anomalies. In a particular case, the discovery of the paradoxes of set

theory and semantics in contexts where deduction seemed to be at its
most innocent and pellucid, has been a driving force in mathematical

logic this century. However, its noticeably ad hoc outcomes have recently

leã some theorists (e.g., da Costa, Priest, Routley) to react against the

constraint of coniistency. This has leei ultimately to the discovery of
inconsistent mathematics, on which see, e.g., Mortensen (1994)' That is
to say, Putnam is wrong in the detail of this criticism of intuitionism'

Another less-than-satisfactory aspect of intuitionism is its revisionism.

It is notable that, in consequence of his analysis of what a mental

construction could be, Brouwer concluded that many existing construc-

tions in mathematics were illegitimate, and that certain apparently reason-

able logical principles such as the Law of'Excluded Middle (either A is

true or not-A is true) were unsound. Now Quine's realism bites, because

physics plainly needs sonxe tnathematics; hence Bro¡wer had to show

that he can get enough in his truncated mathematics to deliver the

successful preàictions of physics. Whether intuitionism can do this satis-

factorily is still open; though it is clear that Brouwer's attempt, brilliantly
creative though it was, was also remarkably ugly and restricting. But
there is a deeper objection here to any revisionist philosophy of mathe-

matics. Indeeà, it applies also to any philosophy of mathematics, such

as Hilbert's formalism (see, e.g., Putnam 1979: 388), which accords a

notion of 'canonical mathematics': that some mathematical formalisms

are more canonical as mathematics than others. A revisionist is in the

business of claiming that some accepted mathematics is correct, while

some other accepted mathematics is false or misleading or less canonical,

anil thus should be discarded or taken less seriously or revised' However,

such a position can only be part of the story. At most, what are addressed

are the questions of what are the truth-makers and the epistemology for
mathematics. These are, of course, perfectly legitimate questions which

have been addressed in the foundations of mathematics this century, but

left unaddressed is the question of vvhat makes the st'tpposedly false or

rmcanonícal parts of mathematics still m.athematics? Surely, until we can
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answer this question we will not have understood so¡nething at the core
of mathematics. And this is why serniotics has antapp"ulirrg prospect
here, since it offers the possibility of underst¿inding that true and false
nratlrematics are both mathematics in that they are both a disti.ttctive
kind of text.We return to this point in the final section, particularly in
the discussion of Edwin Coleman's work.

Putnam concludes that so far'nothing has worked', that every existing
account suffers from some fatal flaw. He finishes with what is from our
point of view a signifrcant observation: ire urges philosophers of mathe-
matics to cease doing formal mathematical logic, and to start investigating
the history of mathematics, plausible reasoning, and the philosophy of
lauguage, in 'discussion of the deep metaphysical issue of realisrn as a
theory of truth and reference' (1979: 395).

Rotman's account of mathematics and number

In his paper'Towards a semioticd of mathematics'(1988), Brian Rotman
begins by looking at what makes up a mathematical text,'and notes that
in such a text one does not just find mathematical notation, but also

natural language. Rotman claims that the signifiers and signifieds of
mathematical discourses are the 'scribbles' and 'thoughts' of mathemati-
cians. That is, the signifiers are what the mathematician writes down,
and the signifieds are whatever'is going on iir the rnathematician's head

when she is doing mathematics.
Rotman posits three 'senriotic subjects'. Tlre three semiotic subjects

are the Mathematician, the Agent, and the Person, who work together
when rnathematics is practiced. The Mathematician is the subject who
does the scribbling, and who follows the inclusive imperatives of mathe-
matical discourse, such as 'consider', 'define',' and 'pfove'. The
Mathematician imagines the domains within which nrathematical actions
take place and she also imagines the second semiotic subject, the Agent.
Tlie Agent is a kind of skeleton diaglarn of the Mathen:atician, who
calries out mathematical instructions within the imagined domains. The
Agent, according to Rotllan, is 'free from the constlaints of finitude and
logical feasibility' (1988: 13). Thus, when proving the statemeut 'for all
numbers x and y, x+y=y*x', while the Mathematician cannot rnanipu-
late all possible instances of x and y to determine that x+y:y*x in all
cases, the Agent has no trouble with this infinite task. Rotnran's Person
is the subject who answers to the pronoun.'f', attd who can articulate
the connection between the Mathematician and the Agent. It is the Person
who, in virtue of this capacity, can be persuaded by a proof. In each line
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o[ a proof, Rotman's Mathematician obseqves the imagined Agent per-

forming some task. The Mathematician 'becornes convinced - persuaded

somehow by the thought experiment - that were he to perform these

actions the result would be as predicted'(1988: 14). Even for flnite
equations such as 2*3:3+2, Rotman says that the Mathematician
must be convinced that the equation holds for all tokens ol 2 and 3.

Once convinced, the Mathematician 'scribbles' a new line of the proof.

The Person, who grasps the underlying narrative, the connection between

the Mathenatician and thê Agent, is persuaded by the proof.
Rotman gives an account of whole numbers with which he wishes to

show the falsity of Platonism, and claims that his açcount shows that
mathematical discourse creates its own objects. He argues that numbers

appear when there is a subject who counts: counting is a recursive process'

and an analysis of number should begin with a close look at I, II, III,
IIII, etc. Counting begins when'I' is taken as a signifler and 'etc.' as an

instruction to copy the last signifler and add another 'I'. Ott Rotman's
account, 'etc.' is an instruction to the Mathematician who will i¡nagine

her Agent performing the algorithm. Numbers, he says, are 'things in
potentia'(1988: 32).Tbey are all the possible signs which can be produced

by the Mathematician and her Agent.
There are sêveral problems with Rotman's account. To begin with, it

is not at all obvious how the falsity of Platonism or even realism follows
ffom this account. While the signifier might be inseparable from the

signifred, it does not follow that there is no object to which number sigtls

refer, any more than it would follow in the general case of arbitrary signs

where reference evidently takes place

In his book, Signifytug Nothùtg: Tlæ Semiotics of Zero (1987)' Rotman
offers a 'deconstruction' of number discourses in an attempt to show that
numbers do not exist prior to the numerals or count-nouns, but are in
fact produced by them. Rotman's deconstruction relies on the introduc-
tion of the (number) variable. On a Platonist account of mathematics, a

variable can be replaced by any numeral which names a pre-existing

number. Rotman argues that variables can be replaced by number signs

and these must be produced by the process of counting, hence variables
must be explained in terms of a counting subject. A variable thus ranges

over all the possible signs produced by the 'one who counts? (1987: 3).
This account is reminiscent of those anti-Platonist accounts of number

which turn on what is known as the 'substitutional' interpretation of
variables, as substitutable by count-nouns which are not referential (see

later discussion, especially Note 2). We do not'propose to consider this

line at this point: 
" 
/e are more interested here in Rotman's argument for

his position. Now a Platonist could readily admit that variables can be
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replaced by number signs which are produced by counting, but still insist
that those signs are referential. Rotman's deconstruction seems to rest
on a prior claim, that numbers are produced by numerals. His árgument
appears to be like this: (1) number signs are produced by counting,
(2) number signs do not refer to but are constitutive of numbers, and
(3) variables can be substituted for by number signs. Hence, (4) numbers
are produced by numerals. The trouble is that when (a) is unpacked, it
is not clearly different from (2); that is, Rotman has assumed what he is
trying to show.

The most serious problem faced by Rotman's general account is the
epistemological problem. 'We saw that the Platonists have the problem
of explaining our knowledge of the abstract entities they claim do exist.
'We argue that Rotman's account suffers from a similar difficulty.

At first glance, Rotman's semiotic subjects might seem to provide
solutions to both epistemological problems. Mathematical objects turn
out to be the signs which we produce ourselves, and hence there is no
pfoblem in knowing them. In a proof, the Mathematician observes the
Ageirt performing an infinite number of tasks and becomes convinced
that were she to perform them, her answer would be the same. The
Mathernatician/Agent creates the signs of mathernatics, and the Person
believes in truths about them. The Person 'kno',¡/s' the relationship which
holds between.the Mathematician and the Agent, and hence 'knows' the
mathematical objects which are produced by the Mathematician through
her thought experiments and her scribbles. So the objects of mathematics
are knowable because they are the creations of mathematicians. The
problem of infinite structures is sirnilarly solved. Though the
Mathematician is finite, she has an infinite Agent who does the rnathemat-
ical leg-work for her. Since the Person has an understanding of the
relationship between the Mathematician and the Agent, she can under-
stand infinite structures.

Still, this account has two obvious and related problems. The first is

how a functional part.of á finite Person, the Agent, could manage to
perform an infnite task. The second is how another functional part, the
Mathematician, who ex hypothesi cannot perform an infinite task, could
be rationally persuaded by the operations of the Agent. At any point in
time, when the Mathematician observes the Agent, only a finite number
of these tasks will have been performed. As Rotman acknowledges, the
Mathematician is d finite being, and finite beings simply do not have the
time to irnagine infinite processes. In other words, Rotman seeks to
éxplain our understanding of infinite structures by positing an Agent
who can do the work for us. But he does not provide a conviucing
account of how we are to understand the infinite processes of the Agent.
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The special case of zero

The sign for zerc plays, on the face of it, a special role. As a number,

zero is stranger than other numbers, if only because zero things of a

given kind are not any number of things of that kind at all. The sarire is

irue of other 'null signs' in mathematics, such as the null set, initial
objects in category theory, or such,things as null sequences or null lists

in computer science.

Rotman concrus in giving zelo a special place; but we will argue that

the details of his position are unsatisfactory. Rotman's most consistent

account would seem to be .that zero is a rneta-sign which bignifi-es the

absence of other signs (see, e.g., 1987: 3). By a meta-sign,'Rotman mqaqs

a sign which appears like other signs but which has a role as signifying
aspects of those other signs, particularly aspects which involve a subject'

AJ a count-noun, zero signifies the 'origin' of counting (1987: 13). (In
his later book Ad htfinitun [1993], Rotman appears to'have a somewhat

different nomenclature: there the mathematical metacode is identified as

informal mathematics; and is distinguished from code, which is mathe:

matics considered strictly formally, though it might bp argued that meta-.
code in this sense continues to flll the earlier role of meta-Signs. We

consider the láter book more closely in a later section,) ,

Now to say that zero plays ai excluding role wi.th respect to other
.signs is, from a saussurean point of view, no news: we $aw that for
Saussure all signs âre constituted by their di-fference from others within
the code, but this precisely does not distinguish zero from other signs.

Furthermore, it is initially strange to speak of zero as the origin of
counting: counting does not start at zero, but at.one. Whl! Rotrrian

seems to mean here by the origin, is the originator,perforce a subjectivity
and thus a subject. Zero signifres the trace of the originator of counting

in a way that one does not, presumably precisely because no ro.ne starts

at zero when they count and because zeÍo plainly is not referential, Still,
if the nújective act of counting is the origin of num'bers, then it is not

obvious why zero should play a greater role in signifying that, than one

or any other number should. All results of counting ought to signify the

counting.
We are not confident we have understood Rotman on what semiotic

closure or completion amounts to. It seems to be a kind of limit, and if
that is so then perhaps it is simply another way of oxpreqsing the idea of
zero as the origin of counting. Rotrnan uses the an4'logy with algebraic

variables and equations' These too are meta-signs 'iq that they: ¿¡9 to be

understood as signifying a subjectivity at '"oik, the algebraic subject'

who is performing a kind of virtual counting, counting at one remove aS
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it were. But equations containing vafiables are also the serniotic comple-

tion of counting in that they signify the results of all possible acts of
computation through counting. Note again the substitutional conception

of variables as arising from more primitive serniotic acti of the same

linguistic type, as opposed to the Platonist conception of variables as a

kind of variable name for abstract mathematical objects.

Rotman finds a role for zero in other places in mathematical discourses'

He discusses the vanishing point in perspective in paintings, or line at

infinity in projective geometry (1987: 17,39). The line at infinity in
projective geometry is the place where the difference between parallel

iines disappears or ceases to exist. Rotrnan argues that the device of
perspective in paintings is a meta-sign'in that it signifles a subjective

point of view initially different frorn the viewer's, narnely the artist's.

However, we submit that there is nothing particularly subjective or meta-

linguistic in this conception. After all, we are all familiar with the public

visual aspect of the horizon, which is furthermore describable by a sirnple

and uniform collection of mathematical transformations. Indeed, there

are more 'perspectives' than there are subjectivities. An analogy is in the

Special Theory of Relativity, where there are more frames than observers:

fiames are perfectly objective aspects of reality in Special Relativity, and

taik of observers was an accretion of outdated Positivism. That is not to

deny that zerp ànd infinity, as reciprocals of one anotheÍ' are intimately
ielated. On the other hand, there is an aspect of the denial of existence

of a difference at the horizon which we.will see is on all fouls with what

we say about the semiotic role of zero in the next section'

Another place to fi¡d zero a! work, according to Rotlran, is in
exchange, money, and credit (e.g., 1987: 5,46). Zero arises once bookkeep-

ing makes possible balanced books. This strikes us as quite light, and

i¡deed a good place to look for one of the important semiotic functions

for zero.'We will take it up in more detail in the next section. Having
said this, we wish to turn to give a positive account of numbers in general,

wlrich will locate the semiotic role of zero within it, We will see, however,

that we will eventually have to tolerate a measrue of number realisrn of
a sort. But we will also see that zero has a special place, and that realisrn

about zero and other null signs is to be avoided at all costs.

Numbers: The true story can norv be told

In co¡sidering the semiotic natule of mathematical signs, it must be

stressed that prior considelations about what the nonhunran world nrust

be like in order to support mathematical practices are relevant. It lvill be
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seen that the origins of realism are to be found in a special semiotic

context, namely, ihnt of natural science, which in turn offers reasonable

hope for epistemologY.
SO *a begin With the cOunt-nOuns 'one', 'two', ... , and ask lOr their

role.in 
"on.rting. 

The salient point which springs to mind is this: that a

simple activity iike counting,,teachable to any preschool child, sirrely has

notiring whatever to do with arcale abstract objects. This point aloire is

telling ãgainst a Platonist-referentialist view of the count nouns. Piatonic

numbers simply do not arise from counting.

This intuitively reasonable argument is reinforcecl by a technical con-

sideration from logic. When counting the nurnber of marbles in a tin, we

get an ansrwer like 'There are two marbles in the tin'' It is well known

ttrat this can be rendered in a standard and systematic way in the usual

apparatus of quantificational logic, without mentioning entities such as

,ri-b"tr, like itris: 'There is an x ând there is a y such that x and y are

marbles i¡ the tin, x is not identical with y; anct for any z which is a

marble i1 the tin, either z is x or z is y'. The lait cla¡se, beginning 'and

for any Z ... ', obviously says that there are no mofe than two marbles

in the tin. If the result of counting was that there are three marbles, one

conld render this. in a systematic way as 'There is an x, a y and a w such

that x,y, and w are marbles ... etc.'. Notice that there are no abstract

o.t*Uått spoken of here, only marbles and the tin'2

A second salient point about counting concerns the unique role of zero

in this pfocess. To count the marbles in the tin, start with some marble

a.rd Say 'One', move tO anOther marble and Say 'two', and continUe

uppropi{utely. Here is how NOT to count: point to an empty space and

,ày ,í"ro', tiren continue as befoie. That is, zero does not arise frorn

counting in the way that the (othet) count-nouns do: in an important

sense, zãro is not a count-noun since it is not the outcome of a counting'

Could zero be dispensed with altogether in counting then? Nöw zero

finds a use in a counting-related 
^"iiuity, 

as one possible answer to the

question 'How many marbles in the tin?' However, 'There are zelo

marbles in the tin' does not refer to an abstract entity, zerc1, it is not

even the same kùtd of answer as 'There is one marble', 'There are two

marbles' ..., etc. The latter are all constructed from the basic beginning

'There is one marble' by adding additional existence claims, whereas the

answer zero is a denial of existence. It is the answer one gives when all

the existential claims are false. But neither is it any kind of nz¿la-assertion.

It is an answer which one sometimes gives because the series 'There is

one marble', 'There are two marbles' .. ', does not logically exhaust the

possibilities by itself; while adding the possibility 'There does not exist a

marble' does provide an exhaustive set. This in turn raises the general
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issue of the role in mathernatics of null entities such as the null set' 'We

will be suggesting that they are notninalized ways of denying existence,

and thus no matter what Platonist conclusions one comes to about other

entities in mathematics, zero ought not to be çonstrued as narning any

sort of existing thing, abstract ot concrete.

It can be fiendishly difficult to rid oneself of the tendency to think that

nonexistence in general is a kind of thing, a null thing. Natural languages

typically contain a nominalization of ¡o¡existence: in English one can

rp.uk of the absence of nonexistence of a thing, and Sattre wrote about

là n,ëanr, nothingness. But we subnit that this tendency ought to be

resisted, in the name of co¡rmon sense over false profundity. It is well

known that a nominalized place does not guarantee referential status' In
defense of our position, we offer a slogan: nothingness does not exist.

Tlrus the natural number nouns 0,1,2... arise in counting, but their'

use there is not referential; and in any case zero is a SpeCial case, though

not a meta-case. But this now leads us to ask from whence come the

negative numbers. When the negative numbers are taken into account,

tlrere arises the additive group of integers ..' -2,-1,0,1,2, "' ' For our

purposes, the irnportant part of describing this collection as an additive

ltoitp is that 
"uãry 

t ntttber now has its negative counterpart with the

propãrty that adding the two together produces the zero' Negatives and

ieró, then, gô togeiher. But negatives do not arise from the semiotic

activity of counting, or at least not without a directiottality to the count-

ing. 'With directioital counting one then has the possibility of a result

zero to the counting: count in one direction, then count the same arnount

in the other direction. Direction suggests geometry, but it is too soon for
geometry. The obvious model is exchange, bafter, the market, giving and

ieceiving as group inverses of one another. Nor are thère any realist

numbers, .r"gutiuã or positive, needed for exchange (at least not if the

exchange involves merely counting u¡its of things as opposed to measur-

ing continuous qualtities of things, see later this section). We now see a

fui'ther role for zero energing, that of an absence of change, an inability
to make a difference, the end result of two operations which 'cancel each

other out'. Note again the distinctive pattern of zero being involved as

a denial of existence. Not only does nothingness not exist, but tlrcre are

no tull entities.
With exchange comes rnoney. Rotman notes that money cornes in two

stages, gold and post-gold (1987: 46). Tlie former had intrinsic value'

The latter conres about because the intrinsic value of the former can be

debased below its face value. Post-gold money counts as â meta-sign for
gold. Money plays aD important interrnediary role in facilitating

ãxchauge. But notice a further fact so obvious as to need explanation,
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that no one ever made a genuine coinage with a face value of zero dollars
(pounds, francs, lira ... ). (W" have seen play money with such a denomi-

nation, but it is no sort of legal tencler.) The role o1 zeto in denying

existence provides the explanation, for if a coin were worth zero dollars

then its purchasing power would be nonexistent, and it r,voulcl thus be

wasting money to manufacture it. (There could still be existing things

having no monetary value, things which it did not cost to manufacture

or obtain, but they would not be coinage.)
Post-gold coinage leads ineüitably to a different code, credit. According

to Rotman, the role of a meta-sign such as post-gold money is to signal

and facilitate a change óf codes. Signs indeed have the power to change

codes, which makes them in a sense prior to things and 'creative' of them

(Rotman 1987: 49). We think that it is worth emphasizing that the

Hegelianfrdarxian tradition had the useful concept ôf a dialectical pro-
cess, signifying a mutual interaction, sometimes with a struggle. Too

much emphasis on one aspect of the contradiction can lead to according

it a false priofity, and even to thinking of the other aspect as a mere

epiphenomenon.
with credit and the keeping of frnancial books, negative numbers and

zero gain a further role as the inverse of assets: debts. Then the 'flction',
net worth, can be defined aS assets minus debts. Now we have a puzzle;

for while having.zero debts means that there are no debts, and having

zero assets means that there are no aSSetS, having zero net worth does
'not mean that there is no worth . Zero net worth is a positive state, better
than negative net worth, for example. It need not involve the nonexistence

of purchasing power; and will not, while assets continue to exist. Zero

net worth just means that amount of assets:amount of debts. There is,

however, an implied conditíonal denial of existence: that if assets were

used to discharge debts, then neither assets nor debts would exist at the

end of the process.

So far we have seen that the correct way to unclerstand the use of
count-nouns does not require realism about numbers, that negative count-
nouns arise in conditions such as exchange where directionality of count-

ing has a place, that the count-noun zero has a special role associated

with the denial of existence, and that these facts can be discerned from
the formal properties governing the mathematical structures in question'

But now we have to consider the role of continuously distributed numbers

snch as J2 and pi, that is, the real numbers. The position we develop is

essentially Newton's, though it derives ultimately from Plato. We also

draw on recent developments and improvements on the status of quanti-

ties and numbers done by, e.g., Forrest and Armstrong (1987)' Bigelow
( 1988), Bigelow and Pargetter ( 1990), and Mortensen ( 1987, 1989,1994)-
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We will see that the anti:realism we have been developing about numbels

must be abandoned, aud that the correct understanding of real number

signifiers is referential.
V/ith the rise of the theoretical sciences, especially physics, physical

chemistry, and chemistry, quantities arise. Quantities come with a nutnbcr

and a qriantity-kind: 3 sec, 5.2 gnt, JZcm. But the primaly reality is the

dimensioned entity, the quantity; while the dimensionless entity, the pure

number, is derivative. Should one treat quantity-signifiers as referential?

The natural answer is yes, in view of the role they play in natural laws'

For example, consider Newton's law of gravitatiol: any pair of bodies

witlr any rDaSSeS ml, m2, separated by a distance I' attracl each other

witlr a lorce F given by F:Gurrm2ff, whete G is the gravitational

constant. The quantities F, G, IIlr, ntr, and r all come in dimensiorls or

quantity-kinds. The laws of nature relate quantities together, and in

uirt.r" of that explain the observed behavior of bodies. So lawlike relation-

ships between qúantities conStitute fundamental aspects of the universe'

This is the best of reasons for taking fundarnental laws literally and hence

referentially and realistically.3
what sort of entities, then, are qua¡tities? Evide¡tly, they are quite

like the universals of Plato and Aristotle.a One and the same quantity,

such as 5 gm,. can be possessed by a rnultiplicity of things, in different

locations. This was the principal mark of a universal' Because universals

are unlike spatially located bodies, they have seerned controversial entities

to rnany through the ages, but thi's suspicion seelns misplaced to us'

U¡iversals are no more mysteriou-s than the quantities familiar to us

from elementary pþsics, and sliouldn't be feared.

Our rnathematical interest, however, is in the numbers which côme as

a par.t of quantities, the '5' in '5 grn'. Here we draw on Newton (1728,

ciied i¡ Bigelow and Palgetter 1990: 60). Universals themselves can have

plopetties and relations. Pui'e, dimensionless nutnbers arise as ratios

tetween quantities: 5. 1 : ( 10.2 g$12 grr,) : (204 cn':,140 cm), for instance'

Ratios are thus relatiotts of contparison between quantity-universals' Being

relations, they are also universals, since one of the marks of relations is

that they too can relate differing collections of universals: the comparison

between 10.2 gm arñ,2grn is the same as that between204 cm and 40 cm'

Is this realist position on numbèrs Platoriism? In the sense that it is a

variant of Plato's view on universals, the answer is yes; but in the sense

of 'abstract' we defrned earlier, nurnbers are not abstract, since they

emerge from the quantities whose possession is necessary.for the behavior

of bodies as described by the laws of natute. I¡ that sellse' the answer

is no.
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What are we to make of zero as a comparison between quantities?

Here one can once again draw attention to the unique role for the zero

signifier, namely, that unlike other real number signifiers itis not referen-

tial. Zero would be an existing universal like the other real numbels
provided that it arose as a comparison-ratio between quantities. But lvhat
is one to make of zerc quantities such as zero granrs? We suggest that
there is no such quantity-universal as zero grams. To describe something
as having nrass zero gtams is to assert nonexistence again, the absence

of any power to influence the behavior of bodies involved in interactions
in which mass is causally relevant.

Bnt here we have an interesting point: that the story about zeto is not
quite the same in every causal law. It is like the situation when directional
coirnting was considered. Sóme but not all quantity-kinds (kinds of
gniversals), such as mass, length, temperature, and duration, come with
an absolute zero. There are no negative nasses, lengths, temperatures,

or durations. So having zero mass, length, temperature, or dttration is

the absence of mass, length, tempeqatgre, or duration. Blt there are

positive and negative charges. So zero charge means something else,

something more like zero worth. Here we can distinguish charge from
'net charge'. To describe a body as having zero nel charge is not necessal-

ily to describe it as havin g zero charges, it is not a simple denial of
existence. It is to say that such positive and negative charges as it might
have 'cancel out', in the sense that it behaves exactly. as a body lacking
all charges behaves. Notice a difference from the concept of zero net

worth described earlier: having zelo net worth does not mean that one

behaves the same as if one had no assets and no debts. But notice also

the core feature of a denial of existence, albeit a conditional denial: if
the charges are allowed to neuttalize one another, tltett the body lacks a

charge of any kind.
There is considerably more that còuld be said about numbêrs and

universals, but enough has been said to make our point. There does exist

a fairly straightfolward account of how nurnber signs function in the

world, and it is a referential account. But its referentiality derives from
the scientifrc discovery of continuously distributed quantities and the physi-
cal laws in which they appear; and especially its referentiality does not
arise from counting or exchange of discretely-occurring commodities.
Furthermore, the zero sign plays a distinctive role in denying existence,

sometimes conditionally, and thus is not referential. Finally, these semiotic
facts can largely be inferred from the nature of the mathematics describing
the properties of the numbets themselves. From the semiotical point of
view, this is hardly surprisiug since mathematics is seen as a textual activity
arising from human practice in the world. But notice also the palticularly
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sinryle codes in play here: number-nouns, addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, division, and equality. This argues for a sùnple account, arising from
universal human practices such as counting, exchange, and natural science.

The nature of the end product ought to contain clues to its origin, as in
any fespectable scientific theory. That is only to say that the situation is a

dialectical interplay of theory and practice.

Infinity

In Ad Infinitun (1993), Rotman offers a somewhat revised account of
the semiotic subjects involved in mathematical activity. Instead of Person/
Mathematicianf Agent we now have Person/Subject/Agent (see, e.g',1993:
8). The Person is the entity which refers to itself with the indexical
expression 'I', and which understands mathetnatical metacode, whioh is
to say informal mathematics. The Subject is that entity or subfunction
wiiich understands formal mathematical propositions or code, while the

Agent retains its role as a manipulator of signifiers at the subcode level'
One signiûcant difference in the role of the Agent, howevet, is that it is

no longer required to perform infinite tasks or simulations. Rotman is
unequivocal in appealing to the Nietzschean Philosophy of the Body (or,

in analytical .terms, naturalism and materialism) to reject the actual

i.nfurite. He argues that the Agent would have to be imagined as embodied

or corporeal, which rules out infinite tasks (see, e.g., 1993: 10,16)' But
as Johrì Bell (1995) argues, this iS to place a sevefe and inllediateblock
on what an Agent could do in the way of irnaginative manipulation. But
it can be argued from a rveaker premise that no natural function of a

finite rnaterial person, such as an Agent would have to be, could be

expected to make infinite constructions.
Rotman links belief in actual inflities with Platonism, and sees his

task to reject both (see, e.g., 1993: i0,158). But it is uot at all clear that
belief in the actual infinite is incompatible with a careful non-Platonist
realism. For exarnple, our most successful theories about the mathemati-
cal propertíes of the manifold of physical spacetime assert that every

spacetime interval contains a nondenumerable infinity of points, while
quantum field theory has long endeavoured to manipulate infinite quanti-
ties appearing in its equations in an operational fashion, using the device

of renonnalization. Note tliat this is a species of the realist hypothetico-
deductive argument from applied mathematics.

Even so, one might still feel that infinities remain an èpistemological
problem for the naturalist for a deeper reason. After all, how could a
finite creature even understand the infinite if it has only a finite number
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of bytes to encode the concept? Now this can look insurrnountable if one

conðeives the task of understanding infinity in mathematics as the task

of encoding an infrnitely large construction. In the sense of separately

representing and encoding an infinite nutnber of distinct atomic parts,

tlris would seem to be beyond finite creatures' or at any rate creatures

with a finite number of functional parts, such as discrete automata'

Nonetheless, we should reflect on the similarly betlveen infinity and zero.

Like zero, infinity signifies a negative existential: lherc does ttot exist a

counting of the whole colleôtion (while unlike zero there do exist count-

ings of i=ubcollections). So, given that one has a concept of negation, the

ptãbtr- of understanding the infinite in general terms is reducible to the

problem of understanding finite counting in general terms, which is

iornething we Seem to have a'good purchase on. The matter does not

rest there, however, because it can obviously be argued in reply that we

cannot fully grasp finitude untit wê grasp all the infinite distinct instances

of finite .ontttiogt. We do not propose to pursue this any further, onlY

to caution that the epistemology of infrnity might not be so impossible

to deal with.
, There is, however, another point against Rotman. This is that, contrary

to the prospect which semiotics might be thought to hold out for under-

standing what distinguishes mathematics from other textual activities,

Rotman appeárs to succumb to revisionism. Despairing of the infinity of
the infinite series of natural number signifiers 0,I,2,... , he proposes to

replace it by afrnite series'of signifiers 0,1,2, ... $, where $ represeuts an

unspecifred upper lirnit of actual fi¡ite countings. This interesting

appìoaclr 
"ottttit 

tt.t what he calls 'ngn-Euclidean arithmetic' (e.g', 1993:

tiS). White Rotman is unclear about what specifrcally Euclidean is being

rbjected, the approach fatls within the established and respectable prob-

lematic of mathematical finitism. Nonetheless, it seems to amount to a

proposal to declare some existing parts of mathematics false, the parts

*hiãtt would refer to actual infinities. As such, it is open to the objection

lrged earliei against tevisionisms, namely that it fails to tell us what is
màthematical about the rejected parts, false though they may be'

We conclude, then, that in rejecting infinities Rotman ultimately falls

back into the ánalytical problematic of truthmakers he was seeking to

transcend. This brings us back full circle to the task of.bringing sèmiotics

to bear on understanding mathernatics in general, and in the final section

we turn to that.

General mathematics

Here we want to say that we view the situation with mathematics in

somewhat the qay John Passmore viewed aesthetics in his well'known
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paper 'The dreariness of aesthetics' (1951). Passmore rejected the aesthe-

ticians'preoccupation with highJevel theorizing about art on the'grounds
that its very generality was self-defeating in that it tended to lose wliat
is interesting about art,'that is, its richness and cornplexity. Passmore did
not clairn that no vefy geueral answers might fortuitously be found, only
that such discoveries were apt to be platitudinous and not really why we

were in the game anyway: what aesthetics is a¡d ought to be about, is

strongly continuous with art theory.
To apply this to mathematics needs an application of the idea of

dffirence, narnely a sense of the richness and diversity of mathematical
texts. Edwin Coleman, in his Ph.D. thesis, The Role of Notation ín

Mathematics (1988), pointed out that even a brief perusal of the differ-
ences between, say, a page from Euclid, a pa1e from 'Whitehead and

Russell's Prùrcipi.a Mathenmtica (1910), apage frorn a text in business

matlrematics, a page from a standard calculus text, and a pa5e frorn a
mechanical engineering text, will convince one that these differences are

richly textual and at the same time the vely stuff of mathematics (see

Coleman 1990: 131-136). Consider, for example, the varying role of
diagranrs, and of natural language text therein (Prùrcipia Matltenmtica
used precious little of these). Now on the one hand, it is an essentialist

mistake, identified by 'Wittgenstein among others, to think that there

ntust be something general and yet interesting in comrnon between all of
these. But on the other hand, a central question about mathematics is

how the varieties and possibilities within text contribute to rnathernatics,

indeed, how textual understan ding constitut es mathematical understand-
ing; or to put if conversely, how the mathematical understanding is

distinctively textual and symbolic. This is very much in the spirit of
Rotnran's Signífyùtg Nothfug, but even Ad. htfinìttaz supports the point
(1993: 33):

... llo account of mathematical practice that ignores the signifiêr-driven aspects

of that activity can be acceptable. It is simply rrot plausible - eithér historically
or conceptually - to ignore the way notational systems, structures and assign-

me¡ts of names, sytttactical rules, diagrams, and modes or representation arè

constitutive of the vely 'prior' signiñeds'they are supposedly flescribing.

Coleman, who must be credited with grasping the bearing of semiotics

on the foundations of mathenatics indepeirdently of Rotman, argues at

length that mathematics is very significantly a textual phenornenon. The
complex varieties of mathematical texts and codes, with tlieir various
uses and language-games, algue for an explanation rvhich avoids a siln-
plistic referentiality. 

'While of course there are nlany connections between

mathematical codes and the extralinguistic world, it is plecisely the
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varieties of these connections with the varieties of useful clistinctively

mathematical styles of texts, which need understanding. Reference must

thus play at best a vefy secondary role in that understanding.

These observations point to an expanded conception of the role that

the'general theory of signs, syrnbolism, and notation ought to play in

understanding the nature of mathematics. But'they are also applied

against a more traditional view of the general nature of mathematics:

fõrmalism. Hilbert took the.view that in order to display the correct

formal relationships which justify mathematical propositions, mathemat-
'ics 

should be reconstructed as.a formal unintetpreted calculus ernploying

axioms and rules for mathematical theories. In a similar fashion, though

with somewhat different philosophical aims, Whitehead and Russell took

it upon themselves to piovide forrnally correct definitions of thê basic

mattrematical concepts so that mathematical propositions could be seen

as deriving from these by means of logica.lly valid arguments, the program

of logicism. But we commit an error if we think that such formälizations
,rru.ul the real mathematics. Hilbert ancl Whitehead and Russell, being

twèntieth-century thinkers, are comparative latecomers on the mathemat-

ical scene. Principia lulatlrcmatica looks quite unlilce almost all of mathe-

matics written beforehand, or currently for that matter. Even the idea of
logical conseqüence or following from, on which Principia Matltentatica

wÀs based, must undergo a radical shift in light of the function of
diagrams in mathematics, which Barwise (1994) and others have pointed

ouirecently. Undeistanding mathematics in general requires irnderstand-

ing mathematical difference as much as formal Sameness. What needs to

be understood afe the possibilities for difference while remain-

ing within recogrrizably mathematical codes, and these differences are

nolably textual. But also, irnportantly, there follows a certain anti-

foundationalism about mathematics. Elucidation of mathematical differ-

ence is anti-reductionist in spirit, unless the varieties of mathematical text

yield to a simple underlying explanation, which looks to be more unwar-

ranted essentialism. Coleman has gone on tó develop these themes in a

number of studies (1990, 1992,1995)
We note two other thinkers who have addressed textual issues in a

way which we think has been relevant to understanding the complexities

of nrathematics. One is Nelson Goodman, in his justly admired Langt'tages

of Art (1981). Goodman does not discuss semiotics explicitly; but he

refers approvirtgly to Peirce and Morris, and his themes are certainly

semiotical in orientation, while having a distinctively analytical viewpoint'
.The other is René Thom,s well knov¡n for his contributions to catastrophe

theory. Thom's aims are somewhat different from ours. One might charac-

terize the difference by saying that we apply semiotics to understanding
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mathematics, especially foundational themes; while Thom applies matire-
matics to understanding semiotics, especially Peircean concepts. Having
said that, we must acknowledge that Thom v/as aware of the lirnitations
of the Hilbert Program in catering for geometric objects, linking it with
the tendency to see only a chain of signification which we have also

criticized:

... une théorie très eu vogue sur la place de Paris prétend: il n'y a pas de signifié,
il n'y a que signifiant; chaque signe réfère à d'autres signes en ulte régression sans

ûn... Les mathématiciens, dans leur souci d'êlininer tout appel à I'intuition
géométrique, ont conntt, avec le progranme de Hilbert, la mênre tentation. (Thom
1980: 197)

Supporting this point Thom offers, ùtter alia, formal accounts of the

Peircean concepts of icon, index, and symbol, with the aim of showirig
that spatiality is amenable of semiotic analysis and application. In a later
work ( 1983, especially clt. 14,'serniotics'), Thon develops tlús direction,
arguing that in iconicity there is a particularly evident rnutual generation

between signifier and signified.
However, enough has been said by now, \rye believe, to rnake our point

that the way is clear for a textual and notational conception of mathernat-
ics. The view of mathematics as symbol, notation, and text points away

from narrow formalisrn and logicisrn, as we have seen. It also points
away from a Platonism of abstract objects. Texts are produced by humans
interacting with the world and one another, while abstract objects are

unworldly. It would be perverse to turn one's back on the primary
phenomenon to be explained, in seeking an explanation of it.

V/e also conclude that rvhile there are difficulties in the details of
Rotman's views, we rnust acknowledge the interesting direction of his

contribution.
'With some apprehension about avoiding the Scylla and Charybdis of

essentialism and platitirde, we offer some concluding observations on the
central role of symbolization in mathematics. Certainly mathematics has

a power to exclude the extraneous in order to achieve generalitS, and
purity of focus. But philosophy is also general; and philosophy and
mathematics alike aim at certitude, clarity, and rigor. V/hat distinguishes
mathematics from philosophy are. the symbolic means by which this is
aclrieved. By this, for rvant of a better not-too-theoretical terrn and pace

Peirce, we mean the ordinary sense of symbolic which contrasts with
everyday language. This is where spatial iepresentation must be taken

into aciount, for:it is very difficult io give a mathematics lecture which
is purely spoken, while very easy to give a mathematics lecture which is

purely rvritten. Note that there remain large distinctions to be elucidated
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between the varieties of the geometric and the otherwise merely symbolic
iri mathernatics, as well as the large roles played by the computational
and the deductive. Note also the difference between mathematics and
ordinary languaþe or discourse: while Coleman is undoubtedly correct
that'mathematics derives frorn ordinary discourse and makes heavy use

of it, it is nonetheless generally not so difficult to give a lecture on
nonmathematical themes which is purely spoken. Of course the nonspo-
ken use of iconography might be otherwise relevant: our mental lives are

thoroughly permeated with the nonverbal, just as they are with the
verbal.6 It is, on the other hand, generally much easier to give a wholly
spoken philosophy lecture than a wholly spoken mathematics lecture, as

Socrates amply demonstrated. Another dimension of the difference
between spatial representation and auditory representation is manifested
in the relation between mathematics and music: music, one might say, is
auditory geometry. This would in passing account for why many mathe-
maticians have felt an affinity with music, and why rnathematics has an
aspect of the beautiful.

Notes

l. Theorem: No theory of first order logic plus identity, whose only nonlogical axioms

. are negations of identity statements (i.e., -(a:b), -(b:c), etc.) will contain any
consequences which are identity statements (i.e., of the form (":f )), uuless these are

already theorems of first order logic plus identity (such as (a:a), (b:b), etc,).
Proof; There will always be a countermodel to e:f. Let the domain be all names,

as in standard completeness theorems for first order logic. Let the interpretation of an
identity statement be true just in case the names flanking the identity Sigri are the same
symbol, otherwise false. Then the interpretations of -(a:b), etc., are all true, but (e:
f) is interpreted as false, unless its interpretation was already fixed by first order
logic, QED.

2. But if the primary phenomenon in counting is assertions of the form 'There are n Fs
in W', then why mislead the youth by having notms, which look like they function
refereutially? The presence ol the noun 'two' looks like it fills the place after the equals
sign in 'The number of Fs in rW -... '. In standard logical notation, such a construction
permits one to deduce 'There exists an x snch that x is identical with two', and it is

near enough to Platonism to be told that the number two exists. But the explanation
lies in the human tendency to nóminalize, to turn such place-hôlding de'vices into a
series of nouns. After all, what varies in the collection of staternents of the forrn 'There
are two rnarbles in ,.. ','There are three marbles in ... ' is the place occupied by'two',
'three', ,.. . That is the part we are interested in, in answer to the question 'How many
Fs in W?'; the rest is constant in all the answers. It simply saves time, then, to answer
with one of the collection of words which fit the place. The logical device which records
our ability to speak in an apparently referential way yet avoid existential seriousness is

substitntional quantification. 'There is an x which is G' (such as 'Therc is a number
which is the number of marbles in the tin') is construed as meaning 'Some nottn'can
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be substituted for x in '.'x is G" in order to nrake a true stateme¡rt'. There renrain
existential questions about what are the truthmakers for statenrents of the form '(noun)
is G', but at least we are freed from thinking that the hunran ùse of nouns ts mtat'oidabbt
refere¡rtial. There also renraius the accon'rpanying episternological issue of how the
atomic sentences of the forn '(noun) is G' are to be known. The literature on substitu-
tional quantificatiou is extensive; ou its use in avoiding numbers see, e.g., Priest ( 1983),
who offers a conventionalist epistenrology of the atonric sentences of pure nratheuratics.

3. Tlrere are further technical reasons for holding that quantities are prior to numbers;
see, e.g., Mortensen (1987).

4. There was a l¡otable difference between Plato and Aristotle on the status of universals
wlrich are not instautiated, such as a rlass so heavy that nothing happens to possess it
(cf. also recent questious in plrysics about the 'nrissing nrass' of the uuiverse). Plato
believed in uninstantiated universals, Aristotle denied it. This has led to solne interesting
recent debates corrcerning the status of laws governing the possible behavior of bodies
possessing uuinstautiated properties, which, however, goes beyoDd oul' present selnioti-
cal concerns. See, e.g., Arnrstrong (1978).

5. 'We are indebted iu this paragraph to con:rnents by Thornas A. Sebeok.

6. See, e.g., Mortensen (1989).
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF SCIENCE WITHOUT NUMBERS

Chris Mortensen

Part l: Field on Numbers

I. Introduction

Hartry Fietd's well known book .Scde¿ce Withottt Nuntbers (1980) was àn importagt

contribution to the deb¿tte on realism and platonism about numbers. Field's exploitatio[

o[ the notion oI conservativeness w¿rs a pzrrticularly signifrcaut innovation. However,

there ii a difference between realisnr and platonism; ¿ind one aitn of this paper is to

support the former while disprrting the latter. I will explore Field's nomin¿rlist strategy,

and argue that it is both unnecessary aud untikely to bring about the results he desires'

After Field's position is disputed, we see th^t non-platonist numbers play a distinctive

role in securing metrical realisnr or anticonventionalism in basic physical theories.

By realism about numbers is meant the claim that there are ntttnbers. By platorrist

realism þlatonism for short) about numbers is meaut the clairn that there are plátonist

numbers, that is there are numbers construed as having no spatiotemporal location and

especially no causal powers. one point of agreement with Field is stressed, narnely the

intention to deny the existence of the causally irrelevant. If numbers prove to be so, theu

they should be dispensed with; and any claims lor their indispensability, such as h¿rve

been nade by euine and Pi¡tnam, should be resisted. Field also descril¡es his position as

.nominalist', a¡cl sorne of the literature discusses its legitimacy. This paper tends to trse

.nonri¡ralist' aucl 'physicerlist' interchangeably, sitrce as Field notes tl'rere isn't nruch in the

wofd, and the methodology cirn be zrpplied to specific issues such as the reality of

'umbers 
without forcing other concepts nnder.the urnbrella. Strictly speaking, Field

holds up as undesirable several marks of platonist entities such as un¡lbers: as well as

acausality, there are the related problems ol unreférentialiiy and unknowability,

especially inability to explain the reliability of nrathematicians' beliefls' One catr ririse

questions abotrt which of these imply which, lor example whether acausality implies

unknowability. But while such issues are inrportaut, they itre not the próject oI this paper.

Hence we set them aside, and it is taken that it is undesirable to have any o¡ìe of these

marks.

This paper is in tlvo parts. In the present Part l, Sections II-IV, Field's notninalist

strategy is consiclered and disputed. Il is algued that there is a simpler strategy avail¿rble

to the antirealist. Field has considered this strittegy and rejected it, and the main ainr o[

p¿rrt I is to rehabilitate it. It is also arguecl that any antirealist or antiplatonist strategy,

either Field's or t¡e alternative oî this p¿ì.per, urust ¿rddress the aclclitionttl question of

whether it is desirable or correct lo elinriuate the additional entities' I¡t Part 2, this

queslion is taken up; ancl it is argued, in line with recent work in Australia, th¿rt Dunrbers

tse.
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can be seen as causally and epistemically virtuous. Thiq is particularly evident in

spacetime theory, where severdl antirealist stories are considered and rejected' Thus''far

¡.om being able to elirninate numberJ, one woulcf want to have thetn in otle's physical

theory.

II. Conserv¿ttiveness

! Firld,, principal claim abor¡t the specifically rnarthernatical parts of basic physical theory'

is that it is conservative. A clear statement can be found irr Field's Realism, Mathqnatics

I ancl Moclality [1989]:

(t) A mathematical theòry s is conservative if, for any nominalistic assertion A and

anybodyo[suchassertionsN'AisnotaconsequellceotN*surrlessAisa
consequetlce oF N alone. (p' 125)'

In other words, ii A iollowi from N*S then A tollows frorn N alone' A nominalistic

¿rssertion is one'whose variables ¿rre âll explicitly restricted to non-m¿rthematical entities'

(p. 125). Notice in passing the identification of the mathem¿rtical as the target, rather th¿rn

the specifically phtonist-mathematical. Field then argttes, usingi whaü he calls a

i representation theorem, that the rnathematical part o1 Newtonian gravitation theory is

conservative with respect to a certain noir-malhenratical theory (writterr in a langtrage of

' betweenn.,,",, 
"o'.lg,uenöes,.par.t_whole 

etc'), which he claims catr be regarded as

expressing the whole non-platonist content of gravitatiou theory' From this it will^follow

that mathematics is dispensable lrom Newtoni'an gravitation theory, aud that the Quine-

putnam indispensabiliiy clairn is undermined. Field expresses the opiniolr thaÈ there

should bp ¿rvailal¡le similar representation theorems/conservativetress results for other

basic physical theories snch as GR gravitation theory. Brent Mundy subsequently'

developed representation theoreurs covering the conditions in which a qutntity-space

with weaker structur¿tl properties than a continuotts 
. 
metric¿rl comparison between

quantities, can be enibedded in a conti[uously metrically ordered quantity space (see e'g'

(1987a), (t987b)). Here he and Fielcl were extending the well-entrenched progretnr o[

meastlrement theory (see e.g. Adttins (1979)'

ItField is right overall, this in iurn lvill open the way lor lhe instrumentalist claim that

mathematics is f¿rlse but useful: false on the grouncls that we have ¡ro re¿lsoll to believe in

its existenti¿rl clerims; but useful because of its conservativeuess, in thal mathematics cau

i be used as ¿t deductive shortcut without fear that we will generate any more nomin¿rlistic

statements tl'ran appear in the approved nomiu¿rlist theory äryway' Thus, utriversities c¿tn

still justity funding mnthernntics departments

Some controversy hzrs tarken place over the issue oî whether the cousequence rel¿ttion

irlludecl to i¡ the clefruition of consewativeness is proofl-theoretic or setll¿rutic' These two

¿rre co-extensive (though not identic¿rl) in the c¿tse of classicttl frrst order logic, but not co-

exte'sive in classic¿rl seco¡d order logic. Field plearly holds this issue to be importtrnt and

cliscusses it at length in v¿rrious. places. His originnl preflerence lvas lor ¿t secoucl order

semantic account, si¡ce his representtrtion theoretn is model-theoretic in char¿rcter' II the

elld he seems to cotne down on the vierv thal conseqtlelìce is a primitive moclitl .relltiorr'

rvhose rneanipg is explicatecl by n collection of (eft'ective) rules for declucibility and non'
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deducibility (i.e. consistency, a semantic notion which is not effective at the first order

level). However, I will seek to avoid this controversy also, by arguirrg that a sufficient

conservatiVeness result can be obtained flor any of these.

III. Is Mathemâtics Trivially Conservative?

It nright be wondered whether mathematics can be trivialiy shown to be conservative over

non-¡¡athematical physical theory. In order to develop this, it will help to define the

concept of a co¡rservative extension of a theóry. Suppose we have theories Thl and Th2,

where the language of Th2 is a subset of the language of Thl' Then:

(2) Thl is a conservctfive ex.te4sion of ThZ iff any cousequeltce oi Ttil in the (sub-)

larrguage of Th2 is also a consequence of Th2.

Now we have a simple result, alluded to by Field, (1989, p. 129).

(3) Any mathematic¿rl-and-physical theory has a purely physicdl subtheory of which it

is a couservative extension,l

This rneans th¿rt no sentence of the nomi¡ralist sublanguage is in Thl without already

being in Th2. Any deduction (nccording to whatever cÍurons of declucibility, setnautic,

proo[-theoretic, first-order or secoud-order, intuitive or nroderl) of rrominalistic/

physicalistic conclusions from premisses iuvolving a mix of m¿rthenr¿rtical and physical

predicates, will already be deducible in the preferred nominalistic subtheory. Hence, it is

open to us to hold that the existence claims fouud in mathematics are fetlse, while at the

sarne ti¡ne being able to explain why tl'rey might be useful to sinrplify qerlcul'.ttions without

addiug anything to the "objective" sublanguage. Mathematics c¿t¡r be used where it

sirnplifies computatious, in the sure knowledge that there is a purely ¡rominalist subtheory

which reflects all a¡id only the nominalist truth. Isn't this 'false but useful'?

Field is aware of this result and rejects it. To appreci¿rte his reply, it will be uselul to

restate his clainr that nrathematics is conservative in the above terlìls. To say th¿rt a

mathem¿tical theory S is conservative, is to say that for any nominalist theory N, if any A

in the language of N is zr consequence of N*S then A is a consequence of N alone. That

is, S is conservative ifffor any nominalist theory N, N+S is a conservative extetrsion of

N. Sc¡ Field's claim that the matheuratics of physical theory is generally conservative,

arnor¡nts tó the claim:

proof: Let Thl be any theory (i.e. closect under conseqtrences) in lirnguage Ll, where Ll contains

bor¡ nilthenr¿rtic¡ll nncl plrysicll predicutes. Ll has t sublanguagê L2, consisting of ¿rll sen.te¡rcts

and preclicirtes constructible solely frour physical ¡rredic',ttes ¡tnd rel¿rtions, and let Tlr2 be the

i¡tersection of Thl and L2. Clenrly, Tlrl is a conserv¿rtive extension olTh2, since itny A provatrle

in Thl in the lirnguirge olL2is therefore in Th2. lt remirins only to show thirtTh2 is ¿t theory, i.e.

tlì¿lt Th2 is closeã und.t.ont.quences. Suppose thirt Al ... An are in Th2 and thnt Al "' Atl

tt¡rnstileBwhereBisinL2.SinceTh2is¡rsubsetofThl,¿rll oiAl...An¡tt'einThl;sosinceTlr.l
is a theory, B is in Thl. But B is in L2, so B is in Th2. Thirt is, Th2 is a theory, ¿rncl thtts ¿r

sirbttreory'óf.¡hl. Note that this strategy is essentiirlly thnt of Craigeirn tntnscriptionisnr. Indeed,

in light ofl Crtrig's Theore¡n it is nlso true that if Thl is ¿rxionr¿rtisal¡le so is Th2.
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(4) Any (consiste¡t) urathematical theory when ¿tdded to any nominalist/physiczrl

theory produces a resulting theory which is a conservative extension of the nominalist

theory.

Thus, mathematics doesn't genêrate any more nonri¡alist consequences no matter wh¿rt

nomi'alist theory it is added to. This is certainty worth calling a dispensability thesis'

Contrast it with (3) above, which is ttrat any theory of m¿rthem¿ttics'plus-physics has a

purely physical subtheory of which it is a conserv¿rtive extension'

Fietd contrasts these two propositions, arid argues against the usefulness of (3) for the

nomin¿rlist program. ln Science lVithour Numhers he describes such nominalist theories ¿rs

'bizarre trickery', 'obvioúsly uninteresting since they do nothing whatever toward

explai¡ing the phenomen¿t iri question in terms of a srn¿rll number o[ principles" and

contrastiirg with theories which ¿lre 'reason¿tbly attractive' (p' 8, see ¿rlso p' 4l' 47)' ltt

Realisnt, Mulhentatics ancl Moclality, he says:

... the conservativeness of ¡nathématics tells you what happens when yotr'add

mathematics to nominalistic theories: it doesn't say trnything about the availability of

sufficiently interesting nominalistic theories (p' 129)

also:

[(3) above] or any strengthening thereof is an assertion about the existence of ¿t

sufficiently wicle variety of nominalistic theories, ancl this is somethiug thtt the

¿rssertion that mathematical theories are conservative does not claim' (p' l2Ð'

He also refers to such nominalist subtheories ¿rs 'unn¿rtural' (p. 133). Geotrrey Hellma[

(1989) similarly ¿rrgues th.rt the existence of the nominalist subtheory is 'not sufficient for

"good systematistrtion", not to trentiotr other aspects o[ "attractivetless"' (p' 135)'

I must say that I l¿ril to see the florce o[ these arguments. It is true th¿rt there is ¿r

differeflcè between (3) ancl (4). But Field's argttments do not, I suggest, give a clear reasoll

for following his particular route through conserv¿ttiveuess to dispensability. One obviotts

point in reply is that while one does not have an a priori guarantee that the nominalist

*ubth"ory guaranteed by (3) is theoretically attractive, such attractiveness is not rulccl out'

That would take further case-by-case arguments which Field does no! supply.

second, let us note that the nominalist subtheory guarztnteed. by (3) has a leature of

maximaliiy,in thrt it is a// the notninalist consequences of the platonist theory (see prooI

i¡ footnote l). But now, ally time Field sttcceeds with his own strategy ol finding an

attractive nominalist, subtheory of which platonist mathetn¿ttical physics is a conservative

extensiou, then, i[ Field's attractive subtheory happens to be identical with the maximal

nomin¿rlis! subtheory, we have precisely a cottnterexanrple to Field's tln¿rttractiveness

clairn. And il Field's whole progr¿lm were to succeed on this basis, then what he wonld

h¿rve shown is th¿rt the nr¿rximal nonrinalist subtheories ¿tre attr¿tctive throughout the

whole range o[ his chòse¡r platonist theories'

Still, it must beconceded that it isnolguttrantcedby (3) that the maximal nominalist

subtheory is theoretic¿tlly altractive. so one should leave open the possibility that the

ngminalist subtheory so obtained is theoretically untttrnctive. But orìe shottld ¿tlso ask
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whether that matters. It Field's norninalist subtheory is attractive, then it is distinct fronr

the nraximàl subtheory, and thus a proper subtheory of thqt also' But llow we would be i¡

the situation where Field's versiou o[ nominalisn fuils to clecicle where the maximal

subtheory decides. At ierrst that makes the maxitnal subtheory ntore leslqble. Even if the

test shoglcl fait in ernpirical predictior:, there is every reason to inclttde the result in the

nraxinral physical subtheory of a revised platouist m¿rthematic¿rl physics, as is currellt

practice. Remer.nber, too, that the nraxiriral subtheory is all the nominalist cotrseciuetrces

of platonist nrathematical physics, which can thus be expected to be well-co¡rfirmed'

Hence, if the two programs diverge, it seenrs like Field's version is at a disadvantage in

that it under-describes realitY.

O¡re firral argument is this. If the properties and rel¿rtions described in the preferred

nominalist subltrnguage amount to the sum total of the causzrlly relevant relirtions, if these

are tlre sum total of things whiclt malce a dilference tb laws and especially observltions,

the¡r cloes it matter overtnuch if our pure theory of them is complex a¡rd unattractive? One

wonldn't car.e ovel.¡l¡ch if the larger platotust theory is simpler, neeclless to s¿ly: Field and

I agree that this is no reasoli to opt for platonism. I¡r choosing between nonrinalist

subtheories, an overriding consideration is surely what we take to be trtte; arld if our best

confirmed platonist theory says that certain nonrinalist statetnelìts âre t[ue, theu so tntrch

the lvorse for scruples ¿rbout unattractiveness- Wh¿rt would have beerr shoivu at .most is

that reality is unattractive,2 whntever thzrt might be. But there is no nretaphysical minus iu

that. priuciples o[ theôretical aitractiveuess such trs sinrþlicity ¿tre not guaranteed by ttre

sirnplicity ol the universe. They ¿ue desirable on epistemic grotttrds, l:ecause it is sensible

to begin with the simplest theories and only complicate thern i[one is fiorcecl to do so' OI

course, it is conceded on all sides that there are epislentically attractive presentations of

nomin¿rlist theories, nanrely their platonist supertheories'

Th¡s tlre alternative strtrtegy of appeal to the maximal uomi¡ralist subtlreory takes ¡'rote

of the point th¡t for the progriuu of sl'rowing that mathematics is disþensable ¿incl false

but usefnl, there is no evident re¿tsoll why one should do any tlore thatr sepat'trte

mathematics from.true physical theory. Why would it matter i[ nrathematics were

indispensarble from false physical theories? Frot¡ some it nright bq, lrotl sorne it might

not. Field's necessitarialrism has led hirn to overlook the contirrgency of his thesis, I tl'ri¡rk'

But then, iI true physical theory is atl that one urttst elimirr¿rte m¿rthenr¿ttics conservzrtively

fronr, why not claim th¿rt true pttysicnl theory is sirlply the maximal physical subtheory of

our Sest plato¡ist mathematical physics? It is rvhat.usEful tnathenratics h¿rs revealed to ns,

though it is not itsel[ n'r¿rthet:r¿rtics, It has ¿r remarkably simple, attractive and general

presentation of corìrse, nanrely moclern mathematical physics, wherein answers to

properly presented nominalist (uestions carl be deduced. And finally, there is the

advantage that such a nominllisÈ argument c¿ur be nracle out gerrernlly, exploitiug (3)

This is w¡at distingt¡ishes the present issue of urathenr¿tticll rcirlisrrr versus ¡uathern¿rtical

instrumentalis¡lr, from tfte isstte oi realism ll¡out the external worlcl versus phenonretulisnr and

ðrnig.nn trnnsciiptionisnr. In the latter issue, the ¿rclclitional entities, spuce, tinre, nliltter und its

prop"erties, are crrúsally and explirn:rtory relevrut: vary their clistributions and observations vlry in

systern.rtic wirys. So ôn, i. mors loaih to lorver the boottr on thenr conlpared with acirttsttl, '

a'counter:f¡rctr.ral, 
"tern,rl 

nqnrbers. Ptrysical olrjects clo a¡nount to nn expittrsion olontology over

phenornenit, bttt nrore than llrnke up'for it in lnllike genernlity'
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above, i¡stead of proceeding on Field's progrilm to extend his result to theories stronger

than Newtonian gravitation theory (see also lrelow, section VII).

This strategy appe¿rrs so simple that.there tnust be ¿t catch. And there is, of sorts. The

catch arises from the fact that this trick obviouslycan bepulled (oc any sublanguage, and

so wh¿rt licenses one to claim that a cert¿rin sublanguage is the preferred nominalist one?

Wêll, clearly more has to be done, nntnely that an argument is owed about why the

preferred cl¿rss of predicates ¿rnd rel¿rtions exhausts tlie class ol causally relevant

prediczrtes and ret¿rtions. But this is something which Field cannot esc¿tpe either. That is, I

am saying that there can be arguments abotrt whether Field's own chosen set o[
¡omi¡alistically-preferable relations express all the physical aspects of realiLy, and that

indeecl foc any dispensability strategy to succeed such arguments mtlst be supplied.

IV. Three Problerns and Replies

I¡ (1996), J¿unes H¿rwthorne points out a problenr directed at Craigeatt transcriptionism

by Varr Frnerssen, which Hawthorne applies in three witys to the c¿tse belore us o[

nratheuratic¿rl instrument¿rlism. In this section we considet these problems, ttnd see th¿tt

replies are avail¿rble.

First, we coulcl have zr theory in matheuratictrl physics which, irr quantilying over

rnatheur¿rtic¿rl eutities, implies that there are entities which /ail to be at any spacetime

point p. The latter is a st¿rtemeut which can be m¿rde in the purely physical vocabulary:

(Ex)(lor all points p)( x is zit p). One woulcl theré[ole expect it to be in the rnaximal

physical subtheory. However, tr physicarlist, who believes thtit physical descriptiorrs

exharrst reality, ought to reject the st¿rtement, since it ¿tsserts that there are entities not in

spacetime.

As f¿rr as this goes it isn't very worrying. After all, n'rathematiciatrs do not bother to

insert into rn¿rthenr¿rtic¿rl theories ¿rssertiotrs to the effect thal mathern¿ttical ent'ities îre nol

locatecl. This latter claiur is something that metaphysicians typícally 4ssert flor

completenêss lvþen observiug th¿rt mathetn¿rtical theories sirnply lqclc attríhulions of
Iocatíotr to lnatheuratical eutities. So in real lile mathematic¿rl theories it isn't obvious thtrt

the physicalist has any such problematic collsequences to worry about,

Even so, it remains 'tt potential problem that there rnighü be sttch ttuintendecl ¿rnd

unacceptnble corlsequences state¿rble in the physicalist sub-language. Hawthorne points

out a second; similar problern which needs somewhat different tre¿rttnetrt. The pure

physical theory may conttrin the univers¿rl closttres of its laws, flor exzrmple the assertion

(tor all x)(Ep)(x is at p), or the asser:tion 'Everything attracts everything else with a

gravitntiontl force'. But then, wh¿it sort of m¿tthern¿ttical theory would be a conservative

extension oI ttris? It woulcl attribute position and gravitational ¿tttraction to Itumbers ¿tnd

sets.

Tlre remedy suggestecl by Hawthorne, follolving a stralegy in Scíence þVithout

Nrnnbers, is plausible. To begin with, one rnust have a seltse of which olone's precliczrtes

count ¿rs physical and which mathenratical. It is to be expected th¿rt allyolle takiug au

iustumentalist position would have ¿t position on which concepts are to cotttrt ¿rs

objectiontrble, for inst¿rnce, Then one needs to require that one's theory cotrtains

inform¿rLion pertaining to this clistinction. The easiest way to achieve this is to srtpPose

tlrat, o¡ to urake it that, all quantifict's are relqtiv¡scrl. Th¿rt is, lel lhere be predicates "Px"
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for'x is physical' ánd 'Mx' for'x is ¡nathematical'. Then let no nnivelszrl quantifier occur
except in the contexts '(x)(Px--...' and '(x)(Mx-r...' a¡ld '(x)((PxVMx)-...'; ancl let no

existential quantifier occur except in the contexts '(Ex)(Px&...' ancl '(Ex)(Mx&...' and
'(ExX(PxvMx)&,..'. Then, the nraximal physical subtheory will not cont¿riu the assertion
(Ex)(Mx&þ)(- x is at p)), for that does not appear in the supertheory with relativised
quantifiers. One can then if o¡re wishes add. to the physicalist'subset thc postulale of
physicalisnt, (x)Px. This will produce a theory with unrelativised quantifiers once more,
sufficient to gladden the heart of the sternest physicalist. There is a minor technical hitch
here, in that the strategy of relativising all qtrantifiers has the consequence that neither the

mixed superset of sentences nor its physicalist cut-down are tlrcorìes, i.e, deductively
closed sets of sentences, since all unrelativised consequetìces will fail to appear. But, as

Hawthonre shows, this is avoidable by reconrse to the device of a nrany-sorted lauguage.
The details are omitted here.

A third problem raised by Hawthorne concerns the strategy of conjoiuing or addiug
two theories to one another, which naturally enough scientific unity requiles. But if the
two urathetnaticitl superstructures are different, then oue nrust allow the possibility. that
they rnight produce unintended physical consequences if conjoined. A worst case might
be where incompatible tnathetn¿rtical theories were used, for then conjoining the theories
would produce inconsistency.

Hawthorne shows that there are formal precautions one c¿rn take to avoid ,this. An
intuitive strategy one can adopt is as follorvs. Work out the two physicalist subtheories
first, tlren conjoin tltent and close uncler consequences (since mere set-theoretic union of
theories is not ¿rnto¡natically a theory). There is surely no problem for the mathematical
opportunist in this. No advantages of ease of calcul¿rtion have been lost, though some
physical theoretlls might have to be proved without detour through mnthematics.
Furthermore, it is wise advice to procegcl like this. If one doesn't believe iu one's
m¿rthematical superstructure, then one should beware of extending it beyond the context
in which it has proved uselul.

I conclude with Hawthorne, then, that these píoblems can be met by the mathernatical
ins trumentalist.

P¡rt 2: Numbers ¿rs Causal

V. Nun:bers and Quantities as Causally Virtuous

The bulk of Field's work on numbers took place before ¿r later Autipodean developmeut
on the tnetaphysics of numbers, uamely utrurbers ¿rs rel¿rtions between quzrntity-
universals, an idea which can be attributed to Newton (see Newton (1728), also Forrest
¿rnd Armstrong (1987), Bígelow (1988), Bigelow and Pargetter (1988), Morte¡rsen (1987),

Cheyne and Pigclerr (1996).) While the position is doubtless'familiar to mnny Austrnlasian
philosophers, it is as well. to re-present it for others. The basic idea is that quarrtities ¿rre

the prirnary rezrlity as revenled in our urost successlul accourrts of physical laws. Co¡rsider
Newtott's l¿tw of gravitation: any two bodies of ¡nass ult, rt2 at distance r attr¿rct one
another with a force F : G.nr¡.rn2/r2. Each of these vnriables h¿rs a dirnension: ¡nass is in
some syste¡ of units such as gtn, r in dist¿rnce-uuits such as cm, F in force units such as

dytres, and G is a dimensioned co¡rstant, in these units equal T.o 6.67 ti¡nes l0-8 dyne cm2
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gm-2. Quantities ol any kind ale multiplied and divided, and quantities of the same

quantity-kind are added and subtracted. The unit dynes is specified by saying th¿rt o¡re

dyne is identical rvith the force necessary to accelerate one graln by oue centimetre per
second per second, or I clyne : I grn crn sec'2.

Quantities 'coutain' a number, so a querntity might be thought to be a kiud o[
cornposite, of a number and a dirnension. Sirnilarly, rnultiplication and division n'right
seem to be achieved by two operations, multiply and divide tt¡e nurnbers inside the
quan[ities and then multiply and dlvide the units to get the dimensio¡r of the result. This
might tempt us into Quine's view, which also seems to be Field's, nanrely th¿rt when onè
says that d's mAss is 5 gm, this is to be construed as a relation (acttrally a function)
between a's mass-in-gram and a number: r¡'S mass-in-gr¿un =. 5. However, there arre a

number of difHculties for thê Quinean view. One is that implausible causal consequences

ensue. Consider a particle having m¿rss 5 . gm and charge 5 coulomb. Then on the
offendingview,4's nrass-in-gram : 5 aud a's charge-in-coulomb :.5. It follows thatr¡'s
mass-in-granrs is identical with n's chzrrge-iu-coulomb. But a might be involved in an

inter¿rction in which only one of thess aspects is causally operative, as when in ¿ nonzero
gravitittional field but no electromagnetic field. It is not easy to see how to reconcile these

last two propositions. A secoud difficulty is that the offending view has no easy

explanzrtion of the fact th¿rt a's mass-in-gram : 2,000 itr a's mass-in-kilogram : 2. The
natural view is that this holds because'2,000 gm'and '2kg' are nauÌes for the very s¿rme

thing, a determinate quantity within the quantity kind. A third difficulty is thert the
offending view threatens to produce ioo much arithmetic. If a's mass-iu-gram : 5 : a's
charge-in-coulonrb, then [0 : 5-f 5 : d's lìlass-in-grarn t a's charge-in-coulornb. But
the latter snm reerlly would be a matheurirtical artilact, something which appears to have
no'point in existing theory since addition aud subtraction operzrte only within the one
quantity-kind.

On the other haurd, the natural view of bersic physical theory is th¿rt when we say th¿rt

r¡'s lnass is 5 gm, we are asserting an identity between quantities, rCs m¿rss and the nr¿rss 5

gtn, i,e. a's mass : 5 gm. The existentizrl consequences of this are that rCs marss and 5 gur

exist..On this view, the arithmetical operzttions are iu the first place operations on
quantities, and at most derivatively operations on numbers. Quantities are univers¿tl-like

in that they satísly two intuitions often expressed in the theory of universals. First, sorue-\
predicrttions of the same predicate to different objects hold in virtue oI the fact th¿rt one
and the same thing, a universal, is in conrmon to those objects. Second, some predications
of different predicates of the same object hold in virtue oî different but universal-like
aspects of that object. Perhaps there remain dissirnil¿rrities betweerr quantities and
univers¿tls classically conceived; but these two intuitions, particularly the lormer, are
enough to justify calling them universal-like.

But now the etnergence ol somellting lilce diurensionless nuurbels is virtually inevit¿rble,

once the operation oldivision is perrnitted between quantities: l0gm/4gm : 25cnr/lOcm
: 2.5 . A dimensionless rttio can thus be thought of ¿rs a relation o[ comparison or
proportion between quatntities, a comparisou rnol'eover lvhich is colìll'tou between those
quantity-kinds which are continuously distributed. This seems to have been Newton's
view. ([ s:ty that clirnensionless ratios are 'sourething Iike' ltrrnbers bec¿ruse there renr¿riu

potential differences, particularly in respect of whether annlogues of ¿// the clirssiczrlly-
envisaged numbet's exist, or whether lor exanrple the dimensionless rutios zrre 'guppy',
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such as a gap at the nunrber zero, or a largest finite number'; but that is another story, aud

dimensionless rntios are certaitrly nu¡nber-like.) There are [urther inrportant issues hele,

for example the specific nature of the relatio¡ls or functions between quantities or
magnitudes such as addressed by Mundy (1988), which are not addressed here though the

project seems to be compatible with the present one.

VI. Epistemological Considerations

We c¿rn now take epistemological stock. Cheyne and Pigderr (1996) develop the

epistemological argument against the platonist in the fornr of a dilernura. Either ¡rumbers

have causal powers or they do noh if they do then number platouism is false; and if they

do not then then the number platonist has to show how nurnbers cnrr be explanatorily
and predictively useful aud indisperisable, since their presence or absence would see¡rt to
rn¿ike no difference to scieutific observations. I anr sympaLhetic to the conclusio¡r of their
argnrnent, but one cau imagine à reply which leads to something ol an impasse.

According to our most successl'trl basic physical theories, quantities irre thoroughly part
oI the causal furr:iture of the world. Our best laws relate quantities, a¡rd thus irnply their

existeuce. Our best laws also in'rply that the quantities of things are causal, in the sense

that if the quantities of things were differently distributed, the observable future of the

universe can be predicted to be different. Furthermore, our best l¿rws, which certainly

ernploy arithmetic¿rl operations between qunntities, irnply the existerrce of dirnensionless

ratios or uumbeLs, platonist or uot, as deriv¿ttive fro¡n the existence of quantities of which

they are relations of conrparison. Thtts at least the epistenrological problern is solved; but
even rirore strongly it nright be claimed that if uunrbers ¿rre delivered by best physical

theory, then they sirnply are cansal, or as cansal as you will get.

The trouble is that this reply is really just Quine and Prìt¡rarn's arguurent,. aud plainly it
c¿rn be adaptecl by eruyone seeking a wây out o[ the epistenric bind. So il .¡reeds

emphasising that the epistemic objection to platonist númbers links their problernatic

epistemic status to their acausality, or at the very least to the ide¿r tlrat platonist nurnbers

make no clifference to rvhich contingent laws and predictions hold in or¡r trniverse. So the

number causalist has to show that nu¡nbers so conceived clo play au explauatory role, and

do mnke a difference to our laws and observations. There are sever¿rl points orr which this

can be defended, I suggest.

First, there is the role ol the count-nouns 'one', 'two' etc. It is well known that

couuting does not by itsell imply the existence of numbers ¿rs refe¡ents of the'cor¡nt l'rou¡rs.

A stntement such ¿rs 'There are just trvo cells in the dish' is reducible to 'There ¿u'e au x

aud n y which are noniclentical cells in the dish, and any cell in the dish is identical with
either x or y.' This is a stateurent about cells, the dish, ¿r¡rd identities and disidentities

between them, uothing lllore. Thus, il all that science needed ntrmbers [or was to cottut,

then there would be no re¿tson to believe in their existence. But then, i[ the world rvere so

structured that there were only discrete countable things in existence, say flor exarnple il
sp¿rce were qunntized, rvhich does seeur conceivable, and if further there were A ln¿rxíulttnr

nulnlr.er ol things iu existence, say l07e which has been suggestecl for the nurnber of
electrons in the uuiverse, then it would seern to be possible in prirrciple to conrpletely

describe the.world by a finite list ol the things in it arrd their properties, In such a

nniverse, there rvould be ¡ro reason to believe that nunr'u"ers exist. Fnrther, the jury is still
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out on whether our own universe is like this. Il successful physical theory could deiide

this issue, which rnost seetn to think is a possibility, then the non-existence of nutlbers

must be regarded as having eurpirical conseque¡lces. Of course, there are true whole

number statentc¡ts, þut these are made true by complex flacts involving conjunctiot'ts,

identities and nc¡n-identities, not number-universals'

Second, considering universes in which there are real nutnber quantity ratios, it should

be asked what effects changes in these ratios would'have. One thing to note is th¿tt one

and the same universal can be referred to in different ways, by 'c's nt¿tss' and by '5 gtn''

The former mode o[ reference. identifies longtitudinally as it were, in terms of the

continuing identity of one of the bearers; while the latter identifies latitudinnlly, Ör better

¿tcross all spacetime. Now there is no question th¿rt ratio comparisons between 4's mAss

and.other universals certainly make a difference to which observations lve can ¡nake. Ifr r¡'s

tnass were twice what ic in fact is, ø would beh¿tve differently. This is evetr true iF a's

quantity remains in consttnt ratio with a universal stand¿rrd: the upshot of the 'univcrs¿rl

noclurnal dogbli¡g' debate seems to have been th¿rt such a thing is cottsistent and rvould

have detect¿tble effects. This effect is even more marked if the bztckgtottnd space is non-

Euciidean with positive curvature, as Nerlich (1.991), points ouH in this case univers¿rl

doubling would change the shapes of thi[gs. Hence, in this sense ni:nrber ratios betweeu

universals are iausally efficncious: the r¿rtios between ihe quantity nniversals possessed by

objects at a tíme, ¿ind other universals from the satne quantity kind, nr¿tke a differeuce to

how the body will behave at that tirne.I

l perlrarps thi! is ttle most we cfln expect lor the citusirl efficacy of nunrber rclations, since cltus¿tl

"ffi",rù 
prèsunraSly requires p.op.riiæ to be subject to ternpontl cltitnge. Still, one ctn ¿rlso irsk

wlrethór tlrere is any (oi¡er) r.nr" in which rel¿¡tions between universnls identified \ttíluclínully cznt

be regarded n, n.,ni.ing n,liff.r"n"" to how boclies behirve. Alter ¿ll, it rnight be argued that.the

ídentäy of the universal 5 gm is conslitute¿l by the systern o[ r¿rtio rel¿rtions to otlter qtrantities

f.on ín" same qunntity-kind. lndeed, precise ratío cotn¡iirrisons ¿tre 
. 
tlre tltttrk of geuuinc

univers¿rls o. g"nlin" ,írn"n.rr., between things. Hence if we try to irnitgine such relations

(see Grunbattnr (1964) ch. l), wtrich wor'rld readil

Èree perrticles if iaws ol gr.aïitation re¡l¿rined tlre trlso chitnge rvould lre the

glotral pattern of congruãnces betrveen intervnls, i r collgruences between tlte

iengths'ol l¡odies. Afnin, one nright suppose it systenrttic chnnge in itll ttusses' e'g'

lror-n x gnr to x2 lur o-r to log(x) gni, which woulcl have differenti¿rt effects on accelerutions i[ lorces

suclr aslrnvity rãnrainecl ¿Jùá¿1nt on nl¿rsses iu the sanre w¿ry ils now. Now tltese chirnges ruight

be ¡eg.,rided as ch¡nges in ttre clistribution of qu'antities, but they nriglrt also be regarrded irs

ch.uìg-es in the r¿rtios between existi¡g lutitudinalty iclentiñed qtrirrrtities. Further, this ruight be the

b¿rl, since the ¿tltern¿ttive wottld seetn to be loclrl

¿tl bocties' Vlri¿rtion in r¿rtio rel¿ttions betleeu'
quantities, tlrtts lr¿ts effects wlrich xe glohul ia zt'

locnted quarrtities. A chrrrrge in it body's tletss

lilÍ¿¡ lffects all be'¡rers of those quirntities. It
woulcl seenr then that itwe hacl reirson to believe th¿tt such glotral chÙnges rvcre tttking plitce, we

shoulcl suspect this possibility. Ottrer exa[rples of rel'¿tions between ttniversals ¿tre l¿tlvs of trirtttre,

as Arnrstrong persuasively argtrecl, which ¿tre also global in reach'
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It is concluded, then, that thele is every reason to think that variation in the possession

and distributio¡i of real number relations would have detectable effects on bodies, and

thus be c¿rusal in that s"nse.4

VIf. Can Field's Result be Strengthened?

rüy'e return to the question of the success or otherwise of the dispensability program. It liats

been argued that the motivatìotz for using such a strategy has been weakened i[ numbers

do not have the unattractive features of acausality, unreliability, etc. But a number realist

of this kind must still corne to terms with the consequence of Part l, that there are alwttys

reso¡rces available to ensure the conservativeness of platonist ¡nathematics over

norninalist theories. Thus Ockharn's Razor threatens the numbers unless their causal

and epistenric virtues are secured. We have ¿rlso ¡roted that Field's version of the program

was not carried beyond Newtonian grzrvit?rtion theory. So the questiotl arises whether his

result can be extended to GR gravitation theory. After all, it is surely necessary for

nominalism that platonist numl¡ers be dispensable from true physical theory. It is argued

in the remaining two sections that there are difficultiss for rnaking the extension, in

Field's way or indeed anY other.

Recall that it was argued that no nratter whose stiategy one adopts, it must be shown

that the preferred nominalist sublanguage exhausts the nominalistically or physicalisti-

cally acceptable features of the world. GR theory as it sta¡rds is involved in nunrl¡ers at

least by viitue of postulating a metrical structure on spacetime, detertnined by the field

equation of GR. A ¡netrical structure amounts to adefinitioh of dist¿rrrce ellottgcurves, so

numbers are involved as soon as they ernerge from distance cotnptrrisons. Thus one'might

get er clue to what could cou¡rt as an acceptable number-iree subla¡rguage flor GR by

asking what it would take to dispense altogether with a metrical structtlre for spacetinre'

This puts ris on farniliar territory, bectuse it is notable that Adolf Grunbaum was

influential in denying the existence of an intrinsic metric structure for continuouS spaces

(see his (1964)). Grunb¿rum's arguments for his Thesis of Metrical Ainorphousness need

.not concern us here, but it shotrld be noted that Grunb¿rum was not i¡r the busirress of

a Jody Azzouni (1997) has recently argued for a shnrp epistenric distinction between st¡batonric

p*riirþr ¿rnd nr,i¡nbers in terms of a distinction between thÍcktrnd f/rrir epistenric.access.Thick has

iour significant aspects: (t) robustness-observation oper¿ttes lugely independently o[ rvlrat we

believe, seeing is robust over a rvide range o[ circumst¿rnces; (2) reñnability-we hnve ways. o[
ncljusting ouiobservirtionul means o[ ¡rccess to the thing being seen, which ¿rinrs at increasing

rolrustnJss; (3) trackability-sensory ¡rw¿lreness enrl¡les us tp track properties of t thing, to_fortr'¡

irn episodic tìiitory of its behaviour; (4) epistenric relevance-we c¿In connect certitin properties of
thi¡gs seen wíth or¡ these properties. Sensory observation is evidently

tn¡cË. tnin epistemi , is what'a posit enjoys rnerely by being the, v¿th¡e.ofl

¿ bounct varíable in r virtues of simplicity, fanrilinrity, scope, fccundity
a¡rd success gn/er testing. Thick implies thin, but evidently not vice versa, thc ntlmbers being an

exception: Electrons ancl quarks fall into the tliick side, by virttlti of ot¡r hilving ,',t.r,rt,rtlezk¡l lccess

to tllem, which is to siry iiccess by rneans ol the construction ci[ instru¡uetrts to whose behaviour

we ¡ave observational ¿iccess. In ilris sens., our knowledge olthem is robust, refintble etc. On the

otlrer hand, it is alnrost deñnitional that we lack thick access to mnthenrntical itelns, which shotlld

be regardeá as 'effects of languirge' (p. a83). Matlrenrirtics, ¿ts G¿tlileo s¡rid, is tlre 'langtrage 'ol

p¡ysics'. Azzouni's trgument definitely ndv¿rnces the antiplettonist ctuse, I would say, but tlot
inrïitnUly t[e antire¿rlist cause. Our îccess to which quirntities a thing Possesses, its nritss, size,

velocity, chnrge etc., is pllinly thick. Thc.thickness is obviotrsly explarined by the causll role ol
quantiiies, trow they apprar in basic lnws. To the extent thrtt we tlke qunntities to le¿rd to

nu¡.rbers, irs argued nl¡ove, then we h¿rve n strengthened epistenric role lor the lltter as well.
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denyirrg nirmbers, nor of eliminnting metrical terminology from spacetiure theory. Rather,
metrical language may be used but need be not taken seriously bec¿ruse it contai¡rs
conventions which can be varied without violating any lacts of the rn¿rtter. There are

many equally correct metric tensor fielcls which yield different collections o[congruences

between bodies. Applying this to the problem at hand, it could be said that while nurnber-

ratioi still emerge as rel¿rtions between quantities (4 sec/5 sec : 0.8), nonetheless metric¿rl

ltnguage, and numbers in particular, do not reflect any objective relations between

bodies. This is not quite science without numbers; but it is metric geometry where the

quantification over Quantities and numbers is 'semantically idle'. The universe lacks the

structnre it would need to have for distances and their associated nr¡mbers to have any

explanatory florce.

But il so, why mislead the youth with the established formalism of metric tensor fields,

which.loolc as if they are iutended to do descriptive and explzrnatorywork iu connection

with spatiotemporal relations between observable objects and events? At least, show that

metric tensor fields are clispensarble frorn physics, prefernbly with ¿r conservativeness

result. Now in a sense this problem was addressed earlier this century by the French

mathematician Elie Cartan, who showed how to describe the affine structure of spacetime

without rssorl to a metric tensor field. The ¿rffine structure is the stmcture of geodesics

and curvatures, and so it is affine structure that is responsible lor inertiâl behaviour in a
gravittttiona.l field. Thus, ns far as GR gravit¿rtion theory is concerned, it is open to claim

that spzrcetirne is metrically arnorpholrs, ¿rt least up to au affiue tr¿rnsfornration. This

would support the thesis-th¿rt nuurbers arising trotnmctríc geome[ry do not reflect lacts

about the gravitational l¡ehaviour of bodies, hence are explanatorily idle and apt for
dispensibility. C:rrtan's affine sublanguage would thtis supply the prelerred nominalist
subtheory for Field's conservativeness result.

I don't say that Field is a metric conventionalist. It is only being claimed that the thesis

thnt spacetime lacks a metric structure serves as an example of the required justification

lor the choice of a metric-free sublanguage, which would be adequate for gravitatiou

theory and yet norninalist as far as tlistunce quantities ¿rre concerned. Both distances and

their pure number ratios woutd be explnnatorily idle, and thus apt for dispensability by

whatever version oI couservativeness is to one's taste. Thus it is perhaps significant that
Field chose to elirninate numbers from lVerufonian gravilzttion theory, since Newtonian
spacetime has an ¿rffine structure l¡ut no iuvari¿rnt spacetime interval. Scratch ¿rn American

arnd you find a przrgnratist, and a metric conveution¿rlist too. (Just kiclding,. folks.)

Unfortunately, this iuteresling line oIargttrnent does nol succeed in the end. We could

rehe¿rrse existing persnasive criticisrns of Grunbat¡rn's argnments for his thesis oI metricrl
amorphousness (e.g. Nerlich (1976). It can also be pointed out that ¿rffine

transformations reurain ratio-preserving for distances along the samc geoclcsic, so that
r¿rtios still emerge at the level o[ affine structrlre. But there arre strong poritive arguments

lrorn spacelime theory as well. Here the authority of Misner, Tholue aud Wheeler's

Gravitcttiotz (1973) is appealed to. In discussing Cnrtau, they offer a uumber of re¿rsons

rvhy physics needs a full metrical structure flor spacetinre, rather than the weaker ¿rffine

structure (see pp. 304-5). Their principnl reason is that a full metric tensor field is

necess¿rry to guarantee that spacetime is locally SR as ours is, rather than locally
Euclidean. In short, there is a difference belween a universe in which SR holds arld a

tuniverse which is Newtonian; but both are fl¿rt (zero curvature), and it is the signalure of
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the metric te¡rsor fietd which distinguishes thenr. This is ¿t constr¿rirrt beyond gravitation

theory, siuce it concerns the geometrical structure necess¿try to describe the beh¿rviour of

light, and the structure o[ time-like (i.e. causal) curves.

It is cor,:luded, theu, that the case for an eli¡nination of numbers iil GR gravitation

theory, via an elimination of metrical structure in favour of affine structure, is doubtful.

VIII. Differential Structure

However, there is an even deeper level of structure in spztcetime theory wlrere quantities

and ¡rumbers i¡trude, namely its difl'erential structure. Indeed, this level of anarlysis is

quite general i¡ th¿t much physics, uot jusi gravitation theory, c¿ur be written in these

terrns. So it is as well to consicler it.

. One supposes that there is a rnanifold, such as a coutitruous 4-dimensiou¿rl collectiot't

of spircetime poi¡ts. This is strnctured so th¿rt it is locally isomorphic to (but not id.entical

with) the subspaces of the space of qtradruples of real nu¡nbers Ra. Oue further supposes

thst there is a scalar field defirled o¡ all of the manifold. A scalar field consists o[ a

quantity from the same quantity-kincl (e.g. temperature) at every point, with the lurther

stiptrlatio¡ that close poinis have close temperatttres. The latter stipulzrtion is sufficieut to

define the differential structure, uanrely directional derivatives, tangent vectors atrd

tange¡t plane o[ the sc¿rlar fielcl. at the point. This amount of structure is weaker than

affine strncture, which requires a further concept of parallelisln l¡elweetr vectors, or
.parallel transport', via tlre stipulation olan affine contìection orr the sPace' (The concept

of ¿rn ¿rffil:e co¡r¡rectiô¡r has soure interestittg irnplications for the theory of universals

which we do not take up here; see Forrest (1996).)

We can already see, however, that numerical cotnparisotrs between The scalar

qua¡tities at different points are again ¿rvnitabte by virtue o[ the ratios, since the

numerical operntions ¿rre certainly peruritted on sc¿tl¿trs when clefining cliffereDtial

structure. So it looks very much as if (nonplatonist) nutnbers are delivered right frorn the

outset i¡r basic phYsical theorY'

Looks can 5e deceptive, of courle. Here, we can try ottt one last antirealist strartegy.

The rational nurnbers hold a prospect for ¡lotiv¿rting the eliminatiolr of both the scnlar

qua¡tities a¡d their associated real uuurber ratios. It is kirown thnt fixing all the r¿ttional

ratios in a conti¡uonsly ordered collebtion of quantities lrour the satne quantity-kind

| (querntity-space) suffices to fix all the real number ratios too. Focttssing for sirnplicity ott

I the c¿rse ol a sirrgle variirble, all equatioual laws of natttre c¿ttr be written in the florm

f(x):0 w¡ere x is a vari¿ble ranging over a quantity kind. Il f(x) is a coutinuotts function

the¡r it has the property that iî (x):g fôr all ration¿rl x then f(x)=O for all real x also'

, He¡rce all laws a¡rd rel¿rtionships holding in the r¿rtional larìguage are preserved in the real

language, and there ¿tre lìo new laws in language oI the cut-down ratiott¿rl theory that are

¡ot atreacly there in the cut-down in the first place. Hence one has coliservätiveness ofl ¿t

kind, i¡r th¿rt oue could compute with real-quzrntity-valued contit'tttotts ftlnctions on ¿t

q¡antity space while ainring for ration¿rl-valued results, and'be ¿rssuled that all ratiounl-

rntio resuìts so ol¡t¿rined would be obtainable from rationnl-valtted pl'enrisses alone.

But now the point ol focussíng o¡r the rational sub-litnguage is that statenrents ¿tbottt

ration¿rl ng¡rbers cau be reductively anrlysecl away witlrout reference to numbers' The

I id.,l, is first to translrte out the ratio into the obvious cotnptrrisotr between counting lttcts
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. involving ç¡trantities or rel¿rtions o[ parts, and then note th¿rt counting fl¿rcts h¿rve the usual

transl¿rtion lvhich does not commit one to numbers. For example, the sentertce 'x's nrass/

y's mass : 213' can be analysed as,

. There are equimassive bodies r, s, t, u, v st¡ch that r a¡rd s are non-overlitpping, t, u
and v are non-overlapping, the mereological sum ol r ¿rud s has the same mass ¿ts x,

and the mereological sum of t, u and v has the same ltìass as y.

Field appears to want to lurther eliminate quantities in lavonr of relations betwee¡r

objects; but that is not necessary.to.make the point th¿tl numbers disappetrr in this story,

so that one rnight again claim conservativeness oI the real-number-theoretic supertheory.

OF course, there renrains what to clo about the ftrrther (atomic) st¿rtenreuts in the

nomin¿rlist subtheory of the form 'x's ¡ì'rASs : 0.69m'. These would have to be decl¿rred

literally false, thongh someone who .believes in relations ¿ts universals doesn't seeril to

h¿rve ¿r strong er priori objection to sorneone who believes in mon¿rdic quantities as

universals. At any rate, this is a familiar dispute, and one where the naturalness oI the

existing [ormulatíon of physics taken at face value weighs in favottr of qu*ntities and

their tatios. But there is another cost also, namely that all propositions arsserting the

existence ol reøl-number-valued quzrntities are defiuitely false. Indeed, one call

understand this strategy as making the ernpirical claim th¿ri the world h¿rs less structure
than nright be thought il one took the existing formalism at ftce v¿rlue. Perhaps this

empirical cl¿iim is right, but it would need indepe¡rdent deflence. Without that, it is tur

arbitrary and unwarranted clairn. And well-e¡ltre¡rched theoly is certtrinly ngzrinst it. Thtts

forexample it would lie false th¿rt the leugth of the hypotenuse oIa right augled triangle

of side lcm is làcn, It would be false that ¿r circle constrncted on a dianreter o[ lcm has

¿ circtrmflerence.

It is concluded, then, that there does not seem to be avail¿tble tr goocl way to avoid.the

existence of numbers as r¿rtio-cornparisons betwetjn quantities, given the role oI the latter
in lundameutal lzrws, especially spacetime theory.s

It should not be tlrought, ofl course, that ¿rll ol urirthem¿ttics hrs thus l¡een rendered applicarble.
For exanrple, set theory re¡nirins unjustified, and flor good renson. One point of agreenrent with
Field, is on the platonist nature of sets, and their dispensnbility. Fielcl's chosen physicnlist
sublanguage is nrereology, the theory of the part-whole rel¿tiou. This is clenrly the right w¿ry to
go, undoubtedly sonre existing things irre parts ofl some other existing things. The differe¡icè
betrveen sets ancl wholes boils down two extra principlcs in set.theory: (i) singleton florrn¿rtiorr, i.e.
given any thing, a, there exists its singleton set {a} which is diffcrent lrom n, und (ii) the existence
of the null set (]. As mury have noted, neithcr of these principles is attr¿rctive lro¡n ¿r plrysicnlist
petspective: the addition olcntities {ri), {{a}}, would seern to '¡cld nothing to the cirusll porvers o[
tlretrniverse;whilethespeciirl caseo[thcnull set,abstractbr¿rckets¿rround nothittg, isparticularly
otiose. Set theory has the appearance ol ¿r l¿riled and over-bnroqne attcrììpt trt n theory of
collcctions, which nrereology does in a way which is nruch rnore physicnlistically ncce¡rtlble.
Needless to siry, this hirs nothing to siry ubout the uselulness o[ set theory; nor about probleurs
about the possible second-order n¿rture olconrprehension axiours flor nrereology ¿rnd set theory. [l
must be ucknorvledged ilt this point tlut Penelope Maddy (1990) has ingeniously defencled ¿r

plrysicrlist account o[ sets. If sets can be mnde out cnusirlly, then I anl rll lor them; þut Mldcly
also seems to suggest that both (i) rnd (ii) irbove are flitlse, wl'rich seems to nre to be urereology. At
¿rny r¿rte, it is plltonist sets which t deny. Oicourse, number theory cirn be constructc¿l within set
theory. But th¿rt is just one theory of nunrl¡er-likc structurcs. Who says th¿rt nunrbers ',rre th¡rt w¿ry,'

or another? Therc w¿rs no nrention of sets in the ¿rbove story irbout ratios. If nuurbers are c¿rr¡s¿rl

but sets rue not, then one should irccept the lornrer brtt not the latter. Conversely, nlso, there ctrrr
be enrergentist constructions of sets, sr¡clr ¿rs D¿rvid Lewis's nrcgclhology which constructs ¿r set-
theoretic-like-structure within nrereology. However, the present project, like Field's, concerns the
st¿rtt¡s of rn¿rthenratical itenrs ¡rs busic ontologicirl categories
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IX. Conclusion

We can now see a role for numbers. To begin with, there is a fairly obvious

computational role for.numbers. The conservativeness of mathe¡natics derives, in thè end,

from crossing off the dimension in the calculation because what matters is the calculation.

This shouldn't blind us to the fact that the primary reality is the dimensioned quantity: if
there were no quantities there would be nothing for numbers to courpirre. However it also

true that numbers As co¡rÌmorì ratios across quantity-kinds do not themselves h¿rve a

dimension. Thus the sarne computation works for each quantity-kind which is structured

by the same ratio comparisons.

It further follows that what ¡rumbers do, that multiple congruence relations do not do,

is to provide r cross-dinzensíonul comparison of relaiive size. lScrn/lOcln : 30gm/20grn
: 6sec/4sec : t.5 . This is a special c¿rse of the fact that stable number ratio comparisons
provide a platform for objective congrueuces between tlerivatíve t¡uanlities, such as

centinretres per second. This is irnportantly part of our sense of the stability of natuie. If
we operationally define a unit iu the dimension, say ¿ metre as the same length as the

stanclard nretre bar, then surely one w¿urts the ratio between the standard and a sanrple to

be au objective f¿tct of nature, something which might be unchanging over a period of
time for example. And if the values ol two independent variables fronr different quarntity-

kinds bear no comp¿rrative rel¿rtionships to their respective units, wh¿rt would one make

of a law of linear [orm, for exanrple y:lc,x?. How coulcl the law ylx:k, where /c is a
constant quantity, explain or even describe any cgrìstancies in nattrre, if the relative sizes

o[ y and x bear no objective relation to each other?

To sum up, we have l¡een considering the prospects for the success of Field's program.

It ryas suggested in Part I that there is an éasier 'way than Field's to promote
conservativeness, but that in any case any consefvativeness clai¡n h¿ts to be supported by

an argument to the effect that the pleferred nominalist sublanluarge exhausts physical

reality. In P¿rrt 2, some strategies along' these lines were considered, st¡ch as metric

converrtionalism and a general rartional-quantity ontology, and it wns argued that these

are unsatisfactory. As ¿r consequerrce, there exists a re¿rsonable physicalist/c¿tusalist

account of number-like entities as relations between. independently well-motivated
quant¡ty:universals; ¿rnd we saw their distinctive role in providing cross-dinrensio¡ral size

cornparisons.6
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Change
Change is so pervasive in our lives that it almost defeats description and analysis. One can think of it
in a vãry genéral way as alteration. But alteration in a thing raises subtle problems. One of the most

perplexing is the problem of the consistency of change: how can one thing

þroperties and yet remain the same thing? Some have held that change is a

iendered so by the existence of time. Others have held that the only way to s as

an inconsistency. This entry surveys the history of this problem and cognate issues, and concludes that

the case for change as inconsistency cannot be dismissed so easily.

L. Introduction

The rnost general conception of change is simply difference or nonidentity. Thus we speak of the

change of temperature from place-to-place along a body, or the change in atmospheric pressures from

place--to-place as recorded by isobars, or the change of height of the surface of the earth as recorded by

à 
"ontoui 

map. Contour lines record sameness in quantities (such as 100 metres) from the same

quantity-kind (such as heighQ, and the differen
quantity-aiferences (100 metres as opposed to how to

construe such statements of identity and nonidentit s is the

main issue.

A narrower usage of &ldquo;change&rdquo; is exemplified by change in the properties of a body over

time, that is teniporal change. This essay will focus on temporal change. We begin by seþarating the

concept of change from several cognate concepts, specifically cause, time and motion. Then we briefly

ru.u"y attempts by such thinkers as Parmenides and McTaggart to deny change. There follows an

account of thê problem of the instant of change, where it is concluded that the problem is too general

to admit a singie solution, but requires specification of further metaphysical principles envisaged as

constraints on a type of solution. The final three sections, the bulk of the essay, consider the question
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of the consistency or inconsistency of change, which in one way or another looms over all our

discussions. It emerges that the case for change as an inconsistent process is stronger than might be

expected.

2. Change, Cause, Time, Motion

Our interest in this essay will be on the special case of temporal change. So construed, the notion of
change is obviously bound up with notions of cause, time and motion. Now a distinction between

change and cause can ceftainly be drawn. [t is clear that uncaused change is conceptually possible, and

arguably actual in such things as radioactive decay. Conversely, the operation of a sustaining cause

results in no change in a thing, if the thing would otherwise be undergoing a change which the

sustaining cause prevents. Hence, the operation of a cause on a thing is neither necessary nor sufficient

for change in that thing. Accordingly, we put the topic of cause in the background when discussing

change.

Time cannot be so backgrounded. The thesis that time could pass without change in anything at all has

proved controversial, and we have adopted the usage that change in a thing implies the passage of
time. Aristotle nonetheless argued that change is distinct from time because change occurs at different

rates, whereas time does not (Physics IV,10). This essay focusses on the topic of change, while not

denying that the topic of time is inseparable from it. Motion, as change in place, will figure
prominently in our discussion.

One well-known idea is that of Cambridge change. This can be arrived at by following the well-tried

analytical technique of re-casting philosophically important discussions and concepts in the

metaJanguage. Thus a Cambridge change in a thing is a change in the descriptions (truly) borne by the

thing. The phrase &ldquo;Cambridge change&rdquo; seems to be due to Geach (1969,71-2), who so

named it to mark its employment by great Cambridge philosophers such as Russell and McTaggart. It
is apparent that Cambridge change includes all cases ordinarily thought of as change, such as change o!

colour, from &ldquo;red&rdquo; to &ldquo;non-red.&rdquo; But it also includes changes in the

relational predicates of a thing, such as when I change from having &ldquo;non-brother&rdquo; true ol

me to having &ldquo;brother&rdquo; true of me, just when my mother gives birth to a second son. It
might seem faintly paradoxical that there need be no (other) changes in me (height, weight, colouring,

memories, character, thoughts) in this circumstance, but it is simply a consequence of the above piece

of metalinguistic ascent. It does point up, though, that in attempting to capture the object-language

concept, one should take note of the distinction between the monadic or internal or intrinsic properties

of a thing, and its relations or external or extrinsic features. Thus the natural view of change is that

real, metaphysical change in a thing would be change in the monadic or internal or intrinsic properties

of the thing. We will return to this point in Section 5.

3. Denying Change

It is on the face of it extremely implausible to deny change, but extreme implausibility has not always

deterred philosophers. The Eleatics (C5th BCE), particularly Parmenides, appear to have been the first

to do so. Parmenides maintained that whatever one speaks about or thinks about must in some sense

exist; if it did not exist then it could not exist, and thus could not even be thought about. From this

Meinongian-sounding thesis, it is deduced that the existing thing cannot have come into existence,

because to say that it could would be to speak of a time when it did not exist. By similar reasoning,

existing things are eternal because they cannot go out of existence. It is now a small step to conclude

that chãnge is an illusion, on the grounds that a change in a thing implies that there was a time when

the thing-as-changed did not exist. However, this argument is not persuasive: the premiss that what

does not exist cannot exist is dubious, as is the premiss that the non-existent cannot be thought or

spoken about.

2of 12
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Parmenides' disciples Melissus andZeno developed this theme. Melissus argued that motion implies

empty space to move into, but empty space is a nothing and so cannot exist, so that motion is

impossible since it implies a contradiction. This argument requires the dubious premisses (1) that

empty space is a nothing (which is denied by realists from Newton to Nerlich), and (2) that motion
would have to be change relative to space. Even those who have held that empty space is a nothing
(relationists from Leibniz to Mach and onward) have not generally denied motion, proposing instead

that motion of a thing is change in the spatial relations between that thing and other things.

Zeno's brilliant paradoxes are generally accounted as attempts to defend Parmenides. We will not look
at these in detail, but his paradox of the arrow is relevant to what follows. This is the argument that an

arrow in flight could not really be moving because at any given instant it would be at a place identical

with itself (and not another place); but something at just one (self-identical) place could not be

described as moving. Discussion of this subtle argument is deferred until discussion in a later section

of Graham Priest's position, which turns on similar prerusses.

McTaggart's well-known argument (1908) that time is unreal applies equally to the unreality of
(temporal) change it seems. McTaggart distinguished between two ways of attributing temporal

characteristics to events. The A-series of events is given by the descriptions &ldquo;past,&rdquo;
&ldquo;present&rdquo; and &tdquo;future,&rdquo; while the B-series is strictly in terms of the

relational concepts &ldquo;earlier,&rdquo; &ldquo;simultaneous&rdquo; and &ldquoJater.&rdquo;
Now the B-series is insufficient to define change, because B-series relations apply unchangingly if they

apply at all; whatever is earlier than something is always earlier than it. Moreover, theB-series
presupposes the A-series since if X precedes IZ then there must be a time when X is past and l present.

This step in the argument is not at all absurd: the discovery of spacetime, the relativistic realisation of
the B-series, has impelled many from Minkowski on to describe it as a &ldquo;static&rdquo;
conception of time. A genuinely dynamic conception of change would thus need to have things coming

into and going out of existence with the passage of time, whereas sPacetime invites quantification over

it all &ldquo;at once&rdquo; as it were.

Thus according to McTaggaf the source of time and change must be found in theÁ-series. But the

A-series implies a vicious regress. Any event must have all three properties, pastness, presentness and

futurity, but this is a contradiction. The only way out of the contradiction is to say that the event is past,

present and future at different times; but the same question arises about the temporal instants

themselves, which would force us to appeal to a further time series to avoid the contradiction.

Two millennia of philosophical history show in the greater sophistication of McTaggart's argument

over those of the Greeks. Whatever we make of it, and much has been written about it, it highlights the

baffling nature of the apparent passage of time. On the other hand, any denial of temporal change such

as McTaggart's is surely required to explain the overwhelming fact of its apparent existence. There are

problems either way. However, one thing can be said about all the above denials of change: they all

argue against change on the ground that it implies a contradiction. But the assumption of the

consistency of change has been denied by a number of influential figures, as we will see.

4. The Instant of Change

Consider a car moving off from rest at exactly noon. What is its state of motion at the instant of
change? If it is in motion, when did it start? And if it is motionless, when could it ever begin? This
problem was explored by Medlin (1963), Hamblin (1969), and others. Put this way, a solution for at

least some special cases is readily available. Locate the time origin t = 0 at noon. If the car's position

function/is given by, say,/(l) = P, then its speed is2t.If motion is defined as having non-zero speed,

then the car is motionless at /=0. On the other hand, at all r > 0 it is in motion, so there is surely no

puzzle about when it could ever begin: there is no tìrst instant of motion.
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However, there are more troublesome special cases. Suppose that the car's position function is given

by:flr)=gforallr<0,elseflt)=r.Thenspeediszeroforallr<0,andspeedislforallr>0'Butwhat
oi r= 0? One should avoid &ldquo;arbitrary&rdquo; solutions, which privilege one possibility (such as

that it is in motion) over another (that it is not), but do not give a reason for so privileging. There is of

course at least one simple solution that is non-arbitrary, namely that it is neither in motion nor

motionless, since its speed is indeterminate at f = 0. This solution derives from the fact that according

to classical calculus there is no derivative of such a function at f = 0.

But can we do no better? The present author (1985) proposed to set aside the problem until more is

said about various possible constraints on the solution. Unless we had some reason to think that such

funcrions really did describe the world, we might well feel that a solution was less than imperative and

less than uniqúe. For example, the world might be described wholly with C-infinity functions (n+h

derivatives eiíst for all n, e.g., cos, sin, log, exponential functions). The above function is not among

these, since its derivative is ãiscontinuous. But then it isn't clear what we might say of it if the example

is counterfactual. There might be different things to say depending on what further principles describe

the possible world. Hence we would need to supplement the original statement of the problem with an

u.gu.n"nt to the effect that we might expect such functions to describe the real world, or alternatively

supply additional metaphysical principles to be regarded as constraints on the solution.

A related problem is the fracture problem, described by Medlin. Imagine fracturing a material body

such as u pi""" of wood, regarded as a plenum (fult of matter). What is the state of the two new

surfaces alter the fracture? Unless matter is to be created or destroyed, we seem to have to say that the

break is half-open, with one new matter-surface being topologically closed and the other being

topologically open. But which surface is which? There seems to be no principle to determine which. In

r"rponi", it ãan be asked how seriously we have to take the postulation of a plenum. If for example

ruìt", is as Boscovich suggested, punctate and surrounded by fîelds, then there are no plena, and the

problem is no more than ñypothedõal. Or again, there might be plena but other principles might apply.

Þor example, mass-density functions might drop smoothly to zero at the boundaries between matter

and empty space, which would mean that all surfaces were open. On the other hand, it might be instead

that as à -utt"r of fact all surfaces are topologically closed. This would need an inconsistent solution

(see below, sections 5-7).

5. Consistent and Inconsistent Change

If a changing thing has different and incompatible properties then a contradiction is threatened' The

obvious move to make when confronted with the fact that things change, is to say with Kant (1781)

that they change in relation to time, which avoi blem

"-".g"r. 
In what sense can one thing persist th ace is the

markif universals, but we also account particular aving

self-identity across time.

Aristotle's views on the persistence of things are worth noting here. At the risk of gross

oversimplificarion of whät is treated thoroughly elsewhere in this Encyclopedia (see Cohen (2001))' it

can be rãi¿ thut early on he took the the view that what persists over time and through change, the

sttbstrqte,can be identified with matter, and that itis the fonn of matter which is acquired or lost.

(physics I, 5-7). By the Categories, it is substance which is said to be susceptible of contrary

attributions; and as such subJtance itself has no opposites. (Categories 4a10). In the Metaphysics Z, a

more complex doctrine of substance, that which is, is worked out. Substance is not the substrate,

matter, sinìe that lacks particularity. /ts substance, what it is to be that thing, that without which it
does not exist, is its essànce. Aristotle then links essence with his theory of causes, being identified

variously with its final cause and with its formal cause.

Although Aristotle's views about change -- in particular, his distinction between essence and accident
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-- have sometimes been thought to contain a solution to the problem of persistent identity through

change, it seems to this author that they do not really get a grip on the problem in its most fundamental

form. This is perhaps clearest in the Categories, where the ability of substance to admit incompatible

accidental features is more-or-less definitional.

The problem can be made sharper by reflection upon the law of the indiscernability of identicals. If a

thing-at-f , were identical with a thing-at-tr, then they should share all their properties. What sort of

identity is it, if not that? But if the properties at different times are incompatible, then a contradiction

follows. Because they emphatically took the view that contradictions are never true, the great Buddhist

logicians Dharmakirti (C7th CE) and his commentator Dharmottara (C8-9th CE), who had certainly
read their Aristotle, deduced that identity over time does not exist (see Scherbatsky (1930) vol 2). This

is the Buddhist doctrine of moments, essentially an ontology of instantaneous temPoral slices. The

doctrine of the momentariness of existence is felicitously in accord with the core Buddhist doctrine of
the impermanence of all things. The doctrine of moments might seem to be an unnecessarily strong

application of impermanence, certainly unnecessary for soteriological purposes, were it not for the
- evident strength of the argument in its favour, not to mention its accord with the spacetime ontology of

modern physics. On the other hand, it is of course psychologically very difficult to believe that one's

own self, as something genuinely self-identical, has not endured from moment-to-moment in the past.

Even so, the thesis of the momentariness of human existence has had a recent defender in Derek Parfit
(1984), who asks what sort of principle could unify the temporal stages sufficiently closely to be worth

calling identity. He argues that none could, and proposes that internalising the momentariness of our

lives has a beneficial effect on how we should face our deaths.

This theme is echoed in a recent debate on the topic of &lsquo;temporary intrinsics&rsquo;, which
also connects with the earlier-mentioned concept of Cambridge change. Cambridge change in a thing

is still chang e in something or other, but it is not always change in the thing irsef. Thus we might seek

to isolate change in the thing itself by change inits íntrinsic properties. But then we have the problem

of in what sense it continues to be just one thing through a change in its intrinsic properties. Now
obviously this raises the question of how to define the concept of intrinsicality. lüe do not address that

here, since it is discussed elsewhere in this Encyclopedia, see Weatherson (2002). So assuming a

prinm facie distinction between the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of a thing, how does a thing
persist through changes in its intrinsic properties? David Lewis and others debated this question, ê.g.,

Lewis (1986),(1988). Several options for a solution were canvassed, three of which were as follows.

(1) The basic existents are things indexed by times, that is time-slices. What primarily exist are

things-at-a-time: &ldquo;a is red at f&rdquo; is rendered &ldquo;a-at-t is red&rdquo;. Things that

persist over time are then wholes made up of such pafis, and one says that persistingthingsperdure
rather than endure. This is the solution favoured by Lewis, by the present author, and by space-time

theory.

(2) A second option is to say that, instead of indexing times, one indexes properties: &ldquo;a is red at

r&rdquo; is rendered as &ldquo;ø is red-at-r&rdquo;. This option does not seem to have had any

defenders, perhaps because those properties which are universals are supposed to be wholly in each of
their instances, which the indexing apparently denies.

(3) A third option takes as its basic minimal idea that the index modifies the whole event: (a's being

red) holds at r. A variant is to take the index as modifying the exemplification &lsquo;relation&rsquo;:
a exemplifies-at-t redness. Versions of this position were urged by several contributors: Johnston
(1987), Lowe (1987), (1988), Haslanger (1989). However, the problem for adverbial-style analyses

anywhere is to provide enough semantics, enough logical structure for the event, to account for the

logical implications of the sentences under analysis, as Davidson (1967) pointed out. So for example

one has things like: (((Fø) at t) & a=b) implies ((Fb) au); or (((Fø) at t t) &- ((Ga) at t2) & (F is

incomparible with G)) implies not tr=t2; or (((Fø) a¡. t) &. ((Gb) at t) &, (F is incompatible with G))
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implies not q=b. One thus cannot rest with a minimalist position. At least Lewis' has the merit of
providing a viable semantics, a direct parallel with counterpart theory in modal semantics. Of course,

ihe basic ontology of Lewis' favoured position was Dharmakirti's though Lewis did not note that fact.

More to the point, Dharmakirti's strategy did not depend on the intrinsic/extrinsic distinction. The

problem of contradictory attributions occurs even if the attributions are extrinsic, and Dharmakirti's

à.gum"nt is a straightforward application of Leibniz' law to things-at-a-time. If time-slices are admitted

at all, and it is hard not to do so if they are sanctioned by relativity theory, then Dharmakirti's argument

goes through.

Others have taken a different course on the issue of the consistency of change. Herakleitos (C6th BCE)

wrote in a suggestive fashion, with his doctrine of the unity of opposites. However, his few surviving

sentences are too obscure and fragmentary to give much confidence in interpretation. He spoke of the

same river having different waters at different times, but there is no development of the observation'

Similarly he spoke of the sea as being at one time both life-preserving (to fish) and death-dealing (to

humans), and &ldquo;the path up and the path down are one and the same.&rdquo; These examples

hardly force one to believe in true contradictions, however.

There is also in Herakleitos the idea that everything is in a state of flux, always changing, and that it is

the struggle between opposites (opposed tendencies) which drives change. This can be seen as an early

version of the Marxist dynamic of dialectical materialism. But without a separate argument for the

inconsistency of change, there is no reason to think that it remains anything but a formally consistent

theory.

Hegel was more explici t. In The Science of Logic he said that only insofar as something has

contradiction in itself does it move, have impulse or activity. Indeed, movement is existing

contradiction itself. &ldquo;Something moves not because at one moment of time it is here and at

another there, but because at one and the same moment it is here and not here.&rdquo; (Hegel (1812)

p.440).

There is something appealing in this argument. As Priest and Routley put it, &ldquo;in change&hellip;

there is at each stage a moment when the changing item is both in a given state, because it has just

reached that state, but also not in that state, because it is not stationary but moving through and beyond

that state&rdquo; (Priest, Routley and Norman, 1989, p. 7). Think of a body coming to rest at a given

time, and compare it with the same body proceeding on to further motion. There must be something

about the body at that instant which distinguishes the two scenarios, or there could be nothing at the

time to count as continuing change. Cause cannot do it, for a body can continue in its state of motion

without being impressed by an external force, as Newton taught us. Nor can mere velocity do it, since

velocity is a relation to surrounding points. lndeed, there is no difference in velocity between a body

momentarily at rest, and a body at rest for a period around the instant; yet one is changing and the other

not.

We will look more closely at this argument in the next section. However, here we can remind

ourselves of Hegel's idealism. Just about everyone agrees that contradictions within ideas are easier to

swallow than contradictions in the external world. In the special case of the phenomenology of motion,

it is not such an absurd speculation that what distinguishes the direct perception of motion from the

mere static memory of difference in position, is that nearby small variations in the stimulus are read

into a kind of buffer where they are not compared as static memory does so much as overlapped or

superimposed in the way that contradictions are. After all, we are not at all good at discriminating

small iniervals of time, as the success of 25 frames per second makes apparent. Thus, the mind

constructs a kind of contradictory theory which undergoes constant update. Indeed, this may well be

the source of the troublesome intuition we noted earlier, that it is one and the same thing which

endures through change, even though it is acknowledged that it has different properties at different

(nearby) timeJ. If this is right, then if one thinks with Hegel that the world is a kind of idea, then the

contradictoriness of ideas such as motion is apt to spill over to the contradictoriness of their
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realisations in the world. Indeed, even without the assumption of full-blown idealism, there is always

the caution that if a theory (consistent or not) can be made out which describes an epistemic state, i'e',

a cognitive state, then how can we be entirely confident that the world simply cot'ùd not be that way?

Taking a far less ambitious view than Hegel, Von Wright (1968) nonetheless proposed an interesting

u".ount of conditions in which change would have to be regarded as inconsistent. The account requires

two conditions. The first condition is that time is regarded as structured as nested intervals rather than

an assemblage of atomic point-instants. This is an attractive proposal, if only because no-one has ever

seen a temporal or spatial point. Of course, standard relativity theory proposes that spacetime is

punctate, or do"r the usual mathematics of the continuum. But a successful non-punctate mathematics

using intervals instead can be worked out, albeit with considerably extra complexity. (see e,g., Weyl

tS60). Now in the ontology of intervals, since there are no atomic points to attach a unique proposition

to, the most one can say is that a proposition holds somewhere in the interval, with the limiting case

that it holds throughout the interval.

Von Wright's second condition was then to suppose that an interval might be so structured that a given

proposition p and its negation 1p aÍe dense in each other throughout the interval. This means that no

subinterval, no matter how small, can be found in which just p holds throughout that subinterval, and

no subinterval can be found in whichjust -p holds throughout the subinterval: every subinterval in

which one holds, the other holds as well. From an extemal point of view admitting instants, we can see

that this is a genuine consistent possibility, if for example we think of p as the proposition that a

rational number of seconds has passed, and -p as the proposition that an irrational number of seconds

has passed. These are dense in each other on the classical real line regarded as time. Thus, there is no

subinterval which is purely p throughout and no subinterval which is purely rp throughout.

This was von Wright's proposed account of a continuous change in an ontology of intervals. The state

-p changes continuously to p if there is a preceding interval which is rp throughout, then an interval

wìth -p ãnd p dense in each other, then a succeeding interval with p holding throughout. Von Wright

described this as a kind of inconsistency. Unfortunately it is not clear from his written words whether

he had in mind that the situation was inconsistent or only possibly inconsistent. His argument seems to

be this. In an onrology of intervals we begin with descriptions like &ldquo;It rained here

yesterday&rdquo; which means that it rained sometime here yesterday. The basic description is thus

bldquo;p holds (somewhere) in the interval /.&rdquo; The special case wherep holds throughout 1is

noteã, where to hold throughout is for there to be no subinterval in which -p holds. Now p's holding in

1is of course compatible with -p's holding in/. But there is no contradiction here, as long as there is a

partition of I into subintervals such that p holds throughout the subinterval s¡ -p holds throughout the

subinterval. Thus if we take in that a disjunction holds in an interval just in case there is a partition in

which each of the disjuncts holds throughout its subintervals, we can say that if there is such a partition

for p, then the law of excluded middle p u -p holds throughout the interval. Von Wright introduced

the modal operator Np lor &ldquo;Necessarilyp.&rdquo; If we define &ldquo/Vp holds in /&rdquo; to

mean thatp holds throughout 1, we can say that if there is no continuous change in the above sense,

then Excluded Middle LEM holds necessarily, N(p v rp). However, defining the modal

&ldquo;Possibly&rdquo; in the usual way as M =¡lf -l{- and assuming de Morgan's Laws, Double

Negition and Commutativity, we get the result that in an interval in which there is continuous change,

U<p U -p) holds, ie. a contradiction is possible. Presumably it further follows that in a subinterval

whìch has continuous change throughout, N@ e rp) holds. Needless to say this implies that a

contradiction is true in that subinterval. We might note that the result that continuous change is a true

contradiction follows without the detour through modal logic, since if LEM is false then tQt V -tp)

holds for some p, and so by de Morgan and Double Negation,p ¿ rp holds (throughout).

This ingenious construction has its problems. It is certainly dangerous to assume De Morgan's Laws

and Double Negation when the logic of intervals is the case in point. They both fail for open set logic,

which is to say intuitionism, just as they both fail for its topological dual, closed set logic. On the other

hand, what is one to say if the world is structured as intervals, non-punctate, and if there are
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subintervals in which propositions and their negations are dense in each other' interspersed with

intervals where one of the propositions holds thlroughout? The latter are clearly periods of non-change,

and the former 
^r" 

,"urono|ly^described as intervali of change. And yet it would seem that the best one

can do is to say that p &. -p holds in the transition periods: tñere appears to be no consistent way of

describing whät is ¡,àpp"ning in the situation whicñ adheres to intervals and eschews points'

6. Inconsistent Motion

Many of the above themes come together in Graha

Contradiction (1987). Priest sets up the opposing c

cinematic view of change' This is ihe view that an o PY

different points of space at different times, like a

connecþã. He attributes the view to Russell and

that change is seen as a matter of a relation to state

version oi this view is the usual mathematical desc

of time; and then motion as velocity, that is rate of

which is a relation to nearby intervals'

Priest wishes instead to have an intrinsic account o

the object solely at the instant whether it
the extrinsic account. First there is the &
view of time as a continuously distributed collectio

interval throughout which p holds abutting an inte

difference whãther there is a last instant forp and

first instant for rpi either way there is no room for a time at which the system is changing. For
there
at all ls

o cha

n change was occurring, and that is absent in this

case.

ion. It is at least imaginable that the universe is

e

lse.

Priest's third argument (p. 218) is his version

cinematic view of change, there is nothing ab

is indistinguishable from an arrow at rest' But t

number of zero motions does not add up to any

ellip;it does not ease the

achieves its motion' At anY

way, in a collection of these it
ing. So how does it do

it?&rdquo; (PP. 218-9)

are we to give

îï:ir'*'''''
essentially the thesis, suitably qualified, that what imit' Priest's
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argument for the LCC appeals to causality. He describes change violating the LCC as

&ldquo;capricious&rdquo; (p. 210). Humeans might be able to accept it, but for them there are no

connLctionì, nothing to constitute past states' determination of future states. He also argues if the LCC

fails, change would occur, but &ldquo;at no time&rdquo; (p. 210): for a proposition switching values

discontinuóusly at a boundary there would be no instant identifiable by its intrinsic properties alone as

the one at which the change occurred.

Priest's qualification to the LCC is that it applies only to atomic sentences and their negations:

otherwisè we would have to admit the case where a disjunction p v q held right up to a limit in virtue

of p holding at the rational points and 4 holding at the irrational points: this would be capricious

beÈaviour in which we can make no sense of the past determining the future. We would also admit

problems if we allowed the LCC to apply to tense operators: Futurep can obviously hold up to a limit
without holding at the limit.

But now we observe that the LCC so qualified implies that continuous change is contradictory. For

consider any particle with equation of motionx-l(r). Then att=a its position x=fla). Howeverif it

is in motion tÈen in the neighbourhood we have -(x =f(a)), so by the LCC at the limit also -(x =Í\a)),
along with of course * = f(ã) as well. Priest amplifies this account by proposing that no moving body

"un 
b" consistently localised. Rather, in moving at time I it inconsistently occupies a small finite

(Planck length) lozenge of space, which is made up of the positions it takes in the corresponding

lozenge of time surroundingr. This gives a natural intrinsic account of motionlessness at f, namely that

there is no contradiction inìts position at t. One can propose an account of velocity, as varying with the

length of the lozenge or spread of position in the direction of motion. There are applications in

quãntum Theory, too. Thè Heisenberg uncertainty of position may simply be the size of the spread or

smeared position. Moreover, there is a possibility for backward causation implicit in the advanced

wave front of inconsistency affecting earlier states in the inconsistently identified smear of spatial

positions; and backward causation may be the way to go with quantum nonlocality, as Huw Price

(1996) has argued.

One quick objection does not succeed. One might argue that since motion and rest are not

relativistically invariant, neither could the contradictoriness in motion be part of the absolute character

of reality. This may be so, but it does not prevent the concept being of use in the analysis of
phenomlna by means of frames: frame-relative inconsistencies would still be a (relational) part of the

world. More importantly, the concept may find its natural home in QM rather than GR. It is
well-known that there are deep incompatibilities between them as they now stand, but the jury is still

out on how to resolve them, and it may well be that absolute motion is a part of the solution.

In asking how strong are the arguments in favour of this well-crafted position, we return to Priest's

three arguments against the rival, consistent, extrinsic, cinematic view. We recall the first argument

was the &ldquo;abutment&rdquo; argument: consistent change cannot allow that there is a (single)

time ar whicÈ the change takes place. This will not sway the opposition, who will reply that it is the

nature of change, 
"u"nihung" 

at a point, that it is relational in that it requires comparison with nearby

points; hence the demand for an intrinsic conception of change is a mistake.

The second argument was that the cinematic view is incompatible with the Laplacean view that the

past determinei the present. The way Priest puts it is not so plausible: he says that Laplaceanism is

possible, whereas thè cinematic view rules it out &ldquo;a priori&rdquo; (p.2I7). But this is a modal

iallacy: the cinematic view is only ruled out when one adopts the Laplacean view, and so that is only

relatively apriori.

The third argument, Zeno's arrow, has greater force though. How can any number, even an infinite

number, of ieros add up to a nonzero? The mathematics of measure theory may say that intervals have

a non-zero measure whèreas individual points are zero, but so what? What is needed is a story which

makes its application intelligible and non-arbitrary. If this is not forthcoming, there is the strong
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counter-intuition that zero marks the absence of existence; and no number of absent or non-existent

things or quantities makes a present, existent thing or quantity.

So Zeno's argument after all seems to be the most resilient. But the Laplacean universe also has appeal.

Many philosophers have felt uneasy about Hume's views on causation: if the past does not determine

the future then the universe is indeed capricious. Still, we can note at least one consequence of Priest's

position which many will find implausible. It can be debated whether if a body is changing its position,

i.e., if it is in motion, then it has a non-zero speed (consider the case of having non-zero acceleration

but zero speed). Most philosophers would however agree with the converse: if a body has non-zero

speed then it is in motion. It must be noted, though, that Priest is denying that a non-zero speed is

sufficient for motion: the point of the cinematic analogy is to say that a sequence of stills of changing

positions does not amount to motion, yet it is precisely this sequence of stills which is used to define

ihe concept of speed. Against Laplaceanism, it will be argued that the concept of speed is present in

"u"ryon"it 
story, and the counter-thesis that non-zero speed is sufficient for motion is simpler in that it

does not involve appeal to a further, mysterious, intrinsic feature. On the other hand, this has to be

weighed against the force of the above counter-arguments, especially Zeno's alrow.

7. Discontinuous Change and the Leibniz Continuity Condition

If the LCC is to have a chance of being applicable, then it needs further restriction, beyond atomic

sentences and their negations. This is because it has implausible consequences when applied to certain

atomic sentences. Consider any increasing function/(f). Then sentences of the forml(t) <Í\a) will hold

for f < a. By the LCC then,fla) <f(a). This is surely a gratuitous conclusion even before the

contradicting sentence -Í(a) <Jþ) is taken into account. The present author (1997) therefore proposed

to restrict thã application to the atomic sentences of equational theories, that is to sentences of the form

Í(t) = O. This is not so unreasonable on independent grounds, since the basic laws of nature are

expressed in equational form.

So restricted, we can note that far from being unreasonable, it turns out that the LCC is satisfied in a

large class of reasonable models, specifically the C-infinity worlds mentioned earlier, in which every

funition is continuous. These include all those of GR. Now a C-infinity world gives us a kind of
half-way house for cause. It might be that all correlations are coincidences, but at least if functions are

continuous then causation is a distinctive correlation in that it is transmitted locally. This can be

applied beneficially to produce not a general account of inconsistent change, but a particular account oi

certain inconsistent changes, as follows.

Quantum measurement has long been problematic, for more than one reason. One reason has been that

ifrepresents an irreducibly different kind of process from Schrodinger evolution. Another is that it is

change which is discontinuous and yet causal: one can make things to happen with measurement, even

though one cannot determine the exact outcome. A third reason is nonlocality itself: the nonlocal is

ipsolacto the discontinuous, and yet the nonlocal is governed by a kind of statistical causality' But

no*, to settle at least some of these issues, it has been proposed to utilise the theory of inconsistent

continuous functions. These arise when a function is classically discontinuous, but we inconsistently

identify the limit of the function (assuming it has a limit) with its value at the limit. Such functions, by

virtue óf being continuous, can be shown to satisfy the LCC, But granted that the formal details exist,

what reason is there to apply them? It is precisely that we want to preserve a degree of causality, that is

LCC-causality, while yet retaining the essential discontinuity and unpredictability of the process. Thus

the slogan &ldquo;nonlocality is inconsistent locality,&rdquo; which is intended not to apply to

change in geneial but to discontinuous change which we nonetheless have reason to think of as causal.

8. Conclusion

There remain many loose ends from our discussion. Still, it emerges that the connection between
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change and inconsistency is deep, and that the case for inconsistencies in motion and other change is

surprisingly robust.
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CHRIS MORTENSEN and JULIANNA CSAVAS

IN THE BEGINNING

ABSTRACT. In this paper, a survey.is made of some of the contributions to the interpreta-
tion of Hartle and Hawking's theory of the wave function of the universe and its begìnning.
It is argued that there are õnsideiable difficuliies with the interpretátion of the theoqy, but
that there is at least one interpretation hitherto not found in the literature which survives

existing philosophical objébtions. .

1. INTRODUCTION.

It is widety held that Hartle and Hawking (1983) described a revolutionary
account of how time might have come Îo begin in a smooth' way, not
in a singularity as the current theories of the Big'Bang i-ply, In order
to make the singularity vanish, their proposal was (in part) to transform
time t in the very early universe into imaginary time, that is if, where
i is the square root of minus 1. This has given rise to a large literature
about how to understand their suggestion. In the present paper we will
survey a subset of the literaftire, focussing mostly. but not exclusively on

çontributions. by philosophers. This is because the philosophers' contri-
butions have largely been the clearest and-most rigorous, as we will see,

and therefore mosf wotth addressing. Nonetheless we aim to show how
inconclusive the discussion has been on all sides. We will conclude with
an alternative suggestion of our own, and argue'that it escapes the major
problems of existing interpretationô.

2. THE HARTLE-HAWKING THEORY
(

One of the more accessible sources is Hawking's own account in A Brief
History of Time (1988, pp. 145-L48). The singularity at the origin of 'the

trniverse according to ðlassical GR arises because at t :0 the universe has

infrnite curvature. The universe can thus be represented as the surface of
a cone With its sharp point being the first instant. Since in GR curvature
is related to mass.density by the equation Curvature :8n.Density, this

implies infinite density at the point also. F.Iawking describes the situation

\¡
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as undeskable due to our inability to make a prediction when quantities

assume ínfinite values.

We note a quick digression: there is of course no problem over the math-
eÍnatics of the infinite. Therp are well-known rigorous theories of infinite
cardinals and ordinals. The'theory of the infrnite most suitable for Haryk-
ing's ptrrposes would be that of Robinson's Non-Standard Analysis (1966),

since that'theory has all the theorems of classical standard analysis, and is

even more simple computationally. There is no question that this developed
theory permits easy manipulation of differential equations applying to in-
frnite quantities and their reciprocals, the infinitesimals.'Howevei it seems

that the infiniry at the point of the origin of time remains "absolute inf,n-
ity", the reciprocal of zero. Unforhrnately, despite much effort, there is no

theory of the reciprocal of. zero, consistent or inconsistent, which is even

remotely functional enough to permit calculations. Hence, while infinite
numbers are highly effective in the right context, the kind of infinity in
question ln the present discussion is deflnitely very undesirable. @ven so,

it must be allowed that absolutely infinite curyature is possible in some

sense, precisely because a consistent geometrical object such as a cone

can exist.)
Returning to our main theme: to avoid an impasse over predictabilit¡

Hawking proposes that the absolute probability of the universe's being in
a given state is the sum over all histories (earlier spacetimes) with that
state as outcome. To make such histories well-defined (converge), it is
necessary to sum over histories with a locally Euclidean spacetime metric.
This is obtained by transforming the time variable t by multiplication by
i. A simplified example, adapted from Hartle and Hawking (1983), is a

state function @ given'by ó -.[ eitdt.If the integral is taken over the

whole of the positive real line, this is not defined since it is the integral of
a periodically oscillating function. Under the transformation which maps t
to ir howevet it becomes I e-! dt, which is 1 over the positive real line.

The transformation from / to ir evidently also changes the form of the

metric, from:

cls2 : elxz * di2 + clzz -= dtz, to

dsz : dxz + dy' + dzz + dt'z,

where tt - it.
That is, the transformation changes the usual (+, +, *, . ) signature

Minkowski metric to a (*. *, t, *) signature Euclidean metric. Now
while. this transformation ensures that certain important integrals exist, it
does not by itself transform away the singulariry, since multiplying inflnity
by i is still infinite. There is thus required a further move, and so Hawking
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then postr,tlates that the universe did not begin with-a singularity. Such non-
singular Euclidean metrics take the form of the surface of a closed sphere
in 4 dimensions, a 4-sphere. Hence, the universe is explained as arising
smoothly without singulari,ty from a very early (half-spherical) Euclidean
region which undergoes a change to the more familiar Mi¡kowski metric
for spacetime, and then expands in the accustomed inflationary manner as

in the standa¡d model of the big bang.
This is unquestionably a very interesting idea. But we see that there is.

a veritable thicket of complexities over interpretation.

3. NO BOUNDARY IS NO BIG DEAL

Hawking describes his theory as the No Boundary Condition: "the bound-
ary condition of the universe is that it has no boundary". 'What does this
mean? After all, when we compare Hawking's smooth-bottomed bucket
(half-sphere) with the pointy-bottomed cone, we see that they ate homeo-
morphia, that is there is no topological dlffercnce between them. But it is
obvious that the surface of a sphere has no boundary. It follows then that
the surface of the cone likewise has no boundary. Why then does Hawking
describe the half-sphere as being preferential to the cone in this respect?

The answér muSt obviously lie in the dffirence between a.cone and a
half-sphere. The difference of course is that at its point a cone has infi-
nite curvature, .whereas the half-sphere nowhere has infinite curvature.
But surely this makes no differencg to the existence of a boundary? Curva-
ture is an afûne concept, and strictly less general than a topological concept
like a boundary. The answer is in the (simple linear) relation between
curvature and mass-density. As we saw, if curvature is infinite, so.must
be density. But it is (absolutely) infinite mass-densiti which is the real
singularity here; not the point of the cone itself which is only the geometric
"indicator" as it were. So far so good, but why does infinite mass-density
make for a boundary? The reason can.only be that infinite mass-energy
is never realised in the universe. Thus, if the universe were like a cone,
then it would be a cone with the end point nipped off, a nonexistenf vertex.
Now a cone with its end-point removed is homeomorphic to a half-sphere
with a point removed. In fact it is homeomorphic to.a half-sphere with a

disc removed, and that certainly has a boundary namely,the circle at the
edge of the disc. Moving b¿rck,to the cone then; removing the point creates
a boundary the "absent"'point (which can conVeniently be thought of as

existing in a space containing the cone). That is, to say that the universe has
no boundary is to deny that the universe has a hole in it at the point of cre-
ation. But this in turn is simply to deny that a singularity of mass-density
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ever existed. Thus, to say that the universe has no boundary is sintply to
refttse to countenance singtilarities in tlte distribution of matter It is not
to solve the probleru, it is simply to declare the hope that a reasonable
cotzstraint on a solution vvill be satisfied

4. THE EUCLIDEAN REGION: SPACE OR SPACETIME?

Lor€nlz¡rn
Sittcr srllutittn

..-..--:"""'----_

Euclidcun
4-sphcrc

The above picture, taken from Hawking and Penrose (1996, p. 86), shows

two spacetime regions, a Euclidean iegion like a smooth half-bucket,
joined to a Minkowski region like a cone with a small part of its pointy
end niþped off. It should be noted that space and time in the picture are

confined to the surface, not the inierior. Now there is an important dis-
tinction to be noticed.-Just about all contributors to the debate speak of
the Euclidean región as one where the distinction between time and space

disap[lears, where time becomes "spatialised". The motivation for this way
of talking is clear enough: the shift from a (+, +, +, -) metric to a (*, *,
+, +) metric removes a distinctive metrícal role for time. Furthermore, this
has significant further implications. For example, in Minkowski spacetime
the difference between spacelike, timelike and null separation of events

derives froin the sign of the spacetime distance between them, so that with
the shift in the metrics the whole light-cone structure is removed.

This then raises the question of the ontological status of. tirue ìn the

Ettclidean region. We find in the literature two discernibly different ways
of talking. On the one hand one can take the above talk of disappearance
literally atface value, as the view that the'Euclidean region simply has no
time at. all, just 4 spatial dimensions. This might be described as an elint-
inationist interpretation of time in the Euclidean region. However, equally
ubiquitous is the continued use of temporal terminology to describe the
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Euclidean region, as we see below. To explain that, one might understand
the eliminationist talk as a slightly loose way of speaking of aphenomenon
which is still time, justwith sonrctvhat dffirent propertí¿s. This might be
described as areductiottist interpretation. Perhaps the ólearest statement of
thelatterinterpretation is wh'ere Davies says inAåoutTime (1995, pp. 191-
192): "Time is always time, ii doesn'treally turrn into anything . . . what we
call time may once have had some of the properties we normally associatê
with space".

Various of the diffrculties we discuss below apply to both interpreta-
tions. However, the eliminationist interpretation has further problems of
its own, we think. Chief among these is the question of in what sense we
have an explanation at all of the Minkowski epoch of the universe, if there
is no causal process leading up to it. Having said that, we signal that in a
late section we will take ttris up again and endeavour to make sense of it.
For the time being, we propose to adopt the view that the Euclidean region
possesses time in some sense. There remain problems aplenty to discuss.
In defence of this interpretation, it can be said that the loose talk of "no
difference" may well just mean, in the context of metrics, no more than
"no metrical difference". From the fact that there is no metrical difference
between time and space, it does not follow that there is no difference at
all. After all, there is no metrical difference between the signatures of the
3 spatial dimeirsions either, but it is unquestionable that spacetime has
3 spatial dimensions not 1. The disappearence of the Minkowski causal
structurè is inevitable for Euclidean spacetime, but then Minkowski space-
time is not a necessary truth. Naturally causality has to be carried by a

diffe¡ent physical structure, but that is to be expected, not feared. Misner,
Thorne and Wheeler in Gravitation (L973,51) condemn the old practice
of using Euclidean coordinates in their section "Farewell to lict"'; but in
the context it is clear thât they are objecting to the use of such coordinates
to describe universes which are still fundamentally Minkowski. That is not
so here. It is not as if one were simply redescribing a univbrse which is in
reality Minkowski: rather there would be a fundamentally different set of
laws of nature.

5. THE JOIN PROBLEM: A CONTRADICTION?

In short, we proceed for the present with the interpretation that the Eu-
clidean region has time of some sort in it. So the theory involves the
postulation of two regions, one Euclidean and one Minkowskian, This
lèads one to inquile in more detail about the relation between the two
regions. Hawking draws them as joined together'. But what is the nature
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of the relation? This is called the join problem by Deltete and Guy (1996)-

For example, in describing the theor¡ Hawking speaks of the Minkowski
phase as being "LateÍ than" the Euclidean phase (pp.Ia5-L46). Again; Paul

Davies inAboutTime (1995) stresses that the join is not a sharp discontinu-

ous change but is smeared out, then speaks of a continuous sequence where

time "starts ouf' aS Space and gradually "turnS into" time as we know it.

One can see here two variants of the join problem: One is the problem of
how the Euclidean region can be earlief than the Minkowski region; the.'

other is the problem of what the nature of join, in particular is it abrupt or

fuzzyT We briefly consider the f,rst of these here, then turn to the second

in the next section.

In (1993), Quentin Smith seizes on Hawking's talk about how 1'once"

quantum . smearing effects subside, .4-D Euclidean space joins onto

Minkowski spacetime. If in the Euclidean region there was no real time,

how could it stand in the relation of being earlier than? " . . . it is not

really earlier than, later than or simultaneous with the four-dimensional

spacetime manifold. Accordingly it is false that the 4-sphere joins . ' . once

..., Nor can this "once" refer to imaginary time, which would imply that

the real spacetime is later in imaginary time than the 4-sphere, which it
is not" (p. 318). The idea here seems to be an appeal to the analogy. of
complex numbers with rotation through 90 degrees, since a line at right

angles couldn't amount to being earlier. Smith also argues that "later'l iS

hot an appropriate description of imaginary'time at all, since "imaginary

time is instead like a spatial dimension, in which there is no direction"
(p. 318). The way the latter point is made appea$ to be a difficulty directed

at the eliminationist'interpretation.
Similarly, Deltete and Guy (1996) maintain that there is a contradiction

implicit in rhis way of talking about the join. They argue that if real time is

later than imaginary time, then it is later either in real time or in imaginaty

time. However; either answer implies that the one time existed in the other

time's region: This aspect of the join problem is certainly problematic. We

will need to keep it in mind as an important constraint on any solution to

the join problem. 'We will see eventually that there is (at least) one way

of talking about the join problem which avoids the difficulty, but that will
have to wait until a much later section.

6. THE JOIN PROBLEM: VAGUENESS

We recall Davies' insistence on the gradualness of the join. Deltete and

Guy reject afizzy transition as "facile" (1996, p. 190), and contend that the

above problem of contradictoriness arises as much for a vague or smeared-
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out join. In addition, a fufther problem of consistency apparently arises:

a succession of stages implies a succession of times during which time

gradually came into existence, which is contradictory. This is clearly a

problem which is distinctive'to a vague join: it does not arise if the join is
sudden, as if the universe "fltþs over" into our spacetime'

However, in a later paper (1997), Smith offers a defence of a vague join.

He argues that Deltete and Guy àssume that a metrically amorphous join

is impossible, that having a topological structure at all requires metrical

relations of some sort. However, it is well-known that topological structure

is more general than metric. It does not logically imply a metric and can

therefore logically exist without it.
Smith is correct about the logic here. Spacetime has several levels

of struclure, specifically metrical, affine, and topological. Each is more

general than its predecessors. Therefore, the postulation of a metrically
indeterminate topological structure ls consistent. Hence, if that is what a

vague join implies, then it cannot be convicted of contradiction.

Smith goes on to argue for the join region being metrically indetermi-

nate. Though the details remain to be worked out with exactitude, it
seems reasonable to say that the transition.from Euclidean to Minkowski
regimes is descri-bed by a superposition of quaritum states described by the

iespective characteristic metrics. Around the join, the contributions of the

two components of the wave ftinction are approximately of the same size.

Thus they cannot deliver a unique metric the way they do elsewhere. This

is metrical indeflniteness, if anything is.

Again we agree. The only alternative is that the change from one

metrical structure to another tâkes place discontinuously. While this is
unquestionably a consistent possibility, in Quantum Theory such changes

take place only with a measurement, and we should be avoiding measure-

ment at all costs.if we are talking about a wave function of the universe.

Hence the universe às a whole is described by an analog of Schr'ödinger

evolution, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. The evolution is smooth and thus

the change must take place gradually. Even so, perhaps there is scope for
some amount of discontinuous change. It might be that the waye function
contains a measure of lower-level complexity due to space at the very small

scale bubbli4g with virtual pairs, well below the Planck length. The whole

wave function of the universe would thus contain this small scale bubbling,

which would ôccasionally manifest itself at the larget scale, and precipitate

very rapid changes. This does not need measurement, only small-scale

complexity.
We are not confrdent that this is a viable descrþtion of literally discon-

tinuous change. However, the alternative of a vague join, i.e. Davies and
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Smith's position, is certainly defensible from a charge of contradiction. A
fuzzy joinis not a cohtradiction, and may well be required by QM. Having
said this, we register that Deltete and Guy's original consistency problem
remains: there is a problem âbout how one region could be before the other.

7. IRREALISM

It is time to track another theme in this whole debate, namely that of the
various brands of irrealism, instrumentalism, realism etc. which are on
display here. Hawking's own mad-dog instrumentalism is well-known. He
disparages his own clever suggestion by describing it as merely a mathem-
atical device or trick to enable us to calculate answers about real spacetime.
"So it is meaningless to ask: Which is real, 'real' or 'imaginary timel? It is
simply a matter of which is the more. useful description' (1988, p. 148).

Such hard-core positivism has largely departed the philosophical scene,

it is pleasing to note. It is interesting to ask how Hawking envisages one

description could be more useful and enabling us to calculate answers

about real spacetime, if it is a mere fiction. What confidence could one

have that one's descrþtions had anything to say about the real world, if
thç real world'is nothing Like the way one's descrþtions describe it to be?

Hawking was bothered.about his inability to make predictions about the
history of the universe, but.how could he seriously make predictions with
instruments he holds not to accord, even approximately, with the world?

Deltete and Guy argue against Quentin Smith's more subtle brand of
irrealism . In (1993) Smith proposes what he calls "quasi-realism?'. This
is the thesis that only the universe after the join is real. Before that, he
denies any structure corresponding to the Euclidean metric. It is tnre that
this avoids the objection that to say that the after-join universe is later than
the before-join universe is contradictory. This is done by the expedient of
denying the existence of the before-join universe altogether. But this is
bought at a large cost. If there is nothing before the join, then one aim of
the game is given up: explanation of the very early epoch. There could be
no sense of deducing the way things are from some description which one
proposes is close to the way the world is. It would be just another story,

that's all, and talk is cheap.
In the later paper (L997), Smith gives up this mixed i:realism in favour

of a full realism of both regions. Even so, he is unable to resist a resid- '

ual irrealism, we suspect. Commenting on Davies' gradualism, he flilts
with the contradiction, describing space as "graduall5r" becoming time-
like, 'Journey", "approached", "distant from" one region to another; and

then defends the language as "deflnàble entilely in co-ordinate and topo-
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logical terms . . . no fact of the matter as to whether there is a f,rst temporal

interval of each actual length" (p. 175). Now it is conect that one speaks

of approaching a limit along an arbitrary culve of co-ordinates. This is
ap the level of abstract differential topological stnrcture, and need have

nothing to do with time per.i¿. So such language should not be seized on

too quickly as evidence of self-contradiction. But "no fact of the matter" is

òonventionalist-irrealist language, unquestionably, and in such a case one

wants to know just where the facts of the matter reside.

Another version of i¡realism is conjured up with the idea that the

descriptions of the world in the extreme quantum region are only "sym-
bolically" true, notliterally,true, "metaphorical" perhaps. In (1993), Chris

Isham speaks of "the origination of the univefse" in an imaginary space-

time, from which the Minkowski "process . . . emerges . . . well away from
the originating 4-sphere" (p. 74). These appear to be temporal and metrical
concepts. However, Isham denies this: they are to be understood "in a

symbolic se.nse" (p. 7 Ð.
This too is criticised by Deltete and Guy. They suspect it of instru-

rnentalism: "In what sense is the 4-sphere an 'originating' Sphere if the

Lorentzian spacetime does not succeed it temporally? And in what sense

is the Lorentzian real-time region 'well away from' the four-space if 'well
away from' does not mean 'temporally distant from'? Finally, if the words

'emerge' and 'process' are being used symbolically, what do they sym-

bolise?" (p. 192).Isham indeed disavows a realist'interpretation: we ate

talking about features of 'mathematical models' of the Universe and not
to feahrres of the Universe itself (p. 193). However, Deltete and Guy's
argument is the appropriate one against anyone who is tempted by meta-

phors: in that case, what is the bash value of the metaphor? One cannot hicle

behind metaphors forever. Eventually the audience wants to have,some sort

of indication of what the symbols are supposed to signify.

8. AN ARTIFACT OF CO-ORDiNATES?

One technical version of irrealism which has attracted support is the claim
that the singularity is an artifact of co-ordinates. Davies (1992, p. 67)
describes the síngularity at t - 0 as 'Just the coordinate singularity".
Even more explicitly, John Gribbin in Schrödinger's Kjttens (1996) writes

that "mathematicians are free to choose many aspects of the co-ordinate

systems they use . . . only a change in choice of mathematical co-ordinates"
(p.211). Gribbin, however, also attributes to Hawking the thesis that "our
everyday understanding of time is wrong, and that a better model of the

way the Universe works is...imaginary time'r (p.2L0), and that the latter
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alternative is"nxore physically reasonable" (p-273).In that case, one might
ask what account of the wrongness of our ordinary understanding Gribbin
has in mind. In passing, we note that Gribbin also describes Hawking's 4-
sphere universe without talkþg abouf a join: Gribbin seems to take it that
the entire history of the uni'ùerse might really be Etrclidean. We find this
altogether too unbelievable, and we do not pursue it further.

However, the suggestion that somehow a co-ordinate change can avoid
a real singularity is an interesting one, and worth exploring. This kind
of strategy has had its successes in the history of physics. One of the
better known is the use of Kmskal/Szeckeres co-ordinates to describe
black holes. Early theorising about black holes made it look like they
had two singularities,'one at the light horizon and one right at the centre
where mass-density becomes absolutely infrnite. However. Kruskal and

Szeckeres showed independently that the former infinity does not appear

if a new set of co-ordinates is used. These are well-behaved although the
transformation cannot perforce be contirruous everywhere, foi that would
only reproduce the singularity. This device had the consequence that an

observer freely falling into the black hole would not be crushed out of
existence at the light horizon, but would continue on into the centre, where
it would really be crushed, at the real singularity.

There is some realisrn here, however; To conclude that an observer
would notbe crushed at the horizon is to ægue that the I(/S co-ordinates
are in reality topologically correct, and the other co-ordinates incorrect.
In particular, the singularity in the other co-ordinates does not exist in
physical space. So for the co-ordinate change strategy tô work anywhere,
it must be accompanied by the hypothesis that the world really is that way
and not the other. 'We certainly don't mean to imply that one should follow
Gribbin all the way into total irealism about our Minkowski world, of
course. Pace the eúly Smith, realism about both regions is possible and
more reasonable. But realism about the Etrclidean regime must be part of
that strategy if we think that a co-ordinate change will gain us any mileage
at all. Thus, mere co-ordinate change is not so mefe: unless it is realist,
it does nòt escape the diffrculties of irrealism; and so far as we have got,
fealism hasn't escaped the join problem.

9. SPACE AND TIME AS MACROPHENOMENA

In (I999a and 1999b), Butterfield a.nd Isham make a significant advance.

They promote the idea that spacetime emerges in the large scale ."from
something else" (p. 25) of smaller scale. The Minkowski metrical stnrcture
is not intrinsic to spacetime, but rather is a relation between spacetime and
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matter: GR metric, the physics of the large, is ernergent. The important

point is that they contend that this is not a temporal process, and that

hence all objections about contraclictoriness fall down, for these rely on

interpreting the metaphors temporatly (p. 57).

We are very sympathetic io this suggestion as far as it goes. Indeed, it
would seem to be inevitable for any theory in which there is a distittctive

physics of the very small. To put out own spin on it, Minkowski space-

time emerges from a ftrzzy Euclidean background of phenomena below

the Planck length, as the scale becomes too big to be affected by quantum

phenomena. This is precisely the phenomenon of quantum decoherence.

It is like this: the Universe starts out smoothly as a quanhrm fizz. The

radius grows and grows until things begin to be too big for quantum effects.

The Minkowski metric emerges as decoherence cancels out the effects of
the very small, particularly on the behaviour of light. Very soon after,

inflation as we know it takes over. Of coufse the.'Join region" will have

an indeterminate metric, but we have seen that this is not so problematic.

Butterfi,eld and Isham rather spoil it with more irealism, by asserting that

the Euclidean region has no more physical meaning than does an imaginary

spacetime trajectory in normal physics. This "does not meaîthat this solu-

tion has any ontological stahrs in the quantum theory" (p. 59). Of course,

this might be a simple caution not to be too trusting of physicists' tricks

with models, which we certainly endorse but which leaves open realism

somewhere, Setting aside the irrealism then, it is an attractive position.

It appeals to a familiar phenomenon of scale as the mechanism at work.

It unifies static and dynamic phenomena, synchtonic and diachronic, as a 
-

singl,e process of decoherence.

But there is still a fallacy lurking here. To say that there is one mecha-

nism is not to say that there aren't two different plocesses. What we

wanted to understand, was the origin of the universe, the temporal process.

That remains as a special case of scale. Thus, there remains the special fea-

ture of a temporal join. The threatened contradiction concerns the temporal

order between parts of this process, and that has not been dismissed by the

simplification afforded by seeing it as part of a mofe general phenomenon.

Hence it can't yet be said that the join problem has been avoided.

10. IMAGINARY SPACE

So, the problem of the temporal order between parts around the join is still
r,vith us. One way remains for solving the problem. This applies whether

the join is ftrzzy and gradual or not.
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'We recall the point that the substitution of t' : it turns the metrjcal
form fiom a signature of (+, +, +, -) to (+, +, +, +).This was the point
about abolishing a metrical distinction between space and time. However,
it invited the question of in,what sense ir could be earlier than r. Now,
one thing which seems not to have been noticed is that the Minkowski
signature is often written (-, -, -, +) or (+, -t -t -). Such a signature
is regarded as an equally legitimate description of SR spacetime. It follows
that there is another way to describe the transition. The transformation
of the spatial co-ordinateS (x, y,z) to i(x,y,¿), that is (ix,iy,iz), will
equally tiansform a Minkowski,metrjcal form into a Euclidean form. That
is, to transform a SR metric to Euclidean, it suffices to take imaginary
space, not imaginary,time. Btû in this model there is no problent about
which times are earlier or later, because the time variable t is univocal
throughout. The join region is a superposition of spatially distinct regions,
with a common time. The conttadiction problem dissolves. So does the

problem of how the poshrlation of the Euclidean region can explain the
Minkowski region and yield reliable calculations about it. The Euclidean
region is earlier than the Minkowski region and thus causally prior to. it.
Indeed, we go so far as to suggest that even the problem of the fuzziness of
the join looks more tractable. Vague spatial states, that is a superposition
of spatial states, are fairly routine quantum weirdness, even if Superposing

Euclidean and Minkows(i times were hard to comprehend.
This is a better solution interpretationally, we think, especially when

combined with Butterfield and.Isham's application of the principle of
scale. All it would seem to require is the capacity to transform thlee sets

of spatial variables through mutually orthogonal directions, The result is
presumably another 3-D space at right angles to our own. This is not so

absurd a thought. In fact, it's the one you would nahrrally come to if you
thought of the change as a process, something taking place over (the one

kind of) time.
Moreover, there is apparently no change in the way the calculations are

conducted. Indeed, inspection of Hartle aud Hawking (1983) indicates that
in the way they frrst set up the 'analysis (p. 2960), the integral which is
made to converge in the Euclidean regime is only indirectly a function of
time through the ftinctional dependence of space upon time in conditions
of an expanding universe. The state function tþ is given as I eis dx, where
,S is a function of x which is in turn a function of r. The transformation
of r to it then turns the integral into / e-sdx. That this has the desirecl

effect for suitable ,S, x and r can^be seen simply by setting S : x : t,
which reduces the example to the simplified case given in Section 2. The
functional dependence of this integral on /, that is the fact that the state
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ñlnction ry' so determined is a function of time, means that one can in turn
proceed to calculate the probability that a given ry' occur at f by summing
over "histories" which lead up to ú at t, thatis by integrating with respect
to / in the usual fashion in Q[A.In short, it seems that there are no aclverse
consequences for the calculations of amplinrdes and probabilities, which
is thus some indirect srçport for the viability of our suggestion.

11. EucIIoeeN TIME AS sPAcE

In an early section we distinguished two interpretations of the ontological
stahrs of time in the Euclidean region. We have mostly been discussing the
reductionist interpretation, namely that there is after all time of a sort in
this region, having registering.further distinctive difficutties for the elimi-
nationist approach. It is time to see if nothing better can be said in favour
of eliminationism. one place wherq a ghost of an.eliminationist suggestion
pmerges is in Gribbin (1996, pp.2lI-212) where heinterprers Hawking's
thesis to think of the expanding universe ". . . not in'terms of an expanding
bubble of spacetime that appears out of a mathematical point (the singu-
larity) and grows, but in terms of lines of latinrde drawn on the surface of
a sphere which stays ct cotxslcmt size" (emphasis ours). This looks like the
denial of time in the Euclidean region, even if the next few sentences take
it back: 'A tiny circle drawn around the north pole of the sphere represents
the universe 'pvhen yoluxg - all of space is represented by the line that
makes up the circle. As the universe expands, it is represented by lines
drawn further from the pole and closer to the equator" (emphasis ours)

Is it possible to give sense to the idea that it begins as space alone?
of course, our suggestion in the last section is not available, since that
proposes that time exists in a fairly robust sense throughout. Still, it is
not so absurd to talk this way, perhaps. rmagine tlrat, looking backward;
instead of there being a pointy-tempãrd singularity there is a bubble of
space. The bubblé of space doesn't change in size. trt is simply the ori-
gin of the universe, but it is not itself extended in time. It is surely not
¿t necessary trtúh that whatèver exists, is temporally extenderl. Another
analogy that we think is useful is of a mercury thermometer. It has a
(static) bubble at the bottom and, out of that rises a column of mercury.
The dynamic aspect of time is captured by the motion of the column as it
rises. Now ask Hawking's question: how can one calculate the probability
that our universe arose from a region where there is no singularity of mass-
densify? v/onld it not be a reasonable suggestion to apply. the analogy of
summing over all possible non-singular "histories" which join to a small
but incontrovertibly Minkowski state, save that one sums over all possible
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non-singular spatial bubbles from which the Minkowski state initiates? We
donlt think that the word '.'initiates" gives anything away here. It is the
Minkowski universe which initiates, not the spatial bubble which initiates
it. Time begins as Minkowski, there is no before, but there is a finite spacg
at the origin nonetheless.

'We do not wish to endorse this way of talking too strongly. We siitt
think that there is no clear sense in which the Minkowski region would
be explained by the Euclidean region, if the latter has no time. If that is
so, then what we have here is at most description but not explanation. In
which case, the hypothesis.offers nothing as explanation and so there are

no grounds for its retention. That is, if one'takes the eliminationist posi-
tion about time in the Euclidean region then in ftrrn one should eliminate
the Euclidean region altogether. This of cotrrse was Smith's conclusion
in arguing for his original quasi-realism. Moreover, on this suggestion the
stahrs of the calculation of the probability that the Minkowski region exists,
on analogy with summing over histories in ordinary QM, is problematic.
These are not "histories" in any sense. Hence it is not at all clear what
could justify Hawking's claim that he has calculated the probability that
the nniverse a¡:ises out of "...azero three-geometry i.e., a single point. In
other words, the ground state is the amplihrde for the Universe to appear
from nothing" (1983, p.296I). Further clariflcation of these matters is to
be awaited with i¡terest.

12. coNclusroN

To sum up, we believe that we have sketched a consistent and coherent
interpretation of the Hartle-Hawking theory of the very early epoch of
the Universe. The present account appeals to a simple re-interpretation
of the change of metric which is founded in actual practice in present-
ing the relativistic metric. It also adopts as an independent principle the
Butterfield-Isham application gf scale or decoherence. The result is'a
theory which; we propose, avoids the major problems that bedevil other.
interpretations, allows for a reasonable concept of explanation, and retains
the calculatory advantages of the original .theory. :

There a¡e other interpretational issues in this area which we do not
propose to take up, since it would seem that they are not affected by
the details of our argument. One issue'concerns the difference between
two rival accourits of the change in the literature, the Hartle-Hawking
theory and Vilenkin's quanhrm tunneling approach. Another is the debate
between Smith and Craig over Smith's contention that the sum-over-
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histories methodology implies an anti-theistic argument, by yielding a
non-zero probability that the universe arose from nothing at all.

Instead, we will content ourselves by recalling Hawking's woids in A
Brief Hìstory of Timelp. tAS¡:

Up to now, most scientists have been too occupied with the development of new iheories

that describe what the universe is, to.ask the question why. On the other hand, the people

whose business is to ask why, the philosophers, have not been able to keep up with the

advance of scientific theories. In the seventeenth century, philosophers considered the

whole of human knowledge, incltrding science, to be their field and discussed questions

such as: Did the universe have a beginning? Howeveç in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, science became too technical and mathematical for the philosophers, or anyone

else but a few specialists. Philosophers reduced the scope of their inquiries so much that

Wittgenstein, the most famous philosopher of this century said 'The sole remaining task

for philosophy is the analysis of language'. What a comedown from the great tradition of
philosophy from Aristotle to Kant!

This is unworthy of Hawking. Wittgensteín died in 1951, and did not
see the rise of a generation of scientifically-literate philosophers who do

regard the whole of htrman knowledge as their field. The list of twenti-
eth century philosophers who have been technically well-informed about
modern physics is very long. If one had to name the three most influential
philosophers of the twentieth century one might guess Russell, 'Wittgen-

stein and Quinê, though we doubt that Wittgenstein would be the most
famous. Of these, Russell and Quine display strong mathematics and phys-

ics. Even'Wittgenstein, trained as an engineer, showed no fear of technical
mathematics. 'Wittgenstein's role in twentieth-century philosophy is a com-
plex one, though it can be sâid that in his later period he held the view
that philosophical puzzles arise solely from confusion over our ordinary
use of language. This is understandable for its time, but its limitations
were seen some decades ago. Finally, one can accuse the physicists of
collaborating in the confusion by formulating their theories in ways which
are infected with bad philosophy. Salient examples are the formtrlations
of both SR and QM in terms of observers. These are positivist accretions
which persist even today among physicists when better versions in terms
of frames and interactions respectively exist, in no small part due to the
efforts of philosophers.

We take it that the present paper, along with those we have been discuss.
ing, constitutes a counter-example to Hawking's opinions on philosophers.
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DHARMAKIRTI AND PRIEST ON CHANCE

Chris Mortensen

Department of Philosophy, University of Adelaide

This essay looks at the contrasting accounts of change and motion given by the
Buddhist logician Dharmakirti (seventh century c.r.) (along with lris commentator
Dharmottara [eighth to ninth centuries c.r.]) and the contemporary analytical phi-
loso¡rher Graham Priest. ln what are otherwise strikingly similar positions, they take
opposite views on the Law of Non-contradiction-the former appealing to it and the
latter denying it. The question of who is right is raised, and a qualified endorsemerrt
of Dharmaklrti is entered.

Priest's lnconsistent Account of Motion

Craham Priest ('1987) argues that motion must be an inconsistent process. The idea

of motion and change as inconsistent has a long history, fronr Heracleitus to Hegel.
As a major premise in his proposed account, Priest, following Hegel, argues that an

account of motion at a given time ought to be intrinsic rather than in relation to other
times. He offers two nrain arguments in favor of this premise. First, he proposes that it
must be possible to distinguisl-t front its instantaneous state alone whether a body is

in ntotion or at rest. An instantaneous snapshot ought to reveal which components of
a process are in motion and which are not. Now, one might initially think that orre
would have velocity vectors, wlriclr intrinsically constitute the instantaneous velocity
of a particle. However, Priest points out that velocity, as the derivative of positiorr, is

not intrinsic. lt is a relation to nearby tinres; it is the limit of average velocities for
shorter and shorter tímes. As suclr, nrotion considered as velocity could not be a

property internal to the instantaneous state itself; there must be an additional ingre-
dient to have motion.

Priest's second argument is a challenge: if you believe that Laplacean deter-
minism is at least possible, then you allow that there is a possible world in which any
instantaneous state in the future is determirred by the present state. But this can only
be so if change is intrinsic: the instantaneous non-relational state cannot determine
whether a particle is in the sanre ¡:lace or different places at otlrertinres. But if it were
logically necessa,y tlrat change were a relation between tinres, tlren Laplacean
deternrinism would not even be colrerent.

ln order to set aside this second argument, let us be clear about what Priest

is denyirrg. He is denying the ¡:ro¡:osition that velocity being nonzero suffices for
nrotion; that is, v I O -: nrotion. (The converse inr¡:lication might also be disputed,
but that need not concern us here). Now, I suggest, one should not go so far as to say

tl-rat Laplacean determinisnr is impossible or incoherent. lt is possible for nrotion to
be as Priest and Hegel say it is. On the other hand, Priest and Hegel must admit that
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the relational facts of the matter are present even in their story; that is, v + O. Hence,
their view is at least vulnerable to the charge of multiplying entities lreyoncl neces-
sity. The alternative, that nonzero velocity is sLifficient for motion, is simpler ancl
explanatorily clearer. Moreover, there is also the clifficulty that La¡rlacean cleter-
minism appears not to be true, because of the probabilistic rìature of c¡uantum
measurement.

However, I am more interested in what Priest cloes with this accoLrnt. He con-
tends that a plausible intrinsíc account can be given if we think of a moving particle
as occupyin g a small spread or interval of spatial points at any given time. H" 

"rg,,",that the classical position function can be thought of as the leacling eclge oitlris
interval, and that speed can be thought of as a measure of the extent of thl spreacl,
with the limiting case of zero being the absence of motion.

So far so goocl. lndeed, so far so consistent the particle is smearecl out; it occu-
pies spatial extension. Now, spatially extended things are no news, ancl harclly in-
consistent. What makes the theory inconsistent ís the fr-¡rther premise that no singte
body can be in distinct positions at the same tirne. More precisely, a bocly's havi"ng
position pl al t excludes that bocly having position p2 at t, if pl and p2 ar:e clifferenì
positions. Moreover, this premise applies even when both positions belong to tþe
postr-rlated spread of positions at t, a point that might seem qr-restionable if thì parti-
cle is thought of as spatially extenclecl. Keep the premise in mincl. Priest cloes not
offer any further argument for it that I can find, but it is essential to his acco¡rnt. We
will see that Dharmakirti is likewise committed to a parallel assumption.

Dharmaklrti's Accottnt of Change

Dharmaklrti's central argument is found in A Short Treatise on Logic (Nyãya Bincltt),
along with Dharmottara's commentary (see stcherbatsky t193oi 1962, especially
1 : 103-1 05, 414; and 2:8,94, j96-192). what follows is a moclernizecl reconstruc-
tion, but it essentially follows Stcherbatsky's own twentieth-century reconstructíon.

consider a thing that changes from having a property F (sr-rch as blue) at t1 to
having an incompatible property C (such as yellow) at t2. Then the bocly-at-tl has
an incompatible property from the body-at-t2.Thtts, they cannot be iclentical: what
it means to have incompatible properties is tlrat the one exclucles the other; one ancl
the same thing cannot possess both. Hence, all things are macle up of temporal
atoms or time slices that are entirely distinct; no two are iclentical. No one thing
changes; there are merely clifferences between clistinct time slices. Thus tl-re Buclclhis-t
doctrine of momentariness is cledr-lcecl.

stcherbatslcy clescribes this as an application of the ,,Law of Contracliction,,,
which is the traditional name for what we now commonly call the ,,Law of Non-
contracliction" (LNC): -(P & -P). LNC is incleed involvecj in the reconstructecl
argument below, and Dharmaklrti ancl Dharmottara certainly sperrd consicleraþle
time defencling it (secs. 12ff.). But orre might at least implicate Leibniz, Law (LL), as
well:. if two things are identical then they have the same properties. The argument is
of the form:
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1. First, x : y & Fx & Cy & (z)(Fz-' -Cz) implies x : y & Fx & -Fy ([ry first-
order-logic principles).

2. But, x: y & Fx & -Fy implies Fx & -Fx (by LL).

3. Now, -(Fx & -Fx) (LNC).

4. So, -(x : y & Fx & -Fy) (2, 3, modus tollens).
5. However, Fx & Cy (by observation).
6. Hence, Fx & -Fy (sirrce F and C are incom¡ratible).
7. So, -(x - y) (4, 6, first-order logic).

Here, x and y are the lrody-at-tf and body-a!-t2, respectively, and (z)(tz -' -Cz)
expresses the incompat¡bility of F and C, the mutual exclusion of F and G.

Notice tlrat Priest is likewise committed to (1) and .(2) and indeed tlreir ante-
cedents: body b-at-tl, in motion, has the properties of being at place pf and at place
p2, and, as we have seerr, being at pl excludes being at p2. (DharmakTrti's move
from [5] to [6] is parallel.) Now, for Priest, there is no question as to whether b-at-tl
is self-identical. Since these facts are ceftain, there is no question of their being
overridden by LNC. Hence, being at pl and not lreíng at pf both apply to b-al-tl,
and motion is inconsistent. One person's modus ponens is another's modus tollens.

Leibniz'Law

ln passing, it is worth noticing that there are different versions of Leibniz' Law in
operation here. Three equivalents can be distingr-rished. The whole inference above
is giúen by:

a.l (xXyX(Fx & Gy & (z)(tz -+ -Gz)) -* -(x : y))

Substitr-rting -F for C satisfies (z)(Fz -- -Cz), so this im¡rlies:

a.2 (xXyX(Fx & -Fy) -* -(x : y))

The latter is obviously equivalent to LL in its familiar form:

¿.3 (xXyXx : y * (Fx -' Fy))

Conversely, assume (4.2) and the antecedent of (4.'l). From the latter, we may de-
duce (zXCz -. -Fz), and he¡rce Cy --r -Fy. Ap¡rlying nrodus ponens gives -Fy,.arrd
conjoining gives Fx & -Fy. This is the antecederrt of (4.2), so we obtain -(x : y).

Herrce, (a.1) is equivalerrt also.

Space-time Theory

Tinte Slices
Who is rigl'rt here-Priest or Dharmakifti? I confess a definite inclination to side with
Dharnraklrti and the Buddhists, with sonre qr-ralifications.
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The first and most obvious point is that twentieth-century space-tinle theory

sides with Dharmaklrti. Space-time is a whole whose atomic parts are space-time

points. These stack into slices that make up space-time frames. Continuing objects

are thus made up of time slices, which are themselves spatially complex, in accor-

clance with Buddhíst theory. The basic items of reality are space-tinre points, ancl

everything else is wholes of these. lncleed, it is tempting to believe that Budclhist

thought ori this point constitutes the first coherent attemPt at a spáce-time ontology,

although, of course, its vindication from speculative status awaited much more

soph isticated science.

Rel ativistic I nva ri a n ce

Furthermore, there is a problem for Priest and Hegel, namely that in relativity theory

motion is relative to frames, not absolute. Hence Priest's theory is not relativistically

invarianh the spread of inconsistent locations vanishes in a frame in which the body

is at rest.

Actually this is not such a clamaging problem. So what if inconsistent theory is

appropriate for the description of space-time frames but not invariance? This locates

its sphere of usefulness, but does not destroy it. Even so, inconsistency would be

eroded as a basic character of the world. lt woulcl enjoy the same status as space and

time separately, without enjoying the full reality of the invariants of space-time.

No Atomic Tímes?

The viability of this account of the basic ontology of the universe turns on whether

the universe is, at bottom, atomic, that is, punctate. At the very least it needs that

time be punctate. lf time had no instants, only nested shorter and slrorter intervals,

then there would be no ultimate time slices out of which to builcl continuing exis-

tences.
It is certainly true that relativity theory, both special and general, postulates

space-time as punctate. Thus, our best theory of the (large-scale) structure of the

universe supports the atomicity of space and time (in the small scale, which is hardly

sr-rrprising!). Quantum theory is much more equivocal. lt is true that Hilbert spaces,

the phase spaces of QM, are clescribed by sharp-valued coorclinates including space

and time coordinates. But, as many texts point out, this is something of an illusion:

the Heisenberg Uncertainty relations for spatial position P and time T reqr-rire tlrat

both have indeterminacy: ôP.6Q ancl õT.6E are both bounded below (Q and E here

are, respectively, momentum and energy). There are technical issues here: it is pos-

sible to recover exactvalues for position and duration using a formal device called

the Dirac Delta function, but the cost is a considerable complication of the mathe-

matics, so the resulting theory is less simple.

However, it is also true that a few theorists have suggested that it is unnecessary

to have exact positions and times (see, e.g., Mortensen and Nerlich 1978). The iclea

lrere is simply that there are intervals of ever-diminishing size, but no basic sizeless

atoms of space and tirne. Tlris seenls to have been Aristotle's view, ancl it is certainly
a natural view, if only because no one has ever detected a point. lt is suggested here
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that there is no conclusive proof eitlrer from evidence or from a priori argumellt, or
botlr, that reality could not be temporally nonatomic. lf this right, then sup¡rort for

Dharmakirti must be tempered with the proviso that reality should turn out to be as

our best current space-time theory says it is, rather than the non-punctate alternative.

Differentiating a Scalar Field
Stcherbatsky raises the example of the differential calculus (t19301 1962, 1:106-
108). He contends that it shows that time is punctate. As we have already seen, there

is no doubt that differential calculus employs functions on sets of poirrts that are

isomorphic with the Real Numbers. So anyone wishing to deny the atomicity of
reality ought to show how calculus can be done on the kinds of manifolds they are

postulating, for it is in terms of differential equations tlrat the basic laws of nature

are written. But it should not be tlrought that this is such an impossible task. There

are various approaches that have been taken regarding this problem; for example, on

the use of synthetic differential geonretry, see Kock'1981 or Bell '1988.

The application of calculus in physical theories actually looks at first glance

to make things worse for Stcherbatsky and the Buddhists. For ittstance, we firrd tlre
velocity of a ¡ranicle by considering tlre position function of the particle over time.

Now tlris is already prciblematic for Buddhist logic, sirrce it postulates a particular
that continues to be self-identical at different times: a particle is a particular, if any-

thing is. Similarly, wanting to find the particle's change of mass over tinre, or the

dynamics of its temperature, involves us in the ntass function M(t) and temperature

function I(t) of the particle. Thus, it seerrìs that the Buddhist doctrine of monrentari-
ness is immediately defeated by differerrtiation, since the latter postulates identity

over time.
More careful accounts of taking the derivative of a scalar field avoid this ¡rrob-

lem for the Buddhists, although further problems emerge. We su¡rpose that the uni-
verse (or a region of i0 is pervaded by a field, such as a field of gravitational poten-

tials, or a field of tem¡reratures. That is, a scalar quantity-kind, such as temperature,

takes a definite value at different points in space (the space in question rnight not

be ¡rhysical space but phase space). The universals in question are the irrdividual
temperatures at points in the field: they are urriversals lrecause they can take an

ide¡rtical value at different ¡rlaces distant from orie another. Thus far, there are no

continuing particulars. There is a problern over the identity of the kind of field at

different points: all temperatures, for exanr¡rle. But if we have universals at all, tlren

presumably there is in principle no problenr with higher-order pro¡rerties of univer-

sals and relations between universals: some such account of what birrds quarrtities

together into quantity-kinds would have to be right.
Now we take the derivative by taking the average variation in the field over

smaller and snraller nestecl intervals of thã indeperrclent variable (e.g., dístance or
duratiorr) in a given direction as cieternrined at the point at which the clerivative

is being taken. The lirnit of these averages as the irrdependent variable tends to zero

is stipulated to be the rate of chánge of the field in that direction. Note tlrat one

can differentiate at a point in whatever direction and along whatever pathway we
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choose. There is no preferrecl direction such as following the track of a particle
in phase space. One can choose to clo that, of course, but differerrtiation cloes not
require it.

There is one preferred direction of the field; the one in which the magnitude of
the derivative is the greatest, and this is called the gradient of the fíeld. This is the
track down which the system will proceed without outside interference. Think of the
contours óf a hillside: the route down which water will flow is the route of steepest

descent. But that doesn't significantly alter the point of this story, which is this: that
we don't have to track a particle tlrrough time or space. There is just the all-pervasive
field with a universal instantiated at every point in it, and we can clifferentiate in
whatever direction we choose.

Differentiating a Vector Field: Direction and Distance at Different Places
For the sake of completeness, it needs to be noted tlrat space-time theory has to
do more differe¡rtiating than this, and this leads to an increase in the conceptual
resources required. ln addition to differentiating a scalar fielcl one wants to take the
second derivative of position, namely acceleration. Taking the next clerivative by
clifferentiating the resulting vector field is not an immediate requirement, however,
for there is no natural way of comparing vectors at different points, because vèctors
have a direction as well as a magnitudé, ancl we have yet to import clirections. This
is solved in general relativity theory by introducing tlre further concept of an affine
connection. An affine connection provides for the idea of parallelism, specifically
of a parallel transport between vectors attached to differing (rrearby) points. This,
evidently, serves to introduce the idea of sameness of direction at clifferent points. ln
point of fact, something even stronger is introciuced .into space-time: the idea of a

metric. A metric provides a comparison of distance between neiglrl:oring points, and
along a patlr. The clistance here is generally space-time distance rather than spatial
or temporal distance. A metric cletermines a unique affine connection but not vice
versa.

The metaphysics of distance and direction have to be carefully worked out. lt is
apparent that space and space{irre cannot aclequately be clescribed without systems
of relations, so realism about spatial universals is realism about relational universals
of various kinds. I just want to claim here that this apparatus would seem not to need
anything more in principle than the identity of various universals at different points.
Useful work on this has been done by Peter Forrest (Forrest and Armstrong'1987;
Forrest 1988) and John Bigelow (1988).

U niversals and Particulars

Thus, the Bucldhist doctrine of momentariness lrad best be interpreted as the claim
of clisidentity of atomic particulars. Lurking in the background of this discussion has

been the distinction between universals and particr-rlars, which the Budclhíst logi-
cians certainly knew about. Now it is continuing particulars that are being primarily
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denied: universals are irot the softs of things of which one can take space-time slices.
And it is particulars that are relevant to religious practice anci tlre Buddhist doctrine
of irrpermanence, for it would seem that we ourselves are particulars. ln the last
section above, we defended Dharmakirti from the specter of the Moving Particle,
by arguing that properly understood differentiation does not require the identity of
objects over time. A more modern account of field theory requires scalar universals
distributed across space-t¡me. Uníversals are fully ín all of their instances, so there is
identity across space-time; but, of course, from the beginning the theory of universals
was designed precisely for universals to be self-identical over time and space.

Unfortunately Dharmakïrti's position is nrade more difficult by the strong tradi-
tion of Buddhist nominalism to which he subscribed. This is hardly surprising-the
Buddhists appear as the KneeJerk lmpermanence Police here. But it does mean that
the defense given above to the objection from the Moving Particle is unavailable.
Notice, too, that tlris cannot be turned by insisting that quantities are merely rela-
tional after all, for relations are equally universals. I suggest,.however, that admitting
universals is a small price to pay. Still, there are several complications, as we shall
see.

First, in Plato's theory universals are eternal, existirrg independently of their
instances. But in Aristotle's rival account, which the Buddlrist logicians knew about,
universals are immanent; that is, tlrey exist in and orrly in their instances. This surely
opens the door for impermanent universals: a universal ceases to exist whqn all of its
instances do. Hence, adopting Aristotle's account would perrnit a universal doctrirre
of impermanence. This battlê is not yet settled. ln recent decades we have had

Michael'.T.ooley (1977) arguing irr the name of Plato against David Armstrong's
Aristote.lian universals (1978). Armstrong arrd Tooley agree that a (basic) law of
'À"túrÉ 

igã iêlation betvù,een universals; hãwever, tooíey ãrgu". that laws can fail to
be ,insta¡tiated (such as a law governing a temperature that as a matter of fact is

higher than any realized). ln that case, if one wants to say that the counterfactual "if
that temperature were realized, therr ..." holds, one would have to look for a trutlr
maker, and the only truth makers are relations between universals that continue to
exist when uriinstantiated.

Second, for the Buddhist logicians, universals do rrot exist in the external world,
only in the mind (where they are gerruinely existing). lt is naturalto project objective
properties ontò the world, but these arc constructs of an active mind, illusiorrs. All
there is in the mind-independent world are "powers" to ¡lroduce (universal) ideas in
us, and it is well known that different powers can produce the same mental result.
The cloctrine of nrental universals was in strong dispute with realist schools such as

Nyãya and Vaiíesika. Stcherbatsky ([1930] 1962,1:446) discusses "The Ex¡reriment
of Dharmakïfti," which was influential as an argunlent for the mentality of univer-
sals. This argument proposes that the ¡rhenomenon of inattention shows that per-
ceptions can be present r,r,hile the understanding fails to be errgaged. ln turn, this
shows that understanding.is an active and constructive process. But it is r-lncler-

stand¡ng that is employed wlren general concepts are errrployed. lf there were arl
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objective sameness irr the worlcl corresponding to the general term, then an active
and constructive understanding woulcl be otiose; knowledge wor-rld símply be pro-
duced clirectly in the mind. Against this argument, while we can agree that inatten-
tion is certainly a philosophically interesting phenomenon, and while it ís unques-
tíonable that the mind constructs and projects so that some of our classifications are
constructecl, still this does not go to show that there are no objective samenesses in
the world. lncleed, the very employment of the language of "powers" is general; we
must allow at least the lively possibility that the same power manifests itself in more
than one place.

.Thircl, an assumption unexamined so far is that a person is a particular. That is
what is needed to salvage the religious relevance of the doctrine of impermanence
.from the threat of universals. But there also lurks the possibility that the soul is a
universal, one in many. This kincl of view was adopted some centuries later by
Averroës, for example. lf it were riglrt, then when the appropriate uníversal is later
instantiated, so is the person. This opens the way for a kind of suruival, even eternal
survival if Platonic universals are aclopted. Lest the position seem too ancient, reflect
that Hilary Putnam's .1960 functionalism postulated that minds were systems of
relations between logical states, and multiply realizable. This does seem to have the
consequence that if identical functional states are realized in two different places (as

with copying a disk, for example), then there would be the same mind. Even so, it is
very difficLrlt to believe that sor-rls are universals. lf we took two identical twins, so
iclentical that they had the same thoughts, then it would surely not follow that they
had the same mincl. lf one dies while the other continues to live, then one mind
exists but the other does not. This strong intuition is, I think, at the basis of the idea
that a person is'not a universal.

Whatever is the case here, the scientific arguments for universals of some form
are strong. Even before modern fielcl theory and relativity theory, Newton's physics
was up to its neck in universals. Consider the law of gravítation, F: Cm1m2fr2,
which relates the force of gravitational attraction to masses and distances in their
respective units. Masses are obviously universal-like, since they can be identical in
clifferent bodies and at different times. The whole law postulates a regularity across
space ancl time: wherever such mass universals are instantiated, they will attract one
another with the same precise force and undergo the same acceleration. These are
not mere powers, but substantive postulates about existíng things. (On these matters
see, e.9., Forrest and Armstrong'1987; Bigelow 1 9BB; Mortensen 1982.)

It must be concecled to Dharmakrrti's Experiment that it is right to be suspicious
of tlre genuine unity of external universals. For example, the case of colors makes it
clear that what is in the worlcl might be a power (to procluce seconcJary qualities) and
that dífferent powers can produce the same mental effect. lntuitions about what is
constructed and projected are thus apt to be unreliable. But this proper caution is
bypassecl by the results of our best science. Unless a wholesale reconstrgction of
basic physical theory can be clemonstratecl, the críteríon of rationality here is the
usual scientific one, ancl real generalities and regularities must be accepted.
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Conclusion

Tlrus, Buddhist nonrinalism is an unnecessary restriction. All that the doctrine of
impermanence needs in order to be applicable to people's lives is that people are
particulars and that particulars are impermanent. The thesis that people are partic-
ulars is a rejection of souls as universals. We noted that this is not quite so obvior-rs
but that it is reasonable nonetheless. Tlre thesis that particulars are im¡rermanerrt is

common experience, as tlre Buddha saw. lt would seem from Dharmakirti's argu-
ment, then, that we have reason to believe his conclusion of the momentariness of
existence, appropriately construed so as to allow universals, against Priest's incon-
sistent account. However, we also noticed that there are various cornplicating fac-
tors. Chief among these was the question of the contingent truth or falsity of the
thesis that physical reality is atonric. Only if that is true can we nrake Dharmakrrti's
argument work.
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Computing Dual Paraconsistent and fntuitionist Logics

1. Topological Spaces and Logics

Ii is well known that intuitionism has a natural connection with topology, in that

the usual intuitionist propositiona.l calculus can be semantically characterised in terms

of Heyting algebras, which in turn a¡ise as algebras of open sets on a topological space.

It is aJso known, ihough less well known, that algebras of closed sets a¡e inconsistency-

tolerating, ot pøîøconsistent. By this we mean that theories can be constructed by allowing

sentences to take v¿lues from elements of an appropriate algebra (in this case an algebra

of closed sets) in such a rvay thaü the theory is negation-inconsistent rvhile nontrivial, i.e.

not every sentence is in the theory.

It is not difficult to see informally how this works, by looking aü the intuitionist case

ûrst. A Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a field of sets. The sets can be thought of as

sets of "worlds". Assigning a proposition to an element of a Boolea¡r algebra, a set of

rvorlds, ca¡r be regarded as equivalent to declaring the proposition to be true at just those

rvorlds. If the field of sets is additionally endorved with a topological structure, then the

intuitionist point of view can be described as proposing that truth is only ever truth on

open sets of worlds, that a proposition is only ever true at the points of an open sct. Since

intuitionist negation is an operation on intuitionist propositions, the points at which the

negation of a proposition are true also form an open set, the obvious candidate being the

interior of the set-theoretic (Boolean) complement of the original set. But this leaves the

possibility that ihe set on which either a proposition or its intuiüionist complement are

tr.ue, which is to say the union of the two open sets, rvill not be the whole space unless the

open sets are also clopen. The whole space is, needless to sa¡ a¡r open set. Indeed, it is

the seü on which, according to Intuitionism, propositions must always be true in order to

be sema¡rtically valid (logical truths). Every topological space thus gives rise to a logic,

as the set of sentences which, when their atomic sentence-letters are assigned to arbitrary
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open sets, axe true at all points in the space. Hence the law of excluded middle ,4vr,4. fails

to be r¡¿lid in such logics.

The dual paraconsistent point of view requires that propositions only be assigned to

the closed sets of a topological space. If pa.raconsistent negation (in this paper written r) is

to be an operation on closed sets, then the obvious ca¡rdidate is the closure of the Boolean

complemeui. With the natural assumption that conjunction corresponds to set-theoretic

intersection, this means that a proposition and its pa.raconsistent negation will both be

true on the bounda¡y of the two sets, itself a closed set a¡d non-null unless the closed sets

a¡e also clopen. So, if a theory is determined by the stipulation that its members be those

sentences true on any of a suitable collection of closed sets which includes a boundar¡

then that theory will be negation-inconsistent but in general nontrivial.

These ideas can be presented more formally as follows. Begin rvith a propositional

language É rvith binary operators (&,v) and a unary operator r. .4. function u : E - C,

u'here C is any set-theoretic closure algebra, is a porocortsistent aaluotion if it satisfies (i)

u(p) € C for any atomic lettcr p (ii) u(á&B) = u(,4)ñu(B) (iii) u(,4,v4) = u(,4)Uu(B) (iv)

u(rA) : the closure of the set-theoretic complemenü of ;{'. A subset D of. C is a semifiItet

iffif Sr € D and 5r Ç Sz thcn 5z eD. L semifilter Disaflteritr if 5r € D and Szq- D

then .9¡ o Sz € D. A, semilogic L is a seü of propositions closed w.r.t. uniform substitution

and having a bihary conscquence relation þ¿ satisfying: if A e L and á F¿ .B then

B e L. If A e.L rve also write þ¿ A. Íf, a semilogic .L also satisfies the condition that

if F¿ .4 a¡rd tsr. B then-þ¿ AkB, then it is a logic. A closure algebra C and a filter

D on it then determine a logic .L via the stipulations (i) ¿ = {.4,: for all paraconsistent

valuations u on C, u(,a) € D) and (ii) á F¿ B iff for all paraconsistent valuations u on C,

,(A) ç u(B). There are other possible definitions of þ here, for example (Vu) (if u(A) e D

then u(B) € Ð); but since there can be different D's on the same C, it seems a good idea

to have a þ which is independent of any particulat D. The set 2 is called llrre designated'
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lo,Iues of .L in C. Note that such a set .L is always closed w.r.t. uniform substitutions,

conjunctions and the conËequence relation F¿. If C is a finite closure algebra, then such

a¡r .L is finite-uølued'.

An L-semitheory relative to a logic .L is any set of sentences closed w.r.t. Fr. Ø-

semitheories are not necessarily closed w.r.t. uniform substitutions.) An .L-semiiheory

also closed w.r.t. conjunctions is an L-tlteory. Lt -L-theory Th is inconsistent iff for some

.4, both A e Th 'and rL e Th, otherrvise consislentl and trhial ifr Th : É, otherwise

nonlúoial. A. logic L is a paraconsistezú logic iff there a¡e inconsistent but nontrivial

Z-theories.

IÍ Lr, L2 are logics determined by fiIters 21 and D2 oî the same closure algebra C,

thenif DtCDz thentrlÇ.02. (ThelatterCcannotbestrengthenedtoCbecauseof the

possibility that no theorem A of L2 take r¡alues inD2-D¡.) So, to produce a rveaker logic

on the same closure algebra, restrict the designated r¡alues. The limiting ease of rveakness

isD: {v} where V is the ma¡cimal element. The other limiting case,2 = C - {n} rvhere

Â is the minimal elcment, does not in general produce more than a semilogic since such a

2 might only be a semiñlter.

A set of designated values ca¡t be used to determine a theory as n'ell. If u is any para-

consistent vz.luation on C then choosingD and setting Th= {A: u(.4) € 2} determines

a theory of the logic determined by C a¡rd 2. If logics Lt C Lz, then every tr2-semitheory

is al .L¡-semitheory and every .L2-theory is an Z¡-theory, thougl¡ the converses fail. So

a theory determined by a rraluation and set of designated values is a theory of any logic

dctcrmined by that D ot any smaller 2. So if. Dr C D2 and L2 is a paraconsistent logic, so

is .Lr. Obviously also, theories determined by smaller sets of designated values are smaller

theories.

These definitions can easily be res'orked substituting iniuitionist negation l for para-

consistent negation r-, an open set algebra O for the closure algebra C, and the interior
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of the set theoretic complement for the value of a negated formula. So there is a natural

topological duality between intuitionist logics and theories on the one hand and the aboye

paraconsistent, logics and theories on the other. There a¡e other paraconsistent logics (e.g.

the releva¡rt logics and the Bra¿ilian logics) to which these rema¡ks do not apply, though

the present structures can fairly be characterised as Brazilian-style. The duality runs

quite deep, in ühat the topological dualiiy is reflected in the fact that topos theory gives

rise as naturally to paraconsistent logics as to intuitionist logic, as announced in [10] and

demonstrated in [11]. In the light of these results, the usual public-relaüions exercise for

intuitionism simply ca¡rnot be sustained.

Finite-v¿lued intuitionist logics and their corresponding finite interior algebras have

proved useful in model theory. Their dual paraconsistent logics are beginning to be useful

as inconsistent mathematics is developed (see [9] also [5] [7] and [8]). So it rvould seem

to be useful to display all such structures, and that is rvhat the present study aims at.

Further computational directions and applications a¡e revierved in the final section.

2. hnplication and Deducibility

The present, approach to paraconsistent logics seems to be simpler than those of Fitting

[2] and Hardegree [4]. Horvever, computational questions about the implication operator

+ on Paraconsistent logics are consciously ignored hlr". Th"r" are a couple of reasons for

this. Iu the first place, the present state of inconsistent mathematics is quite extensional

ot zero degrce, as is the bulk of classical mathematics. Insofar as one is interested in

questions of deducibility one has the natural metalinguistic þ corresponding to < (or Ç)

on the background lattice, so that inserting an -r into the object language seems fairly

unnecessary. Second, the exercise of adding ar + le closed set algebras and logics is not

too difficulü. This is contrary to what seems to be suggesüed by Goodman in [3], though he

deserves credit for seeing the connection betrveen closed sets and inconsistency-üoleration,
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also noticed by Fitting, Hardegree a¡rd Lawve¡e.

A number of natural desiderata for þ and -' can be given. Among these a¡e:

(1)FA,AFB/'.tsB.
(2) For any theory Th, A eTh, AF B /:. B eTh.

(3),4FBitr FA-8.
(4) F A,F A+ B l;. ts B.

Now (1) holds for úry D closed upward w.r.t. Ç as we have required, since (Vu)(u(A) e D)

and (Vu)(u(á) Ç u(B)) ensure (Vu)(u(B) e D). Number (2) holds because it has been

stipulated for theories. On (3), one has io fix two v'¿riables, a defrnition of -r as rvell

as D. If (a): rve define o(A + B) = V (equivalently = rAvB) itr u(.a) Ç u(B), and

u(A-B):notherrvise; then(3)holdsforarrLyDCC(sinceif(Vu)(u(,a)Çu(B))then

(Vu)(u(/' -, B): V), rvhile if (3u)(u(á) E "@)) then (3u)(u(A + B) : A É 2). This

malies this definiiion of - suitable for the logic rvhich is the intersection of all closed-set

logics, since it is appropriately general. Note that þ (,a&-á) - B fails in gencral. Another

definition for -' is (b): u(A + B) : v(-AvB if u(á) ç u(B), and v(-4 - B) : v(B)

otherrvise. This definition is not too far from the - of RM and J?Àl2n f 1, having the

frrst clause in common. Here, (3) fails except if 2 is defined as in intuitionism to :

{V}, rvhich yields the mini¡nal paraconsistent logic for that C. Indeed, given this D then

another definition for *, namely (c): the full l?Àf-ish * *'ith u(A -. B) = u(-.4&B) if

"(A) E u(B), also satisfies (3). \

Given (1) and (3), (4) follorvs. A fifth possible condition on þ and -+, thc semantic

deduction theorem Ár,...,A^ F B itr Ar,...,/.-r 
= 

A" - B, necds a definition of

At,...,A^ts B. Given the natural glb{u(/;) : 1 ( f < n} E u(B), the SDT fails for

all three definitions (o)-(") of the previous paragraph. This is not necessarily a bad thing

since the same happens in the usual relevant logics. Various one-wa1'versions hold.

So there are various interesting implications on these structures rvith natural and gen-
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eral properiies and we do not pursue the matter further.

3. Surnmary of Algorithm

It is standard theory that topological spaces can be generated from preordered sets,

where a preorder is a reflexive transitive relation. The present approach detours via modal

logic in what we believe is a naturally intuitive way. Given any subset .9 of a preordered

set thought of as subset of worlds at which a given proposition P is true, the interior

of .9 is thab subset of .9 at which the proposition ¿eces¡ arily P would be true, where

necessarilyPisinterpretedasforthemodallogic54.Thisis{r:(Vy)(cSV)V€^9)}.

The closure of 5 is that superset of .S where the proposition possióly P would be true.

This is {c : (3y)(c < VkV € .9)}. The open sets a¡e then those elements of the polver

set Boolean algebra which are interiors, and the closed sets are those s'hich are closures.

If s'e begin rvith a preorderr then each of these satisfy the postulates for open sets and

closed sets of a topological space respectively, and moreover the open sets are the Boolean

complements of the closed sets, and vice versa. In particular the open sets are closed w.r.t.

fì a¡rd U, as are the closed sets. Intuitionist negations of propositions (i.e. sets of rvorlds)

are then computable, as the interiors of the set-theoretic compl¡ments of open sets; and

paraconsistent negations are computable as closures of set-theoretic complements of closed

sets

Computing the preorders is of interest. The number of different preorders on, say, 5

rvorlds, is large, and in particular contains many isomorphs, so considerable pruning s'as

required. First, preorders rvhich contained symmetric pairs of rvorlds, i.e. for rvhich t * V

but c I y and ! 3 x, rvere eliminated. This was done on the grounds that rvhcn turned

into algebras such pairs of rvorlds behaved as a unit, both being either in a closed set or

out of it, both in an open set, or out of it, so could bc replaced with an equivalence class

and thus be isomorphic to a topological space of smaller size. Thus ( rvas required to be
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antysymmetric as well as tra¡rsitive and ¡eflexive, turning the preorder into a poset.

Disconnected outrider worlds for which weak conuectedness (3VXr S y v y < t)

fails unless o : V, represent topological spa.ces for which the singleton {"} is a clopen

set. Thus the subspace {V,{t},V - {t},4} is as logic, a Boolea¡ algebra. lVe took the

opportunity to eliminate such well-behaved structu¡es as of lesser iuteresü. A reasonably

fast isomorphism test for posets was obtained by matching each world of one witb the list

of those worlds of the otber with the same total of atrows in a¡d a¡rows out. The set of all

permutations without repeat from those lists is the set of candidate isomorphisms. These

ca¡ then be tested according to whether the two a¡Tays a¡e identical under a-uy candidate

isomorphism. If evea one candidate produces identity, it is a¡¡ isomorphisn; while if none

do, the two posets a¡e nonisomorphic. It speeds the isotest considerably if only those

orders a¡e considered which a¡e subseüs of the order on the natural nunbers, since a^ny

other order is isomorpbic to one of these. This was doue early in the poset geaeration loop.

So the procedure is: geneiate all five power-set Boolea¡ algebras for universes up to

size :5 (2" elements for dimension n), together with their set theoretic operations U, ñ, -.
The U a¡¡d l1 double as v a¡rd & on the logics. For eacb size, gener¡te a¡d test all binary

relations which are reflexive, antisymnetric, traasitive a¡rd embeddable in the natural order

on that size. 'We called thpse Flasts, for Function Reflexive AntiSymmetric a¡d Tba¡sitive.

(The 'F' arises because we represented these by their cha¡acteristic functions.) Elimiuate

isomorphs, producing isofrasts; a¡d use these as kernels a¡ound which to permute isofrasts

of greater size. Discard isofrasts failing weak connectedness, producing isoconfrasts. The

isotest is the major slowing factor beyond size 5 a¡d parallelism is indicated here. Fix a¡r

isoconfrast, a¡rd for each element of the poïver set Boolea¡ algebra, compute its interior

(necessitation) and closure (possibilification). The sets of interiors ar¡d closures a¡e two
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lattices on which inluitionist and paraconsistent negations are computed, as

described above. Repeat for each isoconfrast'. The programme is dynamic, since topological

operations and negations are computed as each new isoconfrast arises.

Logics are displayed up to size :5 (47 logics at that size), with the elements of ihe

power set coded as binary 5-tuples, and recoded in decimal more in keeping with their

traditional conception as values of a many-valued logic. Those subsets of the pou'er set

Boolean algebra which a¡e interiors then constitute the values of the intuitionist sublogic,

rvhile the closures are the values of the paraconsistent sublogic. Inclusion of tables for

necessity and possibility means that the results also include computations of finite-rzlucd

S4-ish modal and epistemic logics, of 2" values. We note that the role necessity plays in in-

tuitionist negation qualifies it as an intuitionist operator, rvhile correspondingly possibility

is a paraconsistent operator.

Future directions which we hope to pursue include the follol'ing. Parallelising the

algorithm as noted above, and concomitantly increasing the size, a¡e indicated: ru_n times

for the present algorithm on a VAX are pretty limiting (see Table I). \¡isual displa! of

results ca¡¡ be substa¡rtially improved using geometrical structures rather than numbers.

Posets fairly obviously lend themselves to geometry. A Boolean algebra size : n (i.e. rr

baservorlds) is naturally thought of as an n-dimensional structure s'ith trvo subalgebras,

paraconsistcnt and intuitionist. Add in a third rrariable, distinguished elements, and one

has a case for geomctry and colour. A different approach to representing n-dimensional

Boolean algebras utilises the ir¡teresting and surprisingly difficult equivalent problem of

visually representing \¡enn diagrams for more than three sets, on s'hich scc [1]. Finally,

application of these results to mathematical theories or finite-r'alued reasonerst partly

inconsistent and partly intuitionist, should be made. Here rve have in mind adapting the

methods of [5] to study the interaction l¡etrveen functionaliüy and propositional aspects

discovered therein.
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RESULTS

Table I Runtirnes VAX L1-/786

11

Size

(no. of baseworlds)

Best CPU time

(millisec)

No. of logics

1

2

3

4

5

6

130

40

L20

690

9100

209900

(isoconfrasts only)

1

2

3

11

47

2t6



Table II: Finite-valued paraconsistent,

intuitionist and modal logics

to size : 5.

L2



&

SIZE - 1

Boolean Cables

10 vl 1 0
l-

11 1 1
0l 1 0

_Isoconf rast No. ' (1. 1)

1
begin Logic(1.11 _

1
0

10
00

0
1

Él 3 2 I 0

SfzE. - 2

Boolean t'ab]-es

3210vl
I

I3 0 3

_Isocon€rast No. - (2,11

t_
t3333

t 21 3232
2 Ll 3311
3 0l 3 2 1 0

2t2200
11 1 0 1 0
0t 0 0 0 0

11
01

begin Logic (2,L1 _

No. I Blnary
I Characcer

Possibility I
( closuEe )

Paraconsi.scenc
NegatÍon

il
t¡

I Necessity I rncuitlonÍsc I

I (interioE¡ I Negation I

+-- ----- -- ----+---- - ----- ---- +
I

+
I

I

I

I

3
3
1
0

11 il
01 il
10il
00il

00 I

10 I
11 I

11 I

11 I

01 I

00 I

00 I

00 I

00 I

01 I

11 I

3t
2l
1l
0t

11
11
r0
00

3
2
0
0

0
I
3
3

0
0
2
3

+

t3



SIZE = 3

Boolean cables

7 6S 43210

Isoconfrast No. - (3.1)

76543210&

77515155

71717177
16'r16676

77141444
?6573653
76146242
1151¡5411
765{3210

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0
1
2
3
4

5
6
1

't6543210
66323200
53513010
42L40210

101
011
001

6
5
4
3
a

1

33303000
22020200
10110010
000000000l

begin Logic(3,11 _

No-l Binary ll Possibility I Paraconsístenc I Necessicy I

I Character ll ( closure I I Neg'acion | (interiorl I

Incuicioníst I

NegraÈion I

000
100
010
111
110
111
111
111

111
011
101
000
001
000
000
000

----+
000 I

000 I

000 I

001 I

000 |

101 I

011 I
111 I

7t
6t
5t

1
1
1

4

1

2
1
0

¿l

3
2
1
0

111. I I

011 il
101 lt
110 ll
001 il
010 il
100 il
000 ll

I11
111
111
110
111
010
100
000

7
6
5
0

3
0
0
0

0
1
2
7
{
1
1
7

0
0
0
3
0
5
6
1
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111
011
001

Isoconfrast No. (3,21

begin Logíc(3,21

No.l Binary ll Possibility I Paraconsistent I Necessity I fntuit,íonisc I

I CharacEer ll ( closure I I Neg'ation I (ínteriorl I Negatíon I

---+-------------++- --+----------------+ ---+--------------+
7l
6l
5t
4l
3t
2l
1l
0l

111 ll
011 il
101 | |

110 il
001 il
010 il
100 il
000 il

111
111
111
110
111
110
100
000

0
0
0

3
0

3
6

1

7
6
3
0
3
0
0
0

0
1
4
7
4
7
7
7

7
'l
1
4

7
4

1
0

000
100
110
111
110
111
111
111

111
011
001
000
001
000
000
000

000
000
000
001
000
001
011
111

111
010
001

Isoconfras! No. (3.3)

begin Logic (3r 3)

No.l Binary ll Possibilicy I earaconsiscent I Necessity I Ineuicionist. I

I Characeer ll ( closure ) I Negation I (inÈeriorl I Negation I

---+-------------++- --+----------------+ ---+--------------+
7l
6t
st
4l
3l
2l
1l
0t

111 I I

011 I I

101 ll
110 il
001 il
010 il
100 lt
000 il

11t
111
101
110
101
110
r00
000

1
6

3
2
3
2
0
0

0
1
4

5
4

5
1
1

7
1
5
4

5
4

1

0

000
100
110
101
110
101
111
111

111
011
001
010
001
010
000
000

000
000
010
001
010
001
011
111

0
0
2
3
2
3
6

7

I5



SIZE = 4

Boolean Cables

151413121110 9 I 1 6 5 4 3 2 1 0lel
_l

15 I

141
131
t2l
111

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
I
9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15

109876543210
r0 9I4 3 2 4 3 2 0 0
1043't6143010

15 14 13 11
I
6
5

11
3
2
I
1
6
5
0
3
2
1
0

L2
5
{
9.

2
1

1
5
4

0
2
I
0

10
4

3
1
6

1
4

3
0
1
0

10
9
I
7
6
5
4
3
2
I
0

10
9
I
4
3
2
4
3
2
0
0

14

L2
9
7

14 10
10 13
97
86

]-rt

49240240200
32803203200

492715402]-0
328165032L0

104343043000

440?1140010
30316103010
o22L15002L0
44040040000
30303003000
o2200200200
00011100010
00000000000

15
14

13
L2
11
10

9
I
1
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

15 13121110 9 I 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

15 15 15 15
14 14 15 14
13 15 13 13
t5 t2 L2 L2
11 11 11 11
10 14 13 10
14 9L2 9
I 811 I

1312 1 1
6i1 6 6

11 555
10914
3863
8252
6511
32r0

15 15 15 15
14 15 15 15
15 13 13 15
15 12 15 12
11 15 11 11
14 13 13 15
T4 L2 L5 T2
8151111

15 ?1312
11L3 611
111211 5
14 1L3L2
813 611
81211 5

11 7 6 5
8?65

15 15 15 15 15
15 15 15 14 14
13 15 15 13 15
15 12 15 15 12
15 15 11 15 15
13 15 15 10 14

15
14
15
15
15
14
1{
14
15

1515

13
L2
15
10

141 1
13 I 1
L2
11

1
1
1
1 9

14
7

13
L2

4

10
9
1
4

49
¡t 14
3L2

1512151
151511r
1312151
13 15 11 13 t5
15 12 11 15 12
13121510 9
13 15 11 10 1{

15
15

10
9
I
't

4l
3t
2t
1l
0t

15 15
15 15
15 1¡l
15 t4
15 14
15 15
15 1¿l

6t
5t

15 12 11 l¿t 9
13 12 11 13 12
13121110 9

I6



Lf

TTI T
TTTO
TTOO
TOT T

00T0
TIOO
TOTO
00r 0
T000
000 0
00ï 0
T000
0000
00Ì 0
0 000
0000

sl
ÞT
OT

z1
z
OT
6

z
v
0
z
v
0
z
0
0

0000
0000
00r0
0000
T000
00T0
0000
r000
00r0
T OTO
IIOO
0 0r0
TOIT
TTOO
IITO
ITTT

0

0
z
0
v
z
0
Þ

z
6
0t
z
zÍ
0r
ÞÌ
çT

ITTÏ ST
ITTT ST
TTOT ÊT
ITTT ST
OITT TT
TÏOT €T
ITIT ST
OTTI II
TTOI €T
OTOT 9
OOTT S
TIOT ET
0T00 €
OOIT S

OOOT T

0000 0

0000 0

OOOT T

00rT s
OIOO E

IT0r er
OOTT S

OTOI 9
ITOT €T
OTT I IT
TTTT SI
TIOI €T
OTTT II
TTII ST
TIOI ÉI
TTTT 9T

I I 0000
I I 000r
I I 00T0
I I 0T00
I I T000
I I 00Tt
I I 0r0T
I I r00r
I I 0Tr0
I I T0T0
I I rl00
¡ I OTTT
I I r0rr
I I rT0r
I I ITIO

l0
lt
lz
IE
lÞ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0r
lTr
l¿1
IET
lÞT
lsrITTI SI II ITTT

+--------------+-------------+ ----- -+--- t.i-------------+---
I uoTlP6aN | (:oT:aAuT) I uoTte6aN | ( ãrnsoTc ) ll :alcpfpr¡C I

I lsTuoTlTn¡uJ I r{1¡ssaca¡ | ?uelsTsuocPred | ,{lTTTqTssod ll .,(:euTq l'oH

(Z'Þ) cT6oT ul6aq

lz'v, oN lSr¡JUOCOSI

T000
TTOO
00T0
IOTT

TTÌI
ITTO
TTOO
T OTT
0000
TT OO

r0T0
0000
T000
0000
0000
T000
0000
0000
0000
0000

çT
ÞT
OT
zf
0
OI
6
0
þ
0
0
þ
0
0
0
0

0000 0
0000 0
0000 0
0000 0
1000 þ
0000 0
0000 0
T000 v
0000 0
TOTO 6
IIOO OT
0000 0
TOIT ZT
Tl00 0T
llT0 þ7
TTTT 9T

TTTT ST
IITT 9I
ITII ST
TTTT çT
OTIT TI
ITTT EI
TTTT ST
OTIT TT
TTTT ST
OTOT 9
OOTT 9
TÎTT ST
0100 s
OOTT S

OOOT T

0000 0

0000
0007
OOTT
0r00
TTTT
OOTT
OTOT
TTTT
OTTI
ÏTIT
TTTT
OITT
TTTT
IfTT
TITT
TTTT

9T
TT
EI
9T
rT
ST
ST
ST

I I 0000
I I 0007
I I 00T0
I I 0100
I I 1000
I I 00Tr
I I 0T0T
I I T00r
I I 0TT0
I I 10r0
I I TT00
I I OITT
I I T0rr
I I rr0T
I I TTTO

0
T

s
Ê

çT
s
9

0
T

¿
E

v
s
9
L
I
6
OT
IT
z1
ET
ÞT
gTST I I TTTI

+--------------+-------------+ ------+---I uoTfP6aN | (¡oTra?uT) | uoT?p6aN | ( arnsoTc ) ll .ralcerpqC I

I lsTuoTATn?uI I Ã3lssace¡ | ?ualsrsuocp:pd I Ã?TTTqTssod ll rÎ:eu1g l'o¡

r000
TTOO
TOTO
TOTT

(T'Þ) cT6oT u16aq

(T'Þ) 'oN lSP:SuOCOSï



8T

ÏTT T

rTI O

TT OO

TOTO
000 0
Tt00
TOI O

0000
T000
0000
0000
T000
0000
0000
000 0
0000

.sr
þf
OT

00 00
0000
0000
000 0
r00 0

0000
00 00
T000
0000
T0t0
TIOO
00 00
TOTO
TTOO
TTT O

IIII

6
0
OT

6
0
þ

0
0
v
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
þ

0
0
Þ

0

6

OT

0
6

TTÏI
TT TT
TTTT
TTTT
OTTT
TITT
rITI
OTTT
IÏT T

OI OT

OOT T

IT II
OT OT
OOI T

0007
0000

SI
ST
SI
ST
TT
çI
SI
IT
ST
9

s
sl
9
s
T

0

0000
0007
OOTT
0T 0Ì
ITIT
OOT T

OT OT
TITT
OTTT
IITI
IIII
OTTI
ITTT
IITI
IITT
TTTT

I I 0000
I I 000r
I I 0010
I I 0100
I I T000
I I 00rr
I I 0T0r
I I T00T
I I 0Tr0
I I r0T0
I I rr00
I I OIII
I I TOTT
I I IIOT
I I 'TIIO
I I rrrr

l0
II
lz
l€
lþ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0T
ITT
lz\
lÊr
lÞr
l9T

0

T

s
9

ST
s
9
ST
TI
SI
SI

OT

ÞI
ET

TT
SI
SI
çI
ST

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------------+---
¡ uo1¡e6a¡ I (:oTfaluT) | uo11e6a¡.¡ | ( a¡nsoTc 

' 
ll re?cE:Eqc I

I esTuoTîTnlul | .,(trssacaN I fuafsTsuocP:"d I .{fTITqTsso¿¡ ll Ãreu1g ¡'o¡

(Þ'Þ)cT6oT u¡6aq

(Þ'Þ) 'oN ?er:Juoco6l

T000
TTOO
r0l0
TITT

ITTT
TTTO
tT00
TOTT
OOTT
TTOO
IOT O

00T 0
ï000
0000
O OTT
T000
0000
00T0
0000
00 00

gI
ÞT
OT
z1

0000
0000
00r 0
0000
r00 0
OOIT
0000
T000
00r0
l0T 0
TIOO
00 T1
TOTT
TTOO
TTIO
TTTI

ITIT
TITT
IT OT
ITTT
OTTT
TTOO
TTTT
OTTT
TT OT
OT OT
OOTT
ITOO
0r 00
OOT.T

00 0T
0000

ST
9T
ET
sl
IT
OI
çT
TT
ET

0000
000r
00r 0
0T00
T000
OOTT
OI OI
TO OT
OTT O

TOTO
TTOO
OTTI
T OIT
TT OT
TTT O

TTTI

l0
IT
lz
l€
lÞ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0T
ITT
lzf
lgT
lüT
lsr

0
0
z
0
v
s
0
þ

z
6

OT
s

0000
00 0r
OOTI
0T 00
TTOO
00T I
OTOT
TTOI
OTTT
TTTT
tt00
OTT T
IT TT
TTOT
ITTT
ITTT

EI
TT
ST
OT
IT
SI
ET
ST
EI

0
T

I
e
OT
E

9

ç
OT
6
z
v
0
s
þ
0
z
0
0

zl
OT
ÞT
gI

9
ç
OT

E

ç
T

0 il
+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- *f-------------+---
I uo¡1e6e¡ | (¡oTra?uT) | uoT?E6aN | ( e.¡nsoTc ) ll .¡a?cp.rpqC I

I lsTuoTlTnluI I rÍltsseca¡ | ?ua?sTsuoce.¡pd I Ã?TTTqTssod ll ÁreuTg l'oN

T000
TTOO
00T0
OOTT

( E 'Þ ) cT6ol u'ç6aq

(E'Þ) 'oN ?-sef Juocosl



6T

I TTTI
I ITTO
I TTOO
I TOTO
I OTTO
I TTOO
I TOTO
I OTTO
I r000
| 0r00
I 00T0
I r000
I 0T00
I 00T0
| 0000
I 0000

0000
0000
00T 0
0T00
r000
00t 0
0T00
r000
0Tt 0
TOTO
TIOO
0rr0
r0t0
TTOO
TTTO
ITTT

TTTT
TTTT
ITOI
TOTT
OITT
TTOT
TOIT
OTIT
I OOT

OTOI
OOIT
IOOI
OTOT
OOT I
0007
00 00

0000
0007
00T1
0T0ï
TOOT
OOTT
OTOI
TOOT
OTTI
TOTI
TIOI
OTTl
TOTT
TIOI
ÌTII
TITI

I I 0000
I I 0007
I I 00T0
I I 0100
I I 1000
I I 00rr
I I 0T0T
I I r00T
I I 0rr0
I I T0r0
I I TT00
I I 0rrr
I I r0Tr
I I TTOI
I I rrr0
I I ITTI

ST
ÞT

OT

6

I
OT

6

I
v
€
z
þ

E

z
0
0

ST
ST
ET
ZT
TT
ÊÌ
zf
IT
L
9
s
L
9
I
I
0

0
T

s
9

L
s
9
L
II
zl
€I
ïl

l0
IT
lz
le

l0T
ITT
lzr
l€r
lÞT
lsr

0

0

¿

€

v

z
e
þ

I
6

OT

I
6

Þ

s
9

L

I
6

zf
OI
}T
st

ET
ST
ST

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------------+---
I uoTlr6aN | (¡oTfa¡uT) | uoTle6aN | ( a:nsoTc ) ll ¡oece¡Pqc I

I lsTuoTeTntul I ,t1¡ssaca¡ I tuãlsTsuocp¡pd I ÃlTTTqTssod ll Ã.rPuTs l'oN

(9'Þ) cT6oT u16aq

(g'Þ) 'oN ?s?:Juocosl

T000
0T00
00T0
ITTT

TTTT
TTTO
TTOO
IOIO
00T 0
TTOO
TOTO
00r0
T000
0000
00T0
T000
000 0
00T 0
0000
0000

ST
ÞT

OT

6

z
OT

6

z
v
0
¿
v
0
z
0
0

000 0
0000
00T 0
0000
r000
00f 0
00 00
T000
00T 0
TOTO
TTOO
00T 0
TOTO
TTOO
TIT O

TÏTT

0
0
z
0

v

z
0
v
z
6

OT

z
6

TTTT
TIlT
TT OI
IITT
OTTÏ
ITOT
I TTT
OT TT
TTOT
OIOI
00Tl
TT OT

OT OT
O OTT
0007
0000

0000
0007
OOTI
OIOT
ITOI
OOTT
OTOT
TT OT

OTTT
TITT
TIOT
OTTT
TTT T
TIOT
TTTT
TTTT

I I 0000
I I 000r
I I 0010
I I 0100
I I T000
I I 00rr
I I 0r0T
I I T00r
I I 0rr0
I I T0T0
I I rf00
I I OTTT
I I TOIT
I I TTOT
I I ITTO
I I TTTT

SI
ST
ET
gT
TT
gT
9T
TT
EI

T

z
s
ù

ç
9
L
I
6
OI

0
T

s
9
ET
s
9

l0

OT

ÞT
ST

gT

TT
gT

€T
TT
ST
ÊT
çT
ST

ITT
lzf
IET
lÞr
l9T

9
s
ET
9
s
T

0
+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------- -----+---
I uoTlE6ãN | (:oT¡aAuT) | uoTle6aN | ( ê¡nsoTc ) ll .ralcP:Er{C I

I lsTuoTlTnauI I Ãltssaca¡¡ | lua1sTsuocrrEd I ,te'ITTqTc6oa ll Ã¡euTg ¡'oN

T000
Tr00
00T0
TTTT

(s,Þ) cT6oT uT6aq

(s'Þ) 'oN qsP¡JuocosI



0z

ITTT .ST
TITO ÞT
rT00 0T
ï000 v
0100 g

ITOO OT
T000 Þ

OIOO E

1000 v
OTOO E

0000 0

1000 Þ

0T00 Ê

0000 0
0000 0

0000 0

000 0
0000
0000
0T00
T 000
00 00
0r 00
T 000
0T 00
T000
II OO

0r 00
r000
TTOO
TITO
ITI I

0
0

0
E

v
0
E

Þ

E

þ
OT
€
v
OT
ÞT

sl

TTIT SI
TTIT çI
TTTT SI
ToTt zf
OÏTT II
TTÍT çT
IOTT ZÎ.
OITT TT
IOÏT ZT
OTÏI TT
OOIT STort zr.
OIIT IT
OOTI S

OOOT I
0000 0

0000
0007
00r T

OIIT
TOTT
OOTT
OTTT
IOTT
OTTT
TOTT
TTIT
0ttT
TOTT
TTÏT
IIIT
TTTT

0
I
s
TT
zÍ
s
TT
zl
TT
zÍ
ST
II
zf
sr
SI
9T

0000
0007
00r0
0T00
T000
00rr
OT OT
TOOI
OTT O

TOIO
IIOO
OITI
T OTT
IIOT
IITO
I TTT

l0
IT
lz
lg
lÞ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0T
ITT
I z,Í
lsT
lÞT
tst

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------------+---
I uoT?p6eN | (¡oT:eluT) I uoTlp6eN | ( a:nsoTc ) ll ra?cefpqS I

I ls¡uo11tn?ul | ÄfTssacaN | ?uâlsTsuocP:Pd | ÄlTTTqTssoA I I ÃrPuTS l'oN

(g'Þ) cTóoT u¡6aq

(8'Þ) - 'oN lse¡JuocosI-

T000
0T00
IIIO
TIIT

I TIII
I TTTO
I TTOO
I T000
| 0000
I TTOO
I T000
I 0000
I r000
| 0000
| 0000
I r000
| 0000
I 0000
I 0000
I 0000

ST
ÞI
OT
v
0
OT
þ

0
þ

0
0
þ

0
0

0
0

000 0
0000
000 0
0000
T000
000 0
0000
r 000
0000
T000
TTOO
0000
r000
TTOO
TTI O

TÍTT

IIIT
TTI T

IIII
ITIT
OTTI
TITT
TITT
OTT Ì
ITTT
OTIT
00Tl
TITT
OTTT
OOTT
0007
0000

0000
000'r
00lr
OTT I
TTTT
OOTT
OTTT
IITT
OITI
TTlT
TTTT
OTTT
TTTI
ITTI
ÏITT
TTTI

0
0
0
0
v
0
0
þ

0
v
OT
0
þ

OT
þT
9T

9I
ST
SI
ST
TT
gT

çT
TT
EI
TT
s
çT
TT
s
T

0

gT
s
TT
ST
IT
ST
9T
TT
SI
ST
ST
9T

¡0
IT
lz
ls
lv
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0T
lTr
lza
lsr
Irr
l9T

0
T

s
TI

I I 0000
I I 0007
I I 00T0
I I 0100
I I T000
I I oorr
I I 0r0r
I I r00r
I I 0TT0
I I r0r0
I I rr00
I I OTTT
I I TOTT
I I TIOT
I I TTTO
I I TTTT

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- f*:------------+---
I uoT?p6aN | (¡oT:eluT) ¡ uotqe6a¡¡ I ( a.¡nsoTc ) ll .¡êacP:Eqc I

I tsTuoTlTn?uI I Älrssa3aN I lua?sTsuocP:pd I Ä?TT'IqTsso¿t I I Ã¡ruTg l'oN

T000
TTOO
TTTO
TTTT

(¿'Þ)cT6oT u'f6êq

I L'þ') = ' oN Iser]uocosl



fz

ÏTÏT
TTT O

IIOT
T000
0000
TIOO
T000
0000
T00 0
0000
000 0
T000
0000
0000
0000
000 0

0000
000 0
0000
0000
T000
0 000
000 0
T 000
0000
T 000
ITOO
0000
T000
TIOT
TITO
IIII

ST
ÞT
gT

0
0
0
0
v
0
0
þ

0
v
OT
0
v
EI
Þt
sl

TTTT
ITTT
II TI
TTIT
OT TT
TTTT
TTTI
OTTT
ITTI
OTTT
00Tr
ITTT
OTIT
00T 0
0007
0000

ST
ST
ST
sl
TT
9I
9I
TT
çT
IT
s
ST
TI
¿
T

0

0000
0007
00r0
OTTT
TITT
OOTT
OTTT
TTTT
OTT I
TTTT
TITI
OTTT
TITT
TTTI
ITIT
lIII

0
T

z
TI
ST
s
TÏ
9r
IT
ST
sl
TT
ST
9T
ST
çT

0000
000r
00T 0
0T00
T 000
OOTT
OTOT

TOOT

OTTO
TOTO
tT00
OT TT
IOTT
IIOI
ITTO
IIII

l0
IT
lz
IE
lþ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0r
ITT
lzf
lsr
lÞT
lsr

v
0

OT
þ

0

v
0
0
v
0

0
0
0

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------------+---
I uoT?e6eN | (roT:eluT) I uoTlp6aN | ( a.¡nsoTc ) ll .ra?ce.rpr¡O I

I fs'TuoTlTnlur | ,{lTssaceN I luals¡suoce:Ed I ,hTTTqTssoa ll Äreurg l'oN

(OT,Þ) cT6oT u16aq

(0T 
")

oN ?sP:JUOCOSI

r000
TTOO
TITO
TTOT

(5 'Þ ) cT6o.¡ pua

I TIIT
I TTTO
I TIOT
I IOTT
| 0000
I TTOO
I TOTO
I 0000
I TOOT
I 0000
| 0000
I T000
| 0000
| 0000
1,0000
I 0000

IITT
TTIT
TTTT
IITT
OTTT
TTTT
TITT
OTTO
ITIT
OT OI
00f r
TITT
0r00
00r0
0007
0000

0000
0007
00T0
0r 00
r000
OOT T

OI OT

T00l
0Tr0
TOTO
TTOO
OTT T

T OTT
TTOT
ITTO

l0
IT
lz
le
lÞ
ls
l9
IL
l8
l6
l0r
ITT
lzt
IEI
I?T
lsr

ST
ÞT

ET
¿T

00 00
0000
000 0
0 000
T000
0 000
0000
TOOT
0 000
TOTO
TTOO
0 000
TOTT
1T OT

IITO
TTTI

0
0
0
0
þ

0
0
L
0
6
OT
0
zf
s1
ÞT
9T

0000 0

OOOI T

00T0 z
0100 Ê

ITIT ST
OOTT ç
OTOT 9

TTIT ET
OTTO 8
TTTT ST
TTTT ST
OTTT TT
TTTT gT

ITTT 9T
ITTT ST

gT
gT
ST
ST
TT
gT
9I
I
ST
9
ç
ST
g

z
I
0

0
OI
6

0
L
0

0
þ
0
0
0
0 TTTT 9T II TTTT

+--------------+-------------+ ------+--- ++-------------+---
¡ uolxe6aN | (for¡afuT) ¡ uolae6a¡ | ( ê.rnsoTc ) ll fafcEf€qc I

I lsTuoTaTnauI I ÃîTssacaN I auelsrsuoce:pd | /ç?TTTqTssod ll ÃrPuTg l'oN

T000
TTOO
TOTO
TOOT

(6,Þ) cT6oT u¡6aq

(6'Þ) oN SSP.fJUOCOSI



zz

TT IT
ITTO
TIOT
T000
0T00
TTOO
T000
0T00
T000
0T00
0000
T000
0r00
0000
0000
0000

I 0000
I 0000
I 0000
l0To0
I r000
I 0000
I 0r00
I T000
| 0r00
I T000
I TTOO
I 0100
I T000
I TIOT
I TTTO
I TTTT

I rlrr
I TTTT
¡ TTTT
I TOTT
I OIII
I ITTT
I TOIT
I OTTT
I TOTI
I OTTI
I OOTI
I IOTT
I OTTT
I 00r0
I 000r
| 0000

I 0000
I 0007
I 00T0
I OTTT
I TOII
I OOTT
I OITT
I TOTT
I OTTI
I TOTT
I TTTT
I OITT
I TOTT
I TTlI
I TTTT
I TTTT

l0
IT
lz
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lnconsistent Control SYstems

1. Intròduction

Paraconsistent logic is driven by the idea of inconsistency tolerance,

particularly the rejection of the principle that from a contradiction everything can be

deduced. This suggests a methodology for the broad theory of fault tolerant conhol

systems: where a fault or malfunction arises, seek to represent the fault as a

conúadiction and then exploit the contradiction-containment capacities of

paraconsistent logics. This methodology is pursued in the present study. An

inconsistent controller is constructed in software simulation, which represents

malfunctioning by means of an inconsistent vit'tual model of the situation, that

incorporates elements from both the expected operation of the system and its

observed operation. Results are reported below which indicate that there are

conditions under which such an inconsistent controller is capable of returning a

system to correct functioning.

2. Inconsistent Systems of Linear Equations.

The inconsistent case of systems of linear equations is well known, but little

has been done to analyse its structur.. in, present section follows Chapter 8 of

Mortensen (1995).

Definition I A matrix M is row reduced if (a) every leading entry of a

nonzero row is 1, and (b) every column containing such a leading entry I has all

other entries zero. M is in solution form if additionally (c) each zero row comes

below all nonzero rows, and M is in row echelon form. if additionally (d) ltnding

coefFrcients begin further to the right as one goes down.
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It is known that any matrix can be placed in row echelon form by elementary

row operations, and that the two matrices represent systems of linear equations with

the same sets of solutions. The weaker solution form suffrces for a reasonably tidy

presentation of the solution of a system of linear equations with all zeÍo

(nonindependent) rows shifted to the bottom, and in this paper we work mainly with

that.

Consider a system S of n linear equations in s unknowns x1..xr, having an

nxs coefficient matrix Mc:[a¡l and an nx(s*l) augmented matrix Ma:[Mc,B],

where B:collbl..bnl is the column vector of constants. The system of equations

which Ma represents can be solved by reducing the Ma to solution form and the

solution read off. Reducing Ma to solution form is of course the same as reducing

Mc to solution form for a consistent set of equations'

Now if one has an inconsistent system of linear equations, then one can

always reduce its augmented matrix to row echelon form. The resulting matrix will

contain a lowest nonzero row which has zero in all places except for a 1 in the

right hand column. This represents an equation of the form 0.x1*"*0'xr:1,

which is an inconsistency. However, the bottom I in the right hand column will

also have been used to reduce all other entries on the right hand column to zero,

which desüoys the information necessary to solve the consistent set of equations

above that row. Clearly this has no sensitivity in seeking solutions to inconsistent

systems of equations.

Definition 2 An augmented maüix lvt¿:[Mc,B] is in weak row echelonform

(WREF), if Mc is in solution form.

Clearly we have:
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Theorem 3 If S is a consistent set of linear equations, then Ma is in IWREF

iff Ma is in solution form. That is, Mc is in solution form iff Ma is in solution

form.

This suggests a methodology for the inconsistent case. Reduce Ma to WREF, ie.

reduce Mc to solution form, but do not otherwise touch the right-hand column of

constants except in performing the elementary row operations necessary to bring Ma

to TWREF. The bottom portion of the ÌWREF Ma consists of a series of rows with

zeros everywhere except perhaps in the right hand column. These represent a series

of inconsistent identities 0:r1, 0:r2.. which must be satisfied in the solution. A

solutionto the original inconsistent system of equations consists of a (consistent) set

of values for the unknowns, together with a (frnite) set of inconsistent identities

{0:r¡}, obtained by reducing the original augmented matrix to WREF' Together,

these suffice to make the original set of equations hold simultaneously in an

inconsistent space-

There are two complications which are avoided here (see Mortensen 1995

pgO) First, multiple inconsistent identities require one to associate each inconsistent

identity with one dimension of the phase space, ie. one of the unknowns xl'..xs'

This means in turn that one has to introduce a more complicated geometrical

interpretation. For the present application, it is sufFrcient to remain with the simpler

case of just a single inconsistency. Second, multiple WREFS are obtainable from

the one inconsistent set of equations. However, this does not render the overall

solution indeterminate, since there are only a finite number of rùVREFs obtainable

from the finite number of reorganisations of the initial set of linear equations' That

is, any set of equations has in general multiple solutions, as in the consistent case'

The simplest way to deal with this here is to make the assumption common in

engineering of some preferred ordedng, such as reliability. That way, the only time
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row intefchange is used is as pÍut of a f,rnal manouvre to shift a fow of zeros (except

perhaps for the last place) downward to olrtain WREF'

3. Control SYstems

A control system operating correctly and stably is represented in the usual

way by a linear transformation M operating on a (column) vector of inputs u to

produce a (column) vectof of ouþuts y, or y:M.u. For simplicity, y and u ale

assumed here to be the same length, so that M is square' A more detailed analysis

incorporating feedback and a state vector x is standardly given by supposing four

maü.ices A,B,C,D with the two relations: r(t+ l):ltjr(t)+84(t) and

xt):cx(t)+Du(t). However, it is not necessary to incorporate these relations here'

An unexpected and persistent change is postulated in the ouþut' This can be

regarded as resulting from a change in the physical laws of the plant hitherto

described by M. This prompts a distinction between the matricesMoli andMnew'

Motd is the original M, and is responsible for the predicted ouþut ypred via

ypred:Mold.u . Mnew is the actual laws of the plant, and is responsible for the

observed ouþut yobs via yobs:Mnew.u . MoId is known from the original

specifications of the plant, but$new is unknown though its output yoþs is known'

one can now define a plant to be wellfunctioning lff yobs:ypred, otherwise

malfunaioning.

To represent malfunctioning as an inconsistency, there are a number of

options. First note that one represents the equation !:M.u as an augmented matrix

whose right hand column is the ouþuts y , and whose remaining body is the product

M.u. Reducing this to solution form provides the solution of the input u which

produces that ouput in the consistent case' To incolporate aspects of what one

knows into an inconsistent pichtre, one option is to form the augmented

ch.eckmatrix, Mac, which consists of a cofe which is Mold'u, a right hand
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column which is yobs, and a bottom row (the checkrow), each entry in which is the

sum of that column, except that the right hand bottom entry is Dypred. (This

worked for the simple cases described here, but a more generally useful entry is

Ðgtpred-yobs)z.) When Ðypred is not the same as Dyobs, reducing Mac to WREF

gives a nonzero entry called circ in the bottom right hand corner. The number cfrc

is a parameter describing an inconsistent environment which is part of the solution

for u to the simultaneous equations which inconsistently identify Mold.u withyobs-

The conjecture, then, is that if a controller is built which at each instant

computes the WREF for Mac, then adjusts the input u to a set of values which take

the inconsistent environment of circ into account, it may be possible to return yobs

to ypred without complete shutdown (zero ouþut). Again, there are a number of

options in adjusting u. One is to return u to umodcírc, which was used in these

studies. An alternative is to return u to the largest OmodcÍrc less than its existing

value. Yet another alternative is to use whatever u it takes to return yoäs (using

Mold) to the largest }modcírc less than is existing value- In representing tltis

situation, it is also useful to make a distinction commonly made in control theory

between the input vector z and the state vector ¡ which takes into account feedback

from the controller and on which Moll operates directly.

l\t-a,u ,o

o!/. Tþnx

Çtc.(

Fig 1 A general inconsistent conboller
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4. Results.

A desfu-able behaviour for malfunctioning plants is that, under the action of

the controller, the plant eventually becomes wellfunctioning by modifying the input.

We see that this proves possible. Among plants which are not eventlually

wellfunctioning, there can be defined several types-

Def,rnition 4.

(a) A plant cycles lff yobs(t):yoàs(t+k) for some k and all t (or all t after an

appropriate þ).

(b) A plant is persistent (afier t) lff yobs(t):yobs(t*k) for all k> 0'

(c) A plant is bounded iff no component of yobs(t) ever gets more than a fixed

number k from zero.

(d) A plant may be defined operationally to explode iff some component of yaås

exceeds a predetermined bound (in these studies it was taken as 105).

For a plant which does not eventually wellfunction, any of the behaviours (a)-(c)

are more desirable than explosion.

programs were written to simulate the controller described in Section 3. To

facilitate inspection of large numbers of runs, Mold was held fixed and Mnew

varied systematically by applying a multiplier to one row' The size of M was kept

low, to Zx2 ot 3x3. The following data summarise the results of various runs with

two different methods of adjustment of the state vectol' ¡. It is noted that the

outcome of eventual wellfunctioning is in several cases achievable within r

continuous range of variation of Mnew, which Suggests a systematic effect.
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In addition, the above behaviours of cycling and persistence have been

observed. Boundedness cannot be directly observed, of course, but long runs have

been observed without exPlosion.
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Fig 6 Mixed Persistence and Cycling
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